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STATEMENT OF SECRETARY OF DEFENSE ROBERT S. ~1cNAMARA
BEFORE THE HOUSE SUBCOMMITTEE ON DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE APPROPRIATIONS
ON THE FISCAL YEAR 1969-73 DEFENSE PROGRAM AND 1969 DEFENSE BUDGET

Mr. Chairman and Members of the Committee:

This is the seventh and final Five Year Defense Program and
Financial Budget it will be my privilege to present to this Committee.
Since there are a number of important basic policy issues which warrant
a more extensive discussion, I have dropped from this year 1 s statement
some of the usual program detail. However, other Defense Department
witnesses will be available to go into these matters in whatever depth
you may desire.

As has been my practice in the past, I will attempt to call your
attention to the more important changes in the Defense Program which
have occurred since last year, particularly those relating to our

effort in Southeast Asia.
A.

APPROACH TO THE FY 1969-73 PROGRAM AND FY 1969 BUDGET

Last year when I appeared before this Committee in support of the
FY 1966 Budget I said, " ... barring a significant change in the character or scope of the Southeast Asia conflict, or unforeseen emergencies

elsewhere in the world, the FY 1967 Supplemental and FY 1968 Budget
should be sufficient to cover our re~uirements until FY 1969 funds
become available ... . ''

A careful review of our financial requirements

for the balance of FY 1968 has convinced me that we can still manage
the program within the total obligational authority provided. However,
to do so we will need authority to transfer a limited amount of funds
among the various Defense Department appropriations. The amounts~
involved, both for authorization and appropriation, have been furnished
separately to the appropriate Committees. ~/
With regard to the FY 1969 Budget, I have again deleted all programs which can be safely deferred to a later time. In particular, our
~

In addition, we will need the funds re~uired to cover the costs
of the military ·and civilian pay raises enacted by the Congress
last year. This requirement was included in the President's
original FY 1968 Budget in the category of Government-wide
"Allowances for Contingencies" rather than the Defense program,
since it involved proposed legislation.

l

r,.;ln~e _pl·~.it:cts nee:deC. for
support of our forces in Southeast Asia, for new ~eapons systems, and
for the health and safety of our personnel. And, of course, we are
continuing with undiminished vigor our cost reduction efforts.

military construction request includes prjmarJ-J

By eliminating the ~~needed and marginal activities and by deferrinb whatever can be safely deferred, I have been able to reduce the
FY 1969 Budget requests of the Services and Defense Agencies by about
$21.7 billion, while at the same time providing for all essential military requirements. As sho•n in Table 1, we are requesting for FY 1969
a total of $79.6 billion in new obligational authority. Expenditures
are now estimated at $74.2 billion for FY 1968 (about $500 million more
on a comparable basis, i.e., taking account of pay raises and the new

budget co:1cepts, than was estimated one year ago and several billion

less tha;: some have predicted in recent months) and $[7.1 billion for
FY 1969.

B.

ASSESS!-fr:NT OF TEE INTERNATIONAL SITUATION AS IT BEARS ON MILITARY
POLICIES MiD PROGRAYS

In the seven years since I first came before this Committee to
testify on our defense programs, the military and economic strength of
the Ur.ited States and its allies has increased dramatically. But so
have the difficulty and complexity of the problems we have had to face
in framing our military policies. These years have seen the acceleration of a number of trends which will make the world of the 1970s
very different from the world of the early 1960s.
Today, as then,
our military posture remains rooted in a commitment to collective defense. We and our allies are demonstrating this commitment every day
in Vietnam. But today, and tomorroY, our country must be prepared to
cope with a complex range of contingencies requiring forces and weapons
systems with very diverse capabilities.
Since the early 1960s the divisions within the camp of our adversaries, already apparent then, have both deepened and widened. Indeed,
there are noi<.' not simply two centers of Communism but several: Havana
shows little inclination to follow the lead of Moscow or Peking, and
is itself trying to exert a lead over the splintered Communist movements of the developing world. In' Moscow, we still detect a desire to
undermine the institutions of many nations and the influence of the
·United States. But we find this desire tempered by a prudence powerfully reinforced by a justly-held fear of nuclear war.
At the same time that we find ourselves engaged in a conflict with
North Vietnam and its South Vietnamese ·supporters to preserve the principle

•
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that political change must not be brought about by externally directed
violence and military force, we find ourselves engaged in many forms

of peaceful competition with other Communist states. In the world of
the late 1940s and early 1950s, when our adversary seemed monolithic,
such a situation would have been unimaginable. Yet today it would be
as short-sighted for us to fail to seek peaceful accommodation (in those
activities in which this may be possible) with the Soviet Union and its
Eastern Europea~ allies as it would be for us to fail to maintain the
credibility of our deterrent against Moscow's improved strategic systems
or to fail to resist aggression in Korea or Vietnam.
Thus, circumstances for which we must formulate our military poli-

cies have changed greatly from those of the early 1960s.
remain the same.

But our goals

Fundamentally, what is at issue today-- as it was a

decade ago and as it will be a decade from now -- is the kind of world
in which we and others wish to live. When this Nation made the decision
at the end of World War II to base its own security on the principle of
collective defense, it was with the hope that there could be created,
in accordance with the principles of the United Nations Charter, a
world in which even the smallest state could look forward to an independent existence, free to develop in its own way, ~~molested by its
nei~hbors, and free of fear of armed attack or political domination by
the more powerful nations.

Some years later, in a world already familiar with the gap between
Communist promise and Communist reality -- and with Communist aggression
as well -- we sought to achieve this same high purpose by aligning ourselves with other like-minded nations in a series of multilateral and
bilateral.mutual defense treaties. By the close of 1955, this system
of interlocking alliances had grown to include the Rio Treaty in the
Western Hemisphere, NATO in Europe, SEATO and ANZUS in the Far East and
the bilateral mutual defense agreements with Korea, Japan, the Republic
of China, and the Philippines -- a total of some 40-odd sovereign nations
bound together in an effort to defend their freedom and prevent the further extension of Communist influence and hegemony.
Looking back over the history of the last two decades, I believe
it is fair to say that this system of alliances has substantially
achieved its purpose. Although the record is less than perfect, the
outward thrust of Soviet and Red Chinese aggression has been generally
contained and the independence of even the smallest member of the alliances has been preserved. Beyond the immediate objective of these
alliances, our adherence to a policy of collective defense has helped
us to pursue our ultimate goal -- the creation of a world order in
which all st_ates, small and large, aligned and unaligned, can preserve
their independence and live in peace.

3

Collective security, however, has had its price. The members of
the alliances have had to support large and costly military forces for
many years, with small prospect of an early reduction. Moreover, w~,
and some of our allies, have had to pay a particularly high price,
both in lives and in wealth, for the alliances' achievements -- first
in Korea during the early 1950s and. no·w again in Southeast Asia. Sc,
the American people have a right to ask: Were these achievements worth
their cost, particularly in terms of their ultimate contribution to the
peace and security of our own Nation?
I believe they were. But this is a question which can never be
answered conclusively; there is no way by which we can determine -..:it!"J
certainty what the world and this country would have looked liY.e today
had we not based our national security policy on the principle of collective defense during the last 20-:>dd years. Ho·wever, we do }:;.o·..· t.!-,at
the policies of unarmed isolationism and atte~pted neutrality, w~ich we
followed prior to World War II, were in the end far more costly in lives
and property.
Moreover, it must be clearly recognized that while it is conceivable
that we could return to a policy of isolationism, today this could no
longer be the unarmed isolationism of.the 1930s. In an age of nuclear
weapons and intercontinental ballistic missiles, when other nations haYe
the capability to strike our homeland a devastating blo-...: with perhaps
only a few minutes of warning, such an easy option is denied us.
Nevertheless, one could argue tha~ we could still renounce all of
our mutual defense treaties, pull back our militaYy forces to our 0"1.."!1
soil, and build a "Fortress America'' so powerful as to deter virtually
any enemy or combination of enemies from deliberately attacking our
territory. Then we could deal with the rest of the world on a strictly
arms-length basis. But that would be an entirely different world than
the one we now live in ·-- and an entirely different United States as
well! Without dependable friends or allies, we would surely have to
maintain a larger military establishment than at present. We would also
have to reorient our industry and commerce to achieve a maximur.. degree
of economic self-sufficiency with a lower standard of living for our
people, and considerably less economic freedom for all. Most important,
we would be living in a far more uncertain and dangerous world, one in
which our influence over the course of· events would be greatly diminisheC.
It would also be a world in which the pressures for proliferation of
nuclear weapons and the means of their delivery would be much stronger
than they are today. In time, we could find ourselves literally isolated,
a "Fortress America" still reiati vely prosperous, but surroW1ded by a
sea of struggling, envious and unfriendly nations -- a situation hardly
calculated to strengthen our own state of peace and security.
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Isolationism is clearly an undesiraLle alterrjative to our continued
involvement in the responsibilit.i~..·::; of '\o/'Orld uffairs and collective
defense. This does not mean, hO\..'l:'Vt.'r, thc:.t we must assume the role
of "world policeman". But it dues mean the:.t we must be '\o/'illing to
continue to support those int•-·rn:..:.t-ional c:.rrangerne:~ts which help to
preserve v:orld peace, allevi ute conflicts an.o;.[ !lations a'1d create
conditions for economic and sociaJ progr0ss ir. the less developed
areas of the world.
I "''ould hope that ow allies and friends will similarly recognize
the new international situation is too complicated and threatening for any sudden abandonment by therr: of the collective defense of
freedom and independence. The Frinciple that every nation should feel
secure in its independence is still valid, and it cannot easily be
ignored in one pa!"t of the world and sustQ.i!"Jed in another. The co;:tribution of individual nations to this goal can take many forrr:s, and
there is adrr.ittedly no precise way to determine any nation's :'air share
of the burde:1. We, 0:1 our part, must recognize that some of m.:..r friends
ar.C. allies sir.::ply do not have the economic strength or indust-rial capacity to equip ar1d maintain the armed forces they legitimately need;
in fact, a few cannot even meet their militay-y pa~'rolls from their own
resources. It is in the co~~on interest that these nations be furnished the necessary financial and material support, not only by the United
States, but also by the other more prosperous menbers cf the alliances.
There have been some encouraging moves i:r. that direction, but too great
a share is still being furnished by the United States.
tha~

Having said that other nations should do more in the co~T.on cause
does not mean that I think we should do less, at least at the present
time. The severe cuts made by the Congress last year in the Administra- ~
tion's economic and military aid request constitute a very serious set·back to the entire collective defense effort. Moreover, the numerous
limitations which were incorporated in the military aid legislation
will seriously hamper the administration of the program and greatly
complicate our relations with many of our allies. ln this connection,
I think it is of the utmost importance for us to remember that the nonCommunist world is made up of sovereign states which have widely differing histories, capabilities and political and economic orientations.
Even where these states subscribe in principle to the policy of collective security, we should not. expect that there will always be a unanimity
of view as to how and by whom that policy should be implemented in any
particular situation. Neither is it realistic for us to expect them all
to share our scale of priorities. Each has its own particular set of
local problems and national aspirations, and each will insist on judging
for itself what is best for its people. We should, and do, try to guide
them in areas where our joint interests are involved. And, we should,
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and do, try to ensure that Yhat aid Ye give them is effectively used
both from their point of view and ours. We do not, and should not,
atterr.pt to force our vie...,s upon them by unilateral coercion through

trade and aid, for this is not the way to achieve the unity needed
for the collective defense of the Fr~e World.
Ho...·ever, I earn:: at help but feel that most of the restrictions

and fund reductions

im~osed

by the Congress on the national security

progYar.1 last year reflect a much r:1ore fundamental problerr~, and that is
a growing u~~illingness to face u~ to the fact that if the policy of
collective defense is to work, we must be ready to pay our share of the
price of suppo!"ting it. If this is so, I must tell you in all candor
that OW" natior. will be much better off if we confront the r-eal iss'..le
directly, and that is whether we should continue to base our na:~c,::al
security o:·1 the· policy of collective defense. There is no:.!-.ing tc be
gained 8Jjd much to be lost by paying lip service to the policy a:-.d
the!: failing to su~port the programs designed for its ir.:plementati:)r..
That the k~erican people have become somewhat disillusioned ar.d
weary with the problems of the rest of the world is readily understandable:
for many years we have borne a large share of the burde:-:
of "'OY'lC. peace a:1d security, and of assista:1ce to the developinf r:a:io:1s.
But "'e must never forget that of all nations we have the most at stake.
The existence of an open, out·ward-looY.ing, humane society in the United
States depends upon the vitality of similar societies else·,.,rhe!"e. \·ie
must also never forget that our burden is lar£e because our ca~aci:.:,· is
large -- so much larger in fact, than that of a::.y ether na:.ion as to
make corr.parisons misleading. For better or for worse -- hope~ully,
for better-- we are preeminent, with all of the obligations which ac-

crue to leadership. So despite the rapidly increasing complexity o~
the world of the late 1960s and the 1970s, and the difficult choices
it will pose for us, we must not in weariness or disillusio~~e::.t abaTJdon
our international role, or neglect to face up to t':Je real im;·lications
of neY: a.'1d old alternatives.
For my part, I am convinced that we will judge the alternatives
to a continued dedication to colle::.: ve de:'e:1se to be u:Jacceptable.
I am also convinced that embracing the oCligations of leadershi~ will
not force us to divert badly needed resources !'ro::: the irr;;.rover;Ie~.t of
American domestic society. Our resources are su!":'icie~:.., i!" wisely
allocated, to meet the needs of the wea~ and the ur.der~rivileged both
at home and abroad. For the sake o~ cur security and o~r well-being,
we can afford no less.
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l.

'l'he CorrJnunist Countries.

DurinG the year since my last statement on this subject the fissures within the Communist world have shown no signs of healing. These
di vis i ens , of course , have existed for some t irne, and it may be that no
influence short of a change of regime either in China or in the USSR
can bring about the restoration of even a facade of unity across the
Communist \o.'orld. PeY.ing's drive irj opposition to Moscow has resulted
in greater Chinese rr.ilitancy, and at times in greater militancy in
Soviet policies as well. On the whole, however, the strident behavior
of the Peking regime has caused the Soviet leadership ·-- both Khrushchev
and his successors -- to confront the fact that they, too, have an interest in stability that has to be balanced off against continued a~~erence
to a revel utionary ideology. both strands are present in Soviet pcli cy.
The tasf. of creative statesmanship for the West will be to move t•1oscow
further in directions that we can call constructive, while at the s~~e
time working to break down the Chinese wall which insulates Peking from
all outside influence.
Our own interests have not fared badly as a result of the divisions
in the Co~~unist world. Both the Soviet Union and Red China have suffered serious setbacks in Latin America, in South Asia, in Indonesia,
and in the developing world in general, and each is devoting a large
share of its energies to its dispute ~ith the other. Partly as aresult of Moscow's increasing concentration on domestic affairs and partly
due to Peking's de~iance, the Cornrr.unist governments of Eastern Europe
have been able to assert increasing independence in many spheres, and
we may hope for the establishment of better relations with the West.
, Over the long run these bonds may ease the defense problem for the entire NATO area; for the near future, however, although Europe is comparatively free from overt threats or pressures, current NATO force
levels will still be required to keep it that way.

•

Aside from the purely nationalistic component of the Sino-Soviet
dispute, a large number of ideological issues have emerged, some of
which are matters of indifference to the United States. Of greater concern for us is the Sino-Soviet dispute on how the "world revolution" is
to be achieved. The Soviets since 1962 have generally taken a less
militant approach, although they continue to affirr, their support for
what they choose to call "wars of national liberation." The Soviet
leadership has demonstrated sene restraint in their support for No!"t:-.
VietneJn and in support of insurgencies in some other areas of the "'crld.
In Latin America, for example, they apparently oppose Fidel Castro's
policy of externally supported armed insurrection, choosing instead "to
compete for influence over the indigenous Communist parties and
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seekin~

to expand Soviet presence and relations with Latin American governments. The Red Chinese letiders, by contrast, enthusias-

tically endorse Castro's efforts to apply their hie;hly touted doctrir.e

of

11

peoples' wars".

There are, of course, many problems lyint: tet·..:ee;; t;.S a::d t~:'="
Soviets, some of "them old, some of them new·. Indepe:-.de;(t.ly of tf.eir
disagreement with the Chinese, or perhaps beca>..:.se o: it, the Soviet
leaders seem to feel impelled to support Hanoi ir. its a:t.er;.pt to expa..r:d
its area of control, and therefore are less willing to cooperate \."ith
the United States in other areas of policy, such as the r.:utual reductio:-:

of forces in Europe or in arms control measures. It is likely that relations with the USSR could improve if Hanoi's aggressions in Southeast
Asia were terminated. In the meantime we must simultaneously do our
best to preserve the constructive aspects of our relationship with
Moscow, and to guard against counting on improvements before they occur.
a.

The Soviet Union

The past year has seen increased Soviet assistance to North Vietnam, but if it has bought Moscow any significant political leverage, it
has not been used to move Hanoi towards a.negotiated settlement of the
Vietnam conflict. Instead, its support has done much to sustain Hanoi's
aggression. Similarly, extensive Soviet military assiscance to the Arab
states was not only unaccompanied by any effort to steer them away fro;:
their reckless confrontation with Israel in May 1961, but, at least in
its early stages, the crisis appears to have been purposefully stimulated
by the USSR. Thus, the Soviet Government must carry a major share of the
responsibility for triggering the short but explosive war which followed,
and subsequently for making more difficult the achievement of a Middle
Eastern settlement. At the same time, Moscow's record over the last
half-dozen years includes its initiative to bring about peace between
India and Pakistan in 1965, its generally constructive behavior during
the Laotian crisis, and its stance on the Sino-Indian border dispute.
The Soviet leaders have also been willing to incur the sustained invective of the Chinese in their negotiations with us for an agreement
to halt the proliferation of nuclear weapons. These are only a few
samples, but they serve to point up the mixture of conflict and cooperation in the USSR's relations with the non-Communist world.
Over the past year, the Soviets have projected an image of increased
activity, determination and new strategic directions, especially towards
developing a capability for flexible response. There are some signs
that the Soviets are developing the forces required to give them a limited
mobile military capability to meet some types of contingencies beyond
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tne land areas of the Communist group of C"'"'·t ''"es. However, a fully
flexible response remains outside the realm of immediately foreseeable
Soviet capability.
Wnereas Soviet developments in the area of strategic systems -notably ABMs and FOBS (Fractional Orbit Bombardment System) -- give
evidence of a continuing search for security through more advanced
arms, ostensibly military applications of power such as recently increased levels of Soviet naval activity in tne Mediterranean appear to
be primarily diplomatic gestures aimed at recouping political losses
suffered as a result of Moscow's inability to forestall Israel's victory over the Arabs in June 1967. Soviet naval craft in trie Medi terranean, including guided-missile cruisers, a number of submarines,
lesser warships, and support units which could provide for year-round
operations, have effectively shown the Soviet flag. Altnough modest
in size and in puncn compared witn the U.S. Sixth Fleet, the Soviet
fleet provides the type of visibility which Moscow has elected to seek.
It has similarly signaled that the future Soviet posture •·ill includ~
''Ma.rineu amphibious forces Wld helicopter carriers.

Hm·J all thes12

activities will affect future Soviet behavior is a matter to which ,.;c
will give close attention.
Tne politico-military developments were accompanied by a substantial increase in defense expenditures projected in the budget announced
for 1968. This increase of 2.2 billion rubles, coP.'j_ng on top of t;:c
smaller increases in 1966 and 1967, will raise publicly announced defense expenditures from about 12.8 billion rubles in 1965 to about
16.7 billion rubles in 1968.
Bookkeeping changes, higher prices for military goods and perhaps
a military pay raise in themselves account for more than one billion
rubles of this increase, while the balance apparently reflects the
continued expansion of the Soviet defense effort. Analysis of tne
available data on botn the budget and the economic plan for 19GB indicates that this diversion of additional funds to military purposes
may force a slowdown in the rate of investment in agriculture and
industry, and possibly in housing. Apparently, the Soviet leaders are
willing to risk a reduction in the grow~h rate of tneir industrial
plant over the longer term, and to gamble on the continuation of reasonably good growing weather to meet their agricultural needs over the next
several years, all to meet their estimate of current defense needs.
Wnat is not entirely clear is now the additional resources for defense are to be distributed among the various military programs. No
single program -- except under extraordinary crash conditions -- could
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absorb any major portion of th~· 2. ;• lJj J J j UtJ-ruLlt· ~ :.c:rr.:ase announced
for 1968. One possible boof.YJ·q·jJw_·ad,i'.l::tntent i: l~1::"... the military
assistance program in 1967 a'1d r:r- j 'Jr years w~s Y.c-}.t. <:::.j·~rt in the
"Financing the Natil'nal Econom/' 1-tJ.J,· .. •. •_·::lt-gorJ; t!:~::: program, or at
least the North Vietnamese portluJ,, h:...t:..; J..r·-·rtJaps be{:::tJ shifted back to the
11
"Defense category in the l9l;b l'udt··.·t..
J: is int1:.!" 1::::t.i m: to note that
the original 1967 budget provjlkd :Jl;uu:. b,.9 l.dlJior: ;utles for ''Financing the National Economy", . .:JH. . . rc·~i:; th'.' n·".'i sed J9(/( Lud['2"t, announced
late last year, provides 4Y.9 t··lllio:. n.:ll•·:.;. One m~y "c:cnjecture that
at least part of this 3 lJilJicl:-rul-lc i:: . :!'"·..::.;.sE: wit!.ir: tile:- same year reflects the \IDanticipated mili l.i..!.r:•' nss~:t:..:.rH. .':..: derna~ds uf North Vietnam
and perhaps the need to rer.)~cc.- ::;. or:'.c uf' ~- :1'. <;>quiprnt-;.t. an C. supplies lost
by the Arab nations in t!"tt:- r·::r::-:.'n-: ·war ...:it!. :!srael. ~·~;it". ce;:;j~cture is
supported by the fact that tht Jy()S Ludr~·: ;,rovides o;.-ly 0. 2 billion
rubles more for "Financine; t.!:::: i·:at..ionaJ ~conomy" the.;; t!"H:: revised 1967
budget, whereas in recer;t years -::-~--= ar.rJur:::.l rate of incree::..so;: ir. this
category has rarely fallen she:!'"'. of 2 b: J lior. rubles.

Of one thing we can be sure, the cost of the

Vietn~~

conflict to

the Soviet Union >~ill be considerably hi<;her in 1968 than in 1967.
North Vietnam is becoming ever more dependent on the Soviet Union for

all kinds of support, military and

econc~:c,

and as long as the conflict

co~tinues,

the burden or. the Soviet Union is likely to increase. It is
rmcertai:1, however, what effects the increased budgetary levels vill he.ve

on Soviet military and foreign policy for the near future.

diD
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The Soviet

leaders clearly wish to achieve a military posture which will give
them capabilities, more ,closely in balance with our own, and the
growth of our own capabilities over the last several years has no doubt
beeri a factor in their budgetary decisions. Yet over the next few years
their abilities to support substantial forces relatively distant from
their own frontiers will continue to be quite limited.
b.

Red China

Last year I noted our previous belief that the leadership of Red
China was strong and united-had proven to be erroneous. The course of
events in mainland China during the past 12 months has
assumntion we made then that the political turmoil
L1 ,o~h .
'•• ·~
would continue. Civil disouroances
' ~
'· ' ~ ' ' . .
.,_
clashes have occurred throughout the length and breadth of Red China,
m~~y involving the Army itself.
Industrial production and transportation
have been disrupted, the educaUonal process has been almost completely
halted and government administration at all levels has been severely
r

w-ea.Y.ened.

What had apparently transpired was an attempted revolution within
a revolution. Concerned about flagging revolutionary spirit in the
government and party structures, and concern.ed that future generations
would lose sight of "true'' Communist goals, Mao set out to conduct a
massive house-cleaning. \-lhen existing mechanisms proved inadequate,
he apparently deci"ded to fashion a neY instrument, the Red Guards, and

set them loose against the Co~~unist bureaucracy, the very people responsible for the administration of day-to-day affairs of the nation.
These people tend to give priority to getting the job done rather than
to politics and ideology. The failure of the Great Leap Forward, which
had become clearly evident by 1960-61, apparently convinced the bureaucr~cy that a more pragnatic approach to China's economic problems "Was
urgently needed. This approach necessarily involved the relaxation of
some of the dogma favored by l·1ao and a return to what might be called
"quasi-capitalistic'' techniques such as the reestablishment of private
agricultural plots in the rural areas and the provision of material irJcentives fc:- the industrial Yorkers in the cities.
I t no" seems clear that the issue has not been resolved.
l~ao has
succeeded in damaging the Communist bureaucracy, but has r.either destroyed it nor transforoed it int.o an ef·fective instrumer~t of his o;..•n
policy. Administrative control over the nation has been seriously
weakened. but the Red Guards proved unable to displace the bureaucracy.
The Army has been called upon to reest&"ulish order in cities and to
maintain production schedules in factories, in mines and even on

ll

-the farr::.s.
Nevertheless, clashes betveen the contending factions
continue. 'The eConomy 'anc;i the educational system are still in disarray.
Once acai n, i·~ao has demonst:-ateC that it is easier to create chaos than
to reest.a'...:lish order. Eve!; i ~· t.r:c.- leadership is reunited, 'Which scarcely
secr.;s ;.ossible, it \:ill no douLt. tar.e many months, if not years, torepc.ir tiJe darr.ac.e that l·iao's cultu:-hl revolution has "Wrought within main1 a:Hi China.

but the damage was by no means limited to the domestic scene; the
culturnl revolution ha.s alsv d~clt Red China's foreign policy a severe
l!lo1•. 1 ts prestige within tho Corrummist camp has declined precipitously,
in most instances to the advar.tage of the Soviet Union.

Its relations

•·ith the rest of the world are at their lowest ebb. Indeed, Red China
in the past year has mana£ed to antagonize most nations \lith which it
still maintains diplorna~ic relations. Most of its ambassadors have been
recalled to Peking, as par~ of ~he Great Cultural Revolution, vhile the
Chinese diplorr.atic missions abroad have ineffectively marked time.

It is by no means certain what such a development Yould mean to
tfle oresent alignment of the world. A more moderate regime in China
could result in a relaxation of relations with the outside world, including the United States, or it could mean a rapprochement with the
Soviet Union, or possibly both. Even the second, however, might prove
to be of advantage to the outsice world -- if a~ increasingly moderate
viewpoint prevails within the Soviet leadPrshi;::. In that event the
Soviet Union could serve as a moderating influence on Red China. If a
more militant approach is adopted by tile Soviet Union, however, a rapprochnent with Red China could confront the Free World with a new and
even more severe threat.
Meanwhile, we can assume that Red China \:ill continue to support
North Vietnam's aggression against South Vietnam and Laos as well as
the present lo"' keyed but continuing insurrec~ions against Thailand
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t
and Burma. China may also keep up its presoure on India, using a
potential military threat along the northern border combined with
propaganda and subversion within the country. Elsewhere in the world
the Red Chinese drive has slowed and is not likely to recover its
former momentum until the internal leadership issue is settled and the
foreign policy line is clarified.
In any event, a mainland China with a population approaching 800
million, a military establishment of some three million men and a growing stockpile of nuclear weapons will be a power to be reckoned with in

the 1970s.

In its dealings with the Peking regime, the United States

will be concerned to stress the common interest we share in avoiding

war, as with every other power, and will hope that a dialogue of mutual
interest can be initiated and expanded, while we continue to try to
deter direct or indirect Chinese a~gressions against her neighbors.

2.

Southeast Asia and Southwest Pacific Area

Southeast Asia remains for the United States a test of the viability
of our collective defense policy. Here in close proximity to Red China
lie a number of small, non-Communist st~tes, each of which in its own
way is striving to maintain its freedom and independence. The confusion
and discord within the Communist camp is well illustrated in this region.
The USSR is nominally joined with the Peking regime in supporting Hanoi's
operations against South Vietnam, but each of the major Communist powers
is seeking to prevent the other fran gaining dominance in Hanoi, while
North Vietnam itself probably wishes to fall under the dominance of
neither. It is thus possible that Moscow, Peking, and Hanoi all disagree as to what the future shape of Southeast Asia should be, yet these
disagreements have allowed Hanoi -- while pursuing its drive to conquer
the South -- to play the Soviet Union off against China for material
assistance. Thus, while polycentrism within the Communist world is
generally a welcome development, there will be cases, as in Vietnam,
where it may intensify our problems rather than easing them.

The Soviet leadership may now believe that North Vietnam will be
an outpost for their more pragmatic form of Marxism, to serve as a buf-

fer hemming in the doctrinaire zealots of Peking. If this is their calculation, they are playing a dangerous game. A Communist victory in
South Vietnam would erode the position of all of the non-Communist states
in Scutheast Asia, and the chief beneficiary would be China -- not the
Soviet Union. Such a victory would be seen as a triumph for the Chinese
militancy and as a vindication of her position in the ideological dispute with the Soviet Union. And, in contrast to North Korea,which
borders both, Southeast Asia is separated from the Soviet Union by the

•
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great land mass of China. It is, therefore, unlikely that the Soviets
could long maintain a special position in that area in defiance of China.
But our real concern is not over which of the two rivals emerges
dominant. Our concern is that no great power dominate the area. As I
have so often told this Committee, the United States has no desire to
compete with either the Soviet Union or Red China for hegemony in Southeast Asia, or to achieve any spec~al position there. This is not to say
that we are indifferent to what transpires on the other side of the Pacific Ocean. Whether we like it or not, we are a Pacific Ocean state.
Our west coast borders on the Pacific and our 50th state lies halfway
across that ocean. Moreover, we have important historical ties and
treaty commitments to many of the nations in the Western Pacific. So,
we have a vital strategic interest in that area, an interest that we
cannot ignore.

In this connection, I want to clear up one misunderstanding that
has gained some currency in the press during the last few months. It
has been alleged by some commentators that the Administration, last fall,
changed its rationale for our military involvement· in Southeast Asia-that we are now emphasizing the importance of Southeast Asia to our
own security, whereas earlier we had said that we entered the conflict
to honor the commitments of four Presidents, to protect the freedom and

independence of the people of South Vietnam, and to ensure their right
to decide their own destiny.
The fact is that all of these reasons have been involved all along;
no one is exclusively determining, as we have repeatedly tried to make
clear. The important point is that all of the reasons we have given for
our involvement in the Souttoast Asian conflict are directly derived from
a single basic policy, whi- is ~ollective security. We are fighting
there for the right of nat Jns to live in freedom and independence, unmolested by their ne'.ghbo- ; and free of fear of domination or attack by
any 'of the great powers. I t is from this right, as I have so often stated,
that our own security c~rives, and it is precisely the objective of our
collective defense policy in all parts of the world. Not to honor our
commitments in South Vietnam would thus cast doubt on our determination
to honor our commitments elsewhere in the world.
I believe that over the long run a truly independent Southeast Asia
would best serve the interests of all the nations involved. It would
remove one more source of strife between the outside world and the Communist cam"p, and within the latter as well.

Moreover, it would create

the kind of environment required for the rapid development of the region's
basically rich natural resources, to the benefit of all.

This

VlSlOn

of a peaceful and more

prospero~s

order in Southeast

Asia is shared by our friends and allies in th~ Western Pacific.

l ar:1
sure that you have noticed an increased appreciation among the leaders
of Asian and Pacific nations for the contribution which our efforts in
Southeast Asia are making to their own freedom and independence. Of the
seven nations actively participating in the struggle with their own military forces (South Vietnam, Australia, New Zealand, Thailand, the Republic of Korea, the Philippines and the United States), all but the Philippines have agreed in the last twelve months to increase their force contributions in South Vietnam. And, all of these leaders -- and those of
many other non-Communist nations -- are firm in their support for our
goals and objectives in Southeast Asia. I think there can be no doubt
but that this trend is directly related to our determination to fulfill
our obligations in that are"a and to a rising confidence among Asian
leaders that we will persist in that determination.

The Statement of Principles enunciated at the Manila Conference of
October 1966 continues to guide our efforts in Southeast Asia. These
principles include the following four points:
1.

Aggression must not succeed in South Vietnam.

2.

We must break the bonds of poverty, illiteracy and disease
throughout Asia and the Pacific area.

3.

We must strengthen economic, social and cultural cooperation
within the region.

4.

We must seek reconciliation and peace throughout Asia.

The seven participating nations agreed that the South Vietnamese
people shall not be conquered by aggressive force and shall enjoy the
inherent right to choose their own way of life and their own form of
government and that this commitment shall be backed by military force
and other efforts as necessary. But at the same time, the seven nations
also proclaimed their readiness to pursue any and all avenues which might
lead to a secure and just peace, either through discussion and negotiation
or through reciprocal action on both sides to reduce the level of violence.
They made it clear that their sole demand on the leaders of North Vietnam is that they abandon their aggression. More specifically, the
Manila Declaration stated that:
"Allied forces are in the Republic of Vietnam because
that country is the object of aggression and its government
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requested support in the resistance of i~o people to
aggression. They shall be withdrawn, after close consultation, as the other side withdraws its forces to the
North, ceases infiltration, and the level of violence thus
subsides. Those forces will be withdrawn as soon as possible and not later than six months after the above conditions have been fulfilled. 11
These are still our policies. As you well know, the U.S. Government has continued to explore every possible means of achieving a just
settlement of the Vietnam conflict. These efforts have thus far yielded
no positive results, but our search for peace continues.
The importance of our efforts in Vietnam to the ultimate achievement of economic development, area cooperation and political independence in Southeast Asia and the Southwest Pacific is accepted not only
by the seven nations actively involved in the conflict, but by leaders
of other Asian countries as well. Prime Ministers Sate of Japan and
Lee of Singapore are among those who have recently spoken out in unequivocal fashion on the need for the allied shield in Vietnam to permit orderly Asian development. The Suharto regime in Indonesia, though remaining unaligned, is painfully aware of the sources of danger. Wholesale North Vietnamese violation of Laotian territory has been officially
denounced by Prime Minister Souvanna Phouma. Burma and Cambodia recognize the threats of Chinese Communist pressures, having had a taste of
them this past year. This is not to imply that these nations will revamp their present foreign policies, but it does suggest that even those
least willing to appear aligned with the United States are increasingly
disturbed about Red Chinese or North Vietnamese designs.
The turmoil in Vietn~~ has tended to obscure the substantial progress being achieved elsewhere in the area. The time being purchased
in Vietnam at such heavy cost is being put to good use by the non-Communist Asian states and there is a growing appreciation of the need for
collective action to meet common problems. Although the conflict slowed
the Mekong Development Project, it and other regional efforts such as the
Asian Development Bank and the Asia and Pacific Council are moving forward.
The most significant regional development during the past year was
the formation in August of the Association of Southeast Asian Nations,
comprising Singapore, Indonesia, Thailand, Malaysia, and the Philippines.
The Association is starting modestly with annual Foreign Ministers meetings and proposed economic, social, and technical programs .

•
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Thus, there is a growing web of cooperation among the area's
non-Communist nations, comprising both functional efforts focused on
common practical problems and broader ties with more ambitious goals.
We can hope that such evolving mechanisms will eventually provide the
region the collective political, economic and military strength necessary to guarantee that its destiny will be determined by these nations
themselves.

Our role "n this process will be particularly important. First we
must see the Vietnam conflict through to a conclusion that permits the
growth and maturing of regional cooperation. We will, of course, maintain our SEATO, ANZUS and other commitments in the area. We should
also continue our carefully structured assistance to countries in the
area. Beyond this, American policy toward Southeast Asia and the
Southwest Pacific area must blend concern and restraint as we help the
East Asian nations to build among themselves the true security that
flows from economic and social progress. We must lend support and
assistance, where requested, yet remain constantly aware that these
countries are both equipped and entitled to lead themselves, and that
it is in our interest that they do so.
Clouding this picture are intra-regional political frictions that
could frustrate Asian security cooperation. Nevertheless, some elements
are relatively clear. We shall encourage a prominent AustralianNe~ Zealand role and continuing Australian efforts to consult the
countries of the region about arrangements that will compensate for
the British withdrawal. We shall encourage Japan to increase its contributions to the area commensurate with its own economic and security
interests. We intend to avoid unilateral action that forces the pace
or the nature of the evolving regional economic organizations.
Outright overt aggression by large conventional forces is unlikely
in the region. Internal conflicts, fostered by socio-economic stagnation, communal disputes or externally supported, Communist-nurtured
subversion are the more plausible threats.
Let me now briefly touch on the special situations in Thailand
and Laos in view of their relationship to the Vietnam conflict.
Both of these nations are themselves threatened by externallysupported insurgencies. They are also threatened by the debilitating
economic, social and political conditions common to much of the area.
During the past year the Thai Government. assumed a leading role in
regional cooperation. It was instrumental in the creation of the
Association of Southeast Asian Nations and was a prime mover in
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fostering closer political consultation and action among neighboring
nations. At the same time it stepped up its assistance to Free World
Forces in Vietnam. An additional 10,000 Thai troops vill be sent to
South Vietnam, and as you kno~, Ye are using Thai bases for air operations against North Vietnam. The Thais' own counterinsurgency effort
against some 1500 guerrillas in the northeastern provinces improved

measurably during 1967. This effort, vhich consists of combined
military/civilian/police operations, is designed not only to quell the
externally supported insurgency but also to eradicate the factors vhich
facilitate its grovth -- such as poverty, illiteracy and long years of
minimal contact vith the area by the Central Government.
Internal conflict is greater in Laos than in Thailand primarily
because external involvement there is greater. The North Vietnamese
Army continues to infiltrate south through Laos and some 15,000 North
Vietnamese troops reinforce the Pathet Lao against the Royal Lao
Government. North Vietnam is also providing substantial military
assistance to the insurgents. But, for a number of reasons including
continued international support for the 1962 Geneva Accords, our
economic and military assistance to the government and Laos' own
groving political stability, Prime Minister Souvanna Phouma has been
able to maintain a partially successful defense against North Vietnamese
aggression. We intend to continue to support his efforts vhile at the
same time respecting the neutrality of his government.
3.

Northeast Asia

Japan, the Republic of Korea and the Republic of China on Taivan
exemplify the ability of nations to achieve political stability and
economic progress vhen adequately protected from external threats to
their national security. In the four-year period 1962-1966, the per
capita gross national product in constant prices of all three countries
increased by about one-third, a striking fact vhen one considers that
only a decade and a half ago they seemed as vulnerable to Communist
aggression as Southeast Asia does today.
Japan is well on the vay to becoming the third leading industrial
nation in the world and is already among the top three producers in
such diverse fields as shipbuilding, crude steel, electronic computers,
and paper. As her strength has grown, Japan has been increasingly
active in international affairs, especially in Asia, as a leading
member of the Asia and Pacific Council, an organizer of the Southeast
Asia Ministerial conferences and the Special Fund for Agricultural
Development, and, with the United States, the principal contributor to
the Asian Development Bank.
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Japan's growing willingness to assume more responsibility in
international affairs was reflected in the joint communique issued by
Prime Minister Sato and President Johnson in Washington last November
which noted Japan's intention to provide more effective assistance to
Southeast Asia by increasing the amount and liberalizing the conditions
of its aid. The Prime Minister, who had recently traveled throughout
Southeast Asia, also reported that he had found widespread support
for our efforts to cope with Communist intervention and infiltration
and agreed on the importance of creating conditions in which Asian
nations would not be susceptible to threats from Red China.

While Japan continues to devote only a very small portion of her
budget to defense, the Third Defense Plan, approved in 1967, calls for
modernizing her defense forces, broadening the domestic military production base, and improving her overall air defense and ASW capabilities. Although Japan's constitution is still interpreted as precluding
the dispatch of armed forces abroad, security questions are being discussed today with increasing realism and candor, a trend encouraged
by its present administration.
Apart from its remarkable economic growth, Korea has shown
increasing political maturity. In May 1967, President Park Chung Hee
was given a second four-year term in an election acknowledged by all
observers to have been an expression of the will of the Korean people.
Korea has sent over 48,000 troops to fight in Vietnam, a force
second in size only to that of our own. The North Koreans have not
hesitated to remind South Korea, however, that it lives in the constant
shadow of renewed aggression. During the past summer, there was a
substantial increase in the North's harassment and intrusion along the
Korean demilitarized zone with the dual objectives of discouraging the
South's assistance to Vietnam and of undermining its political and
economic stability. During the first eleven months of 1967, there
were 500 U. S. and South Korean military and civilian casualties
(81 U. S.) compared with 73 casualties (9 U. S.) in all of 1966. In
addition, North Korea has intensified its efforts to establish agent
teams further south, in the interior of the Republic of Korea, utilizing high-speed boats to land as many as 30 to 40 agents at a time.
Thus far, these efforts to organize a guerrilla base in the interior
have been frustrated. Nevertheless, we must anticipate that North
Korea's aggressive activities, both along the demilitarized zone and
further south, will persist and perhaps intensify in the months ahead.
The North Koreans are fully aware that as the Republic of Korea grows
stronger, their chances of achieving control over the entire peninsula
diminish.
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The Republic of China continues to be confronted by Peking's
long held objecth•e of ''liberating" Tai 'W!W. Peking's developing
nuclear capability, combined V'ith its military modernization progra."!ls,
have ca~sed increasing concerr. on Tai~an. Our bilateral mutual defense
treaty for the defense of Tai~an a~d ~he Pescadores, therefore, remains

vital to the secu:ity of the Repubiic of China.
The Government of the Republic of China has skillfully developed
the economy of Taivan to the point 'Where U. S. economic aid is no
longer required. Moreover, the Government has undertaken its ovn
modest progr?-m of

~conomic

ass'istance, principally in Africa but also

in South Vietnam. International support for the Republic of China
remains strong, 'With the UN General Assembly last November again
rejecting a proposal to expel the Government of the Republic of China
and to seat the Red Chinese.
During the past year the Red Chinese 'have attempted to de~onstrate
their ability to exercise control over Hong Kong and Macao, the two remaining enclaves of Western influence on the China mainland, by combining an external show of force with internal terrorism and intimidation

community.

d to yield their authority
been unable
widespread support among the local
wnile a campaign of sporadic terrorism punctuated by border

incidents continues, the Chinese, who rely heavily on the colony as a
source of foreign exchange, have thus far not been willing to threaten

the use of their own armed forces to oust the British.
4.

South Asia
In South Asia tensions continued to abate during the past year.

While a number of contentious issues remain between India and Pakistan,

we are hopeful that they will continue to seek to settle their differences through peaceful means. Last April, the United States announced
a new military supply policy for the subcontinent, under 'Which our
previously suspended grant aid 'Was formally terminated and our advisory
and supply missions were formally withdravn. (A much smaller group of
U.S. milit~~ personnel in each country is performing the residual V~
function.) We are now a'ccepting spare parts requests for all previously
provided U.S. equipment, 'With the merits of each request being decided
on a case-by-case basis. No lethal 'Weapons are being sold by the
United States to either India or Pakistan. We are urging both governments to avoid an arms race, to scale down the size of their armed

•
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forces and to allocate the resultant savings to essential economic
and social programs. This policy has proved more effective in
restraining arms acquisition than the freeze policy of September 1965,
which only led India and Pakistan to seek other sources of supply.
In the case of Pakistan, her search for arms resulted in relatively minor deliveries from the Middle East and Indonesia and extensive purchases from commercial sources in Western Europe. More
·important, Red China has provided large quantities of small arms,
vehicles, tanks, artillery and fighter aircraft, although now she is
providing only spare parts. In this respect, Red China's objectives
in the sub-continent appear to remain the same; to establish itself
as a major political influence in the area, to exploit Pakistan's and
India's differences to its own advantage, to prevent or delay the
development of a strong India, and to minimize United States and Soviet
influence.
The Soviet Union, on the other hand, has tended to concentrate
its efforts on India. In addition to its pledge of a net commitment
of $300 million ($1 billion gross minus $700 million of repayments) to
India's Fourth Plan, the Soviet Union has undertaken to meet a portion of
India's existing d~fense requirement~ in an agreement involvin~ the sale
of a large number of SU-7 aircraft. On the whole, however, we have
the impression that Moscow is aware of the dangers inherent in renewed
warfare between India and Pakistan and is exercising some restraint in
the provision of military assistance to India in order to avoid a
heating up of political issues between the two.
India has gone through two years of serious economic difficulties.
The problem of two successive droughts was compounded by industrial
stagnation and inflation. Now, however; with an all-time record grain
crop coming onto the market, food prices are dropping in the cities and
the food ration is being increased. With more money in the hands of
consumers, there should be some pickup in the consumer industries and
services in the next few months. As soon as prices level out, the
Indian Government is expected to resume its ambitious investment program, thus giving impetus to heavy industry. The good jute and tea
crops give some promise of higher exports. Serious problems remain,
however; -India's population has crossed the 500 million mark and
despite an increased emphasis on family planning programs, the growth
rate has declined only slightly from 2.5 percent. Foreign exchange
reserves are low and the budget deficit is rising. India's large and
costly publicly-owned plants are still performing poorly.
India faces political problems as well. The once all-powerful
Congress Party, which led India to independence, suffered setbacks in
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the Fourth General Election. The Party has lost much of its cohesion
and elan, and there is evidence of disenchantment with its leadership.
Yet the government appears to be coping with these problems, and it is
facing the future with greater confidence than it displayed in the
immediate post-election period. The elections themselves, held at a
time of considerable economic stress, were a heartening demonstration
of the vitality of Indian democratic institutions.
5.

Middle East

In June 1967, the Middle East once again became a major crisis
area when the Arabs and Israelis collided for the third time in less
than 20 years. While Israel managed to defeat the combined Arab
forces, a host of urgent problems remain to be solved.
Apart from preventing a renewal of hostilities, among the more
immediate problems is the plight of the many thousands of refugees
who constitute a second generation of uprooted and homeless Arabs and
who face a bleak and uncertain future. Most urgent, however, is the
need to follow up the existing ceasefire with positive steps leading
to a lasting settlement. At issue are a host of familiar problems:
Arab recognition of Israel's right to exist; the territorial integrity
of the Middle East countries; the status of occupied lands; the right
of innocent passage in international waterways; and safeguards against
the outbreak of future wars.
The position of the United States Government with respect to the
Arab-Israeli dispute is summarized in the five principles enunciated
by President Johnson last June:
"-first, the recognized right of national life;
-second, justice for the refugees;
-third, innocent maritime passage;

-fourth, limits on the wasteful and destructive arms race; and
-fifth, political independence and territorial integrity for all."
To assist in the establishment of such a permanent peace in the
Middle East, the U. S. is supporting the efforts of the United Nations,
including Ambassador Jarring's mission, and is using every other available channel to encourage fruitful negotiations. With regard to the
Middle East arms race, we are continuing our efforts to limit arms
deliveries to the area. At the outbreak of the June hostilities, the
(
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U. S. suspended al~ arms, shipments. Unfortunately, the Soviet Unio~
has not acted in a similarly restrained fashion, and the rapid resu?ply
of Communist arms to the UAR, Syria, Iraq ~~d Algeria after the war has
only served to increase tensions and fears (although military aid shipments now appear to have fallen off to pre-war levels). Moreover, the
Soviet Union's partisan political position on Middle Eastern questions,
its increased naval presence in the Mediterranean, its intervention in
the conflict in Yemen ~~d ics efforts to reduce or supplant Western
influence, generally, have further contributed to instability in the
region.
In this situation, we decided to relax our arms freeze and resu..-r.e
selected and limited arms shipments to countries in the area with who~
we have friendly relations. Virtually all of the items supplied were
ordered prior to the war and, except for a limited number of aircraft
provided to Israel, were support items.

The recent increase in Soviet resources, diplomacy and propag~~a
directed to the Middle East, underscores the importance that Moscov
attaches to this strategically significant area at the crossroads of
Asia, Africa and Europe. In recent years, the Soviet Union has sent
38 percent of its total economic aid and 48 percent of its military aid
to the region, and the Middle East accounts for approximately 35 percent
of all foreign technicians being trained in the Soviet Union. Clearly,
the area stands high on the Soviet scale of politico-military priorities.

The Soviets probably do not plan formally to acquire permanent
bases in the Mediterranean and the Arab world. Indeed, we believe
that those countries which have potentially useful facilities -primarily the UAR, Syria, Yemen and Algeria -full base rights on political grounds

The year aiso witnessed the UK's withdrawal from Aden last
November. ThP National Liberlition Front has established its control
over South Arabia, but the ne-,. state -- now :>fficially designated the
Peoples' Republic of Southern Yemen-- faces a considerable period of
political ar.d economic readjustmer.t and consolidation.
To the north, Greece, Turkey, and Iran continue to fulfill
important "forward defense" roles, standing between the Soviet Union
and the warm water ports and oil
of the Middle Eas

••
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Our substantial military assistance to them
over the past t~o decades has undoubtedly been a factor in discouraging Soviet military adventures in the area. Our grant military assistance to Iran is no~ being replaced by military sales, but Greece and
Turkey ~ill probably continue t'o need grant military assistance for
some time. During 1967 our aid to Greece ~as partially curtailed as
a demonstration of our disapproval of the military junta ~hich overthre~ the elected government in April.
Although a date has been set
for a plebiscite on the ne~ constitution, the junta has not yet set a
date for free elections. Nevertheless, there is some movement towards
a more constitutiOnal regime.
While the overall situation in the Middle East has deteriorated
during the past year, there have also been some encouraging developments. These include: the agreement· of Greece and Turkey and partially
of Cyprus (helped along by v~. Vance's mediation) to resolve their differences over the Cyprus issue by diplomatic means; impressive economic
and social progress in Iran; the United Nations' efforts to resolve
the Arab-Israeli dispute; and the withdra~al of Egyptian troops from
Yemen.

6.

Africa

Africa remains a changing and troubled continent. Progress is
being made, even though most of its independent nations have yet to
develop the institutions necessary to meet the realities of independence. All are faced ~ith many serious and urgent problems. Inde~
pendence for most ~as accompanied by expectations of early and substantial improvements in,standards of living and education. Yet,
despite its potentials, Africa's progress to~ard eradicating its
~idespread poverty and illiteracy has fallen far short of these
expectations. Moreover, deep-rooted tribal and regional divisions
continue to take their toll in political instability, delaying the
process of nation-building.
Nigeria continued to suffer acutely from the pangs of nationbuilding. Long-standing tribal and ethnic differences ernpted into
civil ~ar as the Eastern Region seceded from the Federation and proclaimed iTself the independent nation of Biafra. The effects of
this conflict ~ill long outlast the conflict itself and may seriously
limit Nigeria's future development. The United States has maintained
its support for the central government of the Federation and does not
recognize Biafra. Ho~ever, since we consider the conflict to be an
internal Nigerian problem ~e have encouraged efforts to~ard the restoration of peace and have not authorized the sale of U. S. arms to either
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side. The Soviet Union, doubtless sensing an opportunity to extend
its influence in this important area, has sold arms (including MIG
aircraft) to the central.government.
The Congo (Kinshasa), too, continues to be plagued with problems
of internal instability. Last July's revolt of the white mercenaries
and Katangan gendarmes brought on the latest in the series of crises
which have threatened the Congo's integrity and independence. However,
with the mercenaries having been forced to withdraw, the prospects for
stability in the Congo now appear somewhat improved. A most pressing
need is to raise the ·quality· of the Congo's military forces so as to
achieve the internal security necessary for the country to get on with
the job of social and economic development.
The Soviet thrust into.the Mediterranean-Middle East region also
embraces the northern part of the African continent. The increasing
Soviet activity in North and Northeast Africa represents a potentially
serious threat to the equilibrium of the area and to U. S. interests
not only in Africa but also in Western Europe. The Maghreb and the
Horn are, therefore, the areas of Africa of most immediate strategic
concern to the U. S. -- North Africa covers the
flank of NATO,
and the Horn stands at the
Soviet poli es
areas appear to be designed to
or eliminate Western influence generally, to disrupt NATO and
Western security interests, and to increase Soviet political, military
and economic influence.

In North Africa, the Arab-Israeli crisis and the continued
Soviet-supported Algeriaq military build-up have added to the basic
instability of the area. The delivery of over $200 million worth of
Soviet equipment to
1965
te
me
maintains friendly diplomatic relations with
neighb~rs, there is apprehension in the area about the dangers that Algeria
might present once it rea]izes its full military potential. Our own
limited military assistance is designed to help Algeria's neighbors
(Morocco, Tunisia and Libya) to develop a minimum defensive capabilioy ..
It should be noted that these moderate Arab states have not been
directly involved in the military confrontation with Israel,~
At the same
time they feel strongly about the Arab-Israeli problem, are anxious
to help find a solution, and want to play a constructive role in maintaining Arab solidarity.
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Recent developments in the Horn of Africa have served to diminish
some of the tensions that have characterized the area. It is our hope
that the current discussions among the countries of the Horn will lead
to lasting improvements.

1.

Indian Ocean

In addition to the UK's withdrawal from Southern Arabia, I also
mentioned earlier the planned withdrawal of her forces from MalaysiaSingapore.

After these reductions, the British are expected to retain

little if any capability to act in support of their commitments at the
eastern end of the Indian Ocean. As a result, we face the very real

~

danger of a developing power vacuum in the area.

8.

Latin America
With respect to Latin America, we have, over the past seven years,

thoroughly reoriented our military policy to bring it into line with
the nature and scope of the real threat. Our policies now recognize
explicitly the low probability of conventional attack on any American
state from outside the hemisphere. As a result, we see no requirement
for Latin American countries to support large conventional military

forces, particularly those involving expensive sophisticated military
equipment, ships and aircraft. We view expenditures for such forces
as an unwarranted diversion of resources from the more urgent and
important tasks of economic and social development. For this reason,
we try to discourage the acquisition of unneeded weapons and refrain
from providing any military assistance which would contribute to force

build-ups in the area. Nevertheless, we recognize that the Latin
American countries face a replacement problem when their aircraft and
other military equipment wear out. Our policy is designed to limit
their purchases to replacement items of a kind and a cost which will
enhance their internal security capabilities and at the same time not
hinder economic development. At the same time, we recognize that we

are dealing with sovereign countries whose judgments regarding their
defense needs will sometimes differ from our own.
In this regard, however, there has recently been encouraging

progress toward adjustment of military forces to a more realistic
appraisal of defense needs. A treaty establishing a nuclear free zone
in Latin America, the first regional treaty of its kind, was signed in
Mexico City in February 1967. At the Punta del Este Conference in
April the Latin American presidents jointly declared their intention
to eliminate unnecessary defense expenditures. Even though in recent
years Latin America's military spending has been running lower than
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any other area of the world except for sub-Saharan Africa, pressures
still exist which if unchecked could lead to wasteful arms competitions.
We hope, therefore, that these initiatives for arms control will prosper
and grow in number.
Increased recognition of the absence of a major external threat
to this hemisphere has also helped us to focus the energies of the
Rio Treaty nations towards the widely shared problem of armed
insurgency. Indeed, another major change in our policy, and one to
which both Presidents Kennedy and Johnson have been acutely sensitive,
is the need to deal with the threat of externally inspired insurgencies.
This threat has been a major challenge to some of our Latin American
allies, and we have sought to help them by providing training, advisors
and assistance in the equipment and techniques of counterinsurgency.
Notwithstanding the encouragement and sponsorship of such insurgency
by Castro's Cuba, our allies have, up until now, been able to deal with
it effectively wherever it has surfaced -- in Venezuela, in Guatemala,
in Colombia and most recently in Bolivia. The death of Ernesto Che
Guevara in Bolivia this past fall has dealt a severe blow to the
inflated hopes of the Castroite revolutionaries.
But counterinsurgency alone is an inadequate response. We all
now recognize that alleviation of the root causes of human suffering
and deprivation is essential if stable democracy is to flourish free of
the threat of violent revolution. This recognition has been the
inspiration of the Alliance for Progress, in which we have concerted
our efforts, both human and material, with those of our Latin American
neighbors toward the goal of achieving a peaceful economic and social
revolution within a generation.
Cooperation in several important fields continues in the various
inter-American diplomatic forums. In the Organization of American
States (OAS), a Protocol of Amendment to the Charter was signed last
February which when ratified will: (1) strengthen the Organization's
overall efficiency, ( 2) broaden its cognizance of and competence in
dealing with economic and social matters, and (3) incorporate the
principles the Alliance for Progress. At Punta del Este, the American
Chiefs of State agreed to give "vigorous impetus to the Alliance for
Progress" and adopted a far-reaching program of action which calls for
economic integration of the region by 1985, intensified efforts in
agriculture and education during the coming decade, improvements in
Latin America's terms of trade and a concerted effort to bring science
and technology to bear on the developmental process.
Most Latin Americans aspire, as we know, to a peaceful revolution
in their societies and their personal well-being. Since they want it
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without violence, and soon, they need the relatively modest military
and economic help we are providing. Without this help, the prospects
for realizing their aspirations would be slim indeed. At the same
time, we should not forget that it is the Latin Americans themselves
who are making the major contribution to the achievement of Alliance
for Progress goals -- a contribution which involves both hard work and
a willingness to accept difficult social and political responsibilities.
The Alliance is, in fact, a partnership and we are hopeful that our
mutual efforts in this hemisphere will ultimately yield the freedom
and prosperity which we seek for all the countries of the Alliance.

9.

Europe and the NATO Area

Seven years ago, in the summer of 1961, the importance of Western
Europe to the security of the United States was brought forcefully to
the attention of the American people by Chairman Khrushchev's threat to
end, by a stroke of his pen, the allied presence in Berlin. We and
our allies responded to that danger promptly and effectively. Since
that time access to West Berlin has remained relatively undisturbed.
Tensions between East and West have subsided. Europe has been a relatively stable and peaceful continent. The Sino-Soviet split has
widened the opportunity for the Eastern European states to assert
their independence of Moscow, and their political and trade relations
with the West have become less restrained. Indeed, some, both here and
in Western Europe,seem to have found irresistible the belief that the
military 'threat to Western Europe from the East has largely disappeared.
Some may even suppose that the Soviet Union has sufficiently mellowed
so that NATO's utility as a military alliance has all but vanished.
Clearly, the thawing process which I mentioned three years ago
is now well advanced on both sides of the Elbe River. But as I noted
then, this process will not only open up new opportunities for the
alleviation of tension and hostility in Europe but will also confront
us with new problems, particularly how best to maintain our unity during
the period when old positions, attitudes and relationships are being
reexamined.
For our part, we have made abundantly clear our own desire to
build bridges between the East and the West, to make progress toward
healing the division of the continent, including the unnatural and·
continuing division of Germany, and to grasp every real prospect and
opportunity for better relations with all the countries of Eastern
Europe and with the Soviet Union. Indeed, the United States is committed to the process of European reconciliation and has no exclusive
or rigid preconceptions about how this process may best proceed. If
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changes in the Alliance should become a necessary part of such a
process, the United States' villingness to discuss such changes is a
matter of record. Our basic objectives in Western Europe are simply
to ensure the security of that area against aggression and to further
its economic. grovth and political stability. And, here, there certainly
can be no disagreement between us and our European NATO partners.
Even on the most optimistic assumptions about the future, however,
the Soviet Union will remain a great military power. We must expect

that it

vill continue to probe for paver vacuums created by political

or military weaknesses -- vacuums into which it can project its

political influence vith moderate risk to itself.
And, as I noted
earlier, the Soviet Union shows no sign of intending to reduce its
own defense expenditures; on the contrary, it has tended to increase

them.
But regardless of present intentions, a government with such

great military paver at its disposal can become hostile and d~~gerous
overnight. Western Europe today represents, after the U.S., the
greatest aggregation of economic, political, and ideological strength
in the vorld. The six Common Market nations, plus the United Kingdom,
by themselves have a total population, military manpower pool and GNP
well in excess of that of the.Soviet Union, and they have been able
to provide their people vith a much higher standard of living than
that of the USSR or any of its allies. There can be no question but
that the domination of this area vould be a serious blo·• to our own
security. If the Western Allies were ever to dismantle the effective
military strength of the Alliance, or abandon its cohesiveness of
·spirit and the cooperation of its military forces, they vould create
temptations for probings and adventures for the Soviets vhich nothing
in their history suggests they are prepared to vithstand.
What is needed to counterbalance the military capabilities of
the Soviet Union and the Warsaw Pact countries is a full range of
military strength which we can only secure and maintain by collective
effort. The military role of NATO vill therefore remain as necessary
in the future as it has been in the past. Indeed, such progress as
has been made in the relationships between East and West is due in
large part to the West's having maintained a strong defense posture.
Certainly this is no time to give it up.
On this matter we are in full agreement with at least thirteen
of our NATO partners. The position of France is less certain. As you
know France has withdrawn her military forces from the unified NATO
commands and has indicated a desire to go her own vay. And at her
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request we and our other NATO Allies have withdrawn our military forces
from France.

moderate cost.

This move was made with remarkable efficiency and at a

(It has resulted in a net reduction of 18,000 United

States military and civilian personnel in Europe as well as 21,000

dependents and 11,000 foreign nationals employed by U.S. forces.)

NATO

Headquarters has now been relocated in Belgium and military units and

supplies .Principally in the United Kingdom and the Federal Republic of
Germany. Notwithstanding the impact of this French action, and I do
not wish to minimize its importance, the unity of the 14 and th_
vitality of NATO as a military organization remain unimpaired.
Indeed, a most significant step forward, from our point of v::.ew,

was taken at the last meeting of the NATO Council of Ministers. For
the past six years tbe United States has repeatedly stressed two general themes: (l) the need for realism in assessing the enemy threat
and in formulating NATO's strategic assumptions, plans, force structures and budgets; and (2) the need for a balance of capabilities
between NATO and the Warsaw Pact, because the most effective deterrent
to a possible aggressor is balanced forces across the whole spectrum

of military capabilities.
We have argued that only the existence of such balanced forces
would convince an aggressor beyond doubt that whatever the effort he
might mormt or threaten to mount, he could be matched by the Alliance.
We have also maintained that only rmder such conditions would it
become obvious to the Soviet Union that military force of any kind
or at any level was useless as a means to secure political ends, in
crisls situations as well as in more tranquil times, because every

means of military pressure could be answered by an appropriate
measured response.

The main subject of this debate has concerned the proper response
to levels of aggression below an all-out strategic nuclear attack on
our homelands. For ~ix years, the discussion has centered on the
extent to which we should plan on the use of nuclear weapons as the
main response to non-nuclear aggression.

The United States bas been

firmly of the view that the threat of an incredible action is not an
effective deterrent. The political leaders of the West are all well
aware of ihe dangers involved in the use of tactical nuclear weapons
and so are the leaders of the Warsaw Pact nations. The Soviet
leaders would probably not believe that the nations of NATO would
promptly agree to run these great risks to counter some abrupt and
limited conventional aggression. And if the Soviets found the threat
of immediate nuclear response to limited aggression incredible, they
could well be tempted to probe or experiment with a limited aggression
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in some crisis situations,~hoping ·to exploit the possible differences
among the NATO leaders in their assessments of the nuclear risks, and
thus to achieve piecemeal what they cannot accomplish by any sudden,
massive, all-out attack on the NATO Alliance.

Our NATO partners have now acknowledged the need to plan for a
much larger range of contingencies than a massive NATO-wide attack
launched with very little warning. However, a great deal more remains
to be done in this respect, both in the Nuclear Planning Group of
Defense Ministers and in the regular planning agencies of the NATO
military authorities. But, the essential first step has been taken,
a new political directive on strategy and forces has been adopted,
and a new force planning system has been set up to implement it. The
main task for the future, it; seems to me, involves not only the setting '
of realistic force goals for the Alliance, but also the creation of a
force structure which can be rapidly adjusted to preserve a balance of
military capabilitie~ with the Warsaw Pact forces. The size and ctaracter of the force structure needed now and in the future to ensure
such a balance are questions which will confront us in every aspect of
our defense planning.
NATO, of course, will continue to need strong strategic nuclear
forces, and I will discuss these forces later in my statement. In
addition, NATO should have an effective theater nuclear capability.
We have already deployed a large number of nuclear weapons to Europe.
This great theater nuclear capability should serve to deter the Warsaw
Pact from making any attempt to seize Western Europe by an all-out
conventional attack or by using its own tactical nuclear weapons.

Howe·1er, i t is in the non-nuclear realm that NATO faces the most
challerging military problems, both for the short run and for the
longer term. Although there have been great improvem~r.~s during the
past seven years NATO_,
~nnvent·o~al forces
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A correction of these deficiencies would l..nng the very greatest
returns in effective combat strength for relatively modest additional
expenditures. Reduction in less essential areas, such as certain
naval forces, Yould permit most of these improvements to be made

vithin the budget levels already planned.
The greatest deficiency in the European
the lack of an adequate mobilization bas
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have made great progress in raising the combat readiness of our o~n
reserve forces and in providing the means for their movement, and I
believe it is most urgent that our Euro ean Allies do likevis~ " :' ··,:.
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The United States vould expect to play a major role in supporting
this approach. We vould continue to: (l) maintain an adequate strategic nuclear deterrent for the Alliance as a vhole; (2) make available
sufficient nuclear capabilities vithin the European theater itself;
(3) deploy U.S. air and ground forces ir Europe for conventional and
nuclear defense; and (4) keep available substantial reinforcements to
supple~ent a European mobilization.
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We recognize that our large military presence in Europe has
acquired a particularly symbolic importance in the eyes .of some of
our allies. Accordingly, for nearly two decades, we have maintained
substantial air and ground forces in Europe at a high state of
readiness -- as well as large forces in the Continental United ,States
in order to give concrete evidence to friend and foe alike of our commitme~t to NATO.
In the course of 1968 we will, in agreement with our
allies, redeploy close to 34,000 United States military personnel frorr,
Europe to the United States, at the same time reducing our dependents
in Europe by abou~ 28,000, and saving some $75 million annually in
foreign exchange. The units being dual-based in the United States
will remain fully conrr.itted to NATO and capable of extremely rapid
return to Europe.

I, for one, believe that the willingness of the United States to
fulfill its obligations should no longer be in question, quite apart
from the presence or absence of a particular number of U.S. troops on
the ground. The U.S. commitment to Europe is a fundamental expressio~
of vital self-interest as well as a statement of obligations. I do not
believe the Soviets are in any.doubt on.this score. Nevertheless, we
agree on the importance of a visible presence. We will, therefore,
continue to maintain forces in Europe for as long as they are desired.
In saying this, however, I must also point out an anomaly in European
attitudes which cannot persist -- an anomaly which I stressed in my
recent statement to the NATO Ministerial Meeting:
"This is that on the one hand there should be no
diminution in U.S. forces, but that on the other hand
the responsibility for meeting the balance of payments
deficit caused by such large scale continuing U.S.
deployments in Europe is none of Europe's affair. It
is essential that deficits suffered by countries as a
result of their stationing troops abroad in the common
effort should be treated and solved by their allies on
a cooperative basis. We would welcome suggestions from
our allies on how to meet this pressing problem, since
its solution cannot be further postponed."
We must also in our future planning take greater account of the
growing U.S. capability for strategic mobility. If our NATO allies
also had a significant capacity to mobilize and deploy quickly reinforcing reserve divisions to the Central Front, the Warsaw Pact would
be denied any possibility whatever of using a mdlitary mobilization
for political purposes.
In the economic arena, Western Europe's relations with the United
States are marked by increasing self-confidence. The European
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economic picture is one of continued growth and prosperity marred only
by certain long-standing and difficult problems, particularly those
facing the British Government. The successful completion of the
Kennedy Round and the decisions reached in Rio last September to
increase international liquidity foreshadow an expansion of trade
within Europe itself, between Europe and North America, and between
the North Atlantic area and the rest of the world. The creation in
July last year of a single European Commission to replace the separate
executive bodies of the Common Market, the Coal and Steel Community
and EURATOM is only one important step forward toward realization of
a true economic community of the six member countries.
10.

United Nations

Over the longer range our ability to maintain peace in the world
depends not only on strong alliances but also on more effective international peacekeeping, largely through the UN. In these ways we can
share with other nations the responsibilities and costs of maintaining
world security. To this end we have supported every UN peacekeeping
operation since the United Nations was created in 1945 "to maintain
international peace and security."

Our policy is to keep open possibilities for engaging the United
Nations in collective action wherever feasible, to damp down small
wars, contain internal disorders (as in Cyprus) that threaten to draw
in big powers, and respond to appeals for security aid from small
countries.

The United States will continue to provide logistic services,
notably airlift and communications support, for United Nations operations, when appropriate.
C.

MILITARY ASSISTANCE AND SALES

As I pointed out earlier in this section, there is no way to
determine precisely what any nation's fair share of the burden of
collective defense should be. However, for nearly three decades of
war and uneasy peace, the U. S., because of its economic, industrial
and technological preeminence, has carried a large share of that
burden, not only through the support of its own defense establishment
but also by providing large amounts of weapons, equipment, other
materiel and training for the forces of our allies. Over this span,
the character of our contribution has changed significantly, and I
believe that it can be expected to change still further in the years
ahead. Grant materiel assistance, though still required in a number

•
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of situations, has for some time been declining in relative importance.
The sale of U. S. ~ilitary equipment and services, in contrast, haE
gro,.:r. along \o;i th Our -allies' increasing ability to pay, a trend ·.;hich
I Yill have more to say about later. However, regardless of Yhat for~.
our contribution has taken -- grant aid, military sales or comrr,itmer.t
of forces·-- its basic objective has remained the same, i.e., to weld
a system of individual and collective defense to Yhich all Free World
participanto contribute acc0rding to their respective abilities.

In accord Yith the obvious sentiment of the Congress and the
changed priorities imposed by the budgetary demands of the Vi~tnarr.
conflict, our proposed FY 1969 grant military assistance request has
'been held to the lowest level since the inception of this progra~ ir.
FY 1950.
First priority has again been accorded to the "forward defense"
countries on the Communists' periphery. Programs have been deferred
to the maximum extent feasible, and in some cases the amounts we propose for FY 1969 assume that U. S. materiel support can be shifted to
a sales basis sooner and to a greater extent than Ye had heretofore
planned. Provision has also been made in the FY 1969 program to
support relations Yhich ensure our continued access to important
military facilities in certain countries, but the aid provided specifically for this purpose is minimal. Small but vital internal security oriented progr~s and modest training assistance account for virtually all of the remainder.

Thus, for FY 1969, our grant aid request totals only $420 million
~
(compared with the $380 million appropriated by the Congress last year
for the same purposes) plus $120 million to help finance military export
sales. Of the $420 million requested for grant aid, $387 million would
be for the forYard defense countries of Korea, the Republic of China,
the Philippines, Iran, Greece and Turkey. Korea, because of its
vulnerability to threats from the north and its commitment of some
000
the Vietnam effort, Yould
st
and Turkey would receive
to keep them moving toward their
ce
s,
slower rate than we had o~ed.
Grant aid to the Republic of China would be reduced 111111111111111_
.... . .·, \ ·~ ..
~ ·this year, a sharp cut Yhich assumes that a
stead1ly lmproVlng economy will permit he:r to
for
increasingly
larger share of her legitimate defense ne~ds.
for the Philippines will help the government maint
forces and improve its internal- securi~y, as well as use its
forces in civic action programs. U.S. grant materiel
Iran is scheduled to terminate with the proposed
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program, which will fulfill a prior commitment. In the future, Iran
should be able to pay for her military materiel requirements.

Grant aid for all of L~tin America totals only $26 million, one
half to continue·essential training programs, and the other half to
provide modest materiel aid to those smaller countries which have an
internal security requirement. Programs of
for Tunisia
and
for Morocco will provide a continued flow of assistance to these neighbors of Algeria, which has received large amounts of
rnili tary aid from the Soviets. For the Congo, we propose _ _ . .
for transport and communications equipment to bolster its internal
security capabilities. A
program for Indonesia will help
its· government to employ 1ts armed forces in civic action and economic

rehabilitation projects. All other country programs would be minimal,
consisting almost wholly of training assistance.
With respect to military export sales for FY 1969, we expect
~
orders to total about $1.5 billion, about $Q.3 billion less
t~a~ the level currently expect~d for FY 1968.
Of this total, we
estimate government-to-government cash orders will amount to about
252c million, and that orders placed directly with U.S. industry will
be about S43J ~~llion. The balance of $550 million will be governmentto-government orders against credit arranged for or provided by the
Defense Department.
Military export sales, I would like to remind you, are not an end
in themselves. They are an integral and essential part of our collective
defense and overall foreign policies. We are not in the business of
selling arms, per se. In fact, during th~ period 1952-61, we furnished
as grant aid several times more arms than we sold. We prvvided this
military grant aid in the interest of the collective defense of the
Free Yorld. Now the relative proportion cf grant aid and military
sales has been reversed. But we contin:~e to sell arms, today, both on
a cash and :redit basis, for the very sa.'!le reason.

Every arms trans-

action -- whether it be grant aid, or a ca;h sale, or a credit sale -must meet the same fundamental test: Is i" in the interest of collective defense and our overall foreign policy? Only then do we consider
how it should be financed.
If a friendly nation requiring the ~~s is in a position to pay
cash, certainly there would be no reason vhy we should not make the
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sale for cash.

Where a nation has the economic capacity to pay for

the arms over a longer period of time but cannot pay cash on deliverY,,
it is only common sense to sell on credit. In those feY cases where
credit cannot be arranged through private banks without a government
guaranty, it seems to me that it makes eminently good sense to facili-

tate the transaction by providing that guaranty.

Finally, where a

Free World nation needs military equipment or services but has no

prospects of repaying the cost, or could do so only at unacceptable cost
to its developmental programs, we should furnish the arms on a grant aid
basis. But in every case the transaction must contribute to the collective defense of the Free World, or otherwise support our overall foreign
policy.
Of course, the military export sales program helps our balance
of payments position, but our difficulties in this area, in the first
place, are attributable in very large measure to our efforts in behalf
of collective defense. (I will discuss the balance of payments problem
a little later.) However, this program helps to reduce the costs, both
to our allies and ourselves, of equipping our forces, by minimizing

costly duplicative development programs and by realizing the economics
of larger scale production. And, it also helps to further cooperative
logistics arrangements with our allies and standardization of our
respective supply systems. Thus, there is a net gain for all.

As I pointed out last year, we have carefully circumscribed this
progr8:.1:

1.

We will not sell military equipment to a foreign country
which we believe it cannot afford.

2.

We will never recommend that a potential foreign customer
buy anything not truly needed by its own forces.

3.

We will not seek to sell a foreign country anything it
can buy cheaper or better elsewhere in the Free World.

Every proposed sale of U.S. military equipment, whether it
originates in commercial or government-to-government channels, is

carefully reviewed within the Executive Branch. Any significant proposal receives Cabinet level, and frequently Presidential, scrutiny
before approval. Moreover, such approval is never forthcoming until
a positive decision has been made that, all things considered, the

sale is in the overall best interests of both the United States and
the purchaser. We have, in fact, turned down, cut back or .discouraged,
scores of prospective sales. The value of those turned down from the
less developed countries by far exceeds the value of those approved.
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Indeed, in FY 1967 nine-tenths of all cash and credit orders
were from countries which are economically able to shoulder the
burden of defense, including most of our NATO Allies, other West
European countries, Australia, New Zealand, Japan, and a few se-

lected oil-rich countries ·(although credit assistance was required
in some cases). As previously mentioned, in economically underdeveloped areas such as Latin America, Africa, most of the Middle

East and South Asia, we are exercising the greatest possible restraint in order to minimize the diversion of resources from civilian to military programs. Moreover, contrary to widespread belief,

there has been no steady growth in total U.S. arms export under the
combined grant and sales programs over the FY 1962-67 period. Indeed, the total has averaged about $2.5 billion a year, ranging
from $2.8 billion in FY 1962 and FY 1966 to $2.0 billion in FY 1964.
As indicated earlier in this statement, the tribulations suffered by both the grant and sales programs in the Congress last year
should be of great concern to anyone who believes in the principle
of collective defense. I hope that all members of this Committee
will join in obtaining the public and Congressional understanding
and support necessary for these vital adjuncts to our own direct

military efforts.
D.

IMPACT OF THE DEFENSE PROGRAM ON THE BALANCE OF PAYMENTS

In total, the United States' international balance of payments
position considerably worsened during calendar year 1967, with the
"liquidity" deficit for the year estimated at $3.5-4.0 billion compared with $1.4 billion for all of 1966. The chief factors in this
development were increases in tourist expenditures, military outlays
abroad, bank lending and U.K. liquidation of its securities portfolio.
For the past several years, the Defense Department has conducted
a comprehensive program to limit the impact of its activities on our
balance of payments. The result of this effort through the last completed fiscal year is reflected in the table on the following page.
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U.S·. MILITARY BALANCE OF
($ Billions)

EXPENDITURES (on De f. Acct. )

PA'r1-~'.:~ •.l't::>

FY:l96l

1962

1963

1964

1965

1966

1967

2.5

2.4

2.4

2.5

2.3

2.4

2.5

.3

.2

.3

.2

.2

.2

.1

----=.]_ ----=.]_

.l

.l

.1

*

2.8

2.6

2.7

2.6

u.s.

Forces a~d their Support
(Excl. Incr. in SEA Exp. over
FY61)
Military Assistance

Other (AEC, etc. )

----=.]_

TOTAL

3.1

3.0

3.0

-=.:l. --=..:..2. -1.4 -1.2 -1.3 -1.2 -1.8

RECEIPTS (on De f. Acct.)
NET ADVERSE BALANCE (Excl. Incr.
in SEA Exp.over FY6l)

2.8

Increase in SEA Exp.over FY61

2.8

NET ADVERSE BALANCE

=

2.1

1.6

1.6

1.3

*

.1

.1

.2

2.1

1.7

1.7

1.5

l

.8

c

-•/

___:..]_

...l.:.2

2.2
2.3
-=

As you can see, excluding the impact of the conflict in Southeast
Asia, we have been able to hold Defense expenditures abroad to the 1961
level, notwithstanding substantial increases in wages and prices.

( Fo::--

example, between 1961 and 1966 wages in Germany rose 52 percent ana in
Japan by 61 percent; during the same period the cost of living in
Germany rose 16 percent and in Japan by 34 percent.) After the net
adverse balance on the "Defense" account (shown on the last line) had
been reduced from $2.8 billion in FY 1961 to $1.5 billion in FY 1965,
it rose again to $2.3 billion in FY 1967. This rise is almost completely attributable to the extraordinary foreign exchange costs of the
Vietnam conflict, which amounted to $1.5 billion in FY 1967. Indeed,
if not for the Vietnam conflict our net adverse balance in FY 1967
would have been only $0.8 billion, compared with $2.8 billion in FY 1961,
due in large measure to the increase in receipts from foreign military
sales.
In this connection, I should caution that the high level of
receipts in FY 1967 was unusual and will almost certainly not be
repeated this year or next. The amount realized last year benefited
from a bunching of receipts from our recent offset arrangement with the
*Less than $50 million.
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Federal Republic of Germany. That arrangement, under which Germany
offset the bulk of foreign exchange costs of our deployments in that
country by making equivalent purchases of U.S. military goods and
services, has nm..• run its course.

To provide a partial offset during

the current fiscal year, Germany has agreed to purchase a half billion
dollars of U. S. Government medium-term securities. We are now working
with the Treasury and other Government Agencies to develop similar

arrangements for the future, not only with Germany, but with other
countries as well.

In past years I have described in some detail the many specific
actions we have take:-1 to curtail overseas military spending.

Ever:i

measure which offered some prospect of help in this regard has been

thoroughly investigated.

Wherever we found that they could be imple-

mented without impairing required combat capabilities or imposing undue
hardship on the individual serviceman or his dependents, this has been
done.
However, in view of the continued deterioration in our payments
position, wh1ch has ..::~~ ... ~~ ..)h~,..._:-1-e<:~.~..!..on _t9.. ,OlflE§O?~e.,.~\~2!Jg~·.tO_z;~!C?}~~
on· private. i_Q.Y..~-2-.:tm.~nt.~P~p~d ~-!!~. -~o --~eek_ 13- major reduction __in _..Qxex~_~as _
tour_i st s_:;::~~..~r:~, we are again _:.~Xi.~.!:'lr!.~. 9_'d!'-"'5~ll!".!~.!l.:LeJ.f9£~~ £'~o~ .-. "
~G'§'l .!ll~{;Oe .. i~~-~!!.~-~J~_::_;l. In this regard, we have long since ·
exnausted the easy opportunities for savings and any new savings

will be most difficult.

Clearly, the best hope of reducing our

foreig~

exchal!§~-~J!~!,l._:?.i~~~-·-w·ou~d De a substantiaTre·auCtiOD"-iri U.s.· overseas
~;cn!2i~L: For the immediate future, this does not appear to be a

likely prospect. Southeast Asia deployments in FY 1968 and FY 1969 are
scheduled to rise above the average for FY 1967. This fact, coupled
with the likelihood of higher prices, civilian wages and military compensation, and the lower military sales receipts now projected, means
that we must expect a further rise in the net adverse balance on the
"Defense'' account for this year and next. Nevertheless, considering

the "belt tightening" now being undertaken by other elements of our
economy, we must seek new ways to reduce the foreign exchange impact

of spending by U.S. forces abroad. We also intend, consistent with
the overall arms sale policies which I have just discussed, to urge
our allies to procure U.S. weapons and other military equipment wherever
feasible .

•
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E.

CONCLUDING REMARKS ON THE INTERNATIONAL SITUATION

In presenting to this Committee the Defense Department's Budget
request for the last fiscal year of the lg60s, I believe it is not
inappropriate to reflect for a moment on the very great changes which
have occurred in the world during the past decade. These years have
seen the acceleration of a number of trends which will make the international environment of the 1970s markedly different from that of the
1950s and early 1960s.
In the 1960s the simple bi-polar configuration which we knew in
the earlier post-World War II period began to disintegrate. Solid
friends and implacable foes ar_e no long~r so easy to label, ~pd labels_,._
which did
useful
service . .in- the past, such as . Free World" and "Iron
I------. --- ... - - ·-- ·•1
Curtain , seeE:-Joc:re_a§,.].nglY -inadequate as descripti?.!!!_~Q..t_e~ng
1nterests Wilhin and between blocs, and of the new bonds of commoninterest b~ing slowiyoU.IrCacriissvria'Cwere· thought ··to be impenetrable

l1nes"or-demarcation.

Yet this tendency towards a more pluralistic

Vorld, whiChis·Tn· our interest and consistent with our national

philosophy, is still only a tendency. Within many nations the factions
who see advantage in constructively exploiting this tendency are weak.
Part of our lob is to make it evident to potential adversaries that
this..=re pluralistic .;-;;~ld'Wouldiiaverew'arci.~·-r-;;~ ·them also. :But to
ma}:e our case "We must still face them with the prospect of encounter-

ing a well-coordinated alliance of nations willing to do battle to
preserve their rights to independence and self-determination. J2!".ePite
the emerging multipolarity of power and the decline of simplistic Cold

War--·:i.:.4eQJ..9gie.l?~' Collective security arrangements are still a necessity. __
~ strong must still make commitments to defend the weak from those
.;-hQ --..,muid force a political and economic order upon them.

---·--·

Thus collecti "L~..secnrj t¥ remains the foundation of our defense

polic;:--~timately, howeveF: true international security will be

I

found .only in proper relations among states, ll.Qt in bardyare. This
was my theme at Montreal two years ago, and I would emphasize it again

I

now. I f we look ah~~~.~p,.ards the l~~t.. _g_u~ter of th~...£0:t.h ..Century,
the world's overwhelming security problem will_ be the establishment of
a proper relationship betwe-en· the. devel.oped and. well-fed societies· and
t::rf2se whlcrf ari,-nungry 'arid." neglected.; This relationship will have to
'ncluoe a collective effort by the modern, technologically efficient,
eveloped world to help the underdeveloped world to a decent existence.
hat task will require the devotion of political and economic efforts ·

J

r

ar surpassing any in which we now engage.

'

To provide the needed effort, the developed world will have to
;ompose its internal 011! erences by agreement, notoy-coeroon, ana ·
to org.anize itself for ·the common job to be done. It seems the lesson
"'rnillna'l hi's tory that nations will join together effectively for such
great efforts only when a common danger to their security is perceived.
We must do our best to prepare ourselves and our friends, and even
those who think of themselves as our adversaries, for the day when they
perceive the corrunon potential danger to our security of a hungry, ar:.gry,

dissatisfied, and impatient majority of mankind. We in the United
States must stand ready to cooperate in all those areas in which
progress towards a safe, more humane global order can be made. Our
security, and the quality of life within the United States, demand it.

'
I
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II.

STRATEGIC FORCES

The forces and progra~s included under this heading, i.e., the
strategic offensive forces, the strategic defensive forces, a.'1d the
civil defense program, constitute the foundation of our general nuclear
war capabilities and are accordingly treated in this section of the
Statement as an integrated whole.
A.

THE GENERAl NUCLEAll WAR PROBLE!-1

Over the past seven years, in my annual appearances before this
Committee, I have attempted to explore with you in a systematic way
all of the major elements of the general nuclear war problem -- the
nature of strategic nuclear war; the size and character of the force~
likely to be involved; the technical feasibility, cost and prol:iao1e
outcomes of alternative strategies; and the principal policy and
program choices opened to us and our allies. I have done so because
I believe a common understanding of all of these factors is essential
to an informed and reasoned discussion of the crucial decisions which
we in the Executive Branch and you in the Congress must make each year
in this most vital area of our defense program.

'

This is not to say that the need ·for consideration of the
general nuclear war problem had been overlooked prior to 1961, or
that I and my associates clearly understood, or even perceived,
all of the multi-faceted aspects of this vastly complex problem from
the very outset. Quite the contrary, many of the fundamental concepts
and insights which underlie our nuclear policies and programs today
were developed prior to 1961, and my own views have matured and
become more precise since that time. Indeed, many of the issues
which came to a head in 1961 had been debated for years. All needed
to be resolved so that we could get on with the job of reshaping our
strategy and our forces for the decade of the 1960s.
It seemed to us in 1961 that one of the first things we had to do
was to separate the problem of strategic nuclear war from that of all
other kinds of war. Although the matter had long been debated, the
fact that strategic nuclear forces, no matter how versatile and powerful they may be, do not by themselves constitute a credible deterrent
to all kinds of aggression haa still to be squarely faced.
There was, of course, a deep and vivid awareness from the very
beginning of the nuclear era.that a war in which large numbers of

atomic bombs were emp~oyed would be far different, not only in degree
but in kind, from any ever fought before. In such a war the potential
battlefield would be the entire homelands of the participants.
Furthermore, because of the enormous destructive power of nuclear
weapons and the great speed and diverse ways in which they can be
delivered, nothing short of a virtually perfect defensive system would
provide anything approaching complete protection for populations and
cities against a determined, all-out attack by a major nuclear power.
This is not simply a matter of technology, it is inherent in the offensive-defensive problem. A nuclear-armed offensive weapon which has a
50/50 chance of destroying its target would be highly effective. But
a defensive weapon with the same probability of destroying incoming
nuclear warheads would be of little value.

This point was well understood by many who had closely studied
the problem, even at the beginning of the nuclear era. In late 1945,
for example, General Arnold noted that " •.• measures intended for protection against an atom bomb attack must be highly efficient from the
very start of a war if they are to be any,good at all. Our experience
in this war has shown that i t is most difficult to attain this goal."
I might add, all of our experience since that time has conclusively
demonstrated that a defense of such a high order of perfection is still
technically unobtainable.
But the point to note here is that throughout the 1950s, and
indeed since the end of World War II, it has always been our capacity
to retaliate with massive nuclear power which wa~ considered to be the
deterrent against Soviet attack. It was this tendency to rely on
nuclear weapons as the "universal deterrent" that helped contribute
to the decline in our non-nuclear limited war forces, first during the
late 1940s, and then·during the second half of the 1950s. And yet by
1961, it was becoming clear that large scale use of nuclear weapons by
the West as a response to Soviet aggression, other than an all-out
attack, was not desirable. Therefore, other types of forces would have
to be provided both to deter and, in the event deterrence failed, to
cope with conflicts at the middle and lower end of the spectrum.
Thus, the time was ripe for a major reassessment of our military
forces in relation to our national security policies and objectives.
With regard to our strategic nuclear war capabilities as such,
our initial analysis impressed us with the need for prompt action in
three related areas. First; while our strategic offensive forces
were then fully adequate for their mission, it was apparent that our
soft missiles and bombers would become exceedingly vulnerable to a
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nuclear surprise attack once our opponent 'had acquired a large number
of operational ICB1•1s. Second, when that potential threat became a
reality, reliable warning and timely response to warning of a missilsattack would be of crucial importance to the survival of our bomber
forces. Third, considerable improvements would have to be made in our
command and communication syEtems if the strategic offensive forces
were to be kept continuously under the control of the constituted
authorities -- before, during, and after a nuclear attack.

Essentially, there appeared to be two approaches available to
us at the time: (l) we could provide offensive forces which could
be launched within the expected period of tactical warning from the
Ballistic Missile Early Warning System which was then still ~~der
construction, or (2) we could provide forces which would be able to
survive a massive ICB!·'l attack and then be launched in retaliat.i0n.
As a long-term solution for the protection of our missiles, the first
approach was rejected because of its great dependence on timely an~
unambiguous warning. While the timeliness of warning was reasonably
assured, we could not be completely certain that the warning would be
tmarnbiguous. In the case of the manned bombers, this tmcertair1ty
presented serious, but not necessarily critical, problems. The
bombers could be launched upon warning and ordered to proceed to their
targets only after the evidence of an attack was unmistakable. But
once launched, a ballistic missile could not be recalled. Yet, unless
it is deployed in a mode which gives it a good chance of surviving a11
attack, it, too, would have to be launched before the enemy's missiles
strike home, or risk destruction on the ground.
Obviously, it would be extremely dangerous for everyone involved
if we were to rely on a deterrent missile force whose survival depended
on a haiT-trigger response to the first indications of an attack.
Accordingly, we decided to accelerate the shift from the first
generation ICBMs, the liquid fuel ATLAS a.~d TITAN, to the second
generation solid fuel missiles, POLARIS and MI!fUTEMAN, the former types
being very costly and difficult to deploy in hardened underground sites
and maintain on a suitable alert status. We knew that the MI!fUTEI·iAi:
would not only be less expensive to produce and deploy in protected
sites (and, thereby, provide more aim points per dollar expended), but
would also be considerably easier and less costly to keep on alert.
Because of its unique launching platform, the submarine-carried POLP~IS
missile inherently promised a high likelihood of surviving a surprise
attack, due to its mobility and concealment.
As these more survivable and effective POLA'liS and HIN\JTE!•IA!i
missiles entered the operational forces in large numbers during
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FY 1964-65, the older REGULUS, ATLAs and TITAN I types were phased
out. And over the years as advancing technology produced new models
of the l~INUTD\AN and POLA!US ("models" which represented as great an
advance over their predecessors as the B-52 over the B-47), these too
have been promptly introduced. Concurrently with the deployment of
the strategic missile force, we conducted an unprecedented testing
progra.'O in order to assure ourselves that they could be relied upon
to perform the1r mission. Finally, a very large missile penetration
aids effort was undertaken to make certain that we could overcome
a.:1y enemy defensive measures designed to stop our missiles.

Yet,

the retirement of all of the ATLAS and TITAN Is, the
number of la.nd-ba.sed ICBHs increased from 28 at end FY 1961 to 1,054
by end FY 1967. And, all of the planned 41 POLA"IS submarines have
now become operational, most with advanced model POLARIS missiles.
notwithsta.~ding

With regard to the m~~ed bombers, it was clearly evident in
1961 that the number that could be maintained on alert status ;;as
far more important than the total in the inventory, which was then
very sizable. Accordingly, until the HINUTEWil: and POLA"IS forces
could be deployed, we increased by 50 percent the proportion of the
force being maintained on 15-minute ground alert, the warning time
we could expect from BJ.;E\-!S.
The build-up of the strategic bomber force to 14 wings of B-52s
a:od two wings of E-58s was co::1pleted in FY 1963. During this same
period the medium bomber force of older B-47s was phased down,
eve!!tually being retired completely in 1966 on essentially the same
sched·ule planned by the previous Administration. In addition, a
large and very expensive B-52 modification program was placed underway in order to extend the useful life of the later models of these
aircraft well into the 1970s and to enable them to employ low-altitude
tactics in order to improve their penetration capabilities against
enemy defenses.
of

As a result of these changes, and notwithstanding the retirement
.
and B-47s the nmnber of

propor~ion

of the

force on alert.

Jiot much could be done in 1961 to improve the continental air
defense system which ha.d been designed against bomber attack. However, recognizing the vulnerability of the SAGE grow1d control system
sites to missile attack, we did start deployment of a backup system
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which has since been greatly expanded and made more effec<oi ve. An~
because adequate warning of ballistic missile attack wRr. so important
to the survival a~d ultimate effectiveness of our strategic bomber
force, we pressed forward the construction of BMEWS and somewhat
later began the deployment of Over-the-Horizon radars. As the weight'
of the threat qontinued to shift from bombers to missiles, we bega~
to modify the_ air defense system, phasing out those elements which
beca~e obsolete or excess to our needs.
We also closely considered in 1961 the advisability of deploying
active defense against ballistic missile attack. However, there
were widespread doubts even then as to whether the NIKE-ZEUS system,
which had bee~ under development since 1956, should ever be deployed.
Aside frorr. outstanding questions as to its technical feasibility a~d
our concern over operating problems which might be encountered, we
were convinced that its effectiveness could be critically degraded by
the use of more sophisticated warheads screened by multiple decoys or
chaff. Weighing all the pros and cons, we concluded in 1962 that the
best course was to shift the development of the system to a more
advanced approach and to take no action to produce and deploy it at
that time. We stepped up the pace and scop_e_ of our efforts to expa'ld
our knowledge of the entire problem of detecting, tracking, intercepting and destroying ballistic missiles. It was from these efforts
tha: we have since drawn much of the technology incorporated in our
a~

preser.~

ballistic missile defense concepts.

Finally, we undertook an extensive program to improve and make
more secure the command and control of our strategic offensive forces.

Among the measures taken was the establishment of a n~~ber of alternate
national comma~d centers, including some which would be maintained continuously in the air so that the direction of all our forces would not
have to depend upon the survival of a single center. Steps were also
taken to enha~ce the survivability, reliability and effectiveness of
the various command and communications systems, including, for exa~ple,
provision for the airborne control of bomber, MINUTE!~~ and POLARIS
la~~chings.
These were all forged into a new integrated National
Military Conmand System. To guard against accidental or unauthorized
firings, new procedures, equipment a~d command arrangements were introduced to ensure that all nuclear weapons could be released only on the
positive command of the national authorities.
Ma~y of the tasks we set out for ourselves seven years ago have
been successfully accomplished. But, the situation which we foresaw
then is now well upon us. The Soviets have, in fact, acquired a large
force of ICBMs installed in hardened underground silos. To put it
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blur;.tly, neither the Soviet Union nor the United States can now attacY.
the other, even by complete surprise, without suffering massive da'":'"1age
ir. re~aliation. This is so because each side has achieved, a~d w:ll
most likely maint-ain over the foreseeable future, an actual a.r.d cr-::iitl-:
second strike capability against the other. It is precisely t!":ti£ ~u~·t.:al
capability to destroy one al1other, a11d, cor:.versely, our respect.: "lf:
i!"lability to prevent such destructio:1, that provides us both wit!;'the
st.ronges"t possible !':lo"':.ive to avoid a stra:..egic nuclear war.

That we would eventually reac:-1 such a stage had been clearly
foresee:: for ma'1y years. Five years ago I pointed out to this Cor.:11
mi t tee that:
1-J"e are approact.ing a.r. era wher: it will beca.::e i:1creasingly improbable that either side could destroy a st:.fficiently larg:e
portion of the other's strategic nuclear force, ei~her by surprise cr
othe!'v:ise, to preclude a devasta-:ing retaliatory blow.''
In Ja.'!uar:y 1956, Secretary of Defense Wilson noted that.:
independent of what year it night happen, within a reasonabie
nurnber of years we are alr.lost bound to get into a condition so::1e:.i::-:es
11

•••

described as 'atomic plenty' or a condition where the two par-cies co·~lci,
as a practical matter, destroy each other.'' In the following rnon-:h,
Secretary of the Air Force Quarles was even more explicit. ne said,
"I believe it will mean that each side will possess an offensive capability that. is so great and so devastating that neither side -....•ill have
a knockout capatilit::.r, and, therefore, a situatio:-1 in which neither

side could profitably initiate a war of this kind ...• This has been·
frequently referred to as a position of mutual deterrence, and I believe
we are moving into that kind of a .situation."

Indeed, as far back as February 1955, a distinguished group of
scientists and engineers, frequently referred to as the Killian Committee, had concluded on the basis of a comprehensive study of our
continental air defense that within probably less th~~ a decade a nuclear
attack by either the United States or the Soviet Union would result in
mutual destruction. "This is the period," the Committee's report stated,
"when both the U.S. and Russia will be in a position from which neither
country can derive a winning advantage, because each country will possess
enough multimegaton weapons and adequate means of delivering them, either
by conventional or more sophisticated methods, through the defenses then
existing. The ability to achieve surprise will not affect the outcome
because each country will have the residual offensive power to bre~~
through the defenses of the other country and destroy it regardless of
whether the other country strikes first."
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Clearly, nothing short of a massive pre-emptive first strike on
the Soviet Union in the 1950s could have precluded the development of
the situation in which we now find ourselves. This point, too, was noted
by Secretary McElroy in 1958. Indeed, the hearings of the Congressional
Committees concerned with national defense during that period are replete
with references to this crucial issue.
Be that as it may, the problem now confronting the Nation is how
best to ensure our safety and survival in the years ahead, in a~ era
when both we and the Soviet Union will continue to have large and effective second strike strategic offensive forces and when the Red Chinese
may also acquire a strategic nuclear capability.
I believe we can all agree that the cornerstone of our strategic
policy must continue to be the deterrence of a deliberate nuclear attack·
a.<;ainst either the United States or its allies. But this irmoediately
raises the question, what kind and level of forces do we need to ensure
that we have such a deterrent, now and in the foreseeable future?
Having wrestled with this problem for the last seven years, I am
convinced that our forces must be sufficiently large to possess an
"Assured Destruction" capability. By this I mean an ability to inflict
at all times and under all foreseeable conditions an unacceptable degree
of damage upon any single aggressor, or combination of aggressors -even after absorbing a surprise attack. One can add ma~y refine~ents
to this basic concept, but the fundamental principle involved is simply
this: it is the clear and present ability to destroy the attacker as
a viable 20th Century nation and an unwavering will to use these forces
in retaliation to a nuclear attack upon ourselves or our allies that
provides the deterrent, and not the ability partially to limit da~age
to ourselves.
This is not to say that defense measures designed to significantly
limit damage to ourselves (which is the other major objective of our
strategic forces) might not also contribute to the deterrent. Obviously,
they might -- if an increase in our "Damage Limiting" capability could
actually undermine our opponents confidence "in his offensive capabilgy.
But for a "Damage Limiting" posture to contribute significantly to the
deterrent in this way, it would have to be extremely effective, i.e.,
capable of reducing damage to truly nominal levels -- and as I will
explain later, we now have no way of accomplishing this.
As long as deterrence of a deliberate Soviet (or Red Chinese)
nuclear attack upon the United States or its allies is the vital first
objective of our strategic forces, the capability for "Assured Destructior."

must receive the first call on all of our resources and must be prov ded
regardless of the costs and the difficulties involved. That imperat vc,
it seems to me, is well understood and accepted by all informed Amer can:.

is not so well understood, apparently, is the basis upon which our
force req~irements must logically be determined -- in other words, how
much "Asst:.red Destruction~~ capability do we need and what is the proper
way to measure that need?
"~a~

The debate on how much is enough, I suspect, is as old as war itself,
but it acq11ired a ne'w and very special significance with the advent of the

atomic bomb. As one observer, Bernard Brodie, noted in 1946, at the very
beginning of the nuclear era:
"Superiority in numbers of bombs is not ir:. itself a guare:~tee

of strategic superiority in atomic bomb warfare •... it appears
thac for any conflict a specific number of bombs will be useful to the side using it, and a~,~hing beyond that will be
luxury. What that specific number would be for any gi vee:
situation it is now wholly impossible to determine.

But. we

can say that if 2,000 bombs in the hands of either party is
enough to destroy entirely the economy of the other, the
fact that one side has 6,000 and the other 2,000 will be of
relatively small significance .... the actual critical level

could never be precisely determined in advance and all sorts
of contingencies would have to provided for.

fvioreover,

nations will be eager to make whatever political capital (in
the narrowest sense of the term) ca~ be made out of superiority
in numbers. But it nevertheless remains true that superiority
in numbers of bombs does not endow its possessor with the kind
of military security which formerly·resulted from superiority
in annies, navies, and air forces.~~
A decade later, in a speech appropriately entitled "How 'Much Is
Enough," Secretary of the Air Force Quarles took up the same theme in a
somewhat more elaborate and sophisticated manner. He presented the case
as follows:
''The advent of atomic weapons in great numbers and variety,
and now in megaton yields, has brought us to the point where
the airpower we now hold poised is truly powerful beyond the
imagination of man. But there comes a time in the course of
increasing our airpower when w~ must make a determination of
sufficiency.... ·sufficiency of air power, to my mind. must be

determined period by period on the basis of the t·orce required
to accomplish the mission assigned. Because technological
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changes are constantly occurring, which alter the power of
any force to execute its mission ... we must constantly review

our mission requirements and tailor our concept of sufficiency
to the current and foreseeable needs .
... the build-up of atomic power in the hands of the two
opposed alliances of nations makes total war an unthinkable
catastrophe for both sides. ;Jei ther side can hope by a
mere margin of superiority in airplanes or other means of
delivery of atomic weapons to escape the catastrophe of
such a war. Beyond a certain point, this prospect is not
the result of relative strength of the two opposed forces.
It is the absolute power in the ha~ds of each, and in the
substantial invulnerability of this power to interdiction.
Under such circumstances, each potential belligerent ir:
total war could possess what might be called a 'mission
capability' relative to the other. So great is the
destructive power of even a sin. ·le weapon that these
capabilities can exist even if there is a wide di spari t::,·
between the offensive or defensive strengths of the
opposir.g forces •.. ,It is crucially important that we
maintain the level of strength constituting a 'mission
capability.'· It is neither necessary nor desirable in
my judgment- to maintain strength above that level."

Although the technology of strategic nuclear war has undergone
dramatic changes since 1956, the general principle laid down by
Secretary Quarles is as valid today as it was then.

The requirement

for strategic forces must still be determined on the basis of the
11

mission capabili ty 11 we are seeking to achieve.

That, in turn, must

be related to our overall policy objective, .i.e., deterrence of a
deliberate nuclear attack on ourselves or our allies. Thus, the
first quantitative question which presents itself is: What kind
~~d

amount of destruction must we be able to

inf~ict

upon the attacker

i~ retaliation to ensure that he would, indeed, ..be deterred from

initiating such an attack?
As-I have explained to the Committee in previous years, this
question cannot be answered precisely. Some people have argued that the
Soviet or Red Chinese tolerance o£' damage would be much higher tha.~ our
own. Even if this were true (which is debatable), it would simply mea"'
that we must maintain a greater

11

Assured Destruction 11 capability.

For

example, if we believe that a ten percent fatality level would not deter
them, then we must maintain a capability to inflict 20 or 30 percent, or
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whatever le\'el is deemed necessary,.- J;; the case of the Soviet Union,
I would judc.e that a Capabi'ii ty on our part to destroy, say, one-fifth

to one-fourth of her population and one-half of her industrial capacity
would serve as ar; effective deterre!'!t. Such a level of destruction w:.::uld
certainly represent intolerable punis~ent to any 20th Century industrial

nation.~

The next questioro which has to be answered is: Hhat kind and how
larce a force do we need to ensure at all ·times a~d under all foreseeable
conditions that we c~ inflict the desired level of da~age on the attacker?
Obviously, the numl..Jer of st.rateric m:ssiles al'"Jd aircraft we need car:;ot be
determiP.ed solely on the basis of so;.;e fixed ratio to the nwnber our
oppo:;eL'ls mit;h"t have, or for tha't ma-:~ter, to the number of nuclear warheads or the cross rnecatonr.:ac:e those weapons could carry. Certair.ly,
these are very important factors, each i;, its ow::-1 rip:ht, and they rnus""¥ btB!~d are tak..en ir.to accour;t in our calculatior;s.
But these are not the
only or e-..'er: most importwt factors. The requiremer.t for "Assured

Destruction" forces can be determined logically only or, the basis of tr,e
size and character of the tar~;et system they may be called upon to des~ro:;,
taking account of all of the other releva'lt factors involved. ftJnone; these
are: the number of our weapons which at a'ly given time are ready to te
launched toward their targets; the number of these which could be expected
to sl:.rYi "-'e a Soviet surprise first attack; a11d the number of the ''read:/'
11
sur·:ivir::.;'' weapons which ·car: reasonably be expected to reach the objec'":ive
area~ surv:i ve the ene:ny defenses a.."1d deto!"l.a-':e over or on their intended
tarbe:.sThus, a lobical determination of strategic force requirements

im·ol ves a rather complex set of calculations. You may recall that
whe~ I appeared here six years ago i~ support of our first Five Year
Defense ProEram, I described the steps of this process in some detail.

iJ

Red China represents a somewhat different problem. Today
Red China is still far from being an industrial nation.
\-::1at industry it has is heavily

concen~rated

i!1

rela~i velv

few

cities. We estimate, for example, that
detonated over 50 Chinese cities would destroy half of the urban
population (more than 50 million people) and more than one-half
of the irJd\lstrial capacity. And, as I noted last year, such ar.
attack w~uld also destroy most of the k..;y governmental, technical,
a~d maDa;erial personnel, as well as a large proportion of the
skilled workers. Since Red China's capacity to attack the U.S.
with nuclear weapons will be very limited at least through the
1970s, the ability of even so small a portion of our strategic
forces to inflict such neavy damage upon them should serve as a
major deterrent to a deliberate attack on us by that country.
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In Yiew of the misunderstandings which have arise:. over the issue, I

believe it might be useful to res-:,ate the!:! here.
T~e first s~ep is to determine the nu~ber, types, and locat:ons
of the aiminf' points in the tart.et system.

The second step is to determine the numbers and explosive yields
of weapons which must be delivered on the aiming points to ensure the
destro.;ctim: or substa:::.tial dest-ruction of the target system.

The third step involves a determination of the size and characteY
of the forces best sui ted to deliver these weapons, taking into accou:!"t
such factors as: size of warhead, system reliability, deli very accuracy,
ability to penetrate enemy defenses, and cost.

Since we must be prepared for a first strike by the enemy, allowa:!ces must als0 be made i:r.. our calculations foF the losses which 8Ur owr"
forces wo;;ld st:ffer from the initial enemy attack. This, in tur=--~
in.troduces additional factors:
l.
The size, weight, and effectiveness of a possible
enemy attack.

2.

TLe degree of vulnerability of our own strategic

weapo!'l systems to such an attack.
Clearly, each of these factors involves various degrees of uncerEu~ these uncertainties are not unm~~ageable.
By postulating
various sets of-assumptions, ranging from optimistic to pessimistic, it
tai~ty.

is possible t0 introduce into our calculations reasonable allowances for
these uncertainties. For example, we can use in our analysis both the
higher and lower limits of the range of estimates of the number of enemy
ICBHs and long-range bombers. We can assign to these forces a ra.'1ge of
capabilities as to warhead yield, accuracy, reliability, etc.
With respect to our own forces, we can establish, within reasonable
limits, the degree of reliability, accuracy and vulnerability of each
type of offensive weapon system and its ability to penetrate.. the enemy
defenses under various modes of operation. The last factor also involves
an estimate of the size a.'1d character of the enemy's defenses.
Obviously, a change in any major element of the problem necessitates cha.'1ges in many other elements. For example,. the Soviet's deployment of a very extensive air defense system during the 1950s forced us
to make some very importaQt changes in our strategic bomber forces. The
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B-52s had to be

prov~ded

with penetration aids-- i.e., standoff missiles,

decoys, electronic countermeasure equipment, etc.
airfra~e

had to be

subst~~tially

In addition, the B-52's

strengthened to permit sustained low-

altitude operations.

Now, in the late 1960s, because the Soviet Unior. might deploy exter,-

si ve ABJ·~ defenses, we are maki~g some very important .chanF;eS in. our

strategic missile forces. Instead of a single lar~e warhead, our ~issiles
are now being designed to carry several small warheads and penetra"tior, acds,
because it is the number of warheads, or objects which appear to be warheads to the defender's radars, that will determine the ·outco::Je in a
contest with an ABI•l defense.
Gross rnegatonnage is not a reliable indicator of the destructi·Je
power of an offe::tsi ve force. For exa.""nple, o n e - missile carry::-.g

10 . - . . 5 0 kiloton warheads (a total yield of l/2 megaton) would
be just as effective against a large city (2,000,000 people) as a si:-.gle
10-rnegaton war !lead with 20 times the total yield.

.Against smaller ci :.ies

(100,000 people) ten 50 kiloton warheads would be 3-l/2 times as effective
as the single 10-megaton warhead, and against airfields 10 times as effective. Even against hard ICBI·) sites, the ten 50 kiloton warheads would
(give!1 the accuracy we ~"'ticipate) be twice as effective as a single 10megato!1 warhead. A'1d, of course, it would take 10 times as many P.3l·c
interceptors to defend a 'city against ten 50 kiloton warheads as it wol:ld
agai~st

a single

10-mega~on

warhead.

It is clear, therefore, that gross megatonnage is an erroneous basis
0!1 which to compare the destruction capability of two forces. And as I
pointed out to the Co~~ittee last year, the number of missiles on launchers
alone is not a much better measure. Far more L~port~'1t is the surviving
number of separately targetable, serviceable, accurate, reliable warheads.
But the only true measure of relative effectiveness of two "Assured
Destruction" forces is their ability to survive ~'1d to destroy the target
systems they are designed to take under attack.

In terms of numbers of separately targetable, survivable, accl:ra~e,
reliable warheads, our strategic forces are superior to those of the
Soviet Union. But I must caution that in terms of national security,
such "superiority" is of little significance. For even with that
"superiority", or indeed with any "superiority 11 realistically at.tainable,
the blunt, inescapable fact remains thac the Soviet Union could still
effectively destroy the DEited States, even after absorbing the full
weight of an American first strike.
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We should be under no illusion that "Damage Limiting" measures,
regardless of how extensive they might be, could, by themselves, change
that situation. This is so for the same reason that the deployment by
the Soviets of a ballistic missile defense of their cities will not
improve their situation. We have already taken the necessary steps to
guar~~tee that our strat~gic offensive forces will be able to overcome
such a defense. Should the Soviets persist in expanding what now
appears to be a light and modest Affi!J deployment into a massive one,
we will be forced to take additional steps. We have available the :
lead time and the technology to so increase both the quality and the
qua~ti~y of our strategic offenslve forces --with particular attention
to more s:Jphisticated penetration aids -- so that this expensive "Damage
Limi tirjg 11 effort would give them no edge in the nuclear balance whats:J-

ever. By the same token, however, we must realistically assume tha"t the
Soviet Union would take similar steps to offset any threat to thei~
deterrent that might result from our deploying an ABH defense of our
owr: cities.

Under these circumstances, surely it makes sense for us both to
try to halt the momentum of the arms race which is caus1ng vast expenditures on both sides and promises no increase in security. The logic of
discussions to limit offensive and defensive strategic weapons is even
more compelling than it was a year ago when the President proposed such
discussions to the Soviet Union. We are continuing our attempt to persuade the Soviets to agree to our proposal for discussions.
It is important to distinguish bet·Aeen an Affilj system designed to
protect against a Soviet attack on our cities and an AE~ system designed
for other purposes. One such purpose would be to provide greater protection for our strategic offensive forces; another would be to protect
our cities against an attack by Red China. The first i~ not a "Damage
Limiting" measure, but rather an action designed to strengthen our
"Assured Destruction" capability by ensuring the survival of a larger
proportion of our retaliatory forces. The second is a "Damage Limiting"
measure, but one against a small force -- ~ecause of the size and
character of the attacks involved, a good defense becomes feasible.
As I noted last year, Red China may achieve ru1 initial ICB~!
operational capability in the early 1970s and a modest force in the
mid-l970s. Depending upon the rate of growth thereafter, a thin ABJ.!
deployment, with some additions and improvements, could be highly
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effective through the mid-1980s. The ability of the thin A~~ to limit
damage to our Nation in the event our offensive force failed to deter
an "irrational 11 aggressor was the basis for our decision to deploy
such a force.
Before I discuss the analytical basis for these conclusions
and our specific program proposals, I would first like to presen~
the latest estimates of the strategic threat.
B.

THE SIZE AHll CHA.llACTER OF THE THREAT

Each year in presenting our projections of the strategic nuclear
threat to the United States, I have cautioned that while we ha·re
reasonably high confidence in our estimates for the closer-ir. period,
our estimates for the more distant years are subject to consider·able
uncertainty. This is still the case with regard to our Ctirrent projections. The estimates through 1969 are reasonably firm. Beyond
that point they become progressively less firm, especially where they
deal with the period beyond the production ~~d deplo)~ent leadtimes
of the weapons systems involved.
1.

The Soviet Strategic Offensive-Defensive Forces

Swnmarized in the table or. the followio:C" pe,ge are the Soviet
stra1:egic offensive forces estimated for Oct0ber 1, 1967, mid-1969
and mid-1972. The progra~~ed U.S. forces for those sm'e dates are
shown for comparison.
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In addition to the SL:S:·ls on nuc ear-powered submarines the Soviets
also have SLBt>ls on diesel-powered submarines whose primary targets
tbe ·.. , -;-" :·
in Eurasia;
The Soviets
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you may recall, I
ets were intensively testing what
we believe to be a Fractional Orbit ~ombardment System (FOBS). Such a
system -- which is really an ICBM of different trajectory -- could be
launched on a very low trajectory across the northern approaches of the
United States, thus reducing the possibility of timely detection by the
Ballistic Missile Early Warning System (BMEWS); or, alternatively, around
the southern approaches which are not covered by BMFWS. In either event
the
order of ace
payload. It would, therefore,
be useful primarily against soft targets. Althou3h years ago we considered and rejected such a system for our own use, the Soviets may believe it to be useful in a surprise nuclear strike against our bo~ber
bases or as a penetration tactic against ABM systems. (I will touch oc.
sowe of the measures we have taken in anticipation of that type of threat
in my discussion of the defensive programs.) The Soviets might have as
many as - l a u n c h e r s by mid-1969 a n d - by mici.-1972."
b.

Submarine-Launched Ballistic Missiles

abo.ut eight or nine
are nuclear-powered, the

being diesel-powered.
~owever, we nov have firm
nuclear-powered ballistic
will have 16 tubes

that the new class of Soviet
ch I

•

I

is these new submarines
SLBMs shown in the foregoing
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All of the older nuclear-powered ballistic missile submarines. (and
most of the diesel-powered
ted with the
relatively new SS-N-5
operational ballistic
the SS-N-

As I noted on previous occasions, the Soviets do not appear to consider their cruise missile submarines as primarily a strategic attack

system. As of l October, they had 52-57 such boats (29-31 nuclear-powered)
equipped with 301-329 SS-N-3s. This missile has a maximum range of 450
n.mi. but it appears to have a normal operating range of 250 n.mi. against
ships. Construction of these 'cruise submarines is apparently coming to

an end. The last of them is expected to be delivered to the fleet by
the close of 1969.
c.

Manned Bombers.

Again, I must report to you that there is no evidence that the
Soviets intend to deploy a new heavy bomber in the late 1960s or early
1970s. In addition to the~heavY bombers shown on the foregoing
table, the Soviets also ha~mediurn bombers andJI!!IImedium
bombers converted to tankers. Although a small number of additional
BLIIIDER medium borr.bers are expected to be delivered over the next few
years, the overall manned bomber force will continue to decline as the
old BADGER medium bombers are phased out and the heavy bomber force is
attri ted over time. We believe that the n·ew BLINDER "B", which is now
finally operational, will be equipped to carry a 300 n.mi. air-to-surface
missile (ASM). Most of the old BEAR heavy bombers have already been
modified to include an ASM capability, and it now appears that a significant portion of the BADGER force is also being provided with that
capability.
Nevertheless, the Soviet Union's capability for intercontinental
bomber attack remains limited. Considering the require~ents for Arctic
staging and refueling, as well as non-combat attrition factors, we
estimate that the Soviets could place approximately 100 heavy bombers
over targets in the United States on two-way missions. While we believe
that medium bombers do not figure prominently in Soviet plans for an
initial attaok on the North American Continent, a limited force of these
bombers could attack targets in Greenland, Alaska, Iceland and Canada
on two-way missions.
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d.

MRB~ls /IRBI·ls

e.

1·1ar-!ned Interceptors

craf~~

The Soviet interceptor force no;.,•
about 200 fewer than last year.

•

C'J:'JSis~s

of some 3300-3500 airAlthough new ge~era~io~ fighters~

with both all-weather and air-to-air ~issile capatilities are bei~ 0 gradually introduced, about two-thirds 'Jf the force is still made up of older
types of aircraft, mostly MIG-l7s and l9s and SU-9s. The first few
Mach 2.5, all-weather interceptors are naw operatio~al and will continue
to be introduced in relatively small numbers over the nex: few years.
Since the older models are being replaced on a less the:, on~- for-one basis,
however, a further gradual decline ir. overall strentth is indicated, per-

haps to 2,300-2,800 by 1972.

v/hether the Soviets will deploy a l·lach 3,

all-weather follow-on interceptor is still highlj· pr:.ble:::atical, although
sue:~ a_-; aircraft is in a"1 early stage of de·..relopmer::.t.

f.

Surface-to-Air Missiles

No significant changes have occurred in the deployment of the SA-l,
SAc2, and SA-3 surface-to-air missiles in the Soviet Union. The first
is deployed in two rings arou.11d 1-ioscow only, the second at aboutprimary sites throughout >the rest of the country, and the last a~ about
1111 sites in selected areas. Nothing has occurred during the past year
to cause us to ch~~ge our estimate that the SA-3, which w~s deployed to
defend against the low altitude threat, is not much bette1· than the SA-2
for that purpose. The latter system, through continued modification of
its missiles and radars, has acquired ~., improved low altitude capability
• 't.,' ..:.

• ••:

' ' • ,'

'

•

Last year I informed you that there was consideratle disagreement
within our intelligence community with regard to the purpose of the socalled "Tallinn" (SA-5) system being deployed across the northwestern
approaches to the Soviet Union and in several other places. !·iow I can
tell you that there is almost complete agreement that this system is
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designed primarily for defense against high speed aerodynamic vehicles
flying at high and medium altitudes.
Even last year the pattern in vhich the system vas being deployed
the configuration of the sites and their equipment, and the apparent
characteristics of the radars, all pointed to an advanced surface-to-air
missile system. The doubt as to its mission arose principally because
it appeared to be designed against the high rather than the lev altitude
penetration threat, even though it has long been publicly knovn that the
latter is the tactic our

More Tallinn complexes have thus far been definitely identified (double last year's estimate) extending in a barrier llne across
the northvestern part of European Russia, around Leningrad and Mosco~,
and across some parts of the southern approaches. Most of these complexes consist of three launch sites, each with six laun~h positions
and one radar. A fev of these may now be operational and more may be
,·. '
.. ~ ~
- - ,;r~--. ·,
. . - •, . • .;: ... ~:
under construction
ve still believe the Soviets vill eventually deploy an
improved lov altitude SAM system.
2.

Anti-Ballistic Missile Defense

Although construction of the GALOSH ABM system around Moscov is
proceeding at a moderate pace, no effort has been made during the last
year to expand that system or extend it to other cities. It still consists of six complexes deployed at some of the outer ring SA-l sites,
about 45 n.mi. from the center of the city. Each complex still has tvo
"triads" (one large and tvo small radars operating together) and 16
launch positions.· Work on a seventh complex south of "he city, vhich
was stopped tvo years ago, has not been resumed. (Eight complexes
vould be required, in the present pattern of deployment, to complete
the ring around Moscov.) In addition to the triads, there is a large
phased-array radar (called Dog House) located southvest of Moscow and
oriented towards our ICBM threat corridor. There are aJso two large
phased-drray radars (called Hen House) sited at separate locations to
the northvest. These three radars may be intended as furvard acquisition
radars for the Moscow system, vhile the triad radars handle the target
and interceptor missile tracking functions.
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It is the consensus of the intelligence community that the GALOSH
system could provide a limited defense of the Moscow area but that it
could be seriously degraded by sophisticated penetration aids, precursor bursts and the vulnerabilitv of the radars to nuclear detona-

'_,,.

,, ,<''

._, 7

'
•
evert eless, knowing what we do about past Soviet predilections for defensive systems, we must, for the time being, plan our
forces on the ass~~ption that they will have deployed some sort of an
ABM system around their major cities by the early 1970s.
3.

Red Chinese Nuclear Threat

Our current estimates of the Red Chinese nuclear threat are essentially the same as those I presented here in past year·s. [
.·
;J _
\ '·
f .• ••
I" ... the Chinese Col:llllunists have the technical and industrial capabilities required for the deployment of ballistic missiles
and we believe that they are making an intensive effort to develop a
missile I ,._
.•
] We estimate that the first
of these missiles could be deployed as early as 196'i-69 and that by the
mid-197Ds, they could have
:"'
l!lissiles operatiorial." This estimate is still valid.
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With regard to ICBMs, we continue to believe that the Chinese nuclear weapons and ballistic missile development programs are being pursued with a high priority. However, it is no~ clear that they faiied
to conduct either a space or a long-range ballistic missile launching
before the end of 1967, as we thought possible last year. We still believe such a launching could be made on relatively short notice. In
any event, our estimate last year that it appeared unlikely the Chinese
could achieve an IOC ~ith an ICBM before the early 1970s, or deploy a
significant number of operational ICBMs before the mid-1970s, still
holds. And, of course, those ICBMs vould not have a very high degree
of reliability, speed of response or protection against attack.

The Red Chinese

types of aircraft

~hich

could

s
cost alone that they
undertake the development, production and deployment of an intercontinental bomber force. If they chose to do so, it ~ould take them
a decade or more before they could deploy such a force.
C.

CAPABILITIES OF THE PROPOSED U.S. FORCES FOR "ASSURED DESTRUCTION"

As I noted earlier, the only true measure of the effectiveness of
our "Assured Destruction" forces is their ability, even after absorbing
a ~ell-coordinated surprise first strike, to inflict unacceptable damage on the attacker. In this next portion of my StateLJent, I ~ould
like to examine with you our latest analyses of ho~ ve:l our strategic
forces can be expected to accomplish that mission: first, against the
"highest expected thrt:at" projected in the latest National Intelligence
Estimates and, second, against a Greater-Than-Expect"d Threat. !/
The "highest expected threat" is actually composed uf the upper ,-ange
of NIE projections for each element of the Soviets' strategic forces.
In many cases, these represent alternatives and it is highly unlikely
that all elements would ever reach the top end of the qu~titative
range simultaneously. Therefore, the "highest expe:ted threat" is
really a greater threat than that projected in the NIE.
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1.

Capability Against the "Highest Expected Threat" in the NIE
Sho~n

in the first column of the table below are the numbers of

weapons, gross megatons, and one-megaton equivalents

no~

programmed

for our strategic offensive forces in 1972.

Even if the Soviet strategic forces by 1972 ·reach the higher end
of the range of estimates projected in the latest liTEs and even if
they were to assign their entire available missile force to attacks
on our strategic forces (reserving only refire missiles and bomberdelivered weapons for urban targets), about one-half of our forces
would survive and remain ~ffecti ve (second column). If the Soviets
expand the Moscow ABM def~nse and deploy the same or a similar system
~r_OlJ.!l_d_ other citie_~L 7;<~ ,, .r ;:.",
.. ' u. -~"'
;;\-. --.@#~~-@
about three-quarters of our surviving weapons, representing about
~ 0:1e-megaton equivalents, would det::mate over thr:il· targets. The

destructi\'e potential of such a U.S. retaliatory attack is illustrated
in the table on the follo•ing page.
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~

~

SOVIET POPULATION AllD INDUSTRY DESTROYED
{Assumed 1972 Total Population of 247 Million; Urban
Population of 116 Million)
1 MT Equiv.
Delivered
Warheads

Percent

Ind. Cap.
Destroyed

100
200
~400

37

15

52

59

21
_]Q_

__]£

74

96

"""""BoO
1,200
1,600

109

116

72

77
77
77

39
44
47

if the Soviets deploy as
strategic missile forces
of their
table demonstrates, beyond 400 one-megaton
equivalents optimally delivered, further increments would not meaningfully change the amount of damage inflicted because we would be bringing smaller and smaller cities under attack.
These results, of course, reflect the decisions we have taken in
recent years to enhance the future capabilities of our "Assured
Destruction" forces, including:

1. The production and deployment of the POSEIDON missile
with MIRVs.
2.

The production and deployment of improved missile

penetration aids.

~

/

3. The increase in the proportion of MINUTE!-IA.N III s {with
MIRVs and a new impro•:ed third stage) in the planned force.

/

4. The initiation of development of ne~ small reentry
vehicles in order to increase substantially the m:..IL'.:·er of
warheo:ds {or penetration aids) ·which can be carried by a
single missile.
5. The development and production of
strategic bombers.
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SRA!~s

for our

/

These and other measures Yill not only enhance the survivability
of our strategic missile forces but Yill also greatly increase the
number of Yeapons Yhich Ye could place over the Soviet Union in 1972.
As I stated earlier, numbers of weapons will be much more

future than

so, our calculations show

our offensive forces,

ing a surprise attack, Yould be able to inflict about the same percent.
fatalities on the Soviet population in a second strike in 1972 as they
could have in 1966.
If the Soviet offensive-defensive threat does not increase beyond
the highest level naY projected through 1972 in the latest National
Intelligence Estimates, we will have more ''Assured Destructiontl capa-

bility than Ye Yill probably need.

HoYever, I have repeatedly cautioned

that our "Assured Destruction" capability is of such crucial importance

to our security that Ye must be prepared to cope with. Soviet strategic
threats which are greater than those projected in the latest intelligence estimates. Accordingly, we must continually reexamine the
various actions, beyond. those which now seem probable, by which the

Soviets might seek to strengthen their strategic forces and take appropriate steps in a timely manner to hedge against them.
2.

Capability Against "Greater-Than-Expected Threats"

As was the case last year, the most severe threat we must consider in planning our "Assured Destruction" forces is a Sovie·t deployment of a substantial hard target kill capability in the form of highly
accurate small ICBMs or MIRVed large ICB!~s, together Yith an extensive,
effective ABI~ defense. A large Soviet ICBM force with a substantial
hard target kill capabil!.ty might be able to destroy a large number of
our MINUTEMAN missiles in their silos. An extensive, effective Soviet
ABM defense might then be able to intercept and destroy a large part
of our residu~l missile warheads, including those carroed by submarinelaunched missiles. In combination, therefore, these two actions could
conceivatly seriously degrade our "Assured Destruction 11 capability.
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Again, I want to remind you that both of these threats are
quantitatively far greater than those projected in the latest intelligence estimates. Moreover, we believe that the accuracy of Soviet
ICBMs is still substa
inferior to that of our mm missiles.

Our calculations show that against either one of the Soviet
Greater-Than-Expected Threats, the offensive or the defensive threat,
the presently programmed
ces could still
their mission
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The prospect of having ~o abs
a U.S. retaliatory strike should, in i elf, pose a very substantial
deterrent to the Soviet Union. Nevertheless, for the purpose of
planning our forces so far ahead, this level of fatalities may become
too lo~ for complete confidence in our deterrent. Accordingly,
prudence dictates that we act now to place ourselves in a position to
strengthen our "Assured Destruction" capabilities in the unlikely
event th~t both of the Greater-Than-Expected Threats actually begin
to emerge.
Fortunately, we have a large number
which we can draw
strengthen those
the entire

There are, of course, other options available, such as the construction and deployment of more POSEIDON submarines, and the development and production of a new land-based missile. Although a new
land-based ICBM does not appear to offer any particular advantage
over the MINUTEMAN III in
, I believe we should keep that
option open by starting development now cf ~ silo which could be used
for either the MINUTEMAN III or a new ICBM. The options of defending
MINUTEMAN with the ABM and of constructing more POSEIDON submarines
will continue to be available for some time into the future and
neither requires a commitmeflt at this time.

As ·I noted in previous years, under certain circumstances there
may be some advantage in maintaining a mixed offensive force of

missiles and a limited number of bombers.

By having a capability to

attack some cities with missiles only, and others w~th bombers only,
we can force the Soviet Union to maintain defenses against both. But
to do this, we do not need either a very large bomber force or a new
bomber. The present program provides for a mixed force of missiles

and bombers into the later part of the 1970s, and the options open to
us will permit extending the life of the bomber force and increasing
its capability, and/or the addition of a new bomber, should threats
greater than that projected by the NIE develop.
Against the Greater-Than-Expected Threat, any bomber force ought
to be equipped with new air-to-air missiles, as well as SRAMs to

penetrate against the kind of new interceptor and low altitude SN1
systems postulated in this threat.

As I noted earlier, we have no

evidence the Soviets are actually deploying such systems, although
they are developing new high performance fighter aircraft.

Never-·

theless, we should keep the options open to upgrade our presently
programmed bomber force and to deploy a new bomber if one should eventually be required. But the pacing items at the present time are the
penetration aids, particularly a new air launched missile to counter

the improved interceptors the Soviets may deploy in the future, and
these are the programs which should receive our first attention regardless of which option we may ultimately choose to exercise.

Again, may I remind you that all of these missile and bomber
options are directly related to the combined Great.er-Than-Expected
Threat, and until we have some evidence that this threat is actually
beginning to emerge, we need not and should not decide to deploy any
of these systems. Instead, we should carefully time our actions on
all of them in step with the development of the threat, keeping in
mind the various development, production and deployment leadtimes
involved.
D.

CAPABILITIES OF THE PROPOSED FORCES FOR DN1AGE LIMITATION

There are two major issues this year in the Damage Limitation
portion of the Strategic Forces Program. The first concerns the
deployment of an anti-ballistic missile defense and, the second, the
future size and composition of the anti-bomber defense forces.
1.

Anti-Ballistic Missile Defense

Last year I presented to you in considerable detail our analysis
of the anti-ballistic missile defense issue. I described the three
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major purposes for which we might want to deploy an ABM system, the
kinds of radars and missiles which would be involved, the technical
uncertainties which still remained to be resolved, and the costs and
benefits of some of the alternative deployments. With regard to the
three purposes, I concluded that:
1.

The deployment of an ABM defense for MINUTEMAN might
offer a partial substitute for the fUrther expansion of
our offensive forces in the event the Greater-Than-

Expected Soviet threat began to emerge.
2.

The deployment of an austere ABM defense against a Red
Chinese ICBM threat might offer a high degree of protection to the entire Nation, at least through the 1970s.

3.

The deployment of a.J ABM defense for the protection of
our cities against the kind of heavy, sophisticated
missile attack the Soviets could launch in the 1970s
would almost surely force them to react by increasing
the capabilities of their offensive forces, thus
leaving us in essentially the same position ve were

before.
Further study of this issue during the last year has served to
confirm these conclusions. Since I have already touched on the first
purpose in connection with the analysis of our "Assured Destruction"

capabilities against the Greater-Than-Expected Soviet threat, I will
limit my discussion at this point to the other two purposes.
a.

Defense Against the Red Chinese Nuclear Threat

As I noted earlier, there is mounting evidence that the Red
Chinese are devoting very substantial resources to the development
of both nuclear warheads and missile delivery systems. Within a
period of 39 months
in October 1964,
Then, in
rs
d device
thus demonstrating sufficient engineering skill to conduct
missile-warhead systems test.
second thermonuclear

Finally, last December, they detonated another qevice, but this test
vas apparently a partial failure.
'
.
These seven nuclear tests, taken together vith their continuing
vork on surface-to-surface missiles,, lead us to believe that they are
moving ahead with •. the development of an ICBM. Indeed, if their programs proceed at the present pace, they could have a modest force of
ICBMs by the mid-1970s.

I

In the light of this progress in nuclear weapons and missile
delivery systems, it seemed both prudent and feasible to us last
September to initiate the deployment of an austere Chinese-oriented
AB1~ defense.
We knev from our continuing study of this system that it
could be deployed at an investment cost of about $5 billion, and could
be highly effective against the kind of threat a Chinese force might
pose in the 1970s.
As presently defined, the SENTINEL ABM system (i.e., the system
specifically designed against the Chinese threat) would consist of
. . Perimeter Acquisition Radars (PARs) • • Missile Site Radars (MSRs),
lllllong range SPARTAN area
e missiles and
local defense missiles
~ The effec
fatalities from a Red Chinese attack
is shown in the
folloving table.
U.S. FATALITIES FROM A CHINESE FIRST STRIKE, 1970s

7

~I

With SENTINEL

E_/

n/

15

E.l ./

1

Fever than one million U.S. dead, vith some probability
of no deaths.

It is apparent from th.; foregoing table that the
facing a "primitive" attack, could probaC>ly hold U.S.
one million. Obviously, if and vhen the Chinese ICBM
to grow, quantitatively and qualitatively, beyond the
the foregoing table, additions and improvements vould
be made in the SENTINEL system. We believe, hovever,
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SENTINEL system,
fatelities below
force continues
levels shown in
probably have to
that for

relatively modest additional outlays the system could be improved so
as to limit the Chinese damage potential to low levels into the mid1980s. The SENTINEL system would also have a number of other advantages. It would provide an additional indication to the people of
Asia that we intend to support them against nuclear blackmail from
China, and thus help to convince the non-nuclear countries that
acquisition of their own nuclear weapons is not required for their

security. Furthermore, this initial deployment would serve as a
foundation to which we could add a defense for our MINUTEMAN force
if that later becomes desirable. Finally, it could protect our population against the improbable, but possible, accidental launch of a
few ICBMs by any one of the nuclear powers.
b.

Deployment of NIKE-X for Defense of Our Cities Against Soviet Attack
Nothing has occurred during the last year to changt my conviction

that the deployment of the NIKE-X system for the defense of our cities
against a Soviet attack would, under present circumstances, be a

futile waste of our resources. I believe it is clear from my earlier
discussion of the trends in the nature of the threat, as evaluated by
our intelligence community, that the Soviets are determined to maintain
a nuclear deterrent against the United States. If this is true, as I
believe it is, any attempt on our part to reduce their "Assured
Destruction 11 capability below what they might consider necessary to

deter us would simply cause them to respond with an offsetting increase
in their offensive forces. It is precisely this process of action and
reaction upon which the arms race feeds, at great cost to both sides

and benefit to neither.
following page.

This point is illustrated in the table on the

t
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NUMBERS OF FATALITIES IN AN ALL-OUT STRA'l'EGIC EXCHANGE, 1976 !!':.1
(In Millions)

u.s.

u.s.

'

Soviets,Strike First
Against Military
and City Targets,
u.s. Retaliates
Against Cities
U.S.Fat.
Sov.Fat.

Strikes First at
Military Targets,
Soviets Retaliate
Against U.S. Cities,
u.s. Retaliates
~ainst Soviet Cities
U.S.Fat.
Sov.Fat.

Program

Soviet
Response

No ABM

None

120

120

120

80

SENTINEL

None
Pen-Aids

100
120

120
120

90
110

80
80

Posture A None
MIRV, Pen-Aids
+100 Mobile
ICBMs

40
110

120
120

10
60

80
80

110

120

90

80

Posture B None
MIRV, Pen-Aids
+550 Mobile

20
70

120
120

10
40

80
80

100

120

90

80

'

ICB!~s

!!':.1

At fatality levels approximating 100 million or more, differences
of 10 to 20 million in the calculated results are less than the
margin of error in the estimates.

"Posture A" is a light defense against a Soviet missile attack
on our cities. It consists of an area defense of the entire continental
United States, providing redundant (overlapping) coverage of key target
areas, and, in addition, a relatively low-density SPRI!IT defense of 25
cities to provide some protection against those warheads which get
through the area defense. "Posture B" is a heavier defense with the
same area coverage, but with much greater sophistication in its
tronics and a h
r-dens
SPRINT defense for
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Postures A and B would,also require some improvement in our
defense against manned bomber attack in order to preclude the Soviets
from undercutting the Am~ defense; we would also want to expand ar.d
accelerate the fallout shelter program. In addition, we would need to
improve our anti-submarine warfare forces to help defend against
Soviet missile-launching submarines. The "current" estimates of the
investment cost of the total "Damage Limiting" package are at least
$13 billion for Posture A and at least $22 billion for Posture B. On
the basis of past experience, however, actual costs would more likely
be $40 billion by the time the system had been completed.

-

Cost, however, is not the problem. If we could actually build
and deploy a genuinely impenetrable shield over the United States, we
would be willing to spend $40 billion. But, if after spending these
tens of billions of dollars, we could still expect to find ourselves
in a position where a Soviet attack could inflict unacceptable damage
on our population because of their response to our defensive efforts,
I do not see how we would have really improved our security or freedom
of action. And neither can I see how the Soviets will have improved
their security and freedom of action if after all their additional
expenditures for offensive and defensive systems, we can still inflict
.unacceptable damage on them, even after absorbing their first strike.
For this reason we have come to the conclusion that both sides would
be far better off if we can reach an agreement on the li~itation of
all strategic nuclear forces, including ABMs.
In any event, there is no point whatever in our responding to a
massive ABM deployment on their part with a massive ABM deployment of
our own. Instead, we sloould act realistically and further strengther.
ol.li" offensive forces, if and when necessary, to preserve our "Assured.
Destruction" capability.
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2.

Anti-Bomber Defense

Three years ago, when I appeared before this Committee in support
of the FY 1966 Defense Budget, I said:
"One of the major issues we face in the Strategic
Defensive Forces is to determine the proper overall level
of the anti-bomber defense program. Our present system
for defense against manned bomber attack was designed a
decade ago when it was estimated that the Soviets would
build a force capable of attacking the United States with
many hundreds of long range aircraft. This threat did not
develop as estimated. Instead, the major threat confronting the United States consists of the Soviet ICBM and
submarine launched ballistic missile forces.

With no

defense against the ICBM and only very limited defenses
against the submarine launched ballistic missiles, our

anti-bomber defenses could operate on only a small
fraction of the Soviet offensive forces in a determined
attack. Moreover, the anti-bomber defense system itself
is vulnerable to missile attack. It is clear, therefore,
as it has been for some years, that a balanced strategic
defense posture requires a major reorientation of our
efforts --both within anti-bomber defenses and between
anti-bomber and anti-missile defenses."

Now that the anti-ballistic missile defense issue has been
resolved, we are in a position to move forward intelligently on

the solution of the anti-bomber defense problem. As you know, we
have had this matter under study for quite some time, and in all of
the various alternative force structures examined we have found that

the indispensable element is a new Airborne Warning and Control System
(AWACS). The reasons AWACS is so important are: (a) its ability to
track aircraft at low altitudes; (b) its ability to provide detection
at great distances from the U.S.; and (c) its low vulnerability to
missile attack compared with the existing ground-based surveillance,
warning and control network.

The feasibility cf AWACS, however, depends upon the succ.essful
development of a "downward-looking" airborne radar which can provide

detection coverage of aircraft over land at 'any altitude. Last year
I told you that we had a test program underway to examine three proposed solutions to the problem of developing such a radar which would
be able to overcome the problem of gro1md clutter, and that we hoped
to have sufficient data available by the end of the year to demonstrate
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the feasibility of the concept. Only then, I pointed out, would we
be in a position to decide on the future cornr0~ition of the antibomber defense forces. This vork has, in fu~~, been progressing very
well, and we now believe the required technology is within our reach.
In fact, at least two of the possible solutions I mentioned last year
look extremely promising, and we will eventually have to choose
between them. Accordingly, the time is ripe for a comprehensive
examination of the entire air defense problem.
There are six possible purposes that our air defense system might
serve in the 1970s:
1. Peacetime identification to prohibit free access
over North America from the air. This purpose requires only
a thin area-type defense plus a high quality surveillance
capability.
2. Nth country defense to prevent damage from an attack
by such countries as Cuba, Red China, etc. This purpose
would require a relatively thin but leak-proof area-type
defense and a good surveillance capability.
3. Discourage the Soviet Union from developing and
introducing new bomber threats which would be costly to
neutralize. This purpose would require that we have the
capability to deploy within a reasonable period of time an
upgraded air defense capable of countering both quantitative
and qualitative improvements in the Soviet strategic bomber
force, and that the Soviets be aware of our capability.
Thus, this purpose places requirements on our research and
development program but does not, in itself, demand the
actual deployment of modernized air defenses at the present
time.
4. Limit damage to our urban/industrial complex from
a Soviet manned bomber attack in the event deterrence
fails. The contribution which air defense can make to
achieving this objective is highly dependent on the overall
effectiveness of our ABM capability. Air defense can make
a major contribution in saving lives only if the U.S.
deploys a strong missile defense and the Soviets do not
respond effectively.

5. Preclude an attack on our withheld strategic
missile forces. This purpose requires a capability to
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prevent bombers from making serial at~bcks on a large
number of missile targets vith multiple gre,·Jty bombs.
The current air defense system has

alrt"'r~~~

forced the

Soviets to replace their aircraft payloads of several
gravity bo10bs each vith a single air-to-surface missile.
The resulting loss of 50 percent of the potential payload
has reduced the Soviet bomber threat to our MINUTEVAN
force to minor proportions.
6. Provide a complete mobile "air defense package",
portions of vhich could be deployed to any part of the
vorld for use in periods of local crisis. This purpose
requires a transportable control system and a refuelable or
long-range interceptor, preferably one vhich is capable of
close combat under visual identification rules.

As I noted earlier, the Soviet heavy bomber force is expected to
decrease gradually as their ICBE force continues to gro'-'. Medium
bombers are not expected to play an important part in an attack on
the continental U.S. The
he
bombers is expected to
decline by 1976 to about
and the number cf
medium bombers/tankers to
, as previously
noted, ~e have no evidence
ets are developing a new
advanced intercontinental bomber. Nevertheless, as in the case of
the missiles, ve cannot preclude the possibility of greater Soviet
manned bomber threats by the mid-l91Ds. And, no matter hov unlikely,
ve 10ust also guard against a fighter/bomber attack from Cuba and possibly other nations.
For purposes of analysis, we examined a number of alternative
forces, three of which I vould like to discuss with you nov. These
three pretty well cover the range of choices available to us. The
first alternative vould be to continue the current air defense forces
at least through the mid-1970s. The second vould be to modernize the
forces vith AWACS for warning and control and the F-12 for interception.
The third alternative lies midvay betveen the other tvo, and would
provide for AWACS and the upgrading of the F-106 vith an enhanced fire
control system (including a "look-down" capability to engage levaltitude tergets) and a new air-to-air missile. These forces and their
costs are summarized in the table on the folloving page.

--
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ALTERNATIVE AREA AIR DEFENSE
Alternative 1
Interceptors .
Airborne Cmd & Cntrl
Ground-based C&C
10 year Prog.Costs**
Annual Level-off Cost

v/900 F-101,2,4,6

80 EC-12i
SAGE/BUIC
$11.70 bil.
$ 1.12 bil.

F~~CE~,

1976

Alternative 2
/§9 F-12*
/46 AWACS
FAA Radars
$13.70 bil.
$ 0.75 bil.

Alternative 3
/238 F-106X

A6 AWACS
FAA Radars
$12 30 bil.
0

$ 0.69 bil.

*Plus 90 F-lOGs for training and peacetime identification.
**Total FY 68-77 costs, including elements of the current force
until phased out.
Under Alternatives 2 and 3 the entire SAGE/BUIC ground environment
would be phased out, leaving only the FAA operated radars for peacetime air surveillance. However, two Over-the-Horizon ( OTH) "backscatter" radars would be added to provide an aircraft early warning
capability.
Shown in the table below is the qualitative effectiveness of each
of the three alternative forces in relation to the six purposes I enumerated earlier:
Current
Force
Peacetime Identification
Damage Denial Against
Nth Countries
Discourage Soviet
Bomber Aspirations
Damage Limiting (w/o
Heavy ABM Defense)
Preclude Bomber Attack on
Strategic Forces
World-Wide Air Defense

AWACS/
F-12

AWACS/
F-106X

Fair

Very Good

Good

Fair

Very Good

Very Good

Poor

Good

Good

Poor

Poor

Poor

Fair

Good

Good

Poor

Fair

Good

Alternatives 2 and 3 provide a good capability against Nth
countries.

No air defense system can provide significant "Damage
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Limiting" capabilities against the U.S.S.R. unless accompanied by a
strong, effective ABM. As we have noted, even our current air defenses
are good enough
force the Soviets to use air-to-surface missiles
(ASH) rather than gravity bombs, thus diminishing the counterforce
threat posed by their bomber force" The F-12 Yould be supe,ior in discouraging such future threats as very long range ASHs and supersonic
bombers, Yhereas the F-106X Yould be superior in discouraging SRAHs,
decoys and self-defense missiles. The F-l06X Yould be best in the
Yorld-Yide air defense role.

to

;

'!

,•

•·

The effecti vei)ess of the 'alternative forces against the expected
(NIE) threat and several greater-than-expected bomber threats in the
1976 time period is shoYn in the following table:

<

Soviet Bombers Surviving Various

Soviet Bombers Over the U. S.

'•

U. S. Anti-Bomber Defenses
Current
AWACS/
AWACS/
Force
F-12
F-106X
30
8
5
84
37
26
150
127
74
100
53
62
6o
70
90

These figures clearly demonstrate the basic conclusion we have
drawn from all the air defense studies conducted to date, namely, that
AWACS is of the first order of importance, the fire control/missile
system is second, and the interceptor aircraft's performance is third.
Against the stated NIE threat and the first tYo greater-than-expected
threats, the AWACS/F-106X force is best; against the last two greaterthan-expected bomber threats, the AWACS/F-12 force is somewhat superior.
Since we have no evidence that the Soviets are develoPing either a
the AWACS/
F-106X force seems to be the proper choice at this time .
I Yould now like to turn to our specific proposals for the
Strategic Forces in the FY 1969-73 period.

*With 350 n.mi. ASM

11 The NIE estimates a total Soviet heavy bomber inventory

oftllllll

aircraft in the 1976 time period. In this calculation, an allowance
has been made to reflect aircraft used as tankers, attrition, etc.
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1.

STRATEGIC OFFENSIVE FORCES

Missile Forces

In overall terms the missile forces we are proposing for the
FY 1969-73 period are essentially the same as those I discussed last
year -- 1,000 MINUTEMAN, 496 POSEIDON and 160 POLARIS, plus 54
TITAN lis. Within these overall numbers, however, we are proposing
some changes in mix and payload.
a.

MINUTEMAN

Last year I told you that in order to increase the capability
of our offensive forces against a possible strong Soviet ABM defense,
~ncrease the number of MINUTEMAN Ills in the force
~- I also pointed out that by FY 1973-74 it would
probably become necessary to replace the earliest MINUTEMAN II
missiles, and. that we could then add more MINUTEMAN Ills i f that
should appear desirable.
Although
fast as anticipated
to
the

ABM deployment is not moving
we now believe it
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And, as I indicated earlier, we have
9 Budget for the development of dualpurpose super-hard silos for the MINUTEMAN or a new land-based ICBM.
Because the development program for the MINUTEMAN III is taking
longer than we had planned, and because we want to pursue a more
efficient overall MINUTEMAN modernization schedule, initial deployment
•
months behind the
of the MINUTEMAN III will slipj
schedule envisioned last year; .
,r,
':'

,''

.;~:,::-~~[~.'('

~-- .-'

.'::..:.~::; :·~~''"',{:;,,. ~-·
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The phase out of MINUTEMAN I
wil.L De s.lowed down to compensate for the slip in the MINUTEMAN III
program.
b.

TITAN II

Although the TITAN II will decline in importance as the MINUTEMAll
III and the POSEIDON are deployed, it may be advisable to retain the
present force of 54 missiles on launchers\ ' ' · .. •
_::
' ~.----'--.liiDI
Its heavy payload ( , ' • ol would be useful against larg~targets
which are not defended by ABMs. On the basis of a recent review of the
TITAN II follow-on test program, we now believe that four tests per
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year, instead of six, will be enough to ensure that the missiles in
the force are operationally reliable. Thus, with the procurement

of another nine missiles in FY 1969~70 ($28 million), we can maintain
the present force of 54 TITAN missiles on launchers throughout the
FY 1969-73 period, instead of allowing it to decline after FY 1970
as we planned last year.

c.

,
•

l.

l

POLARIS-POSEIDON

The POLARIS-POSEIDON,program reflected in Table 2 is essentially
the same as the one I presented here last year. Thirty-one of the
41 POLARIS submarines, all of which have now become operational, will
be retrofitted with the POSEIDON missile. The other ten (five
598-Class and five 608-Class) cannot be retrofitted without replacing
the center section of their hulls. The cost would be about equal to
that of a new submarine, and even then they would not be as good as
the other 31. Accordingly, these submarines will continue to carry
the POLARIS missile. The five 598-Class ships, which originally
carried the A-1, have already been retrofitted with the A-3. The
five 608-Class ships, which now carry the A-2, will be retrofitted
with the A-3 during their second overhaul. All ten could be used
in the Pacific to cover targets which are not likely to be defended
with ABMs.
The POSEIDON refit program will be spread over a period of seven
years on a schedule tied to the regular overhaul cycle. The first
ship will commence refitting in FY 1969, and the last ship in FY 1975.
The first seven POSEIDON submarines should be operational by end
FY 1971, and all 31 by FY 1976. The proposed FY 1969 shipbuilding
and conversion program (shown on Table 10) includes funds for six
POSEIDON conversions and advance procurement for nine more.

system,
initiate the
required technology for
the latter is being developed in the ABRES program, for which $118
million is requested in the FY 1969 Budget.
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d.

New Strategic Missile Systems

Last year I told you that we were making a comprehensive study of
new strategic missile system?. This study was completed last summer,.
and on the basis of its findings we have reached two main conclusions:
1.

That any new land-based system should be deployed in superhard silos and defended by some sort .of ABM system.

2.

That any new sea-based system should be designed around a
longer range missile in order to avoid having to station the
launch platform within the effective operating range of an
improved Soviet ASW system. Also, the submarine design
should make it possible to increase time on-station
substantially.

With regard to the land-based system, the principul technical
problem .involves the design and construction of super-hard silos;
the particular missile to be deployed in these silos is of secondary
importance. In fact, as I noted earlier, the MINUTEMAN III may turn
out to be a more cost/effective system than an entirely new missile.
Nevertheless, we do not wish to preclude the development of a fol],owon missile to the MINUTD1AN III. Accordingly, we have included about
$10 million in the FY 1969 Budget for advanced ICBM technology and
SABRE advanced guidance and $38 million for the development' of dualpurpose super-hard silos which could house the MINUT&~ III or a new,
much larger missile.
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With regard to the sea-based system,
million in the FY 1969 Budget to initiate
ched missile

included about $8

quieter
single hull
types, and because of the long range of the missile, the submarines
could be deployed ~ell outs~de the range of a future Soviet ASY patrol
aircraft or even off the coasts of the United States.
2.

Strategic Bomber Forces•

The manned bomber forces which ~e propose to maintain ·chrough
FY 1973 are the same as those I presented here last year for the
FY 1968-72 period. l/ The B-52C-Fs ~nd the B-58s ~ill be phased out
as planned, leaving an authorized active inventory of 281 B-52G/Hs
and 253 FB-llls. (The comparable UE figures are 255 and 210,
respectively.) The phase-in of FB-llls will slip about four months, so
the phase-down of B-52s will be slowed to keep the same total force
as previously planned.
As I indicated earlier, the principal problem in this area of
the program is the ability of the manned bomber forces to penetrate
a much more advanced Soviet air defense system in the mid-1970s.
Repeated examination of this problem has convinced us that what is
important here is not a new aircraft but rather new weapons and
pen·etration devices. Since the new FB-llls will be entering the
bomber force during FY 1969-72, and the B-52G/Hs can be maintained in
a suitable operational condition well into the 1970s, there is no urgency
for a decision on the production and deployment of a new bomber.
Much more important at this time is the development of the ne~
subsystems which old or new aircraft may require to penetrate the
Soviet air defenses in the 1970s, and we have included f~ds in the
FY 1969 Budget for this purpose.

Aircraft inventory data used in this statement reflect the
Authorized Active Inventory (AAI), i.e. unit equipment, pipeline,
training and other support aircraft but not advance attrition
aircraft.

First, we plan to modify two squadrons of B-52s so that they, too,
can carry the SRAM missile. Second, we will continue work on a wide
range of electromagnetic warfare devices, drawing on our most recent
experience in Southeast Asia.

Third, we will continue advanced

development work on the engine and avionics systems integration for
possible ·AMSA application. Last, we will continue studies of SRAM
decoys and a dual-purpose bomber defense/air-to-surface missile,
with a range sufficient to counter AWACS-type defenses.
These subsystems will be designed so that they could be used
both on our existing heavy bombers (B-52s) or on a new AMSA-type
bomber as well as on the FB-111 where feasible.

*

*

*

*

*

No significant changes have been made in the other forces shown
on Table 2.
F.

STRATEGIC DEFENSIVE FORCES

The strategic defensive forces proposed for the FY 1969-73 period
are shown in Table 3. The Civil Defense program for FY 1969 is shown
separately in Table 4.
1.

Bomber Defense

The principal elements of the proposed anti-bomber defense program
for the 1970s were discussed earlier and are shown in Table 3. The
precise phasing and details of the force levels beyond FY 1969 are still
subJect to change.
a.

Surveillance, Warning and Control

As I noted earlier in my analysis of the anti-bomber defense
problem in the 1970s, much of the existing U.S. surveillance, warning
and control network can be phased out when the new AWACS and Over-theHorizon radars become available in FY 1974-75. At that time, I
believe we could phase out all but one of the SAGE Combat Centers, all
the SAGE Direction Centers, about half of the search radars, all of the
Gap Filler and DEW Line radars, and all of the AEW/ALRI aircraft,
while retaining the NORAD Combat Operations Center, the manually
operated Combat Center in Alaska, ten BUIC III Control Centers, about
83 search radars and the 22 SAM Fire Coordination Centers required for
the NIKE-HERCULES batteries. The elements eliminated from the program
would be replaced bY. 46 AWACS and two new Over-the-Horizon (back-

'
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scatter) radars, one facing east and one facing west. (We have
consulted with the Canadian government which has already indicated
that it intends to continue its cooperation in the air defense of
the continent.)
Of the remaining USAF-operated search radars, about 15 in Alaska,
together with the Combat Center there, would continue to provide a
relatively independent surveillance, warning and control system in that
remote state. Another three in Labrador and Newfoundland and two in
Iceland would also remain in operation. Of the three Air National
Guard search radars which would remain in the program, two would
continue to operate in Hawaii and one in Puerto Rico. The ten BUIC III
Control Centers would be .deployed in the eight Air Defense Sectors
along the western, northern and eastern borders of the United States.
The USAF and the FAA "digitizer" equipped radars in each of these
sectors would feed into the BUIC Ills which, in turn, would feed into
the NORAD Combat Operation Center. (The "digitizer" is a special
piece of equipment that makes the input from the FAA radars compatible
with the SAGE/BUIC III systems.)
b.

Manned Interceptors

The ultimate U.S. manned interceptor· force will consist of 238
modified F-l06Xs (supported by about 70 C-l30s which would be used
to move ground crews and equipment to the dispersal recycle bases)
plus an Air National Guard squadron of 28 F-l02s in Hawaii. This
squadron, together with the two search radars, will provide a local
air defense capability for that remote state. The first F-l06X
squadron is expected to become operational in FY 1973 and the other
ten in FY 1974.
As shown on Table 3, we plan to start the phase-down of the
interceptor forces in FY 1969, reducing to an interim level of about
400 aircraft in the active Air Force and 285 in the Air National Guard.
c.

Surface-to-Air Missiles

Two changes are being made in these forces, one in form and
one in content. Last year we showed on Table 3 the number of NIKEHERCULES and HAWK missiles actually deployed on site (excluding.
those being held in storage). Now, in order to make these figures
more comparable to the intelligence estimates for the Soviet SAM
forces, we are showing only the number of HERCULES and HAWK launchers.
Thus, instead of the 1,071 HERCULES Ye showed last year for the
regular Army forces in FY 1967, we now show 656; and for the Army
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National Guard, 473 instead of 792. For HAWK, we now show 48 instead
of 288; however, each HAWK launcher has three missiles ready to fire,
making a total of 144.
The decrease in the number of HERCULES missiles in FY 1970
reflects the tentative phaseout of about 15 batteries whose present
locations significantly limit their potential effectiveness against
the anticipated bomber threat. Tne decline in the number of BOMARCs
reflects the consumption of these missiles for training. According
to our present plans, all of the BOMARC force would be phased out in
FY 1974 when the. full F-l06X force becomes operational.
2.

'

Missile and Space Defense

The decision to deploy a Chinese-oriented ABM defense system will
undoubtedly have an important impact on other strategic defensive
programs. For example, we already know that the Perimeter Acquisition
Radar (PAR) planned for the SENTINEL system could also be made to
handle some of the ·long-range acquisition and tracking functions
presently performed by the three BMEWS sites. Conversely, the two
Over-the-Horizon (back-scatter) radars planned for the anti-bomber
defense could. also be used to provide limited detection and t~~~E
ballistic missiles launched from submarinesiiiBIIIIII~III
Moreover, in order to provide a
for BMEWS, we have
deployed overseas several Over-the-Horizon (forward-scatter)
radar transmitters and receivers, and we have had under active development for a number of years a satellite-borne missile warning system
which oow appears to be capable of providing earlier warning than
B!1EWS. Clearly, the time has come when we must systematically examine
all of these warning systems in relation to one another, with a view
to eliminating unnecessary redundancy and ensuring that the remaining
systems are truly integrated into a workable whole. Accordingly, I
have recently asked the Joint Chiefs of Staff to establish a Joint
Continental Defense System Integration Planning Staff to study this
entire problem in depth, including the functioning of all defensive
systems in a wartime environment.
a.

Missile Warning

Pendi.ng the completion of the aforerrentioned stuc ..f, we are not
proposing eBy changes in the BMEWS program. However, we are making
certain changes in the Over-the-Horizon (forward-scatter) radar
program. Tnese radars have demonstrated u
order of
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As I indicated earlier, we are developing a back-scatter OTH
radar for use in the anti-bomber defense. In this system, echo signals
from the target are returned directly to the transmitter, thereby
eliminating the need for separate receiver stations. It is also more
effective than the forward-scatter system in locating and tracking
vehicles mavin~ through and below the ionosphere, for example, aircraft or SLBMs. We presently plan to begin installing the first backscatter OTH radar\ ·; 4 "'-" ..... ': '" '
·'
'· \ While the chief function
of this radar will be research and development, we
will
de
tional
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b.

Anti-Ballistic Missile Defense (SENTINEL)

·The PAR is a lov fre~uency phased-array radar used for long-range
surveillance, ac~uisition and tracking. The presently planned characteristics of this radar p:!.ace its design vell vi thin the "state-ofthe-art", and for this reason the first PAR can be installed directly
at its tactical site rather than at a fieJ.d test site. Its performance can be simulated by an ARPA Altair radar already at Kvajalein,
for purposes of the full systems tests.
The MSR is a phased-array radar used to control the SPRINT and
SPARTAN interceptors. Ic can perform much the same functions as the
larger MAR, vhich is not re~uired in a limited deployment, but on a
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smaller scale. The MSR was tested at the contractor's plant before
being sent to Kwajalein,where it is currently being installed for
the full systems tests. The MAR, which is the most sophisticated
component of the NIKE-X system, will remain in an R&D status. A
TAC!1AR (a smaller version of the MAR) will be installed at Kwajalein
for final design and testing. It will also enable us to test our
offensive payloads against the most sophisticated radar within the
present state-of-the-art.
The SPARTAN missile, as.presently designed, will have three
;._
~--··. warl'l~ and should be
stages and utilize :;. -~ . .
able to intercept objects at ranges in excess oflllln.mi. and at
altitudes
:However, we now plan to make some
to
capability
"

Kwajalein.
The SPRINT missile is designed to attack incoming warheads after
the atmosphere has helped to separate out the a~ying decoys,
chaff, etc. The missile is capable of climbing~~!~~~' feet in aboutJIIIII_
seconds to make intercepts between 5,000 and 100,000 feet at ranges
out to 25 miles. I t uses a "pop-up" launch technique in which the
missile is ejected from its tube by the generation of gas pressure
on the piston upon which it rests. Actual ignition does not take
place until after the missile has left the tube. This technique conserves propellant, allows the missile to "get away" sooner and reduces
the missile size. Initial flight tests are currently being conducted
at the White Sands Missile Range, and beginning in early 1969 the
missile will be tested at Kwajalein, where the overall systems tests
against actual ICBMs fired from Vandenberg Air Base will be conducted.
Although, as stated earlier, ABM systems to protect population
centers against large sophisticated attacks do not appear practical,
we will continue to explore new technical approaches to this objective.
The NIKE-X development program will be used for this purp0se. I!J
addition, we will continue to support a number of other ABM related
programs, particularly ARPA's Project DEFENDER.
In total, the FY 1969 Budget request includes about $1,232
million for ABM defense: $651 million for the deployment of SENTINEL
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(in addition to $229 million in FY 1968); $313 million for SENTINEL
development; $165 million for ABM advanced development (NIKE-X); and
$103 million for DEFENDER. In addition, the AEC's FY 1969 budget
includes $324 million for ABM warhead development and production.
c.

Anti-Satellite Defense

'

''

SPASUR and SPACETRACK are our satellite tracking and identification systems in the NORAD SPADAT system. The SPASUR system is
designed to give a warning when a new space object passes through ·
its field, and the SPACETRACK system detects, tracks and computes
the orbits of objects in space. Both systems are tied to the North
American Air Defense Command.
One of the projects that the Joint .Continental Defense Systems
Integration Planning Staff will undertake is the development of a
master plan for the evolution of these two systems. The ever-growing
population of space objects and "junk" that must be identified and
tracked means that we will have to make major improvements in these
systems in the near future. In the case of the SPACETRACK system,
we have included funds in the FY: 1969 Budget for the mo~ific~tion of
the data processing and communications equipment at existing sites and
for some new construction at these sites. Any further improvements
or expansion will be delayed pending a full study of the requirements for electro-optical sites in addition to the c&lliera and radar
sites, the links with the SENTINEL system, the need for a separate
data processing center, etc.
G.

CIVIL DEFENSE

The Civil Defense program proposed for FY 1969 contemplates no
important change in basic objectives from those which I discussed
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last year. However, we have held the FY 1969 program to the lowest
possible sustaining rate, pending the end of the Vietnam conflict.
The major objective of the Civil Defense program since 1961
has been the establishment of· a comprehensive nation-wide shelter
system to help protect our population from radiological fallout
in the event of a nuclear attack. Most of this shelter is inherent
in existing buildings but needs to be identified, marked and stocked
with survival supplies before it can be considered truly useful. By
the end of the current fiscal year we expect to have identified about
170 million spaces with a standard protection factor of 40 or more,

of which about 101 million will have been marked and 55 million
stocked with an average 14 days of supplies. Total shelter capacity
should continue to grow in the future as a result of the continuing

survey and design assistance efforts being conducted as part of the
Civil Defense program. In total, we can probably expect an additional55
million spaces from these sources over the next five years.
A financial summary of the Civil Defense program, for which
$77-3 million is requested for FY 1969, is provided on Table 4.
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III.

A.

GENERAL PURPOSE FORCES

REQUIREMENTS FOR GENERAL PURPOSE FORCES

The General Purpose Forces include most of the Army's combat
and combat support units, virtually all Navy units (except the
Ballistic Missile Submarine Force), all Marine Corps units and the
tactical units of the Air Force. These are the forces on which we
rely for all military actions short of general nuclear war, i.e.,
limited war and counterinsurgency operations.
As I noted in the preceding section of this Statement, one
of the first things we had to do in 1961 was to face up to the fact
that strategic nuclear forces in themselves no longer constituted a
credible deterrent to all kinds of aggression, if, indeed, they ever
had in the past. And, we also had-to face up to the fact that tactical nuclear weapons could not be substituted for conventional forces
in the kinds of conflicts in which we were most likely to become involved during the 1960s. We agreed, of course, that an effective
tactical nuclear capability was essential to our overall strategy.
But we also felt very strongly that the decision to employ such
nuclear weapons should not be forced upon us simply because we had
no other means to cope with such conflicts. We recognized then what
has become so obvious now, that there would inevitably be many situations where it would be neither feasible nor advisable to use
tactical nuclear weapons. What we sought to achieve was a greater
degree of versatility in our General Purpose Forces.
A prelimi~ary analysis of the limited war problem ·was undertaken soon after President Kennedy took office • It convinced us
that we, in cooperation with our friends and allies abroad, would
have to make a much greater effort to develop the kinds of forces
which could cope with the entire spectrum of limited aggressions,
ranging from small scale guerrilla and subversive activities to
overt attacks involving sizable regular military forces. With
regard to our own forces, we felt that major improvements would
have to be made in their organization, manning, equipping, train
ing and mobility and, particularly, in the balance among the
elements of the forces.
As a start towards our longer range objective of a larger and
better balanced force, in 1961 we increased the procurement of conventional weapons and ammunition and equipment; expanded the Navy's

ship ma.intew;.nce program to improve the materiel readiness of the
fleet; provided funds for the construction of additional amphibious
transports; and undertook the modification of Air Force tactic~l
fighters to give them a greatly enhanced non-nuclear ordnance delivery
capability. We also increased the number of large unit training and
readiness exercises; began a major revamping of the Army's reserve
components; added several thousand personnel to the Army; made a
major increase in the size of the Special Forces; increased the
strength of the Marine Corps and expanded the Marine Corps Reserve
to a full fourth division/wing team; undertook a major expansion of
airlift capabilities; and increased substantially the R&D effort on
non-nuclear weapons and equipment.
These initial efforts to increase the non-nuclear capabilities
of our General Purpose Forces were overtaken by the Berlin Crisis.
The need to call up elements of the reserve forces during that period
confirmed our belief that much more fundamental changes would have to
be made in our General Purpose Forces if they were to meet our longer
range objectives.
A great deal of thought and effort has been devoted to this
problem in the intervening years. As I have noted on previous occasions,
the task of determining how best to strengthen our limited war capabili-·
ties is greatly complicated by the wide variety of war contingencies for ·
which we must be prepared; the great diversity of units and capabilities
which our General Purpose Forces must have in order to cope with those
contingencies; the sheer numbers and kinds of weapons, equipment and
supplies involved; the important role that our reserve components play
in these forces; and, finally, the derivative relation-ship between our
own General Purpose Force requirements and those of our allies.
I need hardly remind you that the overall requirement for General
Purpose Forces is related not so much to the defense of our own territory as it is to the support of our.commitments to other nattons, a
matter which I discussed in the first section of this statement. As I
pointed out last year, the fact that each of_ these commitments gives
rise to contingencies for which we must plan does not mean that we will
ever be confronted by "40-odd South Vietnams simultaneously." These
commitments do not require us to execute automatically any specific
contingency plan in response to a given situation, without regard to
the circumstances existing at the time. And, while we cannot expect to
meet all of the contingencies simultaneously, neither can our opponents.
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What we have done over the years is to study a wide variety of
possible contingencies involving the potential need for U.S. forces.
You may recall that when I appeared before this Committee five years
ago I described our general approach to this problem, and how we had
examined somE; 16 differen
·!i: 'i"
.,...
.•;J· .
. .•

....

'

1,

!

'
I noted that because of their special character, the re~uire
ments for naval forces were examined on a world-wide basis. And, I
pointed out that in an effort to keep these studies manageable:
" ... a certain degree of over-simplification was inevitable.
We are under no illusion that any of these situations would
actually develop exactly as postulated for purposes of the
studies. They never do, and we know it. Furthermore, each
situation, of n~cessity, had to be examined solely within
its own context and no attempt was made to evaluate its
effect on the world situation as a whole. Conversely, the
interaction of other likely world events on the particular
situation under study was also omitted from consideration."
Since completion of those early studies in 1962, we have greatly
refined our techni~ues in c:omputing General Purpose Force re~uirements.
As I stated earlier, we do not plan to meet all theoretically possible
emergencies simultaneously, since the risk of this is very low and the
cost very high. Rather, our policy now is to set the size of the
General Purpose Forces so that we can simultaneously meet two major
contingencies 7"'i':·,_;s 7 ;~~~, •'1- .·::_~-~;r:_l!-=-~~·-'fi·:·~l-~;;t·~-"".~.. ~:'!~.;::--~· -~ . . ~-~--- . ,:_ ·.·
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The largest contingency outside NATO, in terms of potential
U.S. force requirements, is a Red Chinese attack on Southeast Asia.
Therefore, ~e must provide, in addition to our NATO requirements,
the forces required to meet such an attack in Asia as ~ell as a minor
contingency in the Western Hemisphere. Because of the basic uncertainty inherent in estimates of such requirements, ~e add to these
forces a Strategic Reserve ..
I should emphasize that, although ~e determine the size of our
forces in this manner, ~e have considerable flexibility in meeting
other possible contingencies which require smaller forces, or those not
requiring as rapid a build-up of forces. ·For example, in the case of
the Vietnam conflict, ~ used the forces earmarked for a major Asian
contingency to meet the immediate needs i:n the ~ummer of 1965 and
then activated temporary forces to meet the longer range needs.·
I ~ould no~ like to revie~ ~th you each of these major contingencies and the forces required to meet them.
l.

NATO

As I mentioned last year,
our NATO non-nuclear forces:

~e

~th

have set three major objectives for

l.

To deal successfully
miscalculation.

2.

To she~ determination by reinforcing in time of crisis
in parallel ~th a Warsa~ Pact mobilization.

3·

To help deter a deliberate non-nuclear attack by denying the Soviets any confidence of success unless they
use a very large force that ~ould clearly threaten
NATO's most vital interests, thereby running the
attendant risks of rapid escalation to nuclear ~.
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In all regions except Norway, the NATO-Pact forces are about
in manpower.

e~ual

While manpower comparisons, alone, are not conclusive

measures of military strength, I believe they are reasonable first
approximations of relative ground force capabilities. In the case of
air forces, our relative capability is far greater than indicated by the
number of aircraft because of differences in ~uality. By almost every
measure -- range, payload, ordnance effectiveness, loiter time, crew
training-- NATO (especially U.S.) air forces are better than the Pact's
for non-nuclear war, as show'1 in the table on the following page.
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SELECTED CHARACTERISTICS OF AIR FORCES -- ALL REGIONS
Primary Mission Capability
.( .·

Interceptors(high speed/low payload)
Multi-Purpose(high speed/high payload)
Attack(low speed/high payload) ·
Reconnaissance

Low Performance(low speed/low payload)
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31
24
7
__g2__

34%
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As a result of these advantages, which continue to move in our
favor every day, we estimate that the NATO M-Day forces deployed
in Central Europe would have significantly more offensive capability
than the Pact forces.
If either side chose, the ready forces could be greatly reinforced
before any fighting began (as in the 1961 Berlin Crisis). Assuming a
simultaneous mobilization, within 30 days the Pact
a manpower advantage on the Central Front
~and a
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NATO tactical.aircraft reinforcements would about equal the Pact's
after ·which we could add considerably more aircraft than the
Pact. Our main advantage in this area,. however, stems from the great
superiority of our aircraft, pilots and weapons discussed above.
In my judgment, the forces displayed in the foregoing tables are
adequate to meet our objectives.
The most likely kind of conflict in NATO Europe is one arising
from miscalculation during a period of tension, rather than a deliberately
pre-planned Soviet attack. In this kind of crisis, the Soviets would not
and deploying
could mobilize somewhat faster than
would not achieve a decisive advantage. Furthermore, NATO has
an air advantage. It would thus appear that the balance of forces would,
over time, be sufficient to cope with the situation and hopefully lead
to a de-escalation of the crisis. Nevertheless, we are urging our allies
to improve their reserves and thus our confidence of being able to match
a Pact build-up.
We cannot entirely discount a deliberate Soviet attack. If the
Soviets were to attack following a successful concealed mobilization
they could have, temporarily, up to a 2:1 advantage in land forces.
Our own forces are large enough, however, to require the Soviets to
build up and attack with a !mge force. Such a build-up would be, at
best, difficult to hide. In any event, the Soviet Union, and especially
her East European Allies, would have to assume that the West might react
against such attack with ~uclear weapons. Considering the destructive
potential of both our theater and strategic nuclear forces and the fact
that such a deliberate attack would constitute a clear threat to our
vital interests, the Soviets should be strongly deterred from attempting
this strategy.
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A surprise Soviet attack in the Central Region without a
build-up might achieve some initial territorial gainsJI~IIIIIil
but it would sacrifice the
potential advantage of a faster initial mobilization capability and
the simultaneous use of East European forces. And, unless reinforced with troops from the Soviet Union or with East European forces,
the Soviet forces alone.would be inadequate to sustain this kind of
attack.
2.

Asia

While China would probably prefer to expand her influence
through insurgencies, she might turn to a direct attack on Korea,
Taiwan, India or Southeast Asia if an insurgency were failing and she
was willing to risk overt aggression.
I

'

At first glance the size of the Asian Communist forces -- 3 million men
that it would be nearly impossible to stop
ASIAN COMMUNIST FORCES

j

China

North
Vietnam

North
Korea

2,351,000

442,000

345,000

Total
3,138,000

i

In fact, however, the Red Chinese have only a limited ability
to attack beyond their borders.
First, there are great barriers between China and her neighbors:
•he Himalayas the jungles of Southeast Asia and the Formosa Straits

Second, because the Chinese soldier is not nearly as wellequipped and supplied as his American counterpart, he is far less
effective in·conventional combat. So~indicators of the
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relative combat effectiveness of Chinese and U.S. soldiers are shown
in the next table. The average U.S. soldier has three times the firepower, five times the motor transport and twenty times the equipment
of a Chinese soldier.
INDICATORS OF RELATIVE U.S./CHINESE_FIREPOWER AND MOBILITY
IN CONVENTIONAL WARS

u.s.

CHINESE
Southeast Asia
Task Force

FinallY, the Asian Conmrunists hav.o limited offensive air
ability. The MIG-15s, 17s and 19s, comprising 85 percent of the
Chinese Air Force, cannot attack targets lll\lch beyond t.he borders of
China because of their limited range aild the location of Chinese
airfields.
When one examines the invasion threat on a theater-by-theater
basis it is clear that despite the huge Chinese Army, existing U.S.
and local forces provide both a strong deterrent and the ability to
defend important areas.
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a.

India
Indian forces should be able

se and, with vastly improved comm~i
cations and transportation, can move quickly to reinforce critical
areas. The Indian forces deployed forward are now more

what they were in· 1962 when the Chinese attacked.
b.

Taiwan

Nationalist Chinese land forces (372,000) far exceed those needed
to defeat a Chinese amphibious assault. Even if the Rei Chinese
used their entire amphibious assault force and a sizable portion of
their air and naval fore

c.

Korea

I

Republic of Korea (ROK) land forces
~
provide a strong deterrent against even a
an attack.

The Chinese/North Koreans would have a manpower advantage ~=~rllii':l
This is offset, however,
the ROK' s firepower ( 15 percent more per man), large U.S. air and naval
support, the advantages of a prepared defense, and~~ fortifications.
Analysis of the Korean war throws light on the defensive forces
required. In 1951, the last major Chines~ offensive .(825,000 men) was
stopped by a force of some 535,000. The ROK alone would !).ave fiw:X$•
103
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ness that were present in 1951 bev.,~en ROK and U.s. /U.N. troops are
now mostly gone.

d.

Southeast Asia

Three main tasks determine the need fer U.S. and allied forces to
meet the Chinese invasion threa~ ~o Southeast Asia. First, we would
need defensive forces to stop the S;.ttack. Secc-1d, we ·would need forces
Third
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The U.S. and its allies would ~ave an overJhelming tactical air
advantage in any Asian war. Although the Asian Communists have about
3,400 tactical aircraft, 85 percent of these are short range interceptors
with limited payload/range capability. The more than 1,000 fighterattack aircraft now in SEA are capa~le of delivering 5-10 times as much
payload as the entire C~xnist force,
with very
capabi

I will discuss our current Southeast Asia operations and future
force requirements for these operations later in this section of the
statement.

3.

Control of the Seas

The regional contingencies discussed above require substantial
numbers of ships, ranging from attack carriers and amphibious assault
ships to oilers and cargo ships for resupply. All these must be protected against enemy attack by air and submarine.
For this purpose our escort ship requirements total 231 including
about a 16 percent overhaul allowance. (I will discuss this program
in detail in connection with Navy General Purpose Forces. ) Analysis
of our escort ship forces shows that anything in excess of some 230
escorts would be over-defending the forces for which they are required.
If we needed more overall capability, we would be better off putting
our resources into additional carriers, amphibious ships, etc. rather
than the escorts.
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Soviet (and to a lesser degree, Red Chinese) attack and cruise
forces are the main threat to our
. ,.
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Recent studies have reaffirmed the potential effectiveness of the
-""' ~concept and the probability that in an all-out War at
Sea we would be able to.destroy a very large proportion of the Soviet
submarine force in a matter of\
...
]months, while losing only a
relatively small part of the Free World merchant fleet cc::;;S';=~~==~
(We would, of
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B.

LOGISTICS REQUIREMENTS

One of the most urgent problems we encountered in the General
Purpose Forces program in 1961 involved the balance between the forces
themselves and the stocks of consumables, weapons and equipment needed
to sustain them in combat until new supplies can be produced. This is
an old and frequently overlooked problem. Its full dimensions were
exposed by the Berl~n Crisis of that year.
Several factors had contributed to this unsatisfactory materiel
situation in the General Purpose Forces in the early 1960s. One of
the most important stemmed from the divergent views held by the Army
and the Air Force as to the nature of future conflicts. The Air Force
envisioned a relatively short war in which nuclear weapons would be
employed from the very beginning and, hopefully, decisively. As a
result, the development of modern conventional air ordnance and the
task of building up the war reserve stocks to enable the tactical air
forces to support the ground forces for a sustained period was accorded
a very low priority. The Army, by contrast, was planning for a long,
large-scale conventional conflict on the order of World War II (a conflict for which our allies were totally unprepared politically, psychologically, and militarily), for which the materiel requirements were so
large that they proved virtually useless as a basis for developing
peacetime procurement programs. The Army's stated materiel requirement
exceeded the budgeted inventory and procurement level by $24 billion or
150 percent. Such an inflated requirement led to serious imbalances
within Army inventories with huge excesses in some types of supplies
and severe shortages in others.
To help remedy this situation, it was decided to establish a
single standard of logistics readiness for the General Purpose Forces
of all Services (ground, sea, and air) and to achieve that objective
as a matter of the highest priority. This objective called for a
properly balanced inventory sufficient to provide a non-nuclear combat
capability for approximately six calendar months, with an average of
two-thirds of the forces actually engaged in combat at any one time.
It was assumed that such combat consumption needs as existed after six
months could be met from new production, thereby in effect providing
support for an indefinite period. Those elements of the force structure
which were not needed to support our contingency war plans, e.g., the
30-odd low-manned non-priority reserve component divisions, were proposed for elimination. But all the forces that were needed, reserve
as well as active, would be fully supported. Thus for the first time
equipment and supplies would be procured specifically for reserve units,
a principle previously observed in theory but not in practice.
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Forces in the Indefinite Combat
predict neither the

Forces in combat in Southeast. Asia are provided vith sufficient
materiel to replace whatever they consume. This materiel is provided
from an active production base.
Forces in the "Other" forces category are those which for various
reasons do not fit into any of the above categories for purposes of
logistics guidance. These forces provide the training, rotation,
attrition reserves, and overhaul base for forces deployed in Southeast
Asia or are maintained in anticiPation of such
need.

a

C.

CAPAEILITll:S OF THE GENERAL PURPOSE FORCES

In the years since 1961, our non-nuclear war capabilities have
been greatly increased and made more flexible. ·Indeed, by the time
the decision to come to the assistance of South Vietnam with our own
combat units was forced upon us in the summer of 1965, the General
Purpose Forces had been brought to an unpara:tle:tled level of peacetime readiness. This fact was clearly reflected in the relative speed
and effectiveness with 'IIllich the initial deployment was carried out.
Moreover, in most cases we plan further increases in capability by the
early 1970s.
In the following pages, I will be discussing at times the capabilities of our forces in terms of quantitative indices of effectiveness.
These indices are still quite primitive, and they do not in all cases
measure our capabilities in relation to those of possible enemies. The needed.
improvements in the indices have yet to be made,. but even in their present'
state they provide useful indications of the changes in the combat power
of our forces over the years.

lJ.l

1.

Land Forces

In 1961 it ~as clear that
would have to be significantly
revised strategic objectives.
(a) add force structure in the

our active and reserve land forces
improved if they ~ere to meet our
More specifically, ~e needed to:
form of ne~ divisions and support

:mits; (b) increase the readines_s of existing forces tnroufh increased manpower and procurement; (c) reorganize and au~en~ the
active and reserve divisions to incre~se their non-nuclear capa-

bility for maneuver and

firepo~er;

and (d) reorganize the Army and

Marine Corps reserve for~es ~o get the right balance bet«een combat
and suppo:rt forces· and to ensure that the reserve forces "fit"

properly

~ith

the active forces.

We increased the number of active combat assigned Army divisions
from ll to 16, added enough men to man them, and expanded the training base to sustain the force. Total combat assigned divisions (Army
and Marine, active and reserve)
by 66 percent

The procurement of conventional ~eapons and support systems ~as
greatly expanded. For example, during FY 1962-65 direct obligations for
Army procurement were about 60 percent greater than during the previous
four years. In addition, the Army reorganized its divisions, dropping
the nuclear-oriented Pentamic configuration and introducing the ' ROAD concept. This increased the Army's ability to tailor its for~es quickly to
meet a variety of combat sit~ations, and also laid the organizational
groundwork for the needed increases in firepower and mobility.
The Army's field artillery structure ~as revised and self-propelled
artillery pieces with larger calibers and greater range ~ere introduced.
In fact, the total number of artillery pieces authorized in the permanent Army forces increased byllllpercent, and the sustained fire capability ·byllifpercent, as sho~ in the table on the follo~ing page.
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Army Artillery
Authorized Pieces
Sustained Fire In:
----:>-Rounds /Minute
Ton-Miles/Minute
Lethal Area/Minute
The number of Army active and reserve mechanized infantry and tank
units was increased by 110 percent, and their tanks and tactical vehicles were modernized. In 1961 about 7600 of the 8400 medium tanks
required for the force structure were M-48s equipped with a 90mm main
gun, primitive sighting and aiming devices, and a gasoline engine. The
gun and sight were inadequate to meet the Soviet armor threat in Europe,
and the gasoline engine would have required refueling the tank two or
three times a day in combat. By the end FY 1968, we will have_llllllll
-M-60s equipped with a~05mm , a modern fire-control system, and
a diesel engine t~at gives it
the range of the M-48. In addition,
we will have-M-60s and
SHERIDAN light tanks equipped with the
new l52mm SHILLELAGH missile system, which gives us for the first time
a long-range fire capability with a high first-shot kill probability.
(The SHERIDAN replaces the M-41 light tank equipped with a 76mm gun and
a gasoline engine.)
End

Army Medium and
Inventory f'c./
- Total Range
Salvo

!'c.l

Includ~s authorized unit equipment plus maintenance float
plus combat consumption reserves.

Much improved mobility, especially for our forces oriented toward
underdeveloped areas, was obtained through greater emphasis on helicopters. In. 1961 the Army and Marine Corps had about 3,100 helicopters,
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all but 200 of which had piston engines. By the end of FY 1970 (when
FY 1968 orders are delivered), we will have about 7,500 modern turbine
helicopters with much greater capacity and speed, and higher possible
utilization rates than the ones they replaced. For example, by
end FY 1968, the Army will have over eight times and the Marine Corps
nearly 12 times the
helicopter lift capability that they had
in 1961

~ew air mobility concepts were introduced into land force operations. The creation of a provisional air assault division permitted us
to test airmobility concepts in 1964-65, and allowed us to form the
first Airmobile Division in time to deploy it to Southeast Asia in the
summer of 1965.

The division force concept was developed to assure that all of the
combat and other support units needed to support an engaged division
in a distant theater were fully recognized in determining force structure, manpower, and procurement requirements as well as in establishing
airlift/sealift requirements. For example, each Army division of about
16,000 men needs twice that number in non-divisional support units in
a properly balanced force structure. (This was a principal reason why
·it was so important to redistribute the reserve force structure, creating the right kind and proper number of support units while reducing
the number of divisions.)
We found that support forces had to be increased sub3tantia1ly.
By end FY 1968, for example, the Army will have 1.6 times the number
of tactical cargo trucks, trailers, and semi-trailers it had in 1961,
increasing its capability to carry dry cargo by 82 percent and liquid
cargo by 125 percent, as shown in the table on the following page.
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Army Cargo Truck ~i~t
Inventory (Trucks+ Trailers, 000)
--··~.·Dry Lift (Tons, 000)
LiQuid Lift (Gals, (000,000)

271.5
437.3
15.45

444.6
797.0

34.71

We took a number of act'ions to improve the readiness of reserve
forces and, as previously mentioned, their "fit" with the active

forces. In 1961 the Army Reserve and National Gu~d had 37 divisions
and the Marine Corps Reserve none. The Army reserve forces were poorly
manned and equipped, and did not contain a balanced structure of divisions and non-divisional support. We ~ave now established a balanced
reserve force for the Army comprising eight complete division forces plus
the division force units needed to round-out the Active Army. The new
plan calls for 192 hours of training annually for each reservist (plus
additional training time fo~ selected personnel), twice that required
in 1961. At least half of the 192 hours will be spent in_realistic
weekend drills and the remainder in drills lasting at least four hours.
By contrast, in 1961 training drills consisted mostly of once a week
two-hour evening sessions that contributed little to effective combat
training.
In 1961 the Marine Corps Reserve consisted entirely of individual
augmentation persor~el 4 We have now formed a complete division force
which upon mobilization would have the same capability as an active
division force, except for helicopter lift, which would be less than
that of an active division force.
2.

Tactical Air Forces

The U.S. has about 7,000 tactical aircraft and its allies have
another 6,000 -- a total of 13,000. This is about the same number
available in 1961, and about the same as the current world-wide
Communist. total.
At the same time, our tactical air canabili ty has increased

dramatically, relative both to 1961 and to the threat. Under our
presently planned prograw this trend will continue through the
early 1970s. This increase in overall capability results from
the modernization of the .forces together with major improvements
in conventional or~~ance. For instance, we have doubled th~ payload capability of our tactical aircraft since 1961, and we will
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double it again by 1972. In 1961, only 15 percent of our fighters had
all-weather air-to-air capability, today about 50 percent do, and by
1972 SO percent of them will. With respect to conventional munitions,
modern air-delivered anti-tank ~eapons reduce the number of sorties
required to destroy a given number of enemy tanks
when compared with the general purpose bombs used in
we have developed guided air-to-surface weapons, such as WALLEYE, which
reduce the number of sorties required to destroy a target such as a
... , -bridge -. ~:.:..~·~·~-·_;;.;:,._./
;;~ ~·
•"

..

In contrast, the present Communist tactical air forces are designed
primarily for defense over home territory. Although their aircraft are
well suited to the short range interceptor role, they have low payload
when used offensively and limi~ed loiter time when used defensively. Today,
only about 25 percent of the Communist force, as opposed to 53 percent of
the Free World force, are modern aircraft with a significant attack capability. By 1972, more than 75 percent of the Free World inventory will be
modern attack aircraft, while the Communists will still have only 25 percent in this category. As a result, the Free World aircraft can carry, on
the average, 1.8 times as much payload as the Communist aircraft today and
this will increase to 3.7 times as much by 1972, as shown in the table below.

Indeed, our relative advantage is substantially greater than the
foregoing payload comparison indicates, since we also have better munitions and pilots. The result is that in any major contingency there
is little doubt that we and our allies could provide m~re offensive
airpower than the opposing f,)rces. Perhaps the greatest uncertainty in the tactical air force posture is our own vulnerability to
attack while our aircraft are on the ground. We need shelters and other
defensive measures to protect against such attacks. I shall return to
this point later.
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3.

Anti-Submarine Warfare Forces

Since 1961, we have substantially increased our ability to detect
and destroy enemy submarines and to protect our forces and shipping
from them. Under our presently planned program, the increase between
now and the early 1970s will be even bigger.
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Submarines

Since 1961 we have increased the number of nuclear-powered attack
submarines (SSNs) in our fleet from 13 to 33, and the number of "first
line" SSNs of SKIPJACK and later classes from 4 to 24. We expect to
U'B be·~.~:,. " - '
have a total
of 60 "first line" SSNs.
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Air ASW Forces

In 1961 our ASW aircraft vere P-5 seaplanes, P-2 land-based patrol
aircraft and S-2 carrier-based aircraft. We have been replacing the
P-2 and P-5 vith the P-3, the, last having far greater range and endurance as well as room for our new electronics devices, and more torpedoes,
sonobuoys, and crew space. The VSX, whose development was approved. this

year, vill replace the S-2 and improve our sea-based air ASW C"-}"~bili ty
in the same vay.
In 1961, ve vere installing a nev system to be used by ASW aircraft, consisting of LOFAR sonobuoys and processors for detecting
enemy submarines and
for·localizi
contacts to
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d.

ASW Escort

Since 1961 ~e have increased the number of our ASW escorts by
14 percent, and their screening capability by 100 percent. The main
reason for the larger than proportionate increase in capability is
the introduction of the po~erful long range SQS-26 sonar, and cent.
t f
t
l"k th
d"
SQS 23

We have also improved the ability of our escort forces to convert
detections to kills. Fifty-Five percent of our ASW escort ships no~ have
'. -:.:, ~
-·' : .::~
.. . .
ASROC (a
rocket . ' -,·. .
All our escort ships
no~ e~uipped ~ith
MK-46
A still

4.

Fleet Anti-Air Warfare

The air threat to the fleet, in recent years, has come to include
anti-ship homing missiles launched from aircraft, submarines, surface
ships, and coastal sites. Thus our fleet air defense systems must no~
be able to handle smaller, faster targets that appear ~ith little ~arn
ing and may be accompanied by electronic j an..ming.

To keep pace ~ith the. threat, ~e have considerably improved and
expanded our fleet anti-air ~arfare forces. ~enty of our 30 fighter
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squadrons have been converted to F-4s since 1961. Similarly, we have
been replacing older E-1 warning and control aircraft with more capable
E-2s; these latter provide an instantaneous control link with other
anti-air warfare forces through the Naval Tactical Data System (NTDS).
The number of surface-to-air missile ships has increased threefold
since 1961 and their overall capability has increased even more, since
today's missile systems are many times more effective. Ove.~rlltlhlellnlext
few years we plan to spend about
million to modernize•
4llllmore missile ships, giving them
times their
capability, and build
new,high performance missile ships (DXGN/DXG)

1

The following table shows the improvement achieved and planned
in our missile ship forces:

'

l

Total Missile Ships
Missile Ships with NTDS*

J
'

*Naval Tactical Data System

'

1

5.

i

Another major Navy and Marine Corps mission that has received
greatly increased emphasis in recent years is amphibious assault. Our
strategic analysis shows:

Amphibious Assault

1.

That we should have enough assault ships to lift and land the
assault echelons of one Marine Expeditionary Force (division/
wing team) in the Atlantic and one in the Pacific.

2.

That the speed of these ships is quite important for
Pacific forces and less so for the Atlantic.

In 1961.we only had 104 assault ships-- enough to lift and land
about 70 percent of a Marine Expeditionary Force in each ocean. Most
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of these ~ere built in World War II and had speeds of about 13 knots.
Only three of them had the helicopter capability needed to support the
Marines' ne~ vertical envelopment assault tactic. Bet~een 1962 and
1967 ~e allocated $1.7 billion for the construction of 49 ne~ assault
ships. The follo~ing table sho~s the past and planned gro~h in assault
lift.
End Fiscal Year
Total Assault. Ships
Modern, Fast Assault Ships

104
13

142
31

.....

-

The introduction of the new-deslgn amphibious assault ship, the LHA
(no·• in contract definition), ~ill provide wider assault flexibility
accomplishing in a single ship what it no~ takes several to do.
6.

Theater Nuclear Forces

In addition to increasing our non-nuclear capabilities since
we have also increased ·our theater nuclear capability, [:i::··. -::,,; ·''.;
.
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Even more important, ve have improved the survivability of our
tactical nuclear delivery systems by replacing the MACE missile with the
mobile PERSHING missile, and.ve are buying an improved PERSHING to
replace aircraft for nuclear alert, thus freeing more aircraft for the
conventional role. Both the MACE missile and tactical aircraft are vulnerable to nuclear attack due to their fixed locations.
NATO's tactical nuclear capability has been substantie.lly enhanced.
In FY 1961 ve provided virtually no nuclear support to our allies; in
FY 1968 ve support L -'"
.'J ~~launchers in allied forces shovn in
the table on· the following page.

f·
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Tactical Aircraft
PERSHING
SERGEANT
HONEST JOHN
811 Howitzer
NIKE HERCULES

*

*

*

*

*

Before I turn to the specific FY 1969 programs proposed for the
General Purpose Forces of the Army, Navy, and Air Force, I would like
to summarize the present situation in Southeast Asia and outline our
current plans for that area.
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D.

SOUTHEAST ASIA OPERATIONS

Last year and the year before, I discussed in considerable
detail our military objectives in Southeast Asia and the concept of
operations developed to achieve them. However, it might be worth
pointing out once again that we are dealing here with an immensely
complicated problem, involving not only our immediate and longer
range military and foreign policy objectives, but also local political,
economic and social considerations as well. While the military task
in Vietnam is beginning to assume some aspects of a conventional
limited war against overt external aggression, our over-all Vietnam
task remains that of making it possible for the South Vietnamese to cope
with and suppress an insurgency which is externally directed and
supported; to rectify the social ills on which that insurgency
battens; to reestablish law and order; to revive and sustain the
economy; and to create a viable, independent political structure.
This total effort is thus one in which the people of South Vietnam
must play the primary role. We and the other Free World nations who
have come to South Vietnam's assistance can only help. No matter how
great be the resources we commit to the struggle, we cannot provide
the South Vietnamese with the will to survive as an independent nation;
with a sense of national purpose transcending the claims of family,
friendship or regional origin; or with the ability and self-discipline
a people must have to govern themselves. These qualities and attributes are essential contributions to the struggle only the people
of South Vietnam themselves can supply.
Our objectives in Vietnam are quite different and far more limited than they were, for example, in World War II. We do not seek
North Vietnam's capitulation or even the surrender of her regular
Army units engaged in the conflict in the South; we would be content
to have them return home. Neither do we seek the surrender of the
Viet Cong forces; we would be content to see them lay down their arms
and take their place as peaceful citizens of South Vietnam, or move
to the North if they so desire. But we do insist that North Vietnam
cease its effort to dictate the shape of South Vietnam's future by
terrorism, subversion and force of arms.
In pursuing these goals, we have tried to adapt our military
response to the limited character of our objectives, using limited
means in a limited geographic area to achieve them. We have no
desire to widen the conflict. We are convinced that the issue must
ultimately be resolved in the South, and we have no wish to incur the
risk that the fighting might escalate, perhaps directly involving
other nuclear powers. The danger of such a development to the entire
world is readily apparent.
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While we have been making general progress towards our objectives
over the last two and one-half years, progress has been uneven. With
regard to large scale military actions, I can tell you again what I
said last year. Our forces have won every major battle in which they
have been engaged since their commitment in South Vietnam. I believe
it has been conclusively demonstrated that the Communist main force
units are simply no match for our forces in such engagements. Moreover, because of our great firepower and mobility, we are able t_o come

to the aid of the South Vietnamese and other friendly forces whenever
they encounter sizable enemy concentrations.
Indeed, during the last year the Free World forces have severely
mauled most of the Communist main force units in the coastal areas
(excluding the IV Corps where no regular North Vietnam units and few
U.S. units are engaged). Many strategic lines of communication have
been recovered from enemy control and allied forces now conduct
military operations in sectors of the country which previously had been
inviolate Communist sanctuaries for two decades. Total Communist
battle losses are running much higher than in 1966, the enemy's "incountry" recruitment appears to be markedly declining, and the population base from which he can draw support is shrinking.
These successes, however, have created new problems. As you no
doubt know, the Communists have now concentrated a large portion of
their main force units in the highlands along the northern and western
borders of South Vietnam where their lines of'communication are shorter
and, to the extent that they lie outside the borders of South Vietnam,
more secure from ground attack. (Later, I will discuss some of the new
tactics and techniques which have been developed to help cope with these
new problems. )

While many of the Communist main force units in the highlands
continue to absorb heavy casualties, they are still effective in the
field. By continuing heavy'inputs of manpower from the North and
shifting strategy and tactics, the Communists apparently hope to offset the advantages gained by the allies through the introduction of
U.S. combat troops. Operating close to their sanctuaries in North
Vietnam and Laos, the Communists hope to regain the initiative in
deciding when and where to fight, thus conserving their forces,
prolonging the conflict and forcing us to deploy our troops in response
to their thrusts.
Although the combat efficiency of the Communist main force units
in the coastal areas appears to have been reduced, they still constitute a formidable threat, particularly in the crucial pacification
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effort. Through defensive maneuver operations, unit dispersal and
other tactics, these units have managed to survive and continue
offensive operations in and on the fringes of the populated areas.
In some areas, these attacks have slowed our efforts to consolidate
our gains; in other parts of the coastal provinces the increasingly
aggressive behavior of surviving main force units has reversed
previously favorable trends and caused some deterioration in local
security situations.
In the Delta, the combat effectiveness of many of the Viet Cong
main force battalions has also been reduced as a result of continuing
combat attrition, difficulty in recruiting local manpower, and the
transfer of key cadre to units outside the Delta. However, none of
these Delta units has been completely destroyed, and there is little
prospect that any will be in the foreseeable future. Furthermore,
partly to conserve their forces, the Communists are increasingly
resorting to hit-and-run attacks with mortars and recoilless rifles
not followed up by sustained ground action.
Country-wide, the evidence appears overwhelming that beginning ic
1966 Communist local and guerrilla forces have sustained substantiae
attrition. As a result there has been a drop in combat efficiency
and morale among many such units, though the guerrilla situation
varies radically from area to area. In the northern I Corps, for
example, where guerrillas are backed up by strong main force units,
the guerrilla elements remain an important threat. They also seem
to have maintained their effectiveness in the Delta where allied
pressure has been the lightest. Elsewhere in the country these
forces appear considerably less effective than in 1965. I should
caution, however, that the Communists are well aware of the deterioration of their guerrilla forces and they are making great efforts
to increase their effectiveness through consolidation and new
tactics, and the augmentation of guerrilla efforts with main force
specialists, such as sapper units.
In the second major area -- pacification -- progress continues
to be slow and uneven, with gains in some areas and setbacks in
others. Although the pacification program registered definite net
progress in 1967, achievements fell short of the goals.
As I pointed out last year, the military problem in pacification
operations is to eliminate the Viet Cong guerrilla forces distrtct
by district, and village by village. For the most part, guerrilla
forces are local groups whose mission is harassment, sabotage, control
and intimidation of the local population as well as the provision
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of intelligence, terrain guidance, supplies and recruits for main
force units. Only when these local guerrilla forces are permanently
dispersed or harried into the ground can the full range of revolutionary development measures be undertaken on a permanent basis.

Pacification is a very slow and painstaking process. Even after
an area has been essentially· 11 cleared" of main force elements, a Free
World military presence must be maintained to cope with residual
guerrilla units. In fact, we have found that it is very difficult to
clear, completely and permanently, any area in which the guerrillas
were once well established. Even where we have been conducting clear
and secure operations for several years, guerrilla hit-and-run attacks
still occur. It was for this reason that we decided last year to
increase substantially the amount of military resources devoted to the
pacification effort. To this end, about one-half of the regular South
Vietnam Army has been assigned to this mission (one obviously best
performed by Vietnamese), and we are now engaged in building up and
retraining the Regional and Popular Forces who are most directly
involved in providing the local security that permits pacification
efforts to proceed. We also intend to continue to build-up the
National Police whose task is to ferret out the hidden Viet Cong
infrastructure, and the Revolutionary Development Cadres whose task
is to help the villages and hamlets restore local government, construct
community facilities and improve ~gricultural practices.
In the final analysis, the ultimate success of our entire effort
in South Vietnam will turn on the ability of the government to reestablish its authority over its territory so that peaceful reconstruction can be undertaken.
Perhaps the best single measure of pacification is the extent to
which the population has been brought under government control and
protection. To provide a more valid standard of measurement, we have
developed a device called the Hamlet EValuation System. This new
·
reporting system, which went into effect early in 1967, indicates
that about 67 percent of the people of South Vietnam live under allied
military protection and some form of continuing GVN administration.
For a number of reasons, the pace of the pacification program in
1967 was relatively slow. The security problem has already been
touched on. Village and hamlet elections last spring and national
elections in September and October preoccupied the GVN authorities
and diverted security forces from purely pacification objectives.
Although this diversion of effort contributed importantly to longterm nation-.building objectives, it has slowed the momentum of the
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pacification program. Furthermore, even under optimum conditions,
pacification progress is not going to be rapid since pacification
involves nothing less than the restructuring of Vietnamese society.

Moreover, Viet Cong counteraction to the pacification program
intensified appreciably during 1967 in a manner that constitutes an
indirect tribute to the program's ·concepts but inhibited its rate of
progress. In addition to continuing their direct attacks on pacification teams in the secure hamlets, the Viet Cong stepped up their
attacks against district towns and provincial capitols. While the
Viet Cong have been unable to hold any of these urban centers, the
attacks have heightened th.e feeling of insecurity in those areas.
The overall impact of the Viet Cong attack on the pacification effort
is reflected in the Hamlet Evaluation System reports for 1967, which
indicate that there was improvement in 35 districts but some deterioration in 29. By and large, the gains occurred in areas near large
cities where allied forces were concentrated, and the losses occurred
in the more remote areas where allied forces operate in a more
dispersed pattern.

J
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In a related effort, we believe progress is beginning to be made
in ferreting out the hidden Viet Cong infrastructure. Despite some
overall management problems, the Vietnamese military and security
services, including the National Police~ are now mounting an increased
number of attacks on this infrastructure at the local level with
encouraging results. The tempo of this activity can be expected to
increase significantly in 1968.
Similarly, the Revolutionary Development Cadres program is moving
forward despite a number of difficulties. Almost all teams have now
completed work in their initial hamlet assignments and have moved on
to their second assignments. Losses from Viet Cong attacks and other
causes were high in 1967, but they have been more than offset by the
output of new cadres from the training center (which is now meeting
its monthly ~uota), and steps have been taken to improve the discipline, morale, leadership and overall ~uality of recruits.

With regard to the economy, the principal problems have been to
keep the inevitable rise in prices under control and to revive agricultural production. Although the general price level continued to
rise during 1967 as the result of the continued influx of U.S. troops
and our large construction program, the rise has been kept to manageable proportions. We, ourselves, have taken drastic action to
limit our expenditures in South Vietnam. To reduce the personal
spending of.our troops in South Vietnam we have made full use of the
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new authorization to pay ten percent interest on the savings deposits
of military personnel serving in Southeast Asia. We are also sending
our military personnel to other countries for rest and relaxation.
Finally, to offset the inflationary impact of our presence in South
Vietnam, we are providing a substantial amount of economic assisance,
particularly in the form of imports. As a result of these efforts,
the increase in the overall price level was held to under 35 percent
during 1967, far less, for example, than the Korean price level rose
in the second year of that war.
Because most of the combat operations are conducted in rural
areas, and because of the diversion of indigenous manpower to wartime
tasks, agricultural production and distribution have suffered greatly.
Deliveries of domestic rice to Saigon (which is the main distribution
point for the rice deficit region to the north) have declined sharply
since 1963. But we hope the decline has bottomed out, and we are
attempting to increase production and deliveries in 1968. The rice
producers are now using increasing amounts of fertilizer and some
simple farm machinery, as well as some new more productive varieties
of rice, all of which should help to increase yields both per hectare
and per hour of labor. In addition, vegetable and poultry production
have been rising steadily, and we are meeting some of our own needs
from local sources. All in all, I believe we have seen the worst of
the agricultural decline and the future looks much more promising.
However, much more needs to be done by the Government of South
Vietnam. Incomes of government employees, both military and civilian,
have not kept up with the rising price level and will have to be
raised if corruption is to be reduced and efficiency increased. Rural
income will also have to be raised to promote pacification and reduce
migration to urban areas. In contrast, incomes in other private
sector.s of the economy have been increasing faster than the price
level and should be restrained. This will require new tax legislation
and a restraint on non-essential government spending. Finally,
restrictions on the movement of goods throughout the country must be
eliminated.
In the political arena as well, there has been encouraging progress.
Step by step, and nowithstanding the Viet Cong attacks and the great
scepticism expressed both within and without South Vietnam, the people
of that country have moved to constitutional government. A Constituent Assembly has been elected, a new constitution written and a new
national government elected and installed. Although the political
structure is still very fragile, the first essential steps in the
evolution of a viable South Vietnamese state have been taken. Further-
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more, over half of the entire adult population of South Vietnam
(including those adults working or serving with the Viet Cong)
participated in the electoral process through whi~h these new
institutions were brought into bei:l,i·

Political eYolution, more-

over, has not been confined to the na~ional arena. Some of the
hamlet and village councils recentl;• established ·oy popular election
represent a structure that over the long run :::o-..Ud outweigh in
importance the more widely publicized advances in the national

government.

But at all levels of g•)vernm<=at, continued progress

toward stability and responsiveness requires a determined attack on
basic social ills, including the preble~ of corrup~ion. Higher
salaries for government representatives, both civilian and military,

is only one of the necessary steps. Leaders in the new government
not only must.set the example by their own conduct but also must act
promptly to remove and punish those who abuse their positions for
personal gain. I·believe there are responsible leaders within the
government of South Vietnam who have the requisite attitude and
ability to combat corruption effectively. The fate of their government rests on their success in surmounting this and other obstacles
to the prompt development and introduction of the economic and
political programs that will gain and retain wide popular support.
The air campaign against North Vietnam has included attacks on
industrial facilities, fixed military targets, and the transportation
system.
Attacks against major industrial facilities through 1967 have
destroyed or put out of operation a large portion of the rather
limited modern industrial base. About 70 percent of the North's
electric generating capacity is currently out of operation, and the
bulk of its fixed petroleum storage capacity has been destroyed.
However, imported diesel generators are probably producing sufficient
electricity for essential services and,.by dispersing their petroleum supplies, the North Vietnamese have been able to meet their
minimum petroleum needs. Most, if not all, of the industrial output
lost has been replaced by imports from the Soviet Union and China.
Military and economic assistance from other Communist countries,

chiefly the Soviet Union, has been steadily increasing. In 1965,
North Vietnam received in aid a total of $420 million ($270 million
military and $150 million economic); in 1966, $730 million ($455
million military and $275 million economic); and preliminary estimates
indicate that total aid for 1967 may have reached $1 billion
($660 million military and $340 million economic). Soviet military
aid since 1965 has been concentrated on air defense materiel -- SAMs,
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AAA guns and ammo, radars, and fighter aircraft. We estimate that
through June 1967 the Soviets provided 30 battalion sets of SAM
e~uipment, more than 3,000 replacement missiles, about 150 aircraft,
more than 6,000 AAA guns and 250 radars. China's aid has been
concentrated on the ground forces. Ammunition (AAA and ground) from
both sources totaled 25,000 tons in 1965, 50,000 tons in 1966 and
40,000 tons in the first half of 1967.
Soviet economic assistance has included trucks, railroad e~uip
ment, barges, machinery, petroleum, fertilizer and food. China has
provided help in the construction of light industry, maintenance of
the transportation system and improvements in the communications and
irrigation systems, plus some 30,000 to 50,000 support troops for use
in North Vietnam for repair and AAA defense.
Damage inflicted by our air attacks on fixed military targets
has led to the abandonment of barracks ru1d supply and ammunition
depots and has caused a dispersal of supplies and e~uipment. However, North Vietnam's air defense system continues to function effectively despite increased attacks on airfields, SAM sites, and AAA
positions. The supply of SAM missiles and anti-aircraft ammunition
appears ade~uate, notwithstanding our heavy attacks, and we see no
indication of any permanent drop in their expenditure rates.
Our intensified air campaig4 against the transportation system
seriously disrupted normal· operations and has increased the cost and
difficulties of maintaining traffic flows. Losses of transportation
equipment have increased, but inventories have been maintained by
imports from Communist countries. The heavy damage inflicted on key
railroad and highway bridges in the Hanoi-Haiphong areas during 1967
has been largely offset by the construction of numerous bypasses and
the more extensive use of inland waterways. ·

While our overall loss rate over North Vietnam has been decreasing steadily, from 3.4 aircraft per thousand sorties in 1965 to 2.1
in 1966 and to 1.9 in 1967, losses over the Hanoi-Haiphong areas have
been relatively high. For example, combat losses have been 17.9
aircraft per thousand attack sorties in April-December 1967 against
targets in the Hanoi-Haiphong areas, compared with one per thousand
attack sorties against the primary infiltration routes and related
truck parks and supply areas.
The systematic air campaign against fixed economic and military
target systems leaves few strategically important targets unstruck.
Other than manpower, North Vietnam provides few direct resources to
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the war effort, which is sustained primarily by the large imports from
the Communist countries. The agrarian nature of the economy precludes
an economic collapse as a result of the bombing. Moreover, while we
can make it more costly in time and manpower, it is difficult to conceive
of any interdiction campaign that would pinch off the flow of military
supplies to the South as long as combat requirements remain at ~~ytbing
like the current low levels.
1.

The Communist Forces in South Vietnam

Last year I described in some detail the complexities involved in
estimating the Communist "Order of Battle" in South Vietnam. Since
that time, MACV bas been restudying the entire problem and has now
evolved a new format which we believe more clearly depicts the significant trends in the strength and ·character of the Communist fighting
forces. We have never been satisfied with the estimates of the
Communist Political Cadres (i.e., the VietCong infrastructure) or
the so-called Self-Defense and Secret Self-Defense forces. These are
very vague categories which do· not lend themselves to any kind of
reasonably precise measurement. Even more important, they are not
fighting forces and, therefore, didn't really belong in the Order of
Battle estimates. Accordingly, the new Order of Battle estimates now
include only ·three categories of fighting forces: Combat, Administrative Services and Guerrillas. The first category includes the
combat and combat support units; the second, the rear area technical
services; and the third, the full-time irregular but organized units.
The estimates of enemy strength are subject to frequent change
and it is difficult to spell out at any one time the detailed changes
in enemy force structures; however, it seems quite certain that total
enemy strength did decline during 1967. Most of the decline took place
among the irregular forces. The strength 'of enemy regular combat
forces has been maintained at a relatively constant level of about
110,000-115,000 dur:j.ng the past year. The participation of the NVA
increased from aqout 9,000 men in June 1965 to between 5Q-55,000 at the
end of 1967. In addition, some 10,000 NVA troops have been
placed in Viet Cong combat units to help them maintain their strength
at about 60-65,000 troops. The number of administrative support troops
who back up the combat regulars is at least 35,000-40,000. The number
of guerrillas has been declining during the past year and is estimated
at between 70,000-90,000.
It is estimated that during ·all of 1967, the Communists lost about
165,000 effectives: about 88,000 killed in action, 30,000 dead or
disabled. from wounds, 6,000 prisoners of war, almost 18,000 defectors
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to the Government of South Vietnam, and about 25,000 disabled by
disease, deserted (other than to GVN), etc. These estimates, however, must be used with a great deal of caution. We know the number
of Communist prisoners of war and defectors. But the estimates of
the number killed in action are based on a body count which includes
many judgment factors, and the number dead or disabled from wounds
is a computed figure representing 35 percent of the body count. The
number disabled by disease, etc., is simply a guess since we have no
solid basis for calculating this figure. In any event, Communist
losses in 1967 were extremely heavy and were at least 50 percent
higher than in 1966.
·
These losses are replaced by recruitment within South Vietnam
and infiltration from the north. The Viet Cong have had considerable
difficulty in meeting recruitment goals. Although we can make only
rough estimates of actual recruitment we believe that it has declined
from a level of about 7,000-8,000 men a month during 1966 to something
on the order of 3,000 to 5 ,000 men a month by the end of 1967. The
balance of the manpower drain must be filled by infiltration. Infiltration from the north averaged about 7,000 men a month during the
first half of 1967. It will be several months before we have final
estimates for the second half of 1967 but preliminary indications are
that it has been continuing at about the same rate.
i

A recent appraisal of the manpower situation in North Vietnam
shows that North Vietnamese manpower reserves are adequate to meet current
demands and that Hanoi could support a military mobilization effort
higher than present levels. North Vietnam's present force level of
480,000 represents only about 3 percent of the population. More than
half its male population of 2.8 million between the ages of 17 and 35
are believed to be fit for military service. But Hanoi apparently
satisfies its military force level requirements at the present time
simply by drafting all or almost all of the estimated 120,000 physically
fit men who reach the draft age every year.
As to the future, our estimates are, of course, very uncertain.
We believe that any net increase in Communist strength during 1968 will
have to come from North Vietnam; the local supply of Viet Cong manpower is growing more limited with each succeeding year. We have
reason to believe that two new North Vietnamese divisions have moved
south through the Laos panhandle. (As I pointed out last year, North
Vietnam has not infiltrated into the South any very large part of its
active Army. The limiting factor is not the total size of the North
Vietnamese Army but rather the number of men that they are capable of
training and infiltrating into South Vietnam, particularly the number
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of essential cadre available.) These divisions have not yet been
reflected in the Order of Battle and will not be counted until they
actually cross into South Vietnam. Thus, the combat strength of
the NVA in the South may increase sharply in the next few months,
and we have provided for this development in our own plans.
2.

The South Vietnamese Armed Forces

At the end of 1967, the Government of South Vietnam had a total
of about three quarters of a million men under arms -- about 341,000
in the regular forces (Army, Navy, Marine Corps, Air Force), 150,000
each in the Regional and Popular Forces, 42,000 Civilian Irregular
Defense Group (CIDG) forces and 70,000 National Police.
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The regular Army now stands at about 301,000 compared with
284,000 in December 1966 and will be continued at least at that
strength through the end of FY 1969. Last year I noted that a major
effort would be made in 1967 to bring the "present-for-duty" strength
of the Army maneuver battalions up to an acceptable level. This has
been substantially accomplished with the increase of about 17,000 men
in Army strength, and we now believe that the number of battalions
can be increased slightly, from 167 in December 1966 to 171 in 1968
(including in each case five Marine Corps battalions). The other
three Services will be kept at about their present strength over the
next 18 months, with small increases in the Marine Corps and Air
Force and a small decrease in the Navy.
The strength of the Regional and Popular Forces, however, will
be substantially increased -- from 150,000 to 184,000 in the case
of the former, and from 150,000 to 161,000 in the case of the latter.
In addition, as I noted earlier, these forces will be retrained and
provided better equipment since they play a major role in the pacification effort. Similarly, the government will continue its effort to
increase the size of the National Police force, the expansion of which
has consistently fallen behind schedule. Although recruitment for
this force has lagged-and certain units are still not properly assigned, the government hopes to increase the strength to about 98,000
by June 1969, compared with about 58,000 at end 1966. A further small
increase will also be made in the CIDG to about 50,000, and many of
these units will be moved from the coastal provinces into the highlands where they are now most needed.
To meet these increased manpower goals and to replace losses
(i.e., casualties and desertions), the South Vietnamese armed forces
will need an input of about 200,000 men in 1968. This number is
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considerably more than the present draft system can furnish. Accordingly, a partial mobilization has been decreed by the Government
and the details of the new measure are now being debated in the
legislature. It is our hope that the draft will be expanded and
intensified since we feel very strongly that the recently announced
increase in our deployments should be matched by an increase in the
South Vietnamese forces.
In this connection, I should point out that the performance of
the South Vietnamese forces improved in 1967. Many of their units
have achieved major victories, particularly those operating with
our own forces. Desertions are down sharply from an average in the
regular forces of about 22 per thousand per· month in the first half
of 1966 to about 10 per thousand per month in all of 1967. In the
Popular Forces the monthly rate declined from about 27 per thousand
in the first half to about 13 per thous~d in all of 1967. The rate
in the Regional Forces in 1967 has averaged about 10 per thousand,
about the same as in 1966.
3.

Other Free World Forces in South Vietnam

Excluding U.S. forces, there are now a total of about 60,000
other Free World military personnel in-country. South Korea, with a
strength of 48,800 has furnished two divisions and one brigade -- a
total of 22 infantry type battalions -- and has agreed to furnish six
more battalions. Australia, with a present strength of 6,600 (which
will grow to 8,000 by next June), has furnished three infantry
battalions, a squadron of eight attack bombers and a guided missile
destroyer. New Zealand has increased its strength to about 500 and
the Philippines have furnished a reinforced construction battalion
of about 2,000 men. Thailand now has one maneuver battalion in South
Vietnam with about 2,400, men. This force will grow to six maneuver
battalions and 12,000 men by June 1969. All of these nations, except
the Philippines, have increased their force commitments since last
year.
4.

U.S. Forces in Southeast Asia

Last year we budgeted for a total of about 470.,000 men in South
Vietnam by June 1968, but last summer General Westmoreland requested
and the President agreed to provide additional forces. Thus, by
December 31, 1967 we had about 485,000 men there, and this number
will grow to about 518,000 by June 1968 and later to a total of
525,000. (Total allied forces in South Vietnam increased fro~
690,000 in June 1965 to 1,298,QOO in December 1967 and are scheduled
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to grow to about l, 400,000 by June 1968.) ·rhe U.S. ground forces
in December 1967 included 102 maneuver battalions (79 Army, 23 Marine
Corps). By April 1968 there will be 106 battalions (four additional
Army), the total approved force. The ground forces are now supported
by about 3,100 helicopters, and this number will grow to about
3,600.
In June 1965, before the major build-up of U.S. forces in Vietnam
began, both the consumption and production of ground ammunition were
rtmning at i-elatively low levels, as -is normal in peacetime.

Since

then, both consumption and production have increased many fold. During
the early months of the force build-up, when consumption outpaced
production, ammunition ~equirements were met by draving down war
reserve stocks which, of course, is just what our planning envisioned.
Actually, the amount drawn down was small in relation to our total
stocks -- about 350' 000 tons out of a total inventory of almost l. 9
million tons. (All ground ammunition figures relate to the 40 major
items accounting for about 85 percent of the tonnage used in Vietnam.)
During the past year, ammunition production has nearly tripled -from 39,000 tons in December 1966 to 113,000 tons in December 1967 -and since June, has e~ualled or exceeded consumption. Actual consumption of the 40 major items in 1967 was a little over one million tons
(compared with last year's estimate of 900,000 tons). Production will
continue to increase during the next'few months and should level off
at about 130,000 tons per month by December 1968, well above the
projected consumption rate of about 110,000 tons per month. Tbe
excess of production over consumption will be used to replace the
reserve stocks drawn down earlier and will also serve as a safety
factor in case consumption exceeds the planned levels. Our reserve
production capacity, which will still be large, serves as a second
safety factor to meet an even larger consumption re~uirement. Tbe
FY 1969 Budget includes about $2.8 billion for ground ammunition,
enough to raise our total inventory to 1,700,000 tons compared with
a low point of 1,530,000.
We now have a total of about 1,000 fighter/attack aircraft based
in South Vietnam, Thailand and aboard carriers offshore, and plan to
increase this force slightly to about 1,070 aircraft by December
of this year. We are now flying a total of about 28,000 to 30,000
attack sorties per month, which is about the range we are projecting
over the next 36 months, the period representing the leadtime for
which aircraft procurement is provided in the FY 1969 Budget. In
addition, the B-52 force in 1967 flew a total of more than 800 sorties
per month, and we plan to increase the number of these sorties to
1,200 per month by February or March of this year.
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Total air ordnance consumption was running about 83,000 tons
per month in the last few months of 1967. (Air ordnance data refer
to the 53 major items which account for about 95 percent of the
tonnage used in Southeast Asia.) In view of the increased number .of
B-52 sorties and higher average loading of the tactical aircraft, we
are projecting a consumption rate in excess of 100,000 tons per month
by February or March 1968. Production at the close of 1967 was
running at about 100,000 tons .per month.
In June 1965, prior to the Vietnam build-up, we had about
500,000 tons of air deliverable ordnance in the inventory. By June
1966 these stocks had been drawn down to about 360,000 tons, but by
that time production had almost caught up with consumption. As of
December 1967, we had about 680,000 tons in the world-wide inventory.
This is more than we believe is needed with a "hot" production base.
Accordingly, we now plan to reduce these inventories to about 640,000
tons, resuming the build-up to our "cold base" objective after hostilities are terminated. This will allow us to shut down the lines
gradually, thereby avoiding unwanted surplus and cushioning the impact
on the economy.
Large ~uantities of air-delivered munitions will continue to be
needed, and a total of about $3.5 billion is included in our FY 1969
re~uest for these items for all the Services.
No major change is planned in the "offshore" naval forces, except
for the battleship NEW JERSEY which will deploy to the South China Sea
in September. The river patrol force will be further increased from
about 159 vessels in December 1967 to about 250 by December of this year.
During the past year, we have battle tested the
"Riverine" force in the Mekong Delta. This force of
has been stationed on two naval barracks ships (plus
and at a nearby land base (two battalions afloat and

first mobile
three battalions
a barracks barge)
one ashore).

Results have been encouraging and we now intend to increase the
force. Three more barracks ships and two more River Assault S~uadrons
will be added. This will allow us to "water base" three battalions
plus an artillery battalion and a brigade head~uarters. The aflcat
forces will operate together with land based units, both U.S. and
South Vietnamese.
Other additional deployments to Southeast Asia will re~uire only
a very small increase in the number of U.S. military personnel in
Thailand, to a total of about 48,000. No significant increase will
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be needed at our bases in the Western Pacific (nyukyus, the Philippines,
Taiwan, Japan and Guam), where we have about 120,000 military personnel.
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I noted earlier that our success in pushing the Communist main force
units back into the highlands along the borders of South Vietnam has
created new problems. Operating in such close proximity to the borders,
our forces do not have much room for maneuver in attempting to cut off
Communist units from their lines of communications. Consequently, we
have had to -develop new means for. interdicting the flmt of men and
supplies to these units.
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The principal routes of infiltration now run through Laos and
across the DMZ. (Our MARKET TIME operations have substantially denied
the sea routes to the Communists.) Until very recently, our principal method of interdicting this flow has been by air attack. However, we have been unable to destroy or damage enough vehicles to

seriously reduce the flow of supplies, and the detection of and attack
on personnel has been even less successful. Poor weather and enemy
night operations degrade our air reconnaissance and attack capabilities.
Furthermore, it is extremely difficult to detect infiltrating personnel
and vehicles along the many alternate routes, trails, rivers, and

streams which run under the deep jungle canopy.
Accordingly, we have developed a new anti-infiltration system, DYE
MARKER/MUSCLE SHOALS, to help cope with this problem. This system has
three parts.
The first subsystem will consist of a continuous strong point/
obstacle line running across the coastal plain 27 kilometers inland
from the sea, about five miles south of the Ben Hai River, plus a series
of five battalion-size combat operating bases extending westward from
Cam Lo at the inland end of the continuous line through the mountainous
area to Khesanh near the border of Laos. The strong point/obstacle line
will have built into it five strong points (including Conthien and Goi
Linh), with four supporting bases to the rear. The four eastern-most
strong points will be manned by South Vietnamese troops and the fifth
by U.S. Marines -- about one battalion in each. The supporting bases,
with the artillery, will be manned by South Vietnamese and U.S. Marines.
The five combat operating bases will be manried by U.S. Marines.
The obstacle system itself will consist of a continuous barrier of
barbed tape concertina, barbed wire, minefields and special sensors
employing infrared,seismic and pressure detection devices. Night vision
devices, search lights and radars will also be used to aid in the
detection of infiltrating per~onnel.
The second subsystem consists of air-seeded and air-monitored
sensor/mine fields. This subsystem, stretching perhaps 20 kilometers
west into Laos, is concentrated on the main foot trails and is optimized
for the detection of personnel. By and large, the sensors are airdropped, but in certain areas where we can use ground reconnaissance

teams, hand emplaced sensors will also be used.
The third subsystem runs inland from the western end of the
second subsystem and will cover the main truck routes in Laos. The
sensor fields used in this system are optimized for the detection
of trucks.
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Reaction to infiltration activities detected along the strong
point/obstacle system will be at the discretion of the local commanders,
with artillery, air support or air mobile forces being called in as
re~uired.
Information generated by the two air-emplaced, airmonitored subsystems are fed into an infiltration surveillance center
located in Thailand with air reaction being at the discretion of the
7th Air Force Commander.
Operational tests of various elements of DYE MARKER/MUSCLE
SHOALS indicate a very substantial increase in vehicle and personnel
detection. If such an increase in detection can be realized across
the board, the number of vehicles destroyed and damaged should be
greatly increased and the flow of men and supplies into South Vietnam
reduced or increased in cost.
The third subsystem, over the truck routes in Laos, is already
in place. The second subsystem has just gone into operation. The
strong point/obstacle system is well along in construction and should
be completed in the spring or early summer.
DYE MARKER/MUSCLE SHOALS is a continuing program, and improvements
will be added as they are developed and proved feasible. About $322
million was allocated to this program in FY 1967, including about
$175 million for munitions, $21 million for sensors, $41 million for
aircraft modifications, $20 million for construction, and $53 million
for research and development. In FY 1968 we have programmed a total
of about $545 million, including about $348 million for munitions, $25
million for sensors, $35 million for aircraft modifications, and $75
million for research and development. For FY 1969 we are re~uesting
about $695 million, including $355 million for munitions, $50 million
for sensors, $25 million for aircraft modifications and $65 million
for research and development. A total of 91 aircraft (12 P-2Es, 30
EC-l2ls, 12 CH-3s and 31 F-4Ds) are being specially modified for this
program. The principal new types of munitions involved are the DRAGON
TOOTH, GRAVEL and TRIP-WIRE anti-personnel mines to harass and slow
personnel and vehicle movement and to protect the sensors. BUTTON
bomblets have been developed to enhance sensor coverage.
The research and development funds re~uested in FY 1969 will be
used principally for second and third generation sensor systems and
monitoring e~uipment, and devices designed to discourage enemy
countermeasures.
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E.

ARMY GENERAL PURPOSE FORCES

Last year I described how the "division force" concept had helped
us to achieve a better balance among all of the essential elements of
our land forces, both active and reserve. Now we have reached the point
where we can present these forces on a truly integrated basis.
l.

Division/Brigade Forces

As previously mentioned, we have found it useful in developing readiness requirements for specific units and in determining the peacetime distribution of units between the active and the reserve components to divide the division forCe into three increments, each with about 16,000 men:

'

I

l.

The Division itself or its approx!mate equivalent in separate
brigades.

2.

The Initial Support Increment (lSI) -- the non-divisional combat and combat support units which are required for the support of the division from the inception of combat operations.

3.

The Sustaining Support Increment (SSI) -- the additional nondivisional combat, and combat support and service unicE required to sustain the division in combat indefinitely.

Generally the composition of the lSI is comparable to the non-divisional support provided at.the corps and field army levels, including
such combat units as the ir.mored cavalry regiments.

The composition of

the SSI is comparable to the theater level line of communication support
furnished to field armies, including, for example, separate brigades for
rear area security.

Normally, lSI units would deploy with the division itself and, therefore, would have the same readiness requirement. SSI units, however, may
be required before, at the same time, or subsequent to the deployment of
the division, depending on the particular situation. For example, in a
new theater of operations, some SSI units may have to be deployed in advance of the division in order to develop the required base structure and,
therefore, some must be available in the active forces. Similarly, where
divisions are already deployed in forward theaters during peacetime, some

of the required SSI units should also be provided in the active structure,
with some of them actually in the theater.

However, where a division is

planned for a reinforcing role, the SSI units would not usually be required immediately and could, therefore, be held in the reserve components.
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In peacetime, most of the SSis of the STRAF divisions planned for
use in areas other than NATO are maintained in the active structure so
thac the majority of these divisions could be deployed and sustained in
combat without a reserve mobilization. The SSis (and even some of the
ISis) for the STRAF" divisions earmarked for NATO, however, can be provided by the reserve components, since we would definitely have to call
up the reserves in the event of a war in Europe. Accordingly, these
units could be mobilized to coincide with the deployment schedules planned for the divisions they are intended to support.
Shown below are the Army division forces planned for the end of
FY 1969 (including the temporary augmentation for Southeast Asia)

Active
Overseas

u.s.

I
~

Total
Res.Comnonents
Gra.'1d Total

illZ.:..
14-2/3
5
19-2/3
8
27-2/3

14-2/3

5
19-2/3

8
27-2/3

10-2/3
1-1/3
12
15-2/3
27-2/3

r;,

As shown in the table above, we are now planning an Army force
structure of 19-2/3 active and 8 reserve division force equivalents for
end FY 1969, 1-1/3 more active division forces than planned last year
for end FY 1968. One brigade force (i.e., 1/3 division force equivalent) was added to the previously planned structure in FY 1967 and
infant!~ division force is being added in FY 1968.
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2.

Supporting Forces

The number of .separate 'support brigades in the active force remain unchanged from that presented last year. However, we were planning then to bring the number of reserve brigades up to 16. Under the
new reorganization plan, which I will discuss later, the number of
separate brigades would be increased to 21, three of which would be in
the Army Reserve and 18 in the Army National Guard.
in the active force will
Five squad-

1968 as planned last
in the active force,
The number of artillery battalions in the active force in FY 196869 has been increased f r o m - planned last year
as a result
of the recent augmentations of our forces in Southeast
We have reviewed again the requirement for artillery battalions in
the permanent force, especially the composition and balance between the
reserve and active structures. As a result of this review

have
cided L.o increase
total~ tattalions

The engineer construction battalion p~ogram is the same as last
year, as is the ac~ive combat engineer program. The number of reserve
because an
combat engineer battalior;s has been reduced
additional company was added to each battalion.
With regard to the S:Urface-to-surface missile forces, we are still

studying the requirement for these units and the proper mix of extended
range LANCE, HONEST JOHN, and SERGEANT. Technical problems encountered

.,
in the development of the LANCE propulsion system, hovever, have not yet
been solved, and procurement has thus been limited to test missiles. The
additional procurement funds requested for FY 1969 will be used for advanced production engineering, production facilities and test missiles.
Moreover, the entire program vill be reoriented to the extended range version of the LANCE. This version vill have an
increasing
maximum range with a nuclear war he ad
Accordingly, we nov propose to retain
in the
acoive force until a nev plan for the surface-to-surface missile force
is developed and approved.

The SAM-D, a new air de'fense missile system, has made substantial
progress during the past year. Contract definition has been completed
and the system is nov in development. SAM-D, as nov planned, vould employ only one type of radar,vhich can be rotated in any direction of
attack, as vell as an improved missile guidance system. We are presently
studying the question of replacing HERCULES and HAWK vith SAM-D.

J
t

The shoulder-fired REDEYE missile, after much tribulation, has turned out to be an effective veapon against lov flying aircraft and is nov

\.

I

During the last seven years (FY 1962-68, inclusive), a total of
$4.8 billion has been programmed for the procurement of fixed-ving aircraft, helicopters and spare parts. Betveen the end of FY 1961 and the
end of the current fiscal year, the Army's active aircraft inventory and
the pilot inventory vill have nearly doubled. The presently planned inventory build-up should be essentially completed vith the FY 1969 buy.
The chief task for the future is to find some vay to

The importance of fixed-ving aircraft in the Army inventory will
continue to decline, and by FY 1971 they will constitute less than tventy
percent of the authorized inventory. When the conflict in Vietnam ends,
we plan to use the assets of the temporary, active Army aviation units
to accelerate the build-up and modernization of the reserve component
helicopter inventory.
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unable to train and deploy these units as fast as we had hoped. However,
by the end of the current year the force build-up shobld reach 218 units,
just one short of the level planned last year for FY 1968. The increase
of 16 units in FY 1969 reflects, for the most part, last summer's decision to deploy additional forces to Southeast Asia while continuing to
maintain the required aviation support for a five-division force in the
STRAF.
With respect to the post-Vietnam permanent force, the planned number of units has been increased by two, to a total of 169.
3.

Army Procurement

Shown on Table 7 is a summary of the Army's proposed procurement
program for FY 1969 compared with those of the past eight years. Inasmuch as some of the categories have been discussed earlier, and other
witnesses will be discussing this program in detail later, I will touch
on only a few of the highlights at this point.
With respect t~ aircraft, the FY 1969 program is designed to replace attrition and equip the recently authorized temporary units with- ·
out exceeding, except where absolutely necessary, the quantity required
to support the permanent active and reserve units. On this basis, the
Army would procure 1,304 aircraft in FY 1969, of which all but 30 OV-ls
and 9 RU-2ls will be helicopters.
Funds are also requested for the procurement of the first 15 operationa:). AH-56A CHEYENNEs, a fire support "compound" helicopter th~t utilizes a "pusher" propeller to give it greater speed and stability, carries a heavy load of a variety of armaments and has extremely accurate
fire control and navigation systems. The first prototype, models are
now undergoing flight testing. Army full systems tests are scheduled
to begin in the early spring of 1968. The decision to be~in nroduction
of the.AH-56A in FY 1969, before the flight tests are completed, involves
a relatively small risk and allows us to take advantage of the favorable
price and contractor warranties which were included as an option in the
original "total package" contract. This option covers the procurement
of 375 aircraft over a four-year period.
With respect to tracked combat vehicles and associated equipment,
our present program is designed to provide each U.S. tank platoon in
Europe with three M-60s equipped with the 105mm gun.and two M-60s equipped with the SHILLELAGH/152mm gun system. u;s. based tank units which
might be employed in Europe would have the 105mm gun M-60s only. All
other tank units would be equipped with the 90mm gun M-48s. The M-551
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Difficulties with the SHILLELAGH missile/gun s y s t e m - . - ;
have caused us to limit F~ ·
d with the l05mm gun 111111111111111
, and to· cut FY ~968 procurement of
FY 1969, we now propose to procure
tanks, all with the SHILLELAGH missile/g~~
ntaining'the minimum sustaining production rate
for both vehicles. An additional. M-60 chassis ·•ill be procured in
both FY. 1968 and FY 1969 for the armored vehicle launched bridge and
the oombat engineer vehicle.
Last year we planned to mount new SHILLELAGH turrets on,....existing M-60 chassis and use the gun turrets thereby freed. to upgrade an
e~ual number of M-48 tanks.
However, the cost of this retrofit program has risen to the point where we could buy new tanks for the same
outlay. We, therefore, cancelled the retrofit program, and t h e SHILLELAGH turrets will be applied to the FY 1969 M-6P~
program. We still intend to complete the retrofit oftllllllllll!lll
M-48s programmed in FY 1968 with new diesel engines and fire control
e~uipment, These tanks, p l u s - already on hand, and- programmed in FY 1~67 will meet all presently foreseeable needs for M-48s.
The first three pilot models of the new Main Battle Tank have been
delivered and are now undergoing testing. Although the cost of the program has risen substantially above the original estimates, it is believed that the tank will meet or

The MB7's main armament will be an automatically loaded SHILLELAGH
missile/152mm gun system. ~his armament
with a fire control
system which has,.~~~~~~~~~~~. .~~~
capabilities,
enable the MET to achi
of a firs~-rvund kill against maneuvering
Funds are re~uested to continue development
for. production engineering to support a first procurement of operational
tanks in FY 1970, pending an agreement between the U.S. and FRG governments to go ahead with the program.
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With respect to anti-tank missiles, production difficulties with
the TOW, a heavy, wire-guided anti-tank weapon, which we had planned
to procure this year, have caused us to delay procurement until FY 1969.
Advance production engineering funds have been included in the FY 1969
Budget for the new medium anti.-tank missile, DRAGON, which employs a
cummand controlled, line-of-sight guidance system giving it a very high
first round hit probability against either stationary or ,moving targets.
Although costly, it is estimated that these two
alone
will increase our ability to destroy Soviet armor
as compared with the l06mm and 90mm recoilless rifle which
replacing.
Because of the relatively poor performance of the M-114 reconnaissance vehicle on the kind of terrain found in Vietnam and the limited
armored threat to our forces in places other than Europe, we have dethe final (FY 1968) purchase of the 20mm Hispano-Suiza
annons already ordered will equip the M-114 vehicles

"4.

Reorganization of the Army Reserve Components

In May 1961, when I appeared before the Congressional Committees in
support of President Kennedy's second set of amendments to the FY 1962
Budget, I noted that:
"The role, mission, organization and strength of the Army
Reserve and Army National Guard have been a matter of concern to the Defense Department for a number of years. Repeated studies of this problem have been made by the Joint
Chiefs of Staff and other groups in and out of the Defense
Department; however, except for the introduction of the
pentamic organization in 1958 and 1959, little in the way
of positive action has been taken.
In the light of the present world situation it is essential
that these reserve forces be brought as soon as poss~ble to
a state of readiness that would permio them to respond on
very short ·notice to limited war situations which threaten
to tax the capacity of the active Army. Moreover, they
must '.lc so organized, trained, and equipped as to permit
their rapid integration into the actiYe Army. The 'One
Army' concept must become a reality as well as a slogan."
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Since that time we have made considerable progress in realigning
the Army's reserve components to prepare them better for that essential role. A priority reserve force has been established with significantly higher levels of manning, equipping, training, and overall
combat readiness. The reserve units for which no military requirement
exists in contingency war plans have been or are being elireinated, and

other units which are needed have been or are being added. (In total,
a net reduction of 2,327 company and detachment size units will have
been made between FY 1961 and FY 1969.) And, for the first time, the
materiel and personnel requirements of the Army reserve components,
which are required to support the contingency war plans, have been

fully included in our programs. Now, the goal we set almost seven
years ago is finally within our grasp. The Department of Defense has
already started the implementation of the new plan, and the transition
to the new force structure should be completed by the end of this coming
May, in time for summer field training.
Shown on Table 6 is a comparison of the old (1961) and the new
(1968) Army reserve component force structures. The old structure
provided a total force of 37 divisions, 3 separate brigades, units to
round out the active forces, etc., manned for the mast part at about
55 percent of TO&E. The new structure will provide eight full division forces plus 21 separate brigades, together with the units needed
to round out the active Army, provide for air defense, etc. -- all manned at approximately 93 percent or more of TO&E.
Associated with the new structure is a total average paid drill
strength of 660,000 -- 400,000 in the Army National Guard and 260,000
in the Army Reserve -- more than justified by military requirements but
the number prescribed by the Congress in the FY 1968 Defense Appropriation Act. To ensure that these average strengths are maintained, each
component has been authorized an additonal manpower allowance of three
percent to compensate for the fact that in recruiting and processing
reserve component personnel, a lag usually occurs between the time a

unit loses an individual and the time he is replaced. In the case of
the Army Reserve, the three percent additional authorization will be
distributed among the units presently programmed for the new structure.
In the case of the Army National Guard, the three percent additional
auchorization will be used primarily to permit the creation of about
137 company- and detachment-size units over and above t"he units presently programmed for the new structure. This action was taken in
response to requests from the governors for units to be used for strictly state purposes. No new procurement will be undertaken for these
units; instead they will be furnished the necessary materiel from
mobilization reserve stocks.
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With the completion of these latest changes, I believe that we
will have come close to achieving the basic goal set back in early
1961, i.e., a reserve force tailored to the requirements of our contingency war plans and "so organized, trained and equipped as to
permit their rapid integration into the active Army."
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F.

NAVY GENERAL PURPOSE FORCES

The Navy General Purpose Forces planned for the FY 1969-73 period
are shown on Tables 8 and 9. Except for the extension of the Vietnamrelated force augmentations for another year and the addition of a battleship for this purpose, the major changes from the program planned
last year concern the antisubmarine warfare carriers, a new ASW aircraft, the expansion of the SOSUS system and the escort program.
Before turning to the detailed force proposals, however, I would
like to comment on one general problem which permeates the entire shipbuilding and conversion program.
As you will see when we discuss the details of this program, disturbingly large cost increases and delays in committment of funds have
been encountered in recent years. For example, new construction ships
in the FY 1969 Budget will cost, in most cases, 25 to 30 percent more
than the most recently constructed similar type ship. Major conversion
costs have also skyrocketed -- in some cases nearly doubling. Apparently,
most of the cost increases are related to the current market conditions.
All shipyards are now carrying heavy workloads and large backlogs and
as a result, private yards are charging higher prices to take on additional work. In part, this is because they, themselves, are paying
more for labor and material. Subcontractors, too, are able to charge
higher prices since the heavy workload virtually guarantees them a satisfactory level of business. Another factor undoubtedly contributing to
the rise in costs is the additional quality assurance controls which
we are now insisting upon in order to increase the reliability and
maintainability of the equipment we buy.
In view of this situation, although we are planning within the
Defense Department essentially the same size General Purpose Force ship
construction and conversion program as previously scheduled, we are requesting funds only to the extent that they can be committed in FY 1969
-- a total of about $1.1 billion. There is no sense in adding large
new amounts to the already large balances of uncommitted ship construction funds before they are needed.
As to the future, we are taking several measures to deal with the
more fundamental, long term problem of ship construction and conversion.
You will recall that I discussed i~ some detail last year the problem
of technological obsolescence in our shipbuilding industry, both public
and private, as compared with those of Northern Europe and Japan. With
regard to the public sector, the Navy is now developing a plan to modernize its yards during the FY 1969-75 period at an estimated cost of
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$600 million. The primary objective of this program is to improve the
yards' repair capabilities, since we will continue to concentrate new
construction in private yards as we have in t.he past. Most of the
specialized repair work, such as the repair and overhaul of aircraft

carriers an~ nuclear ships (both submarine and surface) and complex
shipboard electronic and missile systems is performed by the Naval
shipyards. Therefore, we will concentrate the modernization effort in
these areas, with particular emphasis on the reduction of reanpower requirements. At the same time, we must assure sufficient plant facilities to provide the necessary "surge" capability for either a limited
war without mobilization, or a general war with mobilizat.ion. Inasmuch as the details of this modernization program have yet to be fully
worked out, only $53.7 million will be required in ,the FY 1969 Budget
to initiate the effort.

\

With respect to the private yards, the Defense Department is attempting to offer American shipbuilders greater incentives to modernize their facilities and to increase their ove~all efficiency. The two
most important techni~ues being used are multi-year contracts and
"total package" procurements, In the first case, we try to award to
a single builder a large number of ships of the same type for delivery
over several years, thereby assuring him of a steady workload and a
large dollar volume of business, both of which are prere~uisities for
the large investments needed to modernize a shipyard. The expectation
that this approach would reduce shipbuilding costs has been borne ·aut
by two large multi-year contracts awarded in FY 1966; each resulted in
a savings of about 6-8 percent on the ship construction portion of the
contract. Because each of the contractors involved made major new capital investments and yard improvements, the Navy's shipbuilding program
should continue to benefit as future ships are constructed in these
yards. We now intend to broaden the use of multi-year contract awards
to include all new ship construction susceptible to this approach. We
also plan to use this technique in the modernization and conversion programs wherever feasible.
Of perhaps even greater significance over the long run is the "total
package" procurement approach, under which the contractor is asked -to bid
on the whole )!package", i.e., the design, developnent, and construction
of an entire group of ships for delivery over a period of years. Our
experience in the recent competition for the Fast Deployment Logistic
ship (FDL) indicated that a multi-year "package" procurement can make
a major yard modernization. or the construction of an entirely new
facility financially attractive to prospective bidders. Two of the
three competing bidders included the construction of a new shipyard
in their bid proposals, while the third would have undertaken major
improvements to an existing yard. Estimates of total cost and delivery
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time for the 30-ship FDL program also

sho~

that a single multi-year

"package" procurement would be abo:..r:: 15-20 pert.::ent cheaper and up to

10-15 percent faster than a :nulti-y~ar buy di videci among
shipyards (i.e., 10-15 ships each).

t~o

or three

Moreover, the "package" procure:m.E::nt approach resulted not only in
a design better sui ted to mass proCuction, ·but alsv in a better ship.

The emphasis on life-cycle costing and the utilization of labor saving
techniques reduced the manning requirements for operating FDLs by 23
percent over preliminary designs. !;-:: the 3arr.e time, the designers' concern with the efficiency of the prc·duction pY"ocess served to ensure a
ship ~hich could be constructed relatively cheaply and quickly (e.g.,
by permitting modular construction of major subsections, including
outfittings prior to assembly, etc.). We have already reaped at least
one major benefit from the FDL program, inasmuch as one of the bidders
is proceeding on his own with the construction of a brand new modern
yard.

We presently have t~o other "total package" multi-year procurements planned for major ship types, i.e., the amphibious assault ship
(LP~) and ne~ escort (DX/DXG) programs described last year.
Wbile the
details of these programs will be discussed later, I do wish to restate
my conviction that this or a similar approach to ship procurement is
the only way we will be able to obtain large numbers of standardized and
highly capable ships at reasonable prices in the future.
I also wish to reaffirm my view, expressed here last year, that
there is no reason why the American shipbuilding industry should not be,
in a technological sense, as good as the best any other country has to
offer. We have the necessary technology and management knowhow -- indeed, the series production and assembly line techniques being applied
today in foreign yards were borrowed from us in the first place. Wbile
we may never overcome the foreign wage rate differential, intensive application of labor saving techniques and automation could reduce considerably the importance of this factor. I am convinced that a considerable.improvement in efficiency and a reduction in shipbuilding
costs are possible, if our disgracefully wasteful subsidy program is
reorganized to reward efficiency and penalize inefficiency in ship
construction and ship operation as well.
I urge the Congress to support the multi-year contract and total
package procurement policies which are designed to reduce costs to the
government and to stimulate the modernization of a technologically
obsolete industry.
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1.

Attack Carrier Forces

Our concept of the optimum size and configuration of the attack
carrier forces has continued to evolve over the years in the light of
new analyses and additional experience. In FY 1963, for example, our
plan called for a force of 15 CVAs and 15 air wings. In FY 1967, while
retaining the 15 CVAs in the fleet, we decided to reduce the number of
aircraft to 12 equivalent wings, believing it was not necessary to procure aircraft wings for the number of carriers which would normally be
in overhaul.
a.

Ships

As shown on Table 8, the attack carrier force at the end of the
current fiscal year will comprise the nuclear-powered ENTERPRISE, seven
FORRESTAL, two MIDWAY- and five HANCOCK/ESSEX-class carriers plus one
carrier (MIDWAY) in conversion. The newest of the conventionally-powered CVAs, the JOHN F. KENNEDY, was launched this past year and is scheduled to enter the fleet in early FY 1969. A second nuclear-powered carrier, the CHESTER W. NIMITZ, is currently under construction and scheduled to join the fleet in FY 1972. The NIMITZ will be powered by a
highly efficient two-reactor propulsion plant and as a result of extensive automation will require a considerably smaller crew than its predecessor, the ENTERPRISE.
As I have stated in past years, we plan to replace all the old
ESSEX-class CVAs, building to a force of four nuclear-powered ships,
eight FORRESTAL and three MIDWAY-class carriers by FY 1976. Two additional CVANs, therefore, still remain to be built. The estimated
cost of the NIMITZ has risen 28 percent over last year's estimate ($428
to $544 million) and will amount to 96 percent more than the $277 million cost of the KENNEDY. The price for the next CVAN promises to be
at least as high as the NIMITZ. In order to keep the cost of the two
additional CVANs as low as possible, we are considering designing all
three as identical ships, permitting a savings of about $35 million on
each of the last two ships. We are also studying whether the first two
can be procured under a multi-year contract, with options for a third
in FY 1971 -- in order to take advantage of the cost saving potential
inherent in this type of procurement. Due to the exceptionally long
leadtimes required for nuclear components, we have been able to defer
the major portion of the funding for the next CVAN to FY 1970, including
in this budget request additional advance procurement funds primarily
to continue work on the nuclear power plant.
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b.

Carrier Aircraft

As shown in
the fighter inventory at end FY 1968 will
total 652 aircraft, organized into8 F-4 a n d - F-8 . . _ (The
F-8s are being retained for the ESSEX-class carriers which cannot effectively operate the larger F-4s or F-lllBs.) As a result of our experience in Southeast Asia, we now plan to retain the F-4 squadrons in the
force throughout the program period in place of an equivalent number of
attack squadrons.

Thus, we will have two fighter squadrons p~ejrllaiiirll

a

wing, instead of just the one squadron as planned last year,
When the F-lllB is introduced
1nto the r~eet, 1t w1ll be used for long-range fleet air defense and
the F-4 for escort of attac~ aircraft.

Because of the continuation of the Vietnam conflict and the retention of the F-4s in the force, we now plan to
lines open beyond the FY 1968 leadtime,
procurement schedule has been adjusted ace
production schedule has been adjusted as a result of cuts in our appropriation
request last year. This will delay fleet introduction somewhat but will
give more time for extensive testing before the aircraft is a~signed to
carriers for operational use.
planned fighter force objective
the last of the ESSEX carriers
with F-4s and F-lllBs,
The Navy is presently studying the next generation of fighter aircraft (VFAX) for the air superiority and escort missions. The Air Force
has a project (FX) for an advanced fighter. While these requirements are
somewhat different, it is already clear that both aircraft could use
similar engines and similar avionics. Whether both aircraft could use
substantially the same airframe is still in question. The major design
configurations of the FX and VFAX (e.g., size of crew, amount and type
of avionic3 and ordnance) are now being jointly studied by the Air Force
and the Navy. Completion of concept formulation requirements is expected
sometime in FY 1969 and is the prerequisite to a decision to proceed with
contract definition. Funds have been included in the FY 1969 Budget to
p;roceed with aircraft design and preli:.ninary work on the avionics and
engine.
The attack aircraft inventory will total 1,076 at the end of the
current fiscal year, organized into.A-4,. A-6, andt!!l A - 7 - -
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We have now extended the A-6 procurement -- previously planned to
end with the FY 1969 program-- through FY 1970 in order to procure the
aircraft needed to offset peacetime losses and hold the force level
through111!11111. The increased quantities now scheduled for FY 1969-70
also reflect another year of projected combat attrition.
We also propose to reduce the A-7 production program, reflecting
the smaller number of attack squadrons in the present plan (the A-7
force level was reduced
to compensate for the increase
o f - F-4 squadrons) and the decision to buy a much improved version
of this aircraft. The new A-7E -- and its Air Force counterpart, the
A-7D -- will have a more capable nose gun (the Air Force's M-61) and
improved avionics. The latter promises a significant increase in bombing accuracy and will enable the pilot to choose from a number of attack
approaches not formerly available. The new model will· also have more
armor, an improved radar, and a self-defense ECM capability. Although
more expensive than the earlier A-TB, the A-7E's. greater capabilities
will allow us to reduce the squadron size from 14 aircraft to 12 while
still increasing overall effectiveness. A-7E procurement was begun
in FY 1967 with seven aircraft and continued in FY 1968 with 150 more.
Funds for an additional increment .~ · ..... :---. -. ~ have been included
in the FY 1969 Budget.
In the reconnaissance category, current attrition projections indicate that the problem of maintaining an adequate force level will not be
as serious as it appeared last year. We now believe that no additional
scheduled procurement of
measures will be required
FY 1970.
~ RA-5Cs in FY 1969

is

The major concern in the electronic countermeasures (ECM) category
the EA-6B, an aircraft which promises significant improvements

aga~n

ct procurement to only
cles, pending redesign ru1d the award of a new contract. Unfortunately,
the cost of the EA-6B has continued to mount, while the urgency of th~
requirement has declined as more of our present attack aircraft are
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ast Asia have such
e~uipment, and by the e~rly 1970s all attack-capable aircraft will have

this equipment. In addition, we are modifying 30 KA-3 tankers with the
current
available ECM e
In view of the EA-6B's high cos

'

in
di.fficul.ties, delays and cost increases
EA-6B, it would clearly be imprudent to rush
ready experienced with
results of the tests are
into production before at least the

2.

AEW Forces

I. have already discussed the manner in which we compute our overall
requirements for AEW forces. Now, I would like to present the programs
we propose for the FY 1969-73 period.
a.

AEW Carriers

Last year I pointed out that the present CVS force is a relatively
high-cost ASW system of limited effectiveness. While the present fixedwing S-2 is able to detect the presence of enemy submarines, it lacks a
significant kill capability; and, the SH-3 helicopter, while efficient
in locating and destroying enemy submarines, has only a limited operating
range. Yet, the CVS force accounts for about 40 percent of all air ASW
costs. As the newer ASW systems-- the SSNs, DEs, P-3s, etc.-- enter
the ASW forces in larger numbers the relative contritut1on of the CVSs
continue to de

to operate our CVS force at all, it

,

'

The question of whether to r·etain a sea-based airborne ASW capability received intensive study during the past year, and i t now appears that the advantages and flexibility inherent in such a force
would marginally warrant its continuation in the 1970s -- provided that
its effectiveness could be greatly improved. Since the effectiveness of
the present CVS force is limited by the inadequacy of its fixed-wing
aircraft, and their sensors, it is clear that a new and much more capable aircraft must be provided. The development and production of such
an aircraft will be a very expensive undertaking, but it is the only
solution available if we are determined to have an effective sea-based
ASW capability. in the 1970s. Accordingly, we have decided to proceed
with the development of the VSX, using the funds appropriated in FY 1968.
Additional funds have be.en included in the FY 1969 Budget to continue
the development of the engine, airframe and avionics.
The VSX, as presently conceived, would be a four-man, fixed-wing
aircraft powered by two high by-pass .ratio, turbo-fan engines. It would
have
speed and
. range of the present S-2,
able to monitor

However, if we buy new ASW aircraft, the question of what to do
about the carriers themselves immediately arises. All of the present
CVSs were constructed during World War II and will be 30 years old by
the time the VSX becomes available. The Secretary of the Navy has considered this matter and has concluded that the best solution would be
to modernize existing carriers at an average cost of about $50 million
each. Thus, our plan to continue a CVS force into the 1970s and proceed with the development, production and deployment of the VSX is
based on the assumption that no new ASW carriers will be required. Indeed, if new ASW carriers were needed, increasing the number of landbased ASW patrol squadrons would be a much more attractive alternative
than the VSX.
The future CVS air group, as seen~ the Secretary of the Navy,
will consist of
VSXs, . . helicopters, and. fighter
aircraft. E-1 aircraft may not be required, nor is development of a
new tY?e of large ASW helicopter currently foreseen.
In light of the decision to go cilead with the VSX and in view of
the vast improvement in its performance vs. current ASW carrier-based
aircraft,
plan to reduce the CVS force to five
four
Vietnam conflict is
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number of land-based
patrol squadrons· will be reduced accordingly
This
force of sea-based and land-based aircraft will provide a considerable increase in ASW effectiveness and flexibility, as I noted earlier.
b.

Attack Submarine Forces

At end FY 1968 the ~ttack submarine force will number 105 submarines, 36 of which will be nuclear-powered. We have continued to
encounter delays in this program, principally because of the Submarine
Safety Program, and the late delivery of materials and components. As
a result, we will have~ewer SSNs in the force at end FY 1968
than planned last year, ~more are expected to be delivered in
FY 1969. To offset these slippages we will retain an equal number of
conventionally-powered submarines.
11

SSNs

firstrather
funded

'firs
ssion. Thus only four more new SSNs are needed.
We now propose to start two in FY 1969 and two in FY 1970. This
schedule will maintain the option of continuing the SSN construction
program if new conditions should warrant. The Navy is also investigating the characteristics of new submarines which may be required to
meet the potential threats of the late 1970s.
In addition to the
SSNs,
we currently plan to retain a sufficient number of
conventional submarines to maintain the force at 105 ships.
c.

Patrol Aircraft
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even

aircraft, the rest being
carrying the more capable MK-46 air-launched torpedo and the more
effective sonobuoys now under development will provide the land-based
ASW aircraft force with a significantly increased capability by the
early 1970s. Funds are included in the FY 1969 Budget to continue
procurement of these aircraft.

d.

Sonobuoys

The effectiveness of ASW aircraft is heavily dependent upon the
availability of sensitive and accurate sonobuoys. You may recall that
in the summer of 1961 we tripled the number of sonobuoys in the original
FY 1962 program and six months later provided for another large ~uantity in the FY 1963 Budget. Since that time we have not only continued to
buy substantial numbers of sonobuoys, but have also undertaken an extensive program to develop improved types.

now
a major improvement in our
localization capability. Funds to initiate production are included in
the FY 1969 Budget. We also plan to continue procurement of the
JULIE/JEZEBEL and SSQ-47 sonobuoys and proceed with the development of
an improved version of the~ SSQ-47.
e.

Torped~es

The critical and chronic shortage of modern ASW torpeodes which
existed during the 1950s and early 1960s has long been a matter of
concern to us. Although we increased torpedo procurement in the summer of 1961, the real expansion was initiated in 1962 when we more than
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doubled the procurement of the light-weight MK-44, increased by about
25-percent the procurement of the MK-37 and initiated production of
the new and far more effective light-weight MK-46 for use against fast,
deep-diving nuclear submarines •
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still experiencing some production difficulties with the MK-46, the
new surface ship/air-launched ASW torpedo. Even so, by the end of
this fiscal year the MK-46 will constitute about half of our lightweight ASW torpedo capability. More of these torpedoes will be bought
in FY 1969.
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Fleet Escorts

During the last year we have intensively restudied the entire
fleet escort force requirement. As a result of this study we now
have a much better understanding of the numbers and types of escorts
the fleet will need in the mid-1970s for antisubmarine ;•arfare (ASW)
and anti-air warfare (AAW). One of the major conclusions we have
drawn from this study is ·~hat the ASW requirement should be the
determining factor
c~mputing the
of the
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You will notice in the foregoing computation that the attack
carrier forces are provided the more capable ASW/AAW and ASW escorts,
since they represent the highest value target in the fleet. In the
case of the "Advance" and "Assault Amphibious Groups", the destroyertype ASw escorts are assigned since this mission requires fire support
as well as protection against enemy submarines. And, in view of the
enemy's mid-ocean submarine-launched cruise missile threat to underway
replenishment and amphibious groups, we now believe that two missilecapable escorts should be included in each of these groups. Since
amphibicus groups will not be employed continuously, escorts allocated
to this role can also be used for military convoys.
To meet the merchant ship convoy requirement, we plan to rely on
the large number of escort ships in our reserve fleet and in the naval
forces of our allies. (A very large proportion of the merchant fleet
162
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which would be available to the Free World is bwned by our allies.)
For example, 31 Naval Reserve Training escorts which are kept in
a high state of readiness could be available almost immediately,
Ill Category BRAVO Naval Reserve ASW destroyer types could be
activated
and there will be
destroyer types in the Category CHARLIE Reserves throughout the program period. Moreover, our allies have about 400 destroyertype ships in their active fleets.

jilllliiilillill•

capability for sustained
speed, four nuclear-powered ASW/AAW ships can take the place of
six conventionally-powered ships (3 ASW/AAW and 3 ASW) in escorting a
nuclear-powered attack carrier task force. The fact that the allnuclear group can achieve the same degree of protection with fewer
escorts helps to offset the substantially higher cost of nuclear ships.
In spite of these savings, the all-nuclear force is still more expensive than the conventional force. However, we have already paid
for four nuclear escorts. With these in hand, we need to build only
five more to have two all-nuclear task groups. We believe we can build
and operate those five nuclear ships for about the same cost as building
the ten new conventional escorts .it would take to give the two carrier
task groups the same degree of protection. This factor, taken together with the logistic economies inherent in all nuclear-powered
forces, makes the nuclear-powered escort more competitive with the
conventionally-powered escort for certain purposes. Accordingly, we
now propose to provide two of the CVANs with nuclear-powered escorts.
the overall requirements, the available assets
and the number of new escort s
that should be funded over the next
five years are shown
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This escort ship program, entailing an investment of about $3.0
billion, presents us ~ith a uni~ue and most important opportunity to
effect a major advance in the management of the Navy's shipbuilding and
operating programs, ranging over the entire life cycle of the ships -from design and development to construction, supply, maintenance, and
operation. All three classes of ships involved ~ill have essentially
the same operating profile and many of the same characteristics. By
planning t:C.eir procurement ~i th the specific aim of achieving maximum
efficiency and economy through commonality (except ~here the classes
have to be different), ~e can not only save money, but also produce a
more effective escort force through standardized capability, standardized
training, better availabiJ.i ty of spare parts, ease of modernization,

etc.
Certainly, ~ithin each of the three classes, we can build identical ships. While each class of ship will differ somewhat in overall length and displacement, we expect them to have essentially the
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same internal and external arrangement and outfitting, the same
navigation and communications systems, and virtually the same ASW and
gun systems. Propulsion and machinery systems could also be common to
the conventionally-powered destroyers and guided missile ships, and
the missile systems could be common to both the conventionally and
nuclear-powered missile ships. By achieving this standardization, we
would not only be able to reduce the development and construction costs
through multi-year, total package procurements, but the lifetime
operating costs of these ships as well, and we would also provide an
additional strong incentive for our private shipbuilders to modernize
their yards.
Last year I described to you a new DX/DXG shipbuilding program
intended to achieve the following objectives:
1.

Minimum total procurement cost through standardized design
and serial production of large quantities of identical ships.

2.

Lower operating costs through design emphasis on automation
and reduced manning levels.

3.

Increased reliability and reduced cost of repair, maintenance
and logistic support through standardization.

4.

Maximization of the advantages of standardization and serial
production through commonality between the DX and DXG wherever
possible and economically feasible.

5.

Faster and cheaper-construction and modernization or maintenance through the use of modular design of major component
systems (e.g., weapons systems).

Now, in the light of the new requirements study, we have refined
our concept of the desired characteristics of these ships. Whereas
the DX had originally been envisioned as merely a more economical
replacement for our present DE construction program, it now appears
that this ship should be a larger, faster destroyer type. The DX now
envisaged would be about 5,000-6,000 tons (versus 4,000 tons for our
present DEs) and be capable of 30-knot speeds (versus 27 knots) so
it could escort our fast attack carriers. It would have two guns for
gunfire support missions, and a Basic Point Defense (SEA SPARROW)
missile system for close-in air defense, as well as the latest ASW
equipment.

The DXG would be _ , s h i p with the s8llle speed and
endurance, and for air defense it would have the new, more capable
TARTAR D system, which employs new fire control and search radars
and the STANDARD missile. However, because it is the ASW rather than
the AAW re~uirement which is controlling, we plan to install only one
TARTAR D system on each DXG. We believe it is more advisable to have
a greater number of ships with an AAW capability, thus permitting
wider area coverage while reducing susceptibility to electronic
countermeasures or loss, than to concentrate the same missile capa-

bility on fewer ships. In additi
e~uipment and will mount qne 5

the DXG will have the latest ASW
gun.

The DXGN would simply be a nuclear-powered version of the DXG
and would be
heavier.
It is worth noting that one of the FY 1968 DEs will be powered
by a gas turbine engine which promises great improvements in economy
and efficiency. We will consider the use of a similar power plant
in the DX and DXG.
As I
stated last year, we are
construction of the
FY 1967 DLGN. However, we now propose to include the FY 1968 nuclearpowered escort in the new DXGN progr8lll so that we can build five
ships of the s8llle class. The DLGN is a larger ship than the DXGN,
and has two SAM systems instead of one but there is little difference
in effectiveness between the two. The estimated cost of five DXGNs
(including contract definition) is $625 million; four DXGNs and one DLGN
would cost about $677 million, $52 million more. In my judgment, the
addition of one SAM system to the 109 already planned in the FY 1976
escort force is not worth $52 million. Accordingly, it is proposed
that the FY 1968 DLGN be reprogrammed as the first DXGN and started
when contract definition is completed. The remaining four DXGNs are
programmed two in FY 1970 and two in FY 1971.

Funds are includ~d in the FY 1969 Budget for five DXs, for advance
procurement of long leadtime items for the two DXGNs to be started
in FY 1970, and for contract definition of the DXGN and the DXG.
(Contract definition of ohe DX was funded in FY 1968.)
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The missile ship modernization/conversion program is the same as
I presented last year, except that we have rephased the program somewhat. Inas~ all of the conventionally-powered cruisers will be
retired bylillllll. we have dropped the cruiser modernization previously
planned for FY 1969. Funds are included in our FY 1969 reauest for one
~ i
: ' .
' .. .
frigate conversion
1llllllll and for advance procurement for three more DLG conversions
scheduled for FY 1970. The last five DD-931 Class ASW modernizations
are now scheduled for FY 1970-71.
'1

+

•

-

'

Last year we began pro.curement of t h e - B a s i c Point Defense
Surface Missile Systems (BPDSMS). This system will provide ships
operating independently with their own "close-in" air defense capability
against the Soviet cruise missiles and the less sophisticated types of
aircraft attack, or when operating in a task force, a supplementary
defense to that provided by AAW ships. BPDSMS utilizes off-the-shelf
hardware and the SPARROW air-to-air missile and can be readily installed
in place of existing gun mounts. An Advanced PDSMS is currently in
concept formulation, with contract definition tentatively scheduled
for FY 1971. Additional funds are included in the FY 1969 Budget to
continue procurement of the Basic PDSMS.
4.

Amphibious Assault Ships

Last year we proposed to construct a new large amphibious assault
ship, the LHA, which together with one or two LSTs could put ashore
(by helicopters or boats) an entire Marine Corps battalion landing
team, a job which now requires five amphibious ships.

'

However, the

Congress felt our request was premature in view of the uncertain state
of the LHA's design, and the procurement fUnds were stricken from the
budget. We have, in the meanwhile, proceeded with the contract definition phase for this ship, letting contracts to three firms. We expect
to receive the proposals in January, and we should be ready to award·
a multi-year, total package procurement contract for the six ships in
the
early in FY 1969. Accordingly, funds for the first LHA
of long leadtime items for the next . . . .
are included in the FY 1969 Buaget~
The only other new construction rema2n2ng to complete our goal
of a 20-knot lift capability for 1-l/2 Marine Corps division/wing
teams is seven LSTs. The funding of these shins is scheduled for
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The Amphibious Force Flagship (AGC), which was tentatively
scheduled last year for FY 1969, has been deferred to FY 1970, to
permit the· Navy to complete an extensive study of amphibious command and control requirements and to allow us to explore the possibility of modifying the AGC's design so that it could be used
as a fleet commander's flagship as well as an amphibious force
flagship. (The present fleet flagships are cruisers scheduled for
retirement in the 1970s.)
5.

Fire Support Ships

The fire support force presently comprises four 8-inch gun
cruisers and
rocket sh~ps (to which vill be added, temporarily,
a reactivated battleship). In addition, ve have in the escort
category.AAW cruisers vith 6-inch guns and a large number of
5-inch gun destroyers vhich can also be used effectively for gunfire
support, as they have amply demonstrated in Southeast Asia.

.ai

As I mentioned last year, the Navy is designing a nev fire support
ship (LFS) vhich vould combine in one hull the accuracy and destructiveness of large caliber guns and the saturation fire of rockets.
This ship could replace the gun cruisers, vhich are old and extremely
expensive to operate, and the slov, old rocket ships. Funds are
included in the FY 1969 Budget to initiate contract de{inition of
the LFS.
6.

Mine· Countermeasure Force

As you knov, last year ve began a major rehabilitation program
for all the existing ocean minesveepers (MSOs) designed to increase
their effectiveness and add 10 years to their useful life at about
half the cost of new construction. The first 9 MSOs vere funded
tentatively scheduled 10 more each year
The FY 1969 request,
and advance procurement for ten
more.
The l&st of the planned . . new-contruction
first one will enter the force

in

To complete the modernization of our mine countermeasure forces,
we plan to build tvo more mine countemeasure support. ships (MCSs).
We presently have three, one of vhich has only a limited capability

•
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and is scheduled for retirement. wnile concept formulation is
currently underway on these ships, we have decided to defer the program
until FY 1970-71, when their characteristics will be better defined.
7.

~

••

'

Logisfic, Operational Support, and Direct Support Ships

we plan a force of 210 ships in this
category (Underway Replenishment, Fleet Support, Special Combat and
Small Patrol) at the end of the current fiscal year and 222 at end
FY 1969. The programmed ~evel ofllllflllllships thereafter reflects:
the delivery of the new, more effective underway replenishment ships
which replace older ships on a less than one-for-one basis; and the
reduced support re~uirements resulting from the decline in the size
of the CVd force and the introduction of additional nuclear-powered
surface ships.
We propose to build ten all-weather patrol boats (PBs) of a new
type for use with the River Assault S~uadrons in the Mekong Delta; nine
will be procured with reprogrammed FY 1968 funds and the tenth is included in the FY 1969 budget re~uest.
In order to t~~e advantage of modern re-supply methods and match
the higher speeds of our latest ships, we plan to continue our longrange construction program to modernize the underway replenishment
fleet.
In the Fleet Support category, funds are
destroyer tender (AD) in FY 1969.

8.

re~uested

for one

Marine Corps Forces

The Marine Corps land forces
are essentially
the same as those projected last year, except that the temporary
Vietnam related deployments are extended through FY 1969.

last

out by the end of this fiscal year.)

Because

signif•icant improvements in payload, accuracy and effectiveness

already achieved and currently programmed, we no longer plan to
replace A-4s with A-7s. The· later model A-4E/Fs have the same
bomb computer as the early A-7s, and with their large (nearly
three-ton) payloads they can meet Marine close support needs.
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The A-4Fs bought in FY 1967 to replace attrition, plus A-4E/Fs which
will be transferred from the Navy,should be sufficient to maintain six
Marine Corps light attack s~uadrons (173 AAI) through the program
period. The planned force level of six s~uadrons of A-6.aircraft
will be achieved in FY 1969.
In the Reconnaissance/ECM area, the major change is the decision
to procure EA-6A electronic warfare aircraft instead of EA-6Bs. Since
the Congress has already provided funds in the FY 1968 Budget for this
purpose, we are now proceeding with the procurement of 15 EA-6As which
will permit the Marine Corps to build up to a force of 22 EA-6As by end
FY 1970.
The Marines' tactical air control forces will remain at approximately the same level throughout the FY 1969-73 period, although we
plan to change their internal composition after FY 1970 in order to
make the best use of the aircraft available at that time. Assuming
the Southeast Asia conflict has terminated by then, the Air Force will
have about 40 surplus 0-2s available for transfer to the Marine Corps
to replace their present TA-4s. These TA-4s will be used by the Navy
for advanced jet training instead of procuring new trainers at a cost
of about $60 million.

I
l

Last year, we planned a permanent force structure of five medium
(CH-46) and one heavy (CH-53) helicopter s~uadrons for each of the
three air wings. We now believe we should plan four medium and two
heavy s~uadrons per wing, which will provide the same lift capability
at a lower cost. The new force structure will re~uire 10 percent fewer
aircraft and pilots, and, based upon preliminary estimates, would save
about $80 million in procurement costs alone. The FY 1969 procurement
program of 48 CH-46s and 94 CH-53s gives us the option of achieving this
mix by FY 1971.
Experience in Vietnam has shown that the Marine Corps re~uires
improved fire support during air assault operations, especially for
close-in fire suppression around landing zones. While we expect that
the OV-lOs now entering the force will be more effective than current
fixed-wing aircraft in this role, we are also proposing procurement of
38 AH-lG HUEY COBRAs in the FY 1969 Budget to provide a more effective
armed helicopter and to replace losses of UH-lE observation and reconnaissance helicopters now used in the armed helicopter role.
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9.

Navy and Marine Corps Reserve Forces

The Navy will continue to maintain about 50 ships in the highly
ready Naval Reserve Training Fleet (NRT), increasing slightly after
FY 19[0. As more modern ships become available from the active forces,
older NRT ships will be phased out.
The Navy also maintains a large number of inactive ships in the
reserve, designated either Category B (BRAVO) or Category C (CHARLIE)
according to their physical condition and urgency of need upon mobilization. As shown on Table 8, at·end FY 1968, we will have about 72
ships in Cate·gory B, about 284 in Category C, and about 249 more in
the National Defense Reserve Fleet (NDRF). Generally, ships phasing
out of the active force (or the Naval Reserve Training Fleet) enter
Category B, and the oldest similar type BRAVO ship may then be transferred into Category C. The Navy continuously surveys the Category C
ships and scraps or otherwise disposes of those no longer useful.
About 300 ships, mostly non-combatant types, are maintained by
the Maritime Administration in the National Defense Reserve Fleet to
meet potential Navy needs during wartime. In addition, the Maritime
Administration also maintains a reserve of merchant ships, which I
will discuss later in connection with the Airlift/Sealift Program.
The Naval and Marine Corps Reserve fighter and attack units will
have about 355 aircraft by end FY 1969, and they will be maintained
at this level through the program period. All of the fighters and
about one-third of the attack aircraft are earmarked for the Marine
Corps Reserve air wing; the rest are for the Navy Reserve carrier
forces. ASW carrier aircraft are also retained in the Naval Reserve
for the four CVSs in the Reserve fleet.
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-G.

AIR FORCE GENERAL PURPOSE FORCES

The composition of the Air Force's General Purpose Forces are
shown
Again, let me remind you that the aircraft data
refer to the total authorized active inventory (AAI).

onJIIIIIIII

1.

•'

Fighter and Attack

In the case of the fighter/attack aircraft, we are attempting in
the near term to tailor the composition of the force structure and
che procurement program to t,he changing demands of the Vietnam conflict. Over the longer term, our goal remains the same as in the
past -- a balanced force whose capabilities span the entire range
of possible re~uirements. ·
Last year our long term force objective called for 24 aircraft
wings
F-4s,
F-llls and. A-7s .. Now, however, as mentioned
earlier in the discussion of the Navy's program, we plan to incorporate a new avionics system in the A-7. This system will so increase
the A-7's bombing accuracy, that we believe we can eliminate one of
the five originally planned A-7 wings and still achieve an overall
increase in the target destruction capability of the A-7 force·.
Accordingly, the longer range
to 23 wings, and
the A-7 procurement program
been adjusted to
reflect this reduction and

--.11
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No change is presently envisioned in the ultimate size of the
F-4 force,
Tentatively, we
plan to modify the avionics of the early model F-4s in order to improve their ground attack capability, and funds have been included
in our FY 1969 re~uest for the necessary development work. The F-4
procurement program
has been adjusted on the :,asis
of our latest attrition experience.

We have decided to build up the F-111 force somewhat more slowly
than planned last year in order to permit a more orderly phase-in of
the "D" model. .The F-lllD, with the superior MARK II avionics now under
development, promises to provide a four-fold improvement in navigational
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accuracy over the F-lllA, plus a better all-weather air-to-ground
weapon delivery accuracy and an all-weather, radar guided, air-toair missile capability. The pacing item in the F-lllD production
schedule will be the availability of the MARK II avionics. As now
planned, the F-111 force should have four squadrons by end FY 1969
reaching the full 18 squadron objective by end FY 1972. F-lllDs wi11
constitute about five-sixths of that force. The production schedule
has been adjusted to reflect these changes.
With respect to the F-105, lower-than-expected attrition will
permit us to support one more operational squadron in the active
force during FY 1968 and two more squadrons in FY 1969. We now plan
to retain three squadrons in the force until end FY 1971 to offset
the slower phase-in of A-7s. By end FY 1972, all operational F-105
units would be retired from the active force.
We now plan to retain at least through FY 1969 the F-102 squadron
stationed in Iceland, which last year had been scheduled to phase out
in FY 1968. Together with the three squadrons supporting the Vietnam
effort and four squadrons in Europe, this will give us an active operational F-102 force of about 200 aircraft during the FY 1968-69 period.
To support this higher force level, some of the F-102s formerly assigned to continental air defense are being transferred to this pro"
gram. In FY 1970, the European-based units are scheduled to convert
to F-4Es. This will leave in the active force a total of about 100
F-l02s, with three squadrons in the Pacific and one in Iceland. Ail
of these aircraft are tentatively scheduled to be phased out of the
active force by end FY 1971.
In the case of the F-lOOs, it now appears that one more operational squadron than previously planned can be maintained in the force
this year and two more next year as a result of lower-than-expected
combat losses. However, another year of projected attrition would
reduce the force to 19 squadrons by end FY 1970. In FY 1972, all
F-100 operational units would be retired from the active force.
Finally, all of the B-57s will phase out of the force by end
FY 1969 as scheduled.
For the more distant future, the Air Force will most likely require a replacement for the F-4 beginning some time in the latter part
of the 1970s. As previously mentioned in connection with the Navy's
program, funds have been included in our FY 1969 request to finance
the Air Force's share of the joint FX/VFAX development program. The
Air Force may also, ultimately, need to replace the A-7 with an aircraft especially tailored for the close support role. This requirement, however, is less certain. The FY 1969 Budget includes funds to
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support preliminary work on the long leadtime subsystems which
such an aircraft would require.
2.

Tactical Reconnaissance

Last year o~bjective for the tactical
sance force w a s - - RF-4s a n d - RF-lOls.
we had tentatively planned to procure 72 palletized reconnl~~;ss•~•oe
packages whiCh could be installed in the F-lll

committed to the reconnaissance
will provide the long-range reconnaissance support that the fighter/
attack force will require when the F-lll is introduced. Development
of the equipment is now underway and additional funds
eluded in the FY
Budget to continue the

I
~

The force structure for the RF-4 remains the same as projected.
a year ago. Lower-than-expected losses for the overall reconnaissance
force, however, have permitted us to reduce the FY 1968 procurement
program, but another year of projected attrition will require additional procurement in FY 1969-70.
Last year we had tentatively planned on .~<eeu~n
of RF-lOls in the active force structure
and had scheduled the conversion of ·F-lOls
role in FY 1969 so as to be able to maintain this level. With the
introduction of
RF-llls, we now feel that all of the
RF-lOls (except two used for
) can be phased out of the
active
And, as a result of lower
attrition, the planned number of F-101 conversions has now
~

~
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3.

Tactical Electronic Warfare Support (TEWS)

TEWS aircraft provide the tactical forces with specialized capabilities for active and passive electronic countermeasure operations,
airborne radio direction finding and. para-military communications
countermeasures . No change has been made in the EC -4 7
program from that shown a year ago. However, we are adding some more
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Night Warfare

The rising importance of night operations in Southeast Asia,
coupled vith the recent availability of improved illumination and
sensing devices, has led us to create a special Night Warfare category in the tactical forces. By the end of the current fiscal year
we vill have.
C-l3Cs specially modified and equipped for. this
mission. Some of these C-l30s vill be used to provide floodlight
illumination of a large area to assist our forces in bringing their
firepower and mobility to bear on the enemy at night. The others
vill be reconfigured vith a variety of
devices and
side-firing guns to provide a rapid-fire, gunship capability.
(.2)

Special Air Warfare (SAW) Forces

For post-Vietnam pJann1ng purposes, we are tentatively proa peacetime SAW force (in the active s t r u c t u r e ) - ~~~J.Il!S of C-l23s, C-l30s, U-lOs, UH-ls and A-37s.
would provide a quick reaction capability to
meet one major counterinsurgency situation, an organizational base
for expansion in a future emergency, and a mechanism for testing new
concepts, tactics and equipment.

from the Navy to the SAVl
of the A-37 force to
This, in turn,
s, deferring •
of the previously planned FY 1968 quantity of S
aircraft until
FY 1969. This vill provide a "hot" production line for a longer
time, giving us the option of buying more aircraft later if that
should prove necessary.
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6.

i

Tactical Air Control (TAC)

The long-range peace"ime Tactical Air Control force is tentatively scheduled to consist of -OV-lOs andQ CH-3s. Presently
the forward air control element of the force, augmented to meet the
needs of the Southeast Asian conflict, consists primarily of 0-ls
and 0-2s. The stepped up pace of operations in 1967 has generated
a ten percent increase in requirements for forward air control. To
needs, we increased our FY 1968 procurement of 0-2s
~i
In FY 1969 we propose to buy an additional D aircraft.
The 0-1 aircraft are scheduled to phase down in FY 1969 as the OV-10
force reaches its programmed strength and both the 0-1 and 0-2 will
phase out completely after the conflict is over. Five EC-135s, also
a part of the temporary Vietnam augmentation, are employed as airborne command and control aircraft to help coordinate strikes over
North Vietnam. They will be dropped from the force when this mission
is over.

11!11

7.

Tactical Missiles
The 18 MACE B missiles in Germany· will be phased out on schedule
FY
PERSHING takes

8.

Air National Guard

The long-range peacetime force structure objective for the Air
National G1~d's fighter force has been adjusted on the basis of our
most recent attrition data. As currently planned, the force will be
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composed of 4 F-105 and 19 F-100 squadrons. However, since we must
now plan on retaining more F-lOOs and F-105s in the active force to
help support another year of combat in Vietnam, the Guard's build-up
will be delayed connnensurately. To help offset this delay, the Guard
will retain the F-84s, F-86s and F-lo4s somewhat longer than previously
planned.
We now plan to build the Guard's reconnaissance force from the
present level of 208 aircraft to 223 aircraft by the end of FY 1971,
phasing in RF-lOls from the active force and retiring the RF-84s.
The Guard's SAW force presently consists of about 60 aircraft ( C-ll9s,
EU-16s and U-lOs) and is tentatively scheduled·to remain at about this
level throughout the program period. Eight EC-l2ls being transferred
to Guard operations in FY 1968 will provide a reserve capability for
tactical electronic warfare.
As you know, nine F-100 squadrons, four RF-84 squadrons and one
Tactical Air Control unit of the Air National Guard have been authorized additional manning and training so that they can maintain a very
high level of combat readiness. We propose to continue this program
through FY 1969.
9·

Theater Air Base Vulnerability

Over the past year, the great importance of adequate protection
for air bases and aircraft in forward areas has again been dramatically demonstrated in the Middle East and in Southeast Asia. In a
few hours of lightning strikes against the Arabs' unprotected air
bases and aircraft on 5 June, Israel annihilated the Arab air forces
and achieved absolute air superiority in the combat·zones for the
duration of the six-day war. Moreover, in South Vietnam, where enemy
hit and run mortar attacks against U.S. air bases have continued, the
passive defensive measures we have taken have greatly reduced the potential losses.
The reduction of an air base's vulnerability involves such diverse
measures as aircraft revetment or sheltering, rapid runway repair, the
hardening of POL and communications facilities, camouflaging, and improved perimeter defense for the base itself. In South Vietnam where
the principal threat is from mortar and rocket attacks, revetments
have been provided for all our tactical a:.rcraft
for two ve••.n;
perimeter security.
revetted and all tactical aircraft
current fiscal year.
ln<;"·,,~,,~
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have
been taken
all the B-52s have been
be revetted by the end of the

In situations such as South Vietnam, where the enemy has not
demonstrated a capability for air· strafing and bombing, revetments
alone may be adequate against the residual threat of intermittent
rocket or mortar attacks. But for our other overseas bases, particularly those in Europe, where the enemy poses a strong air threat,
roofed shelters are required to give adequate protection against
aircraft attack. As I have mentioned in former years, the Air Force
has developed and successfully tested a prefabricated metal and earthmounded shelter which would provide excellent protection against anything but a direct hit by a conventional bomb, and some protection in
a nuclear attack. These shelters would cost between $130,000 and
$16o,OOO, (depending on whether they were equipped with blast resistant steel doors) -- only a fraction of the value of the aircraft they
would protect -- and together with the active defense by our CHAPARRAL
and HAWK missiles and our VULCAN guns would provide a strong integrated
defense for our overseas aircraft.
Thus far, while the Congress has appropriated funds for runw.y
repair materials and equipment for various physical security measures,
our past requests for aircraft shelter construction have been denied.
This reluctance to make fixed investments overseas has, no doubt, been
related to recent uncertainties with respect to the size and location
of our future overseas deployments. In Europe, those uncertainties
have now been eliminated as the effects of the relocation from France
have been absorbed. Consequently, we believe that our tactical aircraft basing plans for Europe are now reasonably firm for the foreseeable future. We are, therefore, again requesting funds ($17.4
million) for the Theater Air Base Vulnerability Program in FY 1969.
These funds will provide 60 shelters at European bases. As presently
planned, the total program would provide shelter for 515 aircraft,
together with a complete complementary set of other vulnerability
reduction measures. I strongly urge the Congress to approve the
FY 1969 request.
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IV.

AIRLIFT AND SEALIFT FORCES

The Airlift and Sealift Program comprises: the Military Airlift Command's strategic airlift aircraft; the Air Force's tactical
airlift aircraft assigned to the Tactical Air Command and the Unified
Commands; the transport and tactical airlift aircraft in the reserve
components of all the Services; certain cargo and transport aircraft
of the Navy and Marine Corps;· specialized transportation forces such
as aeromedical evacuation units and aerial port squadrons; and the
troop ships, cargo ships, tankers and "Forward Floating Depot" ships
operated by the Military Sea Transportation Service.
Last year I noted that the lift mission consists of two principal
tasks: the strategic requirement for transportation support of overseas military operations, and the tactical requirements for intratheater and assault airlift.
A.

STRATEGIC MOVEMENT

As I pointed out in the previous section of ~his statement, the
ability to respond promptly to clear threats to our national interests
and the security of our allies, possibly in more than one place at
the same time, can serve both to deter and to prevent such threats
from expanding into larger conflicts. There are essentially two main
approaches, bracketing a broad range of alternatives, by which this
capability can be provided. The first is to maintain very large conventional forces stationed around the globe near all potential trouble
spots. The second is to maintain a smaller central reserve of highly
ready forces supported by the lift capability required to deploy them
promptly to wherever they might be needed. Although, for a number of
technical, political and economic reasons, these two approaches have
never been truly distinct alternatives, both the relative feasibility
and desirability of the second have greatly increased during the last
decade.
The most obvious and pressing requirement in early 1961 was for
a greatly improved strategic airlift. We, of course, had the benefit
of a long history of Congressional concern over the state of our airlift resources and, in the light of the shortcomings thereby identified,
were able to act promptly to help correct them. These early actions
included a step-up in the C-130 program, the procurement of C-l35s and
the initiation of the C-141 development.
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Since then, each succeeding crisis
e.g., Berlin, Cuba,
and Vietnam -- has served to underscore the impor-cance of adequate
airlift, and we have continued~~o~ expand this program. In quantitative
terms, our 30-day airlift capability between the U.S. and Southeast
Asia has been increased fivefold between 1961 and the current fiscal
year; by FY 1973, under our presently planned program, this capability will more than double again -- an elevenfold increase over
1961. At least as important is the increase in the quality of our
airlift. In the future, even our largest transport, the C-5A, will
be able to deliver its cargo to "primitive" airfields well forward in
the theater of operations. And where formerly only relatively light
land force equipment could' be airlifted, our C-5As and C-14ls will
be capable of carrying virtually all types of equipment organic
to Army divisions.
Aside from the build-u~ of the airlift fleet itself, the most
important measure taken to improve our rapid response capability was
the forward prepositioning of the heavy equipment and bulk supplies
which could be quickly "married up" with lightly equipped land force
units airlifted into the area. Land-based prepositioning has been
provided for two divisions in Europe and one in the Far East.l/ However, there are practical limits to how far land-based prepositioning
should be carried since it would clearly be very costly to use this
tactic in more than a few of the most important areas of potential
contingencies. Therefore, we decided to turn to a more flexible
method of prepositioning, using converted Victory ships as mobile
depots carrying balanced loads of heavy equipment and supplies,
Permanently stationed in secure overseas areas, such ships would be
able to move quickly to threatened areas where they could provide
timely materiel support to the forces airlifted from the central
reserve. •By the time the Vietnam conflict worsened in 1965, we had
deployed three such Forward Floating Depots and had proposed the
deployment of several more.
However, aside from this limited form of mobile prepositioning,
the potential contribution which sealift might make to a rapid
response ca?ability was not fully recognized until recent years.
Because of the relative slowness of its response, sealift had been
generally associated with the important but less urgent tasks of
follow-on support and reinforcement. Based on all of our previous
experience, the exist in" ~:ilitary-civiJ. sealift capabilities were
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aeemed basically adequate for these purposes.
to change this situation.

Two factors servea

First, as we achieved better understanding

of the size of the rapid response requirement, the cost implications
of meeting it through airlift alone strongly encouraged the search
for alternatives. Second, in the process of explo~ing the relative
advantages of replacing some of the cargo ships in the MSTS nucleus
fleet with various improved roll-on/roll-off types, it became increasingly apparent that modern shipbuilding technology could provide
fast, highly efficient, specialized military sealift to complement
our strategic airlift in the rapid response role.
Initially, the new ships were envisioned as simply much improved
versions of the Forward Floating Depots. However, further study,
together with the emerging prospect of even more efficient and capable ships than envisioned earlier, opened up the possibility of an
entirely new rapid deployment strategy in which sealift would play a
much more prominent role. The key to this rapid deployment strategy
was the very fast reaction.time required of the sealift, a fact which
dictated that a ship assigned to this role could not be used in peacetime for any other purpose such as point-to-point cargo transport.
Rather, the Fast Deployment Logistic ships (FDLs) would .be used
either in the Forward Floating Depot role or be held in a ready status
in U.S. ports where heavy equipment, such as wheeled and tracked
vehicular equipment or helicopters, tailored to the mission could
be quickly loaded when the need to deploy arose. In addition, --these
ships would be specifically designed to accommodate the peculiarities
of military equipment and would have the capability to discharge
cargo at primitive ports or over the beach using embarked lighterage
and heavy lift helicopters.
As I noted in the preceding section of this statement, the most
demanding contingency which we use for planning our forces is a rapid
deployment to Southeast Asia to counter a conventional attack and a
simultaneous reinforcement of our forces in Europe. We have, therefore, used this case to t~st the relative effectiveness of the FDL
force and its principal alternatives in the rapid response role in
the projected environment of the mid-1970~. In such a serious
situation, it is reasonable to assume that the U.S.-owned commercial
fleet would be requisitioned and available without delay. However,
in more limited contingencies, this would not necessarily be true,
nor would it necessarily be desirable. Accordingly, we have also
examined the requirements for such a more limited contingency.
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ing a wide range of various combinaof airlift,
and prepositioning, we have found that
the force which gives us the re~uired
at the least cost
consists of: six C-5A s~uadrons
, 14 C-141
and 30 FDLs·
general cargo
However, we have also examined three variations of the recommended force: (a) the force without the FDLs; (b) the force without the
FDLs,.but with 140 more privately-owned and operated merchant ships
(e~uivalent to 295 more "notional" ships) which would normally be
employed in commercial liner service and subsidized in the amount of the
FDL program cost; and (c) the force without FDLs, but with an enlarged
MSTS-controlled flee.t obtained by long term charter (at a cost e~ual
to the FDL program) of 54 privately-owned and operated vessels
(e~uivalent to 157 "notional" ships) designed specifically for military
cargo and used exclusively for Defense business in peacetime as well
as wartime.
Under the
may not seem critical at first glance, their significance becomes
more apparent when related to our experience in the Korean war, where
we came close to being pushed off the Korean peninsula before we were
finally able to stem the attack and secure a beachhead for later
reinforcement. What prevented this from happening was the availability of three U.S. divisions in Japan. After North Korea invaded
the South on June 25, 1950, we were able to move the first of these
visions into action by D+l4
D+23.
, the first
did not

1./

These are "notional" ships with a capacity of 15,000
measurement tons, a speed of 15 knots, a 5-day load or
unload capability and a 10,000-mile ro~d trip distance
factor.
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arrive until D+56. We managed to build up to five divisions (although
understrength and without substantial support elements) by D+60 and
seven divisions by D+70.
Under the second alternative
an enlarged subsidized merchant
fleet -- our deployment objectives in a combined contingency could not
be met; we would fall two divisions short throughout the period D+20
through D+40. For a Southeast Asian emergency alone (without requisitioning), we would fall behind our objectives by more than two
divisions in the early critical weeks and be unable to complete the
deployment until some 20 days after the desired date. Moreover,
dependence on commercial shipping would mean deployment of our forces
in piecemeal fashion because the ships employed would be too small to
preserve the unit integrity of troops and equipment. This shortcoming is important because unit integrity largely determines the
military effectiveness of the first combat forces arriving in the
theater. of operations.

I
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In contrast, 12 FDLs would lift an infantry division's equipment with
its initial support increment and necessary supplies, while it would
take 33 C-5 type ships (the largest commercial cargo ships being built
today) to do the same job. Moreover, the FDL force will carry its own
lighterage and helicopters for moving the equipment ashore rapidly
wherever needed, even in the absence of port facilities. The FDL will
also carry sufficient POL to fuel all vehicles before discharge, thus
facilitating their rapid exit from port or beach and avoiding confusion
and delay in the supply line.
The third alternative -- the long term charter of private ships -in both the single Southeast Asian and the combined contingencies, would
cause slippages of one to two divisions through the vital period up to
D+40. Because these charter ships would be used in regular peacetime
service, carrying Defense cargo, they could not offer the same responsiveness as the FDLs.
Thus, neither of the two equal cost alternatives to the FDL force
can meet the requirements of a rapid deployment strategy. Moreover,
the kinds of ships which they would employ lack many of the functionally
unique operating characteristics which make the FDL ideally suited to
the rapid response mission.
One objection that has been raised to the FDLs is, in fact, an
objection to any kind of rapid response capability. The argument has
been made that because of the rapid response capability provided by
the FDL, we.would be tempted to intervene in many situations where
our long range best interests would dictate otherwise. I want to
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emphasize that the FDLs, per se, would in no way add to or subtract
from our commitments. But as long as we adhere to a policy of
fulfilling our treaty commitments, we should be prepared to do so
with the minimum political and military risks and the minimum cost
in lives -- that is why the FDL program is unanimously recommended
to the Congress by the Chiefs and the Secretaries of each of the
Services, as well as by Mr. Nitze and myself.

v

As you will have noted from the foregoing discusston, even with
the FDLs, we would need a substantial assist from the U.S. commercial
fleet in order to meet the rapid response requirement. Last year, as
a result of our Vietnam experience, I discussed at some length our
concern about the availability and cost of such shipping in future
emergencies. Subsequently, the Committee of American Steamship Lines,
representing most of the subsidized U.S. Merchant Marine, proposed a
new program which would guarantee that emergency sealift to meet
defense requirements would be made available according to predetermined arrangements. Encouraged by this industry initiative,
we have continued to study the problem, working with industry, the
Department of Transportation, the Federal Maritime Commission, and
the Maritime Administration. Using the original industry p~oposal
as the starting point and adding the best of the proven features of
the Civil Reserve Air Fleet (CRAF) program, a new plan was developed.
This plan, known as the RESPOND Commercial Sealift Augmentation
Program, is designed to ensure timely sealift augmentation from commercial sources in future emergencies according to prearranged contractually defined commitments, administrative arrangements and
prices. It is based on three fundamental concepts. First, as
originally proposed by industry, a prior commitment to provide
emergency sealift augmentation would, in the future, normally be a
prerequisite to sharing in the award of Defense peacetime business.
Second, a cost-based rate schedule for Defense Department cargo
would be established for each trade route. Finally, Defense cargos
would be allocated so as to reward both the operator's efficiency and
his mobilization commitment. However; within this broad framework,
there is still a considerable amount of work to be done in developing
specific procedures. To this end we are currently engaged in joint
studies and consultations with industry looking toward partial
implementation of the program in FY 1969, with full implementation
to be completed in time for the award of contracts on the new basis
in FY 1970.
B.

TACTICAL MOVEMENT

Within the theater of operations, equipment and supplies are
moved by a variety of means, only one of which, intra-theater airlift,
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need concern us here. For a number of reasons, the requirement for
this type of lift is particularly difficult to establish with any
degree of precision.
Our approach to this problem has been, essentially, to analyze
our present capabilities and compare them with possible intra-theater
lift requirements in the same contingency situations which we use
to establish our General Purpose Force and strategic lift requirements. Intra-theater airlift serves two major missions: (l) support
of the air line of communications, i.e., the air movement of equipment, supplies and personnel within the theater of operations; and
(2) the tactical movement of combat units with their equipment in
areas where road or rail transportation is not available. With
respect to the first mission, about one-fourth of all equipment and
supplies being moved within Vietnam today go by air -- earlier in
the war, it was one-half. With respect to the second mission, about
·one-tenth of the tactical airlift missions are for combat unit movements (i.e., the equivalent of moving one battalion per division
per week).
Our study shows that about half of the aircraft in the planned
C-130 force could support simultaneously two separate contingencies.
In a Southeast Asian conti~<;!ncy, these aircraft could: (l) deliver
half of all the equipmen" and s~plies (including bulk petroleum)
consumed by the combat -forces; (2) deliver a quarter of all equipment
and supplies consumed by support forces; and (3) support about the
same proportion of combat unit movements as we are in Vietnam at
present. And, in Europe, they could simultaneously deliver a quarter
of all the equipment and supplies consumed by our combat forces. (The
European road system makes it unncesssary to provide aircraft specifically for the supply of the support forces or for tactical movements,
although this capability would be inherent in the airlift aircraft
assigned to the theater.) The rest of the planned C-130 fo.rce (the
C~l30A/B/D, which have about one-half the C-l30E capacity) would
provide a .capability to handle minor contingencies, to support·.aJ.lied
forces, and to support deployed Navy and Marine Corps forces. The
C-l4ls, of course, can also be used for intra-theater and airborne
operations, and adequate short-field capabilities are provided by
the presently planned force of C-7As and jet-augmented C-l23Ks.
Thus, on the basis of our present understanding of the requirement, it does not appear that any additional intra-theater airlift
capability need be procured at this time.
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C.

AIR FORCE AIRLIFT
The airlift forces currently planned

l.

~hrough

FY 1973 are shown

Active Forces

In the active forces, th~ planned ieyloyment schedules for the
C-5A remain the same as a year ago. ?~rs~ ~light is scheduled to
take place next June with first d~livery o~ an operational aircraft

••••!II••

coming about a year later . . The first squadron will be operational
in FY 1970, and the full strength of six sq_uadrons
will be reached in FY 1972. Funds are included ir. the FY 1969 Budget
for another 27 C-5As,
_By end FY
of 14 squadrons

C-141 force -,;ill reach its planned strength

one-half of the present C-130 force
be able to provide an adequate intrain the active force. Therefore, we plan
to
numbers of the older . . . . into the reserves
FY 1973, the active force will consist of 14
of the "E" model, plus one squadrons
ski-equipped C-l30Ds. Thirteen of these C-l30E
squadrons will be modified with the Adverse Weather Aerial Delivery
(AWAD) radar system to give them an accurate night and all-weather
airdrop capability. We did consider once again the question of
procuring additional C-l30Es in view of the Congress' appropriation
of funds for this purpose last year. However, the present inventory,
as reequipped, should be ·able to meet all important needs into the
mid-l97Ds, when we may want to introduce a new intra-theater transport. To this end, the FY 1969 Budget includes funds to start contract
definition of a Light Intra-theater Transport (LIT) to provide an
appropriate replacement for the C-123 and the C-7A aircraft in the
mid-l970s.
In order to retain more outsize cargo capaoility during the
early sta~e" of the C-5A force build-up, we now plan to hold two
a year longO'r than
C-124 squadrons in the force
previously o.-cheduled. And, to augment the capability of 1:he active
force to operate from sllort airfields, we tentatively plan to transfer'fliim squadrons of the- jet augmented C-l23Ks from t-he Special Air
Warfare forces to the regular airlift ~orce structure
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2.

Air Force Reserve

The FY 1967 Supplemental Appropriation Act directed that the
Air Force Reserve continue to maintain a force of 40 troop carrier
and airlift groups through FY 1968, and this will be done. For the
future, however, I am convinced that the structure of the Reserve's
airlift force should be determined solely by our military requirements and the most efficient use of all our airlift resources,
including our skilled Reserve personnel. As a result, we have made
a number of changes in the forces planned for FY 1969-73.
The most significant of these is not reflected· on the force
table. The C-l4l/C-5A force which we have programmed for the early
197'0s will be .capable of considerably higher daily utilization rates
in an emergency, providing the additional crews and support personnel
can be made available. Thus, if reserve component skills could be
used to raise the sustained utilization rate of our most modern
transports (which are in the active forces), especially in the crucial
early days of an emergency, this would be potentially far more valuable
than the contribution of reactivated reserve units equipped with older,
less efficient aircraft. In order to test this concept, we are converting a former C-119 group to a C-141 "associate" unit which will
train with the aircraft in an active squadron. If th£s test .proves
successful, it will give us a good way to maintain and capitalize on
the skills of our reserve component personnel without having to retain
costly inefficient older aircraft in the structure. Accordingly, we
have tentatively scheduled the conversion of four more C-119 squadrons
to "associate" C-141 units in FY 1969.
In order to prepare for the introduction of C-l30s into the
Reserve, a special dual-purpose squadron of eight aircraft is being
created this year, using the personnel of two former C-119 units.
This squadron will provide combat crew training for both active and
reserve personnel and at the same time constitute a reserve airlift
unit capable of mobilization if needed. Thus, the C-119 force will
be kept at 18 squadrons through the end of the current fiscal year,
phasing down to ten by end FY 1969 and out of the structure completely
the following year. Thirty-six Air Force Reserve squadrons are
retained through FY 1969 as follows: 10 C-119, 19 C-124, 5 C-141
(associate), l C-130 end l C-l30A CCTS without aircraft.
The first large quantities of C-l30s would be received by the
Air Force Reserve in FY 1970 as the force builds to five squadrons
replacing C-124 squadrons. In FY 1971-73 the remaining C-l24s would
be phased out and the C-130 force built up to 13 squadrons.
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-3.

Air National Guard

The FY 1967 Supplemental Appro?riation Act also directed that
the Air National Guard should be maintained at not less than 25 airlift groups during FY 1968, and this will be done. As in the case
of the Reserve, however, the Guar1's future airlift force 3tructure

should be determined by the test of

~ilitary

need.

Of the 26 airlift groups in the ANG structure at the ~nd of
FY 1967, three were C-124 units and one was a C-123 unit wi1ich are
scheduled to remain in the force for the next few years. Five were
C-121 groups which will all be converted to aeromedical evacuation or
tactical electronic warfare missions -- c·wo in FY 1968 and three in
FY 1969. Seventeen were C-97 units, which we plan to phase down
to eleven by end FY 1968, to six by end FY 1969 and out of the force
completely in FY 1970. However, the six being phased out this year
are being converted to C-124 groups, giving us a total force of 26
at end FY 1968, including two C-121 groups converted to other missions.
In FY 1969, one more C-97 group will convert to C-124s. The end
FY 1969 position will reflect 22 squadrons: 17 airlift, 4 Aeromedical
Evacuation, and l Tactical Electronic Warfare. The accelerated transfer of C-130s from the active force will allow the Guard to convert
four C-97 squadrons to this aircraft by end FY 1970 instead of one
as planned a year ago, with the full twelve squadron force being
reached in FY 1973 as the last of the C-124s are retired.
D.

NAVY AIRLIFT

This year for the first time we are showing the Navy,: s airlift
elements in this program instead of the General Purpose Forces.
At end FY 1968, the Fleet Tactical Support category will consist
of 86 aircraft,including C-1/C-2 COD (Carrier On-board Delivery) aircraft, C-118s, C-l30s and C-13ls. In FY 1969, the present COD force
will decline from 41 to 37 aircraft and hold at that level through
the rest of the program period. We believe that the 24 C-ll8s now in
-the force can be retired and their mission assumed by the Military
Airlift Command; 12 would phase out in FY 1969 and, pending a review
of their missions, the remainder '•auld be eliminated the following
year. Seven C-130s and 14 C-l3ls would remain in the force throughout
the program period providing an organic non-scheduled lift capability
for special Navy missions.
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The present Marine Corps airlift structure consists of 71
aircraft, including C-47s, C-54s, C-117s and KC-130s. We believe
that the intra-theater capabilities of the regular airlift force
should be able to meet the Marine Corps' needs and, therefore,
have tentatively scheduled the phaseout of all but the KC-130s
which the Marine Corps would continue for use 'as· inflight refuelers
for tactical aircraft and for combat transport needs.
The Navy's present reserve airlift structure consists of 77
aircraft, including C-54s, C-ll8s and C-119Fs. We plan to phase
the C-54s out of the force completely in FY 1970 as the C-118 force
builds up to 50 through transfers from the active forces. Seventeen
C-119Fs would be retained.throughout the program period to provide
an organic assault transport capability for the Marine Corps Reserve's
aircraft wing.
E.

SEALIFT

Followins a· successful contract definition competition for
the Fast Deployment Logistic Ship Program, which was completed last
July, the Navy is how preparing a biddable package based on the
selected proposal. Assuming Congressional authorization of the
program late this spring, negotiations will be conducted with the
contractor whose proposal was selected. If these negotiations are
successful, a contract could be ready for award promptly after final
Congressional appropriation action. If unsuccessful, the entire
biddable package' would be offered to the industry at large. Funds
for four ships are included in the FY 1969 request, and we tentatively
plan on ten more in FY 1970 and eight in each of the two following
years. As shown on the table, under the revised schedule the first
four FDLs would enter the force in FY 1972, with subsequent deliveries
being made at the rate of one a month.
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V.

RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT

Included in this major program are all of the R&D efforts not
directly identified with weapons or weapons systems-approved for
deployment. I have already discussed some of the more important R&D
projects earlier in this statement, in connection with the military
forces they support. Dr. Foster, the Director of Defense Research
and Engineering, will discuss the details of the program later. What
I would like to do now is to concentrate on some of the larger and
more fundamental problems involved in this area of the Defense effort.
A.

'·

OVERALL POLICY MATTERS

In the seven fiscal years, 1962-68, we have devoted a total of
$47 billion in new obligational authority to research, development
test and evaluation, and we are requesting $8.0 billion for this
purpose in FY 1969. These-amounts include not only the cost of R&D
projects in this major program, but also the continuing development
costs of systems already approved for-deployment and, therefore,
included in other major programs. Nevertheless, these are very large
sums and the trend over the years has been rising, as has been the
case in Federal R&D expenditures, generally. Thus, the interest of
the Congress in this program is quite understandable.

One of the special characteristics of the R&D program, which
makes it so difficult to evaluate, is the great diversity and very
large number, litertDly thousands, of separately identifiable tasks
and projects encompassed within it. Thus, it seemed to me that one
of the first things we had to do in this area was to sort out all
of these tasks and projects and group them into some meaningful
categories from a management point of view. The approach we
adopted for this purpose is based, in a very general sense, on the
phases of the evolutionary process by which ideas are eventually
translated into useful military hardware. These are: Research,
Exploratory Development, Advanced Development, Engineering Development
and Operational Systems Development.
"Research" constitutes the effort directed toward the deeper understanding of natural phenomena and our environment, i.e., toward the
solution of basic problems, relevant to long-term national security,
in the physical, chemical, biological, engineering, medical, behaviorial, and social sciences. Accordingly, Research is oriented
basically to scientific disciplines. Individual research tasks are
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-derived from analyses of the basic needs and limits in defense
technology today, and from a selection of the scientific opportunities relevant to national security in the next decade.
"<:xploratory Development" constitutes the effort directed toward
the application of research results, and the development of materials,
components, devices and subsystems useful to new military weapons and
e~uipment.
Here the emphasis is on exploring the feasibility of
various approaches to the solution of specific military problems, by
demonstrating the feasibility of "bread-board" devices and prototype
components an~ subsystems. This work is oriented to the various
technologies, e.g., electronics, explosives, communications and
propulsion.
"Advanced Development" encompasses the efforts directed toward
producing experimental hardware for feasibility testing to determine
its suitability for military use before proceeding with the design
and engineering for actual service use. As ideas progress to this
stage, we can begin to identify each project with specific military
applications or techni~ues and can, therefore, begin to ~uestion in
depth its potential military utility. It is also in this phase that
we begin to explore in detail the cost of the most likely applications to determine whether the potential operational benefit would be
worth the cost of further development, production and deployment.
"Engineering Development" encompasses the efforts directed toward
designing weapons systems or e~uipment specifically engineered for
service use and for operational employment (but which have not as
yet been approved for production and deployment), and it is in this
phase that large commitments of resources may have to be made to
single projects. Accordingly, before we place a system into fullscale engineering development, we must first determine its specific
operational re~uirements and compare its relative cost effectiveness
with that of other available alternatives. In this connection, we
need a careful formulation of the development concept in all of its
related aspects. It is also in this phase that we must establish
firm go_als, milestones and time schedules.
"Operational Systems Development" encompasses the efforts
directed toward the development, test, evaluation and design improvement· of weapon systems or e~uipment which have been approved for
production and deployment. Once a decision is made to proceed with
production and deplo·yment, a .Project. is thereafter included in the
appropriate mission-oriented program (e.g., Strategic Forces).
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A sixth category, "Management and Support'', includes the operation
of the test ranges, some of the in-house laboratories and the general
R&D indirect support and is, thus, an integral part of the R&D program.
I believe it is clear from this brief description of the six
categories of the R&D effort that each has its own particular management problems. It is from the first two categories -- Research and
Exploratory Development --that we derive understanding, new ideas,
scientific principles, and advanced technology. In effect, they
constitute the source of the "technical building blocks" we need for
the development of major systems. Indeed, we cannot do a proper job
of Erigineering Development, still less of Operational Systems Development,· until these "next generation" building blocks are available.
Thus, the effectiveness of the weapon systems we will have a decade
hence, and our technological strength generally, will depend
critically upon how well we conduct these two categories of R&D over
the next few years.
Because Research and Exploratory Development, by their very
nature, involve the search for new knowledge and techni~ues, we cannot,
as a general rule, prescribe specific goals, milestones and time
schedules for them. We can and do establish general goals and a
framework of priorities in the various scientific areas. Accordingly,
we try to manage these tva categories of R&D on a "level of effort"
basis. Decisions about specific tasks and projects in this area,
as you can readily understand, are virtually impossible to make from
a. central vantage point and we must, therefore, depend upon our R&D
managers to cull out the less promising efforts so that the prescribed level of resources is concentrated on the most promising.
Although the line of ~emarcation between Research and Exploratory
Development is by no means precise, management of the former does
present some uni~ue problems largely because research is done in
universities as well as in our in-house laboratories and by our
defense contractors. If we are to maintain a vigorous research
program in all of the principal disciplines of concern to the Defense
effort, we must assure the university participants some reasonable
degree of stability in the level of support we give them. This does
not mean we should not change the level or focus of effort over a
period of time as our interests shift but it does mean we snould avo1d
sharp year-to-year fluctuations. The university researchers whu are
of most value to us are those who have achieved a certain uni~ue
knowledge of their respective fields of endeavor, and one of the
important prere~uisites in this regard is continuity of effort. In
fact, without such continuity, we cannot expect to retain.their
interest in our problems.
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Indeed, after ex~ning all the evidence in this area for some
years, I believe we should be willing to give first priority i~ the
R&D program to a reasonable, sustained level of research spending,
taking into account the inevitable price and wage increases from
year to year. During FY 1965-68, after adjusting for inflation,
Research funding declined. But it is quite clear that we must now
reverse this trend and support more vigorously many scientific fields
that show great promise and clear relevance to our future security.
It is on this basis that I have recommended a total of $450 million
for Research in the FY 1969 Budget, $79 million more than the amount
provided by the Congress for FY 1968 but only $37 million more than
the amount available for FY 1967. As shown on Table 15, the FY 1969
figure represents about a 31 percent increase over FY 1962, or an
average of about four percent a year over the entire seven-year period.
The management problems involved in Exploratory Development are
also complex. As I have stated to this Committee on previous occasions,
I have never been fully convinced that we are getting full value from
this $1 billion a year effort. (Funds devoted to this purpose rose
from $956 million in FY 1962 to $1,158 million in FY 1964 and have
since declined to about $948 million in the current fiscal year.)
There is no question that this type of wor~ is essential, and ~hat
it has contributed significantly to our military strength over the
years. But the effort is so diverse, large, and decentralized (more
than 12,000 active tasks at the present time), that it is dif~icult to
evaluate all of the results in relation to the costs. Although this
area of work is also subject to rising price and wage levels, I am
not sufficiently confident that we have a coherent enough grasp of
the overall program to recommend an increase commensurate with the
rise in costs. Accordingly, I am recommending a total of $980 million
for Exploratory Development in FY 1969, approximately the amount·
originally requested for FY 1968.
It is extremely important that no new major systems developments
be started until the basic components and technology are in hand.
This is one of the principal purposes of Advanced Development efforts.
It is in this category that we develop many of the major components
of new systems-- engines, avionics, airborne radars, penetration
aids, etc. It is also here that we develop the experimental prototypes prior to commitment to full-scale development. The V/STOL aircraft is an excellent example of both of these types of Advanced
Development. During the last seven years, we have invested a total
of several hundred million dollars in the development and construction
of a wide variety of V/STOL prototype aircraft, using different
design approaches. None of them proved to be both technically and
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operationally feasible. Indeed we found that, technologically, the
pacing item was the engine, and that until we had a suitable engine,
none of the approaches were likely to produce a successful aircraft.
Accordingly, beginning in FY 1966, we concentrated our resources on
engine development and, through FY 1968 we deYoted almost $70 million
to this proj~ct; additional funds will be required in FY 1969.
Whether this engine will solve the problem is yet to be demonstrated,
but at least we have resisted the temptation to embark on a fullscale development before the required technology and basic components
were at hand.
Another good example is the AWACS, the Advanced Airborne Warning
and Control System. The problem here, as I noted in my discussion of
the air defense problem in the second section of the statement, is
the availability of a downward-looking radar capable of discriminating
an aircraft in flight against the ground clutter. Accordingly, we
concentrated our efforts on the demonstration of feasability of
critical features of the radar, deferring the development of the AWACS
system as a whole until we were reasonably sure that the overland radar
technology was well in hand. This radar has been under development
in the Advanced Development category since FY 1966. Experiments last
year demonstrated the necessary capacity for discrimination. Therefore,
we are proceeding in FY 1969 with AWACS.
In some cases advanced developments turn out to be so successful
that they can be moved immediately into production or even into operation.
The heavy lift helicopter is a good example of the latter. Six experimental prototypes were constructed with Advanced Development funds.
They proved to be so. successful that when we needed such a heavy lift
capability in Vietnam we were able to deploy four of these six helicopters for operational use. A somewhat different example is the
Over-the-Horizon radar. The first prototype radars were fabricated
under the Advanced Development program -- i.e., they were procured
with RDT&E funds -- but
are now be
used to .provide an

Projectn in the Advanced Development category are managed on a
line item basis. Each project of any significance is individually
reviewed in the Office of the Secretary of Defense and individually
managed by one of the Services or Defense Agencies. I believe that we
have this area of the R&D program under reasonably good control. The
total amount of r1lnds devoted to Advanced Development fluctuates
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within a fairly wide range from year to year, as new projects are
started and older projects are dropped or moved into the Engineering
Development or Operational Systems Development categories. Thus,
the totals shown on Table 15 for Advanced Development do not reflect
any meaningful trend over the years. For FY 1969 we are requesting
a total of $1,023 million for this purpose.
While Research and Exploratory Development are.not directly
related to immediate military requirements, a full-scale Engineering
or Operational Systems Development can be justified only in terms of
its potential contribution to our strategy, considering both its cost
and its military effectiveness, as well as the cost and effectiveness
of any other available alternatives. All too often in the past,
systems development work was started before adequate consideration
had been given to how a proposed weapons system would be used, what
it would cost and, finally, whether its contribution to our military
capability would be worth its cost. In many cases, the capability
promised by a new development can also be achieved in other ways,
usually through the modification or the more imaginative use of
existing weapons systems.
In this connection, there has been a great deal of confusion
about what constitutes a "new weapons system." During the late 1950s
and early 1960s, we spent well over $10 billion for the development of
an entirely new family of strategic weapons, the first generation of
ballistic missiles -- ATLAS, TITAN·, THOR, JUPITER, etc.. Involved in
this program were vast expenditures for the acquisition of basic
scientific knowledge and for the creation of entirely new technologies.
While these great initial investments did not have to be repeated
during the 1960s., we did have to spend about a billion dollars a year
on the.improvement of our ballistic missile capabilities in order to
stay ahead of the rapidly increasin~ Soviet strategic threat. This
work has involved not only modifications of the booster vehicles, but
also improvements in their survivability, payloads, and penetration
capabilities against ABM defenses.
With regard to submarine launched missiles, we have advanced
from the ·po~IS A-1 to the A-2 to the A-3, and we are now moving on
to the POSEIDON. In the case of the MINUTEMAN, we have gone from the
I-A to the I-B to the MINUTEMAN II and now to the MINUTEMAN III. In
each of these steps we have achieved major advances in the overall
capabilities of these missiles. The MINUTEMAN III, for example,
represents just as much of an advance over the MINUT~' I-A as the
POSEIDON does over the POLARIS A-1 or the B-52 over the B-47. We
could have just as easily given each of these new versions of the
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POLARIS and MINUTEMAN entirely new names, as we did in the case of
POSEIDON or the B-52, thus increasing, in a popular sense, the
"number" of new development starts. But it is not the number of new
names which is important, but rather the real improvement achieved
in meeting a genuine defense need. Thus, each major technical
advance should be judged on its own overall merits, in terms of what
it adds to our previously existing military capabilities.
We have an analogy in tactical aircraft aevelopment. In many
cases it is not only the capability· of the vehicle that is important,
but more particularly the capability of the equipment which it carries.
This point has been well illustrated by our experience in Vietnam. We
found that North Vietnam was building up an enormous air defense
complex of surface-to-air missiles and anti-aircraft artillery controlled by an extensive radar network. Thus, it was clear we would
have to increase our electronic warfare capabilities if we were to
penetrate and survive in this tougher environment. What was needed
was not a new aircraft but. rather new electronic warfare equipment in
our existing aircraft. This equipment has now been developed and
provided to our air forces operating over North Vietnam. Similarly,
as I noted in my discussion of the strategic bomber forces, our most
urgent need for the 1970s is not a new aircraft but rather new
penetration systems for the aircraft already in the program.
Thus, in planning the R&D program, we must consistently focus
our attention on the new or improved capabilities that are required,
and not just on the vehicles. If these capabilities can be provided
through the modification of existing vehicles or by the development
and installation of new equipment, there is no reason why we should
incur the additional cost of developing new vehicles.
Before a system is moved into Engineering Development, or into
any costly phase, we need to determine as precisely as possible the
threat it will face, the operating capabilities we need, alternative
ways of meeting the threat, the size of the force proposed, the .:t.ime
schedule to be followed, and the probable cost of each alternative.
Although we made much progress in this kind of system definition in
recent years, certain significant shortcomings in the process still
remained.

What we needed was an overall plan which would tie all. of these
elements together into a comprehensive balanced analysis. Accordingly,
we inaugurated last fall a new device which we call.the Development
Concept Paper. These papers will be prepared for all major Advanced,
Engineering, and Operational Systems Developments by the Director,
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Defense Research and Engineering, and his staff together with other
elements of my staff, and the top management of the military departments. Each paper will fully outline the military purpose to be served
by each program and will appraise the financial and management, as
well as the technical risks at each. milestone, enabling the Secretary
of Defense to review the key elements of the entire program at each
decision point. We hope through this process to be able to minimize
the initiation of unpromising programs and to eliminate in a more
timely manner those which are revealed to be unpromising or unneeded
as the development process unfolds. These documents will provide the
Secretary of Defense with the premises and rationale underlying each
of the alternatives from which he must choose at each stage of a major
development program.
When a weapons system project reaches the point where engineering
development is contemplated, we are then ready for the next step -"Contract Definition". This process begins with the solicitation of
proposals from industry. Two or more contractor teams can then explore
in depth the many technical and management unknowns which are present
in any new effort. They accomplish an overall system design, define
the subsystems and major components and begin the early stages of
laboratory experimentation and design. Most important, they can identify
the critical problems and make best estimates on how long and how much
money it will take to solve them.
With this information at hand, we are in a much better position
to decide whether to proceed with full-scale development. If we decide
on full-scale development, the basic scientific and management team
will have already been established, with a visible history of successful
performance. Contract Definition allows us to embark on a full-scale
effort with far greater assurance that our cost estimates are sound,
that the performance of the system will meet the promise, and that the
military requirement will be fulfilled at the time needed.
Because the content of the Engineering Development category changes
significantly from year-to-year as new projects are started and older
projects mature, the trend in overall funding is not· very meaningful.
But to round out this discussion, I would simply like to mention that
for FY 1969 we are requesting a total of $856 million, compared with
$923 million in FY 1968 and $1,011 million in FY 1967.
For Management and Support -- which includes the operation of the
test ranges and R&D laboratories, services provided by such organizations
as RAND and Aerospace Corporation, etc. -- we have included $1,689
million in the FY 1969 Budget.
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We are also requesting for FY 1969 an appropriation of $125
million for the Department of Defense Emergency Fund, plus $150 million
of transfer authority. For many years, FY 1959-64, the Congress
provided a total of $150 million in appropriations and $150 million in
transfer authority for the Emergency Fund. In the FY 1965-67 period
the appropriated amount vas reduced to $125 million, and in FY 1968
to $100 million. I believe this do•~vard trend must nov be reversed.
The Emergency Fund provides the Defense Department a very essential
degree of flexibility, especially at times vhen our forces are engaged
in combat and nev, unanticipated technical requirements continually
arise.
As you knov, ve have been financing and managing the special R&D
requirements of the Southeast Asia conflict through the PROVOST Program.
But each year ve have had to add to the amount requested for that
program in the initial budget. In FY 1966, for example, ve requested
$180 million in the initial budget and had to add later another $190
million; in FY 1967 the initial request vas $395 million and $285
million was added later; in FY 1968 the initial request vas $566 million
and through December 31 of last year $103 million had already been
reprogrammed or added. While we are requesting $522 million for
PROVOST in FY 1969, ve can be sure that new requirements.vill arise
during the year which will have to be financed from some other source.
And, the most important single source of financing for such anticipated
but indefinite requirements is the Emergency Fund. I, therefore,
strongly urge the Committee to appropriate the full amount requested
for FY 1969.
The PROVOST Program has provided many significant new capabilities
during its existence. New hardvare is being introduced at the rate of
about 20 items per quarter for operational test and 35 items per quarter
for first operational use. This hardvare runs the gamut from personnel
items for the individual foot soldier, to new combat radios, highly
accurate new weapons, and new airborne attack equipment, to a complete
system embracing many components
to
counterinfiltration ~apabilities.
Our ability to respond quickly to new technical problems ar~s~ng
from combat operations in Southeast Asia. b•s been one of the most
encouragin~ developments of the last few years.
I attribute this
ability in large measure to the sustaining effort we have made to
provide an on-the-shelf inventory of new technology and components
which can be quickly assembled into new weapons and operational equipment vhen they are needed. This is another reason vhy ve must· not
permit our technological base to erode because of the lack of adequate
fin·ancial support.
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Another problem of fundamental importance to the R&D program
is that of equipment standardization and compatibility. While
attention in this area is usually focused on the number of different
items in our supply system, the origin of this problem lies in the
R&D program. Here is where the decisions are really made to add
new items to the supply system. Each time a new weapon system enters
the inventory, it brings with it thousands of new items of spares and
support equipment, and there is little we can do in the management of
the supply system to offset the consequences of these R&D decisions.
But even aside from the supply management problem, the cost
of a major development, itself, has become so great that we can no
longer afford to support full-scale parallel approaches to meeting
the same basic requirement. The fact that we have four Services does
not mean that we need four separate, independent R&D programs. Rather,
our attention should be focused on the military missions to be performed and, if more than one Service shares a mission, other things
being equal, there is no logical reason why they cannot use the same
weapons and equipment. In fact, our experience in Vietnam has again
demonstrated the great benefits that can be realized by using the
same weapons and equipment for identical missions and the difficulties
that can be encountered when standardization is lacking.
The F-4 is an excellent example of the former and the 20mm gun of
the latter. The common use of the F-4 by the Air Force, Navy and
Marine Corps in Southeast Asia has helped greatly to simplify the
logistics support problem in that area, while the use of different 20mm
guns on some Air Force and Navy aircraft has complicated the ammunition
supply problem.
In certain cases, e.g., IFF (Identification, Friend or Foe)
equipment, the lack of standardization has seriously complicated our air
operations. Fortunately, enemy air activity over North Vietnam is
limited and over South Vietnam nonexistent. But it is perfectly clear
that in a major air war 'involving combined operations of all of our
Services (including the Army's helicopters) a standardized IFF system
would be of the utmost importance. Indeed, much more must be done to
standardize all tactical communications systems so that all of our
forces within a combat theater can communicate directly with each
other. Such problems are very difficult and costly to solve once the
equipment has been produced and issued to the troops. The most
efficient and perhaps the only practical solution is to preclude them
from occurring in the first place by achieving the desired standardization
or compatibility in the development stage.

We must then, from the very beginning, design for the Defense
Department mission and not just for a Service mission.

Of

course~

where different operating conditions are involved, e.g., carrier vs.
land-based aircraft operations, these differences must be taken into
account. But even in such cases there is usually much room for
standardization, if not the airframe, at least the engines, avionics,

armament, etc. Moreover, we must strive for such standardization, or
commonality, not only because it helps relieve costs, but also because
it increases combat effectiveness.
Two related general problems in the R&D program, which have
apparently troubled the interested Congressional Committees for some
time, are the role of the Federal Contract Research Centers and our
expenditures for "studies and analyses", which now make up a large
part of the work of some of these centers. Over the years the
Committees have focused their attention on some 16 of these FCRCs.
Seven of them, however, are relatively small university groups which
perform essentially the same kind of research as many other Defensesponsored university groups. The remaining nine can, in turn, be
divided into three categories: (1) Mitre and Aerospace Corporation,
which are essentially Air Force systems engineering organiz"ations;
(2) the Massachusetts Institute of Technology Lincoln Laboratory and
the Johns Hopkins Applied Physics Laboratory, which are specialized
research groups in the physical sciences; and (3) the Institute for
Defense Analyses (IDA), RAND, Research Analysis Corporation (RAC), the
Center for Naval Analyses (CNA), and Analytical Services, Inc. (ANSER)
which are essentially operations and systems research organizations.
The first two, Mitre and Aerospace, provide the Air Force with
systems engineering capability over and above that furnished by the
in-house organization. It was the lack of such in-house capability
which gave rise to the establishment of these two organizations in
the first place. Subsequent events have demonstrated wisdom of having
such a highly flexible and independent source of support, and nothing
has occurred in the interim which would permit the Air Force to
dispense with their services now.
Those in the second category, MIT's Lincoln Laboratory and the
Johns Hopkins Applied Physics Laboratory, also provide unique capabilities to the Air Force and the Navy, respectively. Because they
are so closely associated with two of our leading educational institutions, they are in a good position to attact the high quality
research talent needed.
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The last five institutions pro·nae a most important augmentation
for our own in-house operations research or systems analysis capabilities. IDA supports the Office or che Secretary of Defense and the
Joint Chiefs of Staff; RAND and Al!S.=:R support the Air Force; RAC the
Army; and CNA the Navy. These orga~izations have one important
attribute in common, they are all Defense Department sponsored independent corporations that were

es~a~l~shed

in the

~irst

instance to

support the Defense program. The"· ~1ave two principal advantages over
our in-house organizations: (1) th2y are relati<ely free of what one
might call "institutional bias" ·which is characteristic of all large
policy making groups and, therefore, they can provide a fresh,
independent insight into Defense problems; ~~d (2) they are relatively
free.from day-to-day pressures and can, theo:-efore, address themselves
in a more searching and comprehensive manner to these problems.
All of these institutions are governed by Boards of Trustees of
impeccable integrity and extraordinarJ dedication to public service.
They provide the Defense Department with a capability which in a
~ualitative sense cannot-be duplicated in any other manner.
I have
personally reviewed.many of their reports, and I have no doubt that
we are getting full value for the funds expended. The management
problem from the Defense Department point of view is to strike a
proper balance between policy control and public accountability on
the one hand and the need for.freedom to move rapidly on important
national defense iss~es on the other. Dr. Foster will report to you
in detail on the actions we have taken to achieve such a balance.
As in the case of the Research program, we must generally assure
these institutions a reasonably stable level of work if they are ·to
continue to attract the kind of talent we need. Unfortunately, the
across-the-board cuts made by the Congress last year in the funds
intended for the support of these institutions has raised understandable doubts among both the managements and the Boards of Trustees
as to whether their services are still desired. Accordingly, if you
share my belief in the need for and value of the work that these
institutions do, you should vote the funds we have re~uested in the
FY 1969 Budget for their support.
As I noted earlier, "studies and analyses" constitute a very
important part of the work of these and other defense contractors. In
FY 1967 we spent a total of $51.0 million for this purpose. In
FY 1968 the Congress provided only $45.2 million. 'lfuile this approximately 10 percent reduction may seem small in relation to the total,
the rise in costs over the period has accentuated its impact. Nevertheless, we.have carefully reviewed all studies and analyses proposed
for FY 1969, and we have included in our budget re~uest a total of only
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$46.4 million, about $1 million more than the amount appropriated by
the Congress last year, but almost $9 million below the original
request for FY 1968. To obtain even tighter management control over
this category of activities, we now require that each such study must
be approved by the level of command empowered to implement the findings.
Moreover, the principal official responsible for R&D in each Service
will now periodically review all such studies and analyses both for
budget purposes and for implementation.
B.

THE DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE SPACE PROGRAM

Inasmuch as the various elements of the Defense Department space
effort are included in several program and budget categories, I have
followed the practice of assembling all of them in a summary table
(Table 16)and discussing the program as a separate entity.

!

As I pointed out in past years, we have always considered the
Defense Department space effort as an integral part of the National
Space Program. A whole network of formal and informal channels has
been established with the National Aeronautics and Space Administration
(NASA) and other agencies engaged in the national program to ensure
the maximum interchange of men, ideas, technology and hardware, and
to avoid wasteful duplication of effort. For example, in addition to
most of the astronauts we also provide NASA with over 200 experienced
military officers. Whenever possible, we try to accommodate the equipment and tests of other agencies in our own space vehicles, and they do
the same for us. And, we also provide the other participants in the
National Space Program with launch, range and recovery support.

The Defense portion of this national program is designed to
maximize the utilization of space technologies and environments for
military purposes, e.g., to apply space technologies and capabilities
to our strategic and tactical weapons systems to increase their
effectiveness, to exploit the new potentials in information systems
made possible by satellite-based communication and sensors, and to
explore the usefulness of manned space systems for military purposes.
In every case, I have insisted that the space projects undertaken by
the Defense Department must hold the distinct promise of enhancing
our military power and effectiveness, and that they mesh in all vital
areas with those undertaken by NASA, so that, together, they constitute
a single fully integrated national program.
The largest project in the Defense Department Space Program is the
Orbiting Laboratory (MOL), for which $431 million was provided last
year and $600 ·million is requested in FY 1969. The MOL will consist of
a modified GEMINI B space capsule, a laboratory section, a mission
module, and a TITAN III M launch vehicle.
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of the sys
are now under
test assemblies of the laboratory
and experimental modules have been completed, and fabrication of
test and qualification system components has begun. The TITAN III M
vehicle (a modified TITAN III C with attached boosters increased from
five to seven segments) is progressing well, and static test firings
of the first stage engine, which employs a new nozzle, have been
successfully conducted. Construction of the launch complex at
Vandenberg Air Force Base will be completed on schedule this July,
and the installation of the ground equipment will then begin.
I

. I

'
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As indicated by our budget request, FY 1969 is expected to be a
peak year of activity in the MPL program, including the completion of
a major portion of the structural test programs on flight hardware,
continued fabrication of hardware for the first three flights,
developmental test firings of the seven-segment solid motors for the
TITAN III M, and installation of the ground equipment in the launch
complex •
For development work on the Defense Satellite Communications and
Tactical Satellite Communications programs (including the procurement of
satellites and advanced terminals), we have included a total of $60.4
million in the FY 1969 Budget (exclusive of work at the Lincoln Lab,
$11.4 million, which is funded separately). The NASA-developed SYNCOM
satellites and the Initial Defense Communications Satellite Program
(IDCSP) are now both operational and are providing communications
support for our forces in Southeast Asia and the Pacific. (These
operational programs will be discussed further in Chapter VI.) We
are currently procuring additional IDCSP satellites to replenish the
present system in 1968 and extend its useful life until a modern
synchronous satellite system (i.e., each satellite is stationary over
a single point on the earth) can be established.
this new improved, higher-power, synchronous
initiated in FY 1969. Concm·rently, we will continue our programs to
upgrade our present satellite communications terminals and initiate
development of advanced land, sea and air terminals.
The Tactical Satellit~ Communications Program (TACSATCOM) is
designed to demonstrate the feasibility and utility of usi1;g satellite
communication repeaters and t.~"leir associated surface terminal equipment
to satisfy important communication needs of our tactical combat forces.
This program will provide very small, lightweight and relatively lowcost tactical equipment which can be used by highly mobile land, sea
and air forces.
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A TACSATCOM UHF satellite was successfully launched in 1967 and
placed in an equatorial, near-synchronous orbit, with all systems
operating properly. Another UHF satellite capable of multiple access
operation (i.e., numerous stations using the satellite simultaneously)
will be launched in mid-1968. The development and fabrication of a
new, larger experimental tactical communication satellite is naY in
progress. Highly successful tests have already been conducted with
R&D terminals installed in operational aircraft, submarines, ships
and combat vehicles, and new terminals are under development. For the
longer-range future, the Services are stl).dying the requirements for
an operational system, and desired technical features which are identified by this effort will be included as objectives in the present
R&D test program wherever possible.

I<

The next two projects on Table 16 are the now completed "Prog_ram
461' and its follow-on, "Program 949", both of which I discussed
earlier in connection with the Strategic Forces. A total of $110
million is included in the FY 1969 Budget to continue work on advanced
strategic surveillance satellites under "Program 949".
The next item, for which $10.5 million is requested in the FY 1969
Budget, comprises the space-related portion of the VELA nuclear test
detection program. (Another major part of this program is the Large
Aperture Seismic Array which is used to monitor underground nuclear
detonations.) This effort constitutes one of the four specific safeguards maintained by the Department of Defense and the Atomic Energy
Commission in relation to the Nuclear Test Ban Treaty. (The other
three are: the continuing underground test program; the maintenance
of modern nuclear laboratories and continued nuclear research; and the
maintenance of a standby atmospheric testing capability.)
The fourth pair of VELA satellites were successfully placed into
orbit last April. These were the first VELA satellites to have a
"downward-looking" capability (i.e., facing the earth at all times)
for providing continuous optical surveillance of the earth. They
have already improved tremendously our detection and yield measurement capabilities. We plan to complete and launch the last pair
of VELA satellites, which will also be earth-oriented and will have
new improved electro-magnetic sensors, late this year. With this
launch, we expect to have
ent data to
system,

The next item, the Navy's navigation satellite system ("Program
783"), for which $23 million is requested for FY 1969, permits ships
to determine their loca~ion promptly and precisely by observation of
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orbiting satellites which continually broadcast their own position.
The major portion of the FY 1969 request is for the procurement of new
satellites and launch vehicles to replace inoperative or dying
sacellites, and for the operating and maintenance costs of the
launches ~d four tracking_ scations (two of which are used to LQ~ecc
orbital data into the saceiiites' memory bank for reoroadcast).
The research and development funding for the THOR Satellite
Interceptor, "Program 437", has been completed, and the $14.5 million
shown for FY 1969 will provide for its normal operating costs.
The $16 million for space "Geodesy" will support tri-Service
efforts to provide the precise information about the earth's size,
shape and gravity field needed to support advanced strategic weapons
systems.
The early versions of the TITAN III space boosters have already
entered the operational inventory. The TITAN III B (AGENA) was put
into production over a year ago, and the TITAN III C followed last
summer, after having demonstrated its reliability and capability over
two years of flight testing. These TITAN vehicles will be used for
many of our high-priority space shots over the next few years. Meanwhile, development work will continue on the previously mentioned
TITAN III M launch vehicle for the MOL program. Development
was also initiated this past year on a new TITAN III D configuration to
provide the greater thrust which may be required for certain classified
missions. A total of $62 million is included in the FY 1969 Budget to
support TITAN III programs.

I
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The $14 million requested in FY 1969-for "AGENA D" will continue
the effort I described last year to increase the low polar orbit payload capability of the standard AGENA D for the heavier satellite payloads now projected, as well as to improve its payload and orbit
adjusting capability. This program involves modifying the engine to
operate on storable propellant, developing a small secondary propulsion
module operating off the engine's main tanks, and making the necessary
changes in the vehicle's overall configuration to accommodate these
modifications.
The "Spacecraft Technology and Advanced Reentry Test" (START)
program, which has largely (and very much less expensively) replaced
the DYNASOAR program cancelled in FY 1965, is developing multi-purpose
reusable spacecraft and reentry vehicle technology, and presently
comprises three major efforts: Project PILOT; the high performance
maneuverable. reusable spacecraft; and expandable structure airlocks
and encapsulation techniques.
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Project PRIME, completed last August, comprised a series of
flights of a small maneuverable lifting body, the SV-5. These flights
demonstrated the feasibility of returning data capsules from orbit by
means of a spacecraft capable of highly accurate maneuver over large
lateral ranges and at extremely high altitudes to precise recovery
areas where they could be aerially retrieved. The first three flights
were so successful in demonstrating the feasibility of accurate longrange spacecraft maneuvers at hypersonic speeds that a fourth flight
previously scheduled for last summer became superfluous and was
cancelled.
Project PILOT, an extension of the PRIME experiment, is designed
to investigate the characteristics of a full-scale maneuverable manned
lifting body at slower speeds and lower altitudes, including a detailed
examination of its landing characteristics. The first PILOT flight is
scheduled for this summer. The data obtained from PRIME and PILOT, when
taken together, will help provide a technological base for the future
development of a reusable, maneuverable spacecraft for returning
astronauts from space. Such a highly-maneuverable craft, which is
presently under study, would enable astronauts to leave space at almost
any time and maneuver to a safe landing area, rather than being required
to· wait until the spacecraft reached an orbital position from which a
safe, non-guided landing trajectory could be achieved, as is presently
required.

r

The third effort under this program includes the development and
test of expandable structures for use as airlocks (in order to permit
ingress or egress from a spacecraft without depressurizing the whole
vehicle), and the exploration of encapsulation techniques for the return
of data to earth from orbit.
"Advanced Space Guidance", for which $3 million is requested in
FY 1969, is a program which seeks to improve our autonomous space
navigation capabilities by supporting research and equipment development
in such areas as: the reliability and accuracy of inertial guidance
systems; horizon sensors; star and landmark trackers; and the on-board
determination of astronomical data.
The $6.3 million for "Advanced Liquid Rocket Technology" supports
the sole remaining program of this type not only in the Department of
Defense, but in the Nation. The two projects in this program involve
the development of a reusable upper stage cryogenic liquid engine for
use in recoverable spacecraft, and a high-performance fully throttleable
hydrogen/fluorine engine.
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The ·~round Suppor~' category shown on Table 16, for which $249
million is requested in FY 1969, is that portion of the costs of the
missile ranges, test instrumentation, and satellite detection and
tracking systems which is charged to space activities. The last two
categories, "Supporting Research and Development" and "General Support",
constitute the overhead of the military space program and consist of
prorated portions of the costs of a wide range of space-related
activities. About $1,039 million has been included in the FY 1969
Budget for these purposes.
In total we are requesting about $2,216 million for the Defense
Department's space effort in FY 1969, about $267 million more than
FY 1968 and about $552 million more than FY 1967. Most of this increase is related to the MOL program.
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VI.

OTHER t<IAJOR PROGRAMS

For purposes of presentation, four major programs covering
support-type functions have been grouped together in this section.

A.

INTELLIGENCE AND COMMUNICATIONS
This program comprises the centrally directed Defense intelli-

gence and security functions·, communications, and other special

activities conducted-by the Services, which are directly related
to the missions of the combat forces in the Strategic, General Purnose.
and Airlift/Seai.ift- programs,' but which are more easily managed in.
homogenQus functional groupings of similar or complementarJ activities
than by distribution among the relevant programs.
1.

Intelligence and Security
'
.•.
~-'

' :
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National. Military Command System

The National Military Command System (NMCS), the primary subsystem of the World-Wide Military Command and Control System, is
designed to provide the means for exercising strategic and operational.
direction of the Armed Forces in time of crisis or under conditions
of limited or general war. The NMCS comprises the National. Military
Command Center (NMCC) at the Pentagon, the Alternate National Military
Command Center (ANMCC), the National Emergency Command Post Afloat
(NECPA), the National Emergency Airborne Command Post (NEACP), and
the communications linking these command facilities with the unified
and specified commands and Service headq_uarters •.
With respect to the NMCC, we have expanded its automatic data
processing capacity to handle the increased workload related to
Southeast Asia operations and to meet other needs. ·The FY 1969 Budget
provides funds for a still further improvement in data processing
capability which will permit the NMCC to maintain, under all conditions, up-to-date information on opera;.ions being conducted by the
unified and specified commanders, the disposition of friendly forces,
and the enemy order of battle.
With respect to the NECPA, we propose to upgrade the automatic
data processing and communications eq_ui~ent on the NORTHAMPTON to
give it capabilities comparable to its sister ship, the WRIGHT. This
new eq_uipment should be operational by January 1969. A third tropescatter communications station at Lola, North Carolina, will be
·
completed this year, further extending the operating range of the
NECPA ships.
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With respect to the NEACP, VLF/LF transmitting systems are
being installed in the three EC-l35J airborne command post aircraft.
These communications systems
for the transmission of emer

3.

''

f

Communications

The communications category includes both the Defense Communications System (DCS) and certain non-DCS communications operated by
the military departments. <rhe DCS elements include the world-wide,
long-haul, owned and leased, point-to-point wire, cable, radio and
satellite communications facilities. Its two principal elements are
the Automatic Voice Network (AUTOVON) and the Automatic Digital
Network (AUTODIN), but it also includes other systems some of which
are discussed here. The non-DCS elements include: (l) the tactical
portions of those communications systems which serve the subordinate
commanders of unified commands, or which are self-contained within
tactical organizations; (2) self-contained local communications
facilities such as those serving an individual Army base; (3) land,
ship and airborne terminal facilities; and (4) ship~to-ship, air-to-air
and ground-air-ground systems. Also included in this category is the
COMSEC program which comprises our efforts
and certain other communications systems.
The AUTOVON System is essentially a direct dial telephone system
served by a number of switching centers. Our present plans call for
expanding AUTOVON to 93 switching centers by 1972 -- 19 overseas, 9
in Canada and 65 in the United States -- a reduction of one from last
year's plan. We are also continuing the expansion of the AUTODIN System, and by the end of FY 1968 we should have 19 switching centers in
operation, substantially completing the planned world-wide system of
20 switches. This system will be able to handle more than 40 million
punch cards daily, greatly facilitating Defense management in such
areas as command, supply, inventory control, personnel, finance and
intelligence.
The Phase I portion of the Automatic Secure Voice Communications
Network scheduled to be completed during FY 1969, will provide· manual
and auto~atically switched secure voice communications to about 1,850
subscribers, about 450 more than planned a year ago. This system will
consist of three prototype VOCOM switches and other automatic and
manual switches including the TALK QUICK Southeast Asia system,
organized in a single integrated complex.

2l0

During the present fiscal year, we expect to complete most of
our improvement program in Southeast Asia for the Integrated Wide~
band Communications System, which covers the extension and modification of high ~uality wideband communications within and between
South Vietnam, Thailand and other areas of the Pacific.
Last July three operational satellites were added to the space
segment of the Initial Defense Satellite Communications System
(IDSCS), along with an experimental satellite. One of the three
operational satellites failed to function properly, giving us an
operating system of 17 satellites and 26 terminals .as of December
1967. By end FY 1968, 36 terminals (including 7 aboard ship)
should be operational. This initiai system provides from one to
eleven duplex voice channels., depending on the e~uipment and
ting conditions. This system also provides an emergency ca.pabi.li
for transmitting high ~uality reconnaissance photographs
·'(:fi•
·~··
, within hours rather than days. It is
that this emergency c·apability will be converted to an operational
capability in early FY 1969. Improved e~uipment for both the space
and ground terminal portions of the· system are being developed in the
R&D program.
T

J
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In addition to the systems. already approved for operational
deployment, there are a large number of other communications projects
in research and development. One such project, MALLARD, is a cooperative international effort to develop and produce a major tactical
(trunking and distribution) communications system for possible use
within the field armies of the United States, the United Kingdom,
Canada and Australia. Such a system would provide secure, fully
automatic, switched co~unications in the battle areallll&lai
Other projects include the development of both
light-weight and heavy tr~nsportable communications packages for
possible use in areas where ade~uate military or commercial communications do not exist.
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4.

Other Specialized Activities

••1

and Collllllunications" program also includes
mission-related activities

a.

l

l

1

'

aero-space rescue and

Weather Service

The Naval and Air Force Weather Services operate a global network of facilities for gathering and analyzing climatological and
geophysical data and for disseminating forecasts in support of all
Department of Defense components and.NASA's space program. They
also collect nuclear debris air samples for the AEC in connection
with the test ban treaty safeguards, and operate hurricane and typhoon
tracking services.
Our capabilities in this area have been significantly enhanced
during the past year by the addition of a number of new satellite and
surface-based data acquisition systems, including: (1) the National
Operational Meteorological Satellite System,- which provides cloud
cover pictures that can be received directly by military ground and
ship-based terminals; (2) the Application Technology Satellite, which
provides cloud cover photographs and processed weather and oceanographic charts from a stationary orbit; (3) two new VELA satellites
which augment the space and environmental data of the Solar Observing
and Forecasting Network (SOFNET) 11..111111~111111111111111111111
..... _performing nuclear test detection
functions; and (4) the addition of three new solar telescopes to
SOFNET to permit continuous surveillance of the sun and an assessment of the effects of solar flares on satellite and other space
operations and of the effect of magnetic storms on COilllllunications.
SOFNET also provides data for the Over-the-Horizon radars and for
calculating satellite orbits.
b.

Oceanography

This program, together with portions of the general intelligence
and R&D programs (e.g., Mapping, Charting and Geodesy, and Deep Submergence), c~mprises the Navy's activities in the field Gf ocean
science and technology. The size and scope of our und~er"ea survey,
research and technology programs have been increased con"iderably in
recent years.
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The Navy, of course, has long conducted oceanographic and
charting surveys in support of both operational requirements and
research and development programs. The Oceanography program includes
the activities of the Navy's Oceanographic Office, the Naval Observatory, Defense support of the National Oceanographic Data Center, and
their related research aircraft and survey ships which are engaged
in a broad range of missions. For example, oceanwide surveys provide
oceanographic and acoustic data to support ASW and undersea warfare
systems in controlling the st,ategic ocean areas of the world, while
marine geophysical surveys provide acoust
tion loss data
for support of new long-range sonars
At end FY 1968 the Oceanography program will have ten oceanographic research ships and three environmental prediction research
aircraft. The new AGS oceanographic survey ship funded in FY 1967 ·
and originally expected to be commissioned by end FY 1969 has slipped
somewhat and will now enter the force in FY.l970, along with the
two new small AGORs (oceanographic research ships) funded last year
and subsequently transferred from the R&D program. We presently
plan to build seven more oceanographic ships over the program period,
and by end FY 1973, we should have 13 ships, nine of which will have
been commissioned since FY 1966·.
The closely related Mapping, Charting and Geodesy program collects
- • . •.
. .. 7
hydrographic, magnetic and gravitational data .; •. .
and will include 13 oceanographic survey vessels and two
specially equipped aircraft at end FY 1968.
The major R&D effort in this area is the Deep Submergence Program
which is designed to improve man's ability to live, work, and conduct
salvage and rescue operations beneath the sea. The Program includes
the "Man-in-the Sea" project which is concerned with developing the
technology to permit "saturated" divers to live and work at depths of
600 feet (and later 1,000 feet) for periods up to a month or more.
The SEALAB series of experiments in underwater habitation are a part
of this eff~rt, and SEALAB III will be conducted at 450 ft. and 600 ft.
depths in 1>68. Another project is concerned with developing selfpropelled, highly maneuverable personnel rescue vehicles which will be
able to reach disabled submarines in any part of the world. The
prototype vehicle is currently under construction, and a total of six
are·planned. An emergency rescue capabil~ty with the first vehicle
is expected by early FY
These vehicles will have a 5,000 toot
diving cayability -so they may also ultimately
operations.
Also under development is an even deeper diving search vehicle for
operations down to a depth of 20,000 feet.
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Air Rescue and Recovery.

The Air Rescue and Recovery Program comprises the Air Force
Aerospace Rescue and Recovery Service (ARRS) and certain specialized
forces of the other three Services. Only the Air Force has a
specifically designated sea and air rescue service; the other Services
assign helicopters and fixed-wing aircraft to this mission on an asneeded basis. The total number of rescues of downed crewmen from
hostile areas in Southeast Asia by all four Services as of October
was in excess of 650. Needless to say, the success of these rescue
and recovery missions has made a great contribution to the morale
of our servicemen in Vietnam.
The Air Force ARRS operates and maintains 15 air rescue squadrons
consisting of about 130 aircraft, and has about 140 additional aircraft
assigned to various bases for local short-range rescue activities. Of
the 15 ARRS rescue squadrons, three are presently deployed in Vietnam.
These squadrons presently comprise 11 HC-130 fixed-wing aircraft and
32 HH-43, 22 HH-3 and 6 HH-53 helicopters. Past procurements will
permit the addition of another 4 HH-53s to these forces by end FY 1969.
To meet projected HH-3/HH-53 attrition, funds for the procurement of
14 additional HH-53s have been included in the FY 1969 Budget. ARRS
also assists in the evacuation of wounded combat personnel, and supports
NASA's manned spaceflight recovery operations in alternate recovery
zones with aircraft and para-rescuemen. The planned increase in
APOLLO and MOL space activities is expected to double the requirement
for recovery support by FY 1970, and we are presently investigating
the best way of meeting these increased demands.
The Navy maintains helicopters with a search and rescue mission
on all aircraft carriers (including some LPH helicopter carriers) and
cruisers, but most of these helicopters have other missions as well.
In addition, the llavy has created a special rescue detachment of
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12 helicopters in the Gulf of Tonkin -- half deployed aboard destroyers on coastal patrol and half aboard one of the carriers on Yankee
Station. The FY 1969 Budget includes funds for 27 UH-lEs for the
Navy's search and rescue mission.
For the future we have a number of studies underway aimed at
improving our combat aircrew recovery capabilities. These include
new designs for rescue aircraft, better mechods for night time search
and rescue·operations, and improved escort and suppressive fire tactics.
d.

Nuclear Weapons

The Defense Atomic Support Agency (DASA) provides: operational,
logistic and training support for the Military Services on nuclear
weapons; liaison with the AEC on the development of nuclear weapons;
management of the national nuclear weapons stockpiles and the stockpile sites; conduct of nuclear effects tests; and specialized staff
assistance to the Secretary of Defense and Joint Chiefs of Staff on
these matters. The nuclear weapons effects tests and research, funded
as part of the Research and Development Program, are designed to
characterize the phenomena associated with nuclear detonations, their
effect on military systems, and the means of countering these effects.
While some of these effects can be simulated in the laboratory, others
re~uire actual underground tests, and the FY 1969 Budget includes
funds for both activities.
Most of our present underground nuclear effects tests are designed
to provide data on the survivability of our strategic missile boosters
and reentry systems, while the remainder are concerned with investigating the vulnerability of strategic defensive systems, satellite systems,
etc. DASA also maintains scientific and operational test facilities
at Johnston Island in support of Joint Task Force Eight, which is
charged with maintaining a capability to resume atmospheric testing
on short notice in support of the Test Ban Treaty safeguards.
B.

CENTRAL SUPPLY AND MAINTENANCE

Central Supply and Maintenance logistic support includes a wide
array of highly diverse activities, none of which can be readily
assigned to other major programs and program elements. Activities
comprised within this category include: (l) transportation of
passengers and freight by the Military Sea Transportation Service,
the Military Airlift Command and commercial land, sea and air
carriers; (2) operation of supply depots, inventory management, etc.;
(3) the provision of new industrial facilities and the maintenance
of reserve facilities and e~uipment as porcions of the industrial
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preparedness program not allocated to program elements elsewhere;
and (4) the major repair and rebuilding of items returned to common
stock and which cannot, therefore, be related directly to specific
weapon systems or military forces.
The management of some of these logistic support activities is
discussed in more detail in the section on the Cost Reduction Program.

C.

TRAINING, MEDICAL AND OTHER

This program includes training, medical and other activities
associated with personnel, except where such activities are an integral
part of another program. For example, the costs of basic flight
schooling are included in this category, while the costs of advanced
flight training, i.e., to ~ualify a pilot for a specific combat aircraft, are included in the appropriate mission-oriented program.
l.

Training

Individual training, from recruit instruction to professional
·education, is a large and important Defense activity. Training costs
in FY 1969 will rise only slightly to $4.4 billion from the $4.3
billion of FY 1968 now that the period of rapid force build-up is
over and manpower levels are expected to stabilize.
a.

Recruit Training

Recruit training loads in FY 1969 ar.e expected to remain at
about current levels. We now estimate that about 883,000 recruits
will enter basic training in FY 1969. Of the FY 1969 total, the Army
~ill train about 535,000; the Air Force about 128,000; the Navy about
136,000; and the Marine Corps about 84,000.
Last year I discussed the efforts that we were making to
eliminate the 135,000 man backlog of personnel awaiting training
in the Army Reserve Enlistment Program. By last June, the backlog
had been reduced to about 11,000, and since that time it has been
running below the normal level of about 20,000, although it is expected to rise, temporarily, to about 23,000 during the next few
months. The lower recruit training re~uirement has also permitted
the Army in June to relieve the Strategic Army Forces (STRAF) of the
basic training task which some of the units had been performing
during the period of rapid build-up. The Navy and the Air Force
are currently expanding their recruit training capacities with new
or improved facilities at Orlando, Florida, and Lackland, Texas,
respectively, and should be able to handle all foreseeable enlisted
training loads over the next few years.
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b.

Technical Training

Enlisted personnel in the four Services are currently rece1v1ng
advanced training for some 1,500 occupational specialities. Technical
training usually requires an average of two months of classroom instruction, although proficiency in some specialties is acquired on
the job and for a few highly technical occupations up to a year may
be needed.
Since the beginning of the build-up in July 1965, we have been
faced with a sharply· increased requirement for ,junior non-commissioned
officers (particularly in the combat branches) and for technical
supervisors. To alleviate this problem, the Army has instituted a
new accelerated program designed to meet the added requirements ·for
NCOs and technical supervisors in short tour areas by providing this
training in some 70 military occupational specialties. This training will be provided to about 50,000 men in FY 1968-69. Upon completion of basic combat and advanced individual training, personnel
selected for this special training will be given an initial period
of intensive formal instruction •.veraging about 12 weeks, followed
by 8-9 weeks of on-the-job experience in a training center or unit.
c.

Professional Training

In order to fulfill the growing requirements for officers with
advanced education in scientific, engineering, managerial and professional military fields, the Services provide for professional
training at the postgraduate level in both military and civilian
schools. The military schools include the various Service command
and staff colleges, the Service war colleges and the joint Service
colleges, where over 3,000 students are enrolled (including foreign
military officers and U.S. civilians). For specialized scientific
and technical graduate education, the Services as a matter of policy
send officers to civilian institutions whenever feasible. At the
present time about 2,800 officers are enrolled at these civilian
schools. In addition, the Naval Postgraduate School and the Air
Force· Institute of Technology (accredited, degree-granting military
graduate schools) provide Service-oriented graduate education to
approximately 1,700 officers.
d.

Pilot Training

Pilots are among the most highly trained and skilled personnel
in the ~litary Services, and flight training is the most expensive
kind of instruction given by the Defense Department. We are now
spending over $1.5 billion annually for pilot training. In addition
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to the combat aircraft used for advanced flight training, we are
using 8,000 trainer aircraft, representing an investment of about
$6 billion, for undergraauate and other non-combat flight training.
The demands of the Southeast Asia conflict, coinciding_ with
the retirement of large numbers of World War II and Korean:war
veterans and the keen competition of the commercial airlines, have
caused some concern about the adequacy of our pilot inventories.

Until recently we have been severely handicapped in discussing this
problem knowledgeably for two reasons: (l) We didn't know how many
pilots we really needed because some jobs not clearly related to
flying were designated as "pilot billets" (i.e., included in the
requirement) to utilize surplus pilots left over from World Warii
and the Korean war; and (2) We didn't know how many usable pilots
we had because within the total pilot inventory there were many
categories not readily available for flying, such as general officers,
colonels, grounded pilots and waivered pilots.
Accordingly, we have had underway for some time a comprehensive
study of both of these problems. First, we sorted out our requirements and grouped them into two general categories, Core and Supplement
(defined below). Then, we surveyed the inventory to determine which
of our pilot assets would actually be available to meet those two
requirements. Basically, pilot requirements are derived from our overall contingency war plans and must be brought into balance with all
the other elements of those plans. In addition, we have to ensure our
pilots a reasonable workload, limited combat exposure, and adequate
opportunities for career development and family life if we are to
retain them in the Service. Using these criteria the pilot requirements and inventories have been computed for each Service, as shown
in the table on the following page.
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-PILOT REQUIREMENTS AND INVENTORY AT END

FY~

FY 68

FY 69

FY 70

FY 71

FY 72

FY 73

Core Requirement£/ 34128
Supplement
4079
Total Requirement 38207
Total Inventory
38207

32666
5378
38044
38044

28256
6154
34410
35033

27583
5330
32913
33642

27452
5330
32782
32619

27012
5330
32342
31860

11564
1986
13550
13440

11401
2070
.13471
13101

10688
1985
12675
12825

10528
2825
13353
13475

10363
2893
13256
13815

10223
2763
12986
14152

Core Requirement
Supplement
Total Requirement
Total Inventory

3780
320
4100
3990

3657
815
4472
4239

3590
1200
4790
4630

3554
1200
4754
4763

3570
1200
4770
4773

3568
1200
4768
4770

Core Requirement
Supplement
Total Requirement
Total Inventory

15203
1130
16333
16333

18325
3071
21396
21396

17533
2024
19557.
21187

13967
5591
19558
21009

14027
5531
19558
20858

14020
5538
19558
20731

Air Force

Core Requirement
Supplement
Total Requirement
Total Inventory
Marine Corps

Lt. Col./Cdr. and below. (All higher ranking pilots are not
considered available to meet these requirements.)
The core requirement in each Service consists of the pilots
needed to man every aircraft, to train new pilots and other
crewmen, and to provide supervision at all levels. These
requirements are computed on the basis of normal peacetime
work schedules and combat readiness requirements; thus an
immediate wartime surge capability is inherent in the core
force and can be obtained by simply increasing the work
schedule in an emergency.
In addition to the core requirement we need a supplement to
meet the. increased pilot requirements which occur in the early
stages of a war. These extra requirements result from combat
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As can be seen on the preceding table, the Air Force has enough
pilots to meet both its core and supplement requirements. I should
note, however, that these requirements are based on a gradual changeover co one pilot and one navigator for each F-4/F-lll crew, as is
the case in the Navy and the Marine Corps. The Air Force would like to
have two pilots for perhaps 70 percent of ·its r-4/F-lll crews, buc
the advantage of a second pilot has not as yet been demonstrated
and there are substantial costs involved -- roughly $400 million
over the next five years.

And, on this basis, the "total" Air Force

requirement would be about 3500 higher than shown on the foregoing
table from rY 1971 on. Accordingly, the Air Force will undertake a
series of tests to explore this problem further and I have, therefore, deferred a final decision until these tests are completed.
In any event, we are providing for a substantial expansion of the
normal capacity of the Air Force pilot training base in the FY 1969
Budget, so that if we decide to provide two pilots for about 70 percent of the F-4/F-111 crews, or if other requirements arise, we can
increase pilot production rapidly.
Footnote~

~

continued from previous page:
losses, more pilots in travel or training status, and rota-_
tion policies that limit the time a pilot spends in combat
and the frequency with which he is returned to combat. In
computing these supplements we have assumed a very severe
single theater war (i.e., high attrition and large deployments) and the maintenance of liberal rotation policies (6-12
months in combat, with at least 2 years between combat tours)
to limit combat exposure. This amounts to fighting the worst
likely kind of war under near-peacetime personnel policies.
Moreover, we have excluded from this computation a call-up of
the reserve components. In addition, we have also assumed that
pilots would be allowed to retire or resign under the same conditions as in peacetime.
Under normal peacetime conditions, the supplement would
provide the broad pilot base necessary for career development,
management job assignments, graduate education and professional
training, and in addition provide a buffer against unanticipated
drop~ in pilot retention rates.
In limited war situations, when
more pilots are needed, the supplement could be used temporarily
to meet the core requirements until new pilots could be trained.
As long as commitments are met with reasonable rotation policies,
failure to meet the full core and supplement requirement in any
given year should not be interpreted as a pilot shortage.
Crew composition for F-4/F-111: 2.0 pilots in FY 1968, 1.7 in FY
1969, 1.35 in FY 1970, 1.0 in FY 1971 and thereafter. Requirements
are additionally adjusted to reflect an OSD-Air Force agreement
to use some physically disqualified pilots in specified pilot
supervisory positions.
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The Navy will have enough pilots to meet the core and supplement re~uirements in FY 1969 and 1970 even after calculating the
supplement on the basis of the current tour policy, i.e., two sixmonth combat tours during a three and one-half year period. The
Navy believes we should plan on three pilots for each of its P-2
and P-3 crews, but, as in the case of the Air Force F-4/F-111 crews,
we have no evidence that a third pilot (rather than a navigator)
would provide substantial advantages, while we know it would result
in higher costs. (On this basis, the "total" Navy re~uirement would
be about 500 higher than the figures shown on the foregoing table.)
Accordingly, I have also deferred a final decision on this re~uire
ment pending further study by the Navy. In addition, the Navy is
studying whether additional pilots should be authorized for some
staff and management jobs. Funds have been included in the FY 1969
Budget to provide an increase in Navy pilot training capacity, so
that output can be expanded rapidly if that later appears desirable.

I

!'

The Marine Corps has enough pilots to meet its core re~uirements
and with a steady build-up in inventories will fill its supplement
by FY 1971. Marine Corps pilots are now being trained by the Army
and Air Force as well as by the Navy. However, the planned increase
in the Navy's training capacity will allow it to train most Marine
Corps pilots in the 1970s.
''

'

The Navy and Marine Corps pilot inventory problems have been
complicated by the unexpectedly severe drops in pilot retention rates
since 1965. As a result, both services have had to take certain
special management actions and draw on their supplements temporarily
to meet the core pilot re~uiJ;ements. (For example, the Navy and Marine
Corps have to retain temporarily some pilots on active duty beyond the
time when they wi~hed to retire and cut back the number of career development assignments given to.pilots.)
There has been a tremendous build-up of Army aviation since
1965, when we decided to improve further the Army's air mobility,
and we have had to increase pilot production accordingly. At end
FY 1964 there were about 8,300 pilots in the Army inventory, at end
FY 1968 there will be over 16,00~and by end FY 1969 the total
should pass 21,000. Army pilot training rates have increased
rapidly since FY 1964, when 1,283 pilots were trained, and will
increase further to 5,345 in FY 1968 and 7,320 in FY 1969.
The Army's increased pilot inventory is being put to immediate
and effective use in Southeast Asia. At end FY 1965 there were about
1,200 Army pilots deployed in Southeast Asia and by FY 1969 there
will be about 8,500. This simultaneous build-up and deployment of
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air units has_ been difficult, and the A:rey pilot training rate
has been carefully designed both to provide for an increase in
pl.lots co=ensurate with .the buiid-up in aircraft, and to mini.mize the number of pilots who must return to Southeast Asia with·
·. cles.s than two years b.etween tours. However, because of the need
·for· senior experienced pilots in the deployed force and the relatively small number of such pilots in the· rotation base, it is
unavoidable that some of them have to be sent back for second
combat tours vithout an intervening·24

I

mOnt~s

:;

of ·non-combat

assignments. As the buil~-up continues, the exp~rienced pilot
base will increase, thus alleviating the :present problem.
Total Defense Department pilot production has been increased
each year, from a low of 3,292 in FY 1962 to a total of 10,586
expected in FY 1968. A total output of 13,317 pilots has been
provided in the FY i969 Budget.
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NEW. PILOTS TRAI!lEJ)!Y

FY:

'.

'

Air
Force

1304

.1433

·1675

1992

1969 . 2760

Navy

1000

1156

'1104

1195

1322

1345

366

490

526

478

514

573

Marine
Corps

3247

3067

1852
573
!:

P..:.rmy
Total
DoD

3292

4588

3956

5097

8585. 10586 .',13317

5341

Actuals through F,t 1967, .
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In addition, pilot training capacity is being increased, 'and this
additional capacity will·' allciv us to raise pilot training rates: above
those shown in the foregoing table i f there a::-e increases in pilot requirements caused by.cl:ianges in forces, ma:ming policies or further
unexpected drops in pile~ retention rates •
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e.

Service Academies

We are continuing our program to increase the output of the
Military Academy. In FY 1969 we expect enrollment will average about
3,800 cadets, and by 1971 we should be able to reach our goal of
4,400. To accommodate this larger enrollment, we will continue the
expansion of facilities with the construction in FY 1969 of new
barracks for 1,364 cadets.
At the Naval Academy enrollment in FY 1969 will remain at about
4,100 midshipmen, roughly the same level as in the past few years.
Construction funds are requested in FY 1969 to prepare suitable sites
for future library and engineering buildings, a laboratory complex
and a new auditorium.
The Air Force Academy is also building its enrollment toward an
ultimate goal of 4,400. In FY 1969 we anticipate an average enrollment of about 3,400 cadets. No new major construction will be undertaken at the Air Force Academy in FY 1969.
2.

Medical Services

Medical Services include those costs for medical and dental care
not directly related to military units in the other major programs,
the costs of providing medical care for authorized personnel in nonmilitary facilities, veterinary services, and the operation of
. various health service activities such as the medical centers,
preventive medical units and the. Armed Forces Institute of Pathology.
The annual operating costs of these facilities and services now exceed
one billion dollars a year.
The Department of Defense now operates 254 hospitals -- including
169 in the United States, 19 in Vietnam, 26 elsewhere in the Pacific
area, 31 in the European area, seven in the Atlantic and Carribbean
areas, and two hospital ships -- and nearly 500 tactical dispensaries
and field medical units. The military community, including dependents
and retired personnel, required over 49 million clinic visits and
over'l.2 million hospital admissions last year. The military hospital
system cared for an average of about 38,600 patients per day, while
an average of about 3,100 dependents of active duty personnel were
treated in civilian hospitals under the military "Medicare" program.
The military medical services are continuing to provide the
finest in medical care to our servicemen. On a world-wide basis
the percentage of men absent from duty for medical reasons during
FY 1967 was only about half the rate reached during the peak year
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of the Korean war. Moreover, in spite of the fact that helicopter
evacuation techniques are bringing to hospitals wounded men who in
other wars would have died without benefit of surgical assistance,
we are saving 97 percent of those hospitalized in Vietnam. The past
year has seen lowered incidences of malaria, diarrheal diseases,
skin conditions and neuropsychiatric cases. For example, in June
1967 the malaria rate was 2.2 per thousand, as compared to a rate
of 2.9 for June 1966, and the development of new treatment methods
has reduced the average period of hospitalization for this disease
by almost 30 percent.

(

At present, we have about 4,000 patients under treatment in
the 7,000 hospital beds available in Vietnam. The Hospital Ships,
u.s.s; SANCTUARY and u.s.s. REPOSE, each with another 560 beds,
operate offshore. Helicopter carriers also have improved surgical
facilities for initial treatment of battlefield casualties. In
addition, each air base has a dispensary with up to ten beds for
overnight care. There are also about 35 clearing companies and
similar field medical units of varying sizes operating with troop
units. A 1,300-bed convalescent center, principally for malaria
patients, is in operation at Cam Ranh Bay. There are also casualty
staging units for medical air evacuation at Da Nang, Tan Son Nhut,
and Cam Ranh Bay. Finally, several new mobile tactical hospital
units are now being operated by the Army and Marine Corps.
The Medical Air Evacuation System carried more patients in 1967
than in any year since the end of World War II, with about 29,600
patients being returned from Pacific areas and 4,500 from Europe by
the Military Airlift Command (MAC). Within the United States, an
additional 10,500 patients were carried by air, including 2,400
veterans. Within the Pacific area, including Vietnam, 128,000
patients were airlifted to medical care centers, and within Europe
another 18,500, for an overall total of more than 191,000 patient
moves.
All transoceanic medical air evacuation is accomplished in
returning cargo C-141 aircraft which have been fitted with removable
medical facilities. In the U.S., Europe, and the Pacific, specially
configured propeller-driven aircraft, organized into three regular
aeromedical evacuation units are currently in Operation.
A recent study of the aeromedical evacuation system within the
United States concluded that the present fleet of 20 older aircraft
should be replaced with a new modernized force of eleven C-9 aircraft,
which would provide equal capability and greater speed and comfort
at lower operating costs. Four of these aircraft were procured in
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FY 1967, and the Congress provided funds for eight more in FY 1968.
Pending the completion of similar studies on the need for modernizing
the Pacific and European systems, we propose to limit procurement to
the eleven C-9s for the U.S. system, procuring four in FY 1968 and
the last three in FY 1969
3.

Retirement

This program provides the pay, as authorized and prescribed
by law, for retired military personnel and survivor payments under
the Retired Serviceman's Family Protection Plan.
In FY 1969, the average number of retirees will increase by
about 57,900 to a total of approximately 680,000, as shown on the
following table. A continuation of this trend would increase the
retired rolls to an average of 904,000 in FY 1973. By then, the
cost will have risen to about $3.0 billion and the unfunded "Past
Service" liability to about $88.5 billion.
MILITARY RETIRED PAY

Fiscal
Year

Average
No. of
Retirees
(Thousands )

1961
1962
1963
1964
1965
1966
1967
1968
1969
1970
1971
1972
1973

275-9·
313.4
358.8
410.9
462.5
508.6
564.3
622.8::.
680.7
735.0
790.0
847.0
904.0'

Average
Cost
1
Per Man_)
($)
2,856
2,858
2,828
2,948
2,996
3,131
3,245
3,326
3,341
3,346
3,347
3,355
3,364

·rotal
Cost 1/
($Millions )
788896
1,015
1,211
1,386
1,592
1,831
2 ,072~
2,275
2,459
2,644
2,842
3, 041'"

Unfunr\ed "Past
Service" Liability
($Millions)
45,105·.
47,337
48,868
56,071
59,450
66,585
70,913
75,817
78,561
81,214
83,773
86,219
88, 548''

As of the end of the fiscal ye.,r, based on pay rates in effect
on that date and budget average force strengths for FY 1961-67
and on October 1, 1967 pay rates and FY 1967 strengths for
subsequent years.
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D.

ADMINISTRATION AND ASSOCIATED ACTIVITIES

Included within this program category are the expenses of:
{l) departmental headquarters operations, including the Office of
the Secretary of Defense, the Joint Chiefs of Staff, and the four
Services; (2) specific major field headquarters not otherwise
provided for, such as Headquarters, Continental Army Command; (3) a
wide variety of specialized field activities, such as the Washington
area special military contingents and the Marine guards at U.S.
embassies; and (4) numerous support activities, such as construction
pl'anning and design, audio-visual activities, interdepartmental
activities, the Defense Contract Audit Agency, and the appropriation
accounts for "Contingencies, Defense" and "Claims, Defense".
Costs of these functions in FY 1969 are projected to be about
$1.7 billion, compared with about $1.6 billion in FY 1968. As in
previous years, I will not attempt a detailed review of these
activities, since they will be dealt with by other witnesses before
the interested Congressional Committees. Instead, I will confine
my discussion here to "Contin~encies" and "Claims".

1.

(

Contingencies

The Congress has regularly provided the Secretary of Defense
an annual contingency fund for emergency or extraordinary expenses
dicoated, in his judgment, by the requirements of national security
or for other purposes he deems essential. The Secretary alone may
authorize expenditures of these funds which he must certify as
necessary for confidential military purposes. The Congress is kept
regularly apprised of their status. Over the FY 1961-67 period, an
average of $8.5 million per year was utilized from the fund, ranging
from $14.4 million in FY 1963 to only $96,000 in FY 1967. As the
only reserve available to the Secretary for unanticipated contingencies
requiring prompt, discrete action, a fund of $15 million seems both
justified and adequate. We are, therefore, again requesting $15
million for "Contingencies" in FY 1969.
2.

Claims

The "Claims" appropriation covers the payment of all noncontractual small claims against the Department of Defense, as authorized under various statutes. The continuation of a higher level of
claims against the Department during FY 1968 reflects the stepped-up
tempo of Defense activity related to our augmented force levels. We
are currently reviewing the FY 1968 claims in order to determine
whether the $30 million appropriated by the Congress last year for this
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purpose will be ade~uate. We will not be able to make a final
determination, however, until later in the fiscal year. However,
on the basis of recent experience, we believe at least $38 million
will be re~uired to meet "Claims" in FY 1969. We are again re~uest
ing the Congress to appropriate these funds on an annual indefinite
basis so that we can pay all valid claims promptly.
E.

MISCELLANEOUS DEPARTMENT-WIDE ACTIVITIES

There is one other matter cutting across a number of programs
which I would like to discuss, and that is our "mission support"
aircraft fleet .
You may recall that from the very beginning I have been concerned about the large number of aircraft being used for mission
support, i.e., transportation of key personnel and priority cargo,
proficiency flying, and attache support, etc., and that I was extremely reluctant to recommend .the procurement of new aircraft for these
purposes until the inventory had been reduced to a reasonable level.
At end FY 1961, about 4,100 aircraft were being used for mission
support; by the end of the current fiscal year, the number will have
been reduced to about 2,500.
Now that the present fleet is more in balance with legitimate
I believe it is appropriate to begin to plan on modernization. This will make possible a further reduction in the size and
cost of the mission support fleet. In fact, I believe it should be
reduced to no more than 2,000 aircraft by FY 1973. To begin this
modernization, the FY 1969 Budget includes funds for the procurement
of 18 mission support type aircraft.
re~uirements,
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VII - PERSONNEL MATTERS

A.

PERSONNEL STRENGTHS

Both military and civilian personnel strengths will be somewhat
higher at end FY 1968 than projected a year ago. In FY 1969, civilian
strength levels are expected to rise slightly, while military strengths
decline slightly.
1.

Civilian Personnel Strengths

Direct hire civilian employment, as currently estimated for end
FY 1968 and planned for end FY 1969, is shown on the table below:
End FY 1967
(Actual)
Army

(

Navy
Air Force
Defense Agencies
Total DoD

End FY 1968
(Estimated)

End FY 1969
(Planned)

439,681
417,714
316,856
73,885

443,654
413,202
318,906
75,368

1,238,001
J.:,248,106
......__ ______ .

1_,251 ,130

436,830
402,513
323,316
75,342

We now expect. the total end FY 1968 strength to be about 8,000 higher
than projected a year ago, and about 10,000 higher than the actual
strength at end FY 1967. The FY 1969 Budget request provides a small
increase of about 3,000 over the level estimated for end FY 1968.
Although the foregoing figures in.dicate an increase of about

13,000 civilian employees from end FY 1967 to end FY 1969, on a comparable basis there will actually be a d0crease of about 21,300 since we
plan to substitute about 34,400 civilian positions for about 39,900
military positions during that two-year period. This is the second
phase of our civilian/military substitution program. You may recall
that in the first phase, which was completed in June 1967, we substituted 60,500 civilian positions for 74,300 military positions. (The
differences between the civilian and military requirements reflect the
elimination of training and support spaces associated with the use of
military personnel.) The second phase is more than 40 percent completed.
We expect to complete most of the second phase bj( the end of the cur1·en-c
fiscal year and fully complete it e_arly in FY 1969.
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The civilian employment figures also reflect for end FY 1968 an
increment of about 5,800 direct-hire foreign nationals in Vietnam in
lieu of 3,900 U. S. military personnel. For end FY 1969 a further increment of 8,300 direct-hire foreign nationals is reflected in lieu of
5,500 U. S. military personnel.
In order to hold the gross increase in civilian personnel to about
13,000 over the two year period, we have assumed a continued improvement

in employee productivity and, in addition, levied a 7,000 man reduction
on administrative and support activities not directly engaged in the provision of materiel and services to the operating forces.

I believe we

have gone as far as is prudent under the present circumstances in holding down the number of civilian employees.
2.

Military Personnel Strengths

The active duty military strengths now estimated for end FY 1968
and planned for end FY 1969 are shown in the table below:

Army

Navy
Marine Corps
Air Force

Total DoD

End FY 1967
(Actual)

End FY 1968
(Estimated)

End FY 1969
(Planned)

1,442,422
751,394
285,269
897 426

1,535,626
768,200
301,922
884,128

1,508,394
794,550
306,435
868 141

3,376,511

],489,876

3_,477 ,520

On a comparable basis (i.e., including reimbursables), the currently planned end FY 1968 strength is about 23,100 higher than originally projected a year ago. Because of the civilian/military substitution program, total military personnel strength will drop about 12,400
in FY 1969. Between June 30, 1965, and end FY 1968 we will have added
about 834,000 military personnel to the Defense Establishment. The
effective increase was 114,000 higher if we take account of the civilian/
military substitution program.
B.

VIETNAM-RELATED PERSONNEL MATTERS.

There have been no significant changes in any of our Vietnam-related personnel policies during the past year. The normal tour of duty
in South Vietnam has been and will continue to be 12 months, the shortest possible tour consistent with the military requirement.
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In recognition of the special hardships of duty in a combat
zone, servicemen in Vietnam are given certain benefits and privileges
which other military personnel do not receive. Enlisted men are
entitled to a full income tax exclusion of all compensation received
for active service in the combat zone, while officers are entitled to
an exclusion of $500 per month. All military personnel in Vietnam
also receive a special "hostile fire" pay of $65 per month and free
postal privileges, and they are allowed to send duty free to the U.S.
gifts of $50 or less. We also attempt to give each serviceman an
opportunity to take one out-of-c..ountry rest and recuperation leave of
five to seven days during his 12-month tour of duty.
Since November 1966, under the provisions of PL 89-735, the Department has been granting a special 30-day le~ve for service members who
voluntarily extend their tours of duty in Vietnam and by December 31,
1967, over 1,300 officers and 48,000 enlisted men had done so. This
authority, which has been of significant help in meeting our Vietnamrelated manpower requirements, expires on·June 30, 1968. We now
recommend indefinite extension of the authority to grant special leaves
to those who voluntarily extend their tours for at least six months.
With regard to involuntary extensions of terms of service, all
of the Military Services have at one time or another selectively
deferred regular officer voluntary retirements and resignations and, for
a brief period of time, the Army, only, involuntarily retained some
reserve officers on active duty. In the Navy and Marine Corps, only,
some enlistments were extended involuntarily, but then only for periods
of four months or less during FY 1966. Today, the Service Secretaries
can deny applications for voluntary retirement or resignation of
regular officers only after making a specific determination that there
is an overriding military need for the officer's services. Reserve
officers are not involuntarily retained on active duty except to
complete a term of active duty to which they consented or are obligated.
No enlisted personnel are now being involuntarily extended in any of
the·Military Services.
C.

MANPOWER PROCURDlENT

Total requirements for new active duty military personnel, ineluding
both volunteers and draftees, have ranged between 890,000 and 990,000
in each fiscal year since the beginning of the Vietnam build-up, compared with an average of only about 560,000 new entrants in FY 1964-65,
when our active duty strengths averaged less than 2.7 million. In meeting these higher manpower procurement requirements, we have continued
to place maximum emphasis on voluntary recruitment programs. In FY
1967, a total of 590,,000 officers and enlisted personnel volunteered
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for active duty, about 60,000 less than in FY 1966, but considerably
more than in any other ;:rear since 1!152. We expect recruitment levels
in FY 1968 and FY 1969 to equal or exceed those of FY 1967.
Because of the high enlistment levels, only the Army has had to
resort to induction during the past year and a half. Draft calls reached
their peak during the July-December 1966 period when they averaged about
34,000 per month. As the planned Army strength build-up approached completion, draft calls dropped to an average of only about 15,000 per month
in January-June. 1967. The Army has now entered a replacement cycle for
the relatively large number of draftees who were called up in FY 1966,
and as a result we now estimate that draft calls will average about
?8,000 per month in FY +968.
Our projections indicate _a somewhat lower ArmY requirement for
FY 1969, averaging approximately 20,000 per month. We expect that draft
call~ will run below this level in the July-December 1968 period, but
rise again during January-June 1969. These estimates are, of course,
highly tentative since the draft calls are determined each month on the
basis of the most recent enlistment and reenlistment experience.
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The Senior Reserve Officers Training Corps is also an important
source of commissioned officers. In FY 1969, we estimate that approximately 263,000 students will be enrolled in ROTC courses, 59,000 in
the advanced program (i.e., the third and fourth years), and we expect
to commission a total of 23,000.
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In recent years, it has been necessary to procure physicians, dentists and other medical specialists via the Selective Service System.
It will be necessary to do so again in the case of physicians in FY 1969.
However, we estimate that only 1,226 of these specialists will have to
be called in FY 1969, compared with 2,229 in FY 1968. While the draft
remains the most impor10ant source for·· physicians, the Berry Plan, which
offers a temporary deferment from acti~e duty to permit completion of
·residency training, is being accepted by a steadily increasing number
of medical school ,,graduates.
Active duty officer candidate training programs will continue to.
provide a significant portion of the new officers required in FY 1968
and FY 1969. We expect. to' obtain a total of 34,000 new officers from
these programs in FY t968, the majority (19,000) being Army officers.
In FY 1969 we expect to rec<;ive a total of,23,500 officers from this
source -- 10,000 Army, 7, 000 Navy, 3, 500 Marine Corps, and 3, 000 Air
Force.
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We are now operating 475 ROTC units at 329 colleges and universities. In order to increase the output of officers and to extend the
opportunities for ROTC training, 15 more Army units are being created
in FY 1968, and we propose to establish 15 more in FY 1969. About
178,700 students will participate in the Army ROTC program, from which
we expect to coiDmission 16,600 graduates. The Navy plans to enroll
about 5,600 students in the regular (scholarship) program and 5,600
students in the contract (non-scholarship) program next year and commission about 1,500 ensigns from both ROTC programs. Air Force Senior
ROTC enrollment will be about 68,300 with some 4,500 cadets scheduled
to receive commissions.
The ROTC Vitalization Act of 1964 (P.L. 88-647) authorized the

Army and the Air Force to establish scholarship programs similar to
the longstanding Navy program, and to have in force up to 5,500 scholarships each per year. In FY 1969 the Army and the Air Force, which are
still building up their programs, will each have about 4,000 men on
scholarshiJ;s.
D.

MILITARY COMPENSATION

The Uniformed Services Pay Act of 1965 requires the Department of
Defense to conduct, not less than every four years, "a complete review
of the principles and concepts of the compensation system for members
of the uniformed services." The first quadrennial review under this law
has now. been completed. The findings and recommendations, however, are
quite complex and will be transmitted to the Congress, together with
proposed new legislation, early in this session. The President's FY
1969 Budget, under Government-wide Contingencies, includes the funds
required to support the automatic July 1, 1968 pay increase, enacted
as part of last year's pay bill.
E.

SPECIAL MILITARY MANPOWER MATTERS

1.

"Project 100 ,000"

\

ii
II
i

''

Between October 1967 and September 1968 we will be taking into
v·
military service about 100,000 men who in the past would have been disqualified because of educational deficiencies or correctable physical defects. We were convinced that they could qualify as fully satisfactory
servicemen if exposed to modern instructional techniques and that they
could be returned to civilian life as productive members of society
with vastly improved lifetime earnings potentials. The results obtained
from the 49,000 men accepted during the first year of the program (October 1966-September 1967) have been most encouraging -- 96 percent completed basic training compared with 98 percent of all other men.
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Only about ten percent of this group required extra help in basic training, compared with four percent of all other trainees.
While entrance requirements have been revised, performance standards have not been lowered. These men are being trained right alongside
other men in the regular training centers and schools of all the Services.
They are not singled out or stigmatized in any manner, and any
special assistance they may require is provided as part of the normal
training process. After completion of basic training, they are trained
in a military skill, either through formal schooling or by on-the-job
training. About one-third of the first year group have been trained in
combat specialities, with the remainder receiving training in a variety
of other specialities. We plan to continue this program in FY 1969.

2.

~

Project TRANSITION

Last May, the President requested that the Department make available, to the maximum extent possible, in-service training and educational opportunities to increase non-career servicemen's chances for employment in civilian life. In response, the Department promptly initiated pilot studies at five military installations to work out procedures
for giving servicemen an opportunity to gain a civilian-related skill
or raise their educational achievement level before leaving service.
These pilot programs nave proven highly successful, and out of them has
grown Project TRANSITION.
Project TRANSITION.consists of five basic elements: (l) a comprehensive counseling program; (2) a skill training program for civilianrelated jobs; (3) a program aimed at the completion of the equivalency
of high school education; (4) a placement program to relate the training
received to actual job opportunities; and (5) an evaluation program to
follow-up on individuals after they leave the Service to determine the
effectiveness of the project. The program uses civilian-related military training courses and facilities, courses provided by other Federal
Agencies or sponsored by the Manpower Development and Training Act, and
instruction provided by private industry in areas where companies have
specific job requirements. Training will take place at all major military installations during the last one to six months of a man's term of
service. We estimate that of the 750,000 men who leave active duty
-··
each year, as many as 20 percent may participate in Project TRANSITION
training.
F.

EQUAL OPPORTUNITY
One of the traditional obligations of the military leader is to
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see to the welfare of his men, and that obligation clearly extends up
through the chain of command to the Secretary of Defense and the Commander-in-Chief, the President. Since at least July 26, 1948, when
President Harry S. Truman issued Executive Order #9981, the accepted
concept of the serviceman's welfare has explicitly included the assurance of e~ual treatment and opportunity without regard to race,
color, religion or national origin. Subse~uently, as a result of that
order, the work of the advisory committee which it established and the
continuing support of subsequent administrations, discrimination within
the Military Services has been largely eliminated. However, this cannot be said of the treatment being accorded many of our servicemen
and their families in the communities near our military installations,
especially in the important area of housing. Indeed, off-base housing
now constitutes the single most important outstanding problem in realizing full e~ual opportunity (and full military effectiveness) for all
the men and women who serve their nation in uniform.
The urgency of this problem was underscored in the report of the
Committee on E~ual Opportunity in the Armed Forces, appointed by
President Kennedy in June 1962. Because military personnel do not have
a civilian's freedom of choice as to where they work and live, racial
discrimination practiced against them in the area of housing was clearly
of direct concern to the Department of Defense. Indeed even before the
Committee had reported its findings in June 1963, we had already become
sufficiently aware of the dimensions and seriousness of this problem to
start remedial action. For example, by March 1963 we had ordered that
all future Defense leases for family housing should include a non-discrimination clause and that housing offices at Defense installations

should no longer accept listings of housing not available to all Defense
personnel.
With regard to off-base housing, the principal recommendation of
the President's Committee was that local military commanders be given
the responsibility for combatting all forms of discrimination affecting
servicemen or their families in communities close to military bases.
To this end, we established, under the direction of the local commander,
voluntary non-discrimination housing programs at every major U.S. military installation and re~uired periodic reports of progress.

By early 1967 it was evident that this voluntary program could not
accomplish the objective. To ascertain the facts, we sent investigatory teams to a number of installations and surveyed some 17,000 service
families. This survey showed that in the majority of the communities
covered, over half of the families of Negro servicemen living off-base
were dissatisfied with their housing, and that on the average four out
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of ten such families were having difficulty finding suitable housing,
principally as a result of racial discrimination. Most important, we
found that this situation was adversely affecting the morale, job performance and career motivation of thousands of Negro servicemen and,
thereby, the operational effectiveness of the Defense program.
It seemed clear that additional action was urgently required.
From the first, our desire has been to obtain the voluntary acceptance
by real estate managers, owners and operators of the principle that all
servicemen must be given equal access to available housing. To this
end, we have held meetings with local leaders and real estate interests
throughout the country. In some instances, cooperation was quickly
forthcoming and the number of off-base housing units open to military
personnel on a non-discriminatory basis has increased dramatically.
In other areas, however, our initial efforts to obtain voluntary cooperation were unavailingr and it has been necessary to resort to sanctions,
i.e., forbidding military personnel in the immediate area of the affected installation to enter into new leases or rentals of apartment
or trailer court facilities unless such facilities are available to all
military personnel on an equal basis.
Overall, progress during the past half year has been encouraging.
In our housing census last May, June and July, we identified l.l million
rental units (in facilities with five or more units) near military bases
which could be utilized by service personnel seeking off-base housing.
Of these, only 59 percent were open to all military families. By year's
end the proportion increased to 75 percent. "Open" units listed with
base housing offices rose during the period from 241,100 to 585,800, or
more than double.
I am convinced that the time has come when we must insist on this
simple measure of equity for our Negro servicemen and that once having
made a sincere attempt to obtain voluntary compliance, the Department
should delay no further in taking appropriate action to remedy an unsatisfactory situation; The Negro serviceman and his family deserve
the opportunity, on-base and off-base, to live with pride and dignity.
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VIII.

ORGANIZATION AND MANAGEMENT

It seemed to me, when I took office in January 1961, that the
principal problem standing in the way of efficient management of the
Department's resources was not the lack of management authority-- the
National Security Act provides the Secretary of Defense a full measure
of power -- but rather the absence of the essential management tools
needed to make sound decisions on the really crucial issues of
national security.

As I have said on other occasions, I think that the role of a
public

manag_~r

is very similar to the role of a private manager; in

each case :-he has the option of following one of two major alternative
courses of action. He can either act as a judge or a leader. In the
former case, he sits and waits until subordinates bring to him problems
for solution, or alternatives for choice.

In the latter case, he

immerses himsE>lf in the operations of the business or the governmental
activity,,stimulates and leads an examination of the problems, the
objectives, and the alternative courses of action.

But to perform effectively in the latter role, he must have
readily at hand all of the relevant information which he needs to
make sound decisions and to control their execution. Among the
crucial decisions confronting the Secretary of Defense and the
President, and for that matter the Congress, are the choices of major
military forces and weapons systems needed to carry out the tasks
and missions whi.ch derive from our national security objectives.

Accordingly,. the pertinent information must be so organized as to
focus directly on these forces and weapons systems. One must know,
for example, the military effectiveness and the cost of a B-52
s~uadron vs a MINUTEMAN s~uadron vs a POLARIS submarine, including
all of their associated e~uipment, personnel, supplies, facilities
and funds, regardless of the particular appropriation accounts in
which these resources may be financed, and regardless of the particular Service to which the force element may be assigned. And in
order to optimize the allocation of resources, one needs not only
the cost of e~uipping these units but also the cost of manning and
operating them for at least a reasonable period of years into the
future. Only then can one assess the cost and effectiveness of each
of the alternatives in relation to the Defense missions they are
designed to perform.
Thus, ~ne of the first things we had to do in 1961 was to design
a new mechanism which would provide this information in the form
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desired and to
The product of
System (PPBS),
Government and
well.

integrate it into a single, coherent management system.
this effort was the Planning-Programming-Budgetingwhich is now being widely applied throughout the U.S.
which is being introduced in foreign governments as

For the Defense Department, this system serves several very
important purposes:
1.

It produces the annual Five-Year Defense Program
which is perhaps the most important single management tool for the Secretary of Defense and the basis
for the annual proposal to the Congress.

2.

It provides the mechanism through which financial
budgets, weapons programs, force requirements, military
strategy, and foreign policy objectives are all brought
into balance with one another.

3.

It permits the top management of the Defense Department,
the President and the Congress to focus their attention
on the tasks and missions related to our national security objectives, rather than on the tasks and missions of
a particular Service.

4.

It provides for the entire Defense Establishment a single
"approved" plan, projected far enough into the future to
ensure that all of the programs are both physically and
financially feasible.

In short, the PPBS has allowed us to achieve a true unification
of effort within the Department without having to undergo a drastic
upheaval of the entire organizational structure.
The PPBS, however, would be a shell without substance were it
not backed by the full range of analytical support which operations
research and other modern management techni~ues can bring to bear on
national security problems. To this end, we have developed within
the Office of the Secretary of Defense, the Joint Chiefs of Staff
organization and the cilitary departments highly capable systems
analysis staffs. They provide the top level civilian and military
decision makers of the Department a far higher order of analytical
support than has ·ever been the case in the past. I am convinced that
this approach leads not only to far sounder and more objective decisions over the long run, but also maximizes the amount of effective
defense we obtain from each dollar expended.
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A.

ORGANIZATIONAL CHANGES

The creation of the Defense Department, as you know, stemmed
directly from one of the great lessons learned in World War II -i.e., that separate land, sea and air operations were gone forever,
and that in future wars the combat forces would have to be employed
as teams under unified strategic direction. The National Security
Act of 1947, and its subsequent amendments, established the Department and shaped its basic mode of operation. Three separate military
departments reporting to the Secretary of Defense were retained to
train, supply, administer and support the respective land, sea and
air forces. However, operational direction of the combat forces in
the field was made the responsibility of the unified and specified
commanders, reporting to the Secretary through the Joint Chiefs of
Staff. Thus, from a functional viewpoint, the Department of Defense
has been given a bilineal Organizational structure, wherein the
operational control and direction of the combat forces extends down
through one chain of command and the direction and control of the
supporting activities extends down through another. While this basic
structure proved to be entirely sound and workable, we have found it
necessary over the past seven years to make a number of changes in
both parts of the organization.
With respect to the former, it seemed to me that two major deficiencies still remained to be corrected. First, some of the combat
ready forces had not yet been placed under the unified and specified
command structure. Second, the Joint Chiefs of Staff had yet to be
provided the organizational and management tools they needed to give
the most effective day-to-day operational direction to the combat
forces.

To correct the first deficiency, we created the U.S. STRIKE
Command in 1961, putting under a single Joint Command the combat
ready forces of the Tactical Air Command and the Strategic Army Corps,
which had previously been controlled directly by their respective
military departments. With that change, all combat ready forces are
now assigned within the unified and specified command structure. The
STRIKE Command has provided us with an integrated, mobile, highly
combat ready force, available to augment the unified commands overseas
or to be employed as the primary force in remote areas. Moreover, as
a result of the improved operational concepts developed under STRIKE
Command and the Joint training received, the entire Army-Air Force
team is now better integrated and works together more efficiently
and effectively than at any other time in history.
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With respect to the second deficiency, both the internal organization of the Joint Chiefs of Staff and the various support functions were reviewed to determine what improvements might be necessary.
We found two combat support functions of particular importance to
the field commanders -- communications and intelligence -- that were
being performed separately by the three military depar~ments with

little or no regard for the role of the JCS in the operational
direction of our combat forces in the field. While it was clear
that both of these functions should be brought under the direct
supervision of the JCS, they were too large and diverse to be placed
within the Organization of the Joint Chiefs of Staff, and too important to be fragmented among the individual unified and specified
commands. Accordingly, we decided to consolidate them in two new
Defense agencies, reporting to the Secretary of Defense directly
through the JCS.

(

Since actions were already underway in 1961 to form the Defense
Communications Agency (DCA), we expanded its functions to include not
only the management and operational control of the long-haul communications facilities of the Defense Establishment, but also the communications facilities required for command and control functions,
intelligence, weather services, logistics, and administration for
all components of the Department. Over the intervening years we
have given DCA responsibflity for providing support to the National
Military Command System, for supervising the development of the
Defense Communications Satellite System, and for leasing commerciallyowned communications facilities on behalf of all components of the
Defense Department. Most recently, we have strengthened DCA.' s management authority over the development of technical imporvements to the
Defense Communications System.
The intelligence function was consolidated under a new organization, the Defense Intell~gence Agency (DIA), which now provides all
current operations intelligence; assembles, integrates, and validates
all Defense intelligence requirements; produces all Defense intelligence
estimates; supervises the mapping, charting, and geodesy activities of
the military departments; oversees the Defense attache system; and
provides management guidance on technical intelligence matters. While
DIA is responsible for the consolidated intelligence function at the
national level, field components still retain a tactical intelligence
capability of their own. This capability is supplemented by DIA's
intelligence summaries and estimates as needed.

A number of improvements have also been made in the Joint Chiefs
of Staff organization itself. For example, a new National Military
Command System, with a command center in the Pentagon, supplemented by
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alternate fixed and mobile Command Posts, has been established so as
to ensure that the Joint Chiefs of Staff can carry on their operational
direction of the Armed Forces under all foreseeable circumstances. In
addition, several new offices have been authorized to help the Chiefs
carry out their responsibilities,lncluding special assistants for
strategic mobility, military assistance affairs, counter-insurgency
and special activities, and. environmental services (weather forecasting, etc.). Also, a Joint Command and Control Requirements Group
and a Joint War Games Agency have been added to the Joint Chiefs of
Staff organization.

I

With respect to the support functions, we found that organizational change had lagged far behind technological advancement. The
logistics structures of the milita1·y departments had simply not kept
pace with the demands of rapidly changing technology, particularly
in the development, procurement, and support of new weapons systems,
nor had we fully come to grips with the problem of managing commonly
used supplies and services. This latter problem, as you know, had
long been a source of concern within both the Congress and the
Executive Branch. Following the Unification Act, the problem of
overlapping logistics functions drew the repeated attention and criticism of the Congress, beginning with the recommendations of the
Bonner Subcommittee in 1952, then with the O'Mahoney amendment to
the 1953 Defense Appropriation Bill and later with the McCormackCurtis amendment to the Reorganization Act of 1958. In all of these
enactments, the Congress continually prodded the Department in the
direction of truly unified logistics management.
The Defense Establishment, however, moved very cautiously toward
that objective with various improvisations. These improvisations,
however, did not get to the core of the problem -- the need for a
single agency charged with the responsibility for procuring and
managing all commonly used and centrally procured supplies and services. Our solution was to create the Defense Supply Agency (DSA).
Established in 1961, DSA was made responsible for the management of
most common supplies and services. In January 1962, the eight existing
single managers for common supplies, the single manager for traffic
management·, the Armed Forces Supply Support Center and the surplus
property sales offices were all consolidated within the Agency. Later,
additional responsibilities were assigned to DSA, including the
management of common electrical and electronics items, chemical
supplies, and industrial production equipment. The results: substantial reductions in inventories and operating costs and improvements in supply service.
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In 1964, it became apparent that centralized management of the
contract administration function would not only yield greater efficiency with fewer personnel but would also produce significant
savings for our contractors which, in turn, would be eventually
reflected in lower procurement costs to us. Accordingly, we consolidated under a single management in DSA the 150 field offic-es
and 20,000 personnel concerned with contract administration, including
such related functions as materiel inspection, production expediting,
industrial security, and payment of contractor invoices. Later, in
that same year, we established the Defense Contract Audit Agency,
bringing together under centralized management the audit activities
previously performed by 268 offices of the three military departments.
We recognized, of course, that the creation of new functionally
oriented Defense agencies was by no means the full answer to solving
the problem of overlapping or duplicative activities among the
Services. For example, in the area of specialized training we found
that it was usually more efficient and economical to consolidate these
functions within one of the military departments. Thus, the Army was
made responsible for consoli4ated public information and language
training, the Navy for consolidated computer training, and the Air
Force for consolidated air intelligence and imagery interpretation
training.
In addition to these Defense Department-wide organizational
changes in the support field, many more were found necessary in the
three military departments; particularly in the broad area of logistics management. In the Army, the logistics functions of the old
"technical services 11 were merged into a new Army Materiel Cc::>mmand;
in the Navy the logistics functions performed by the Bureaus were
replaced by a Naval Material Command; and in the Air Force a realignment between the Research and Development Command and the Air Materiel
Command resulted in two new commands ---·the Air Force Systems Command
and the Air Force Logistics .Command. Each of these organizational
changes was instituted because of the need for increased efficiency
in the procurement and support of new weapons systems, as well as to
keep pace with rapidly changing technology.
B.

THE DEFENSE DEPARTMENT COST REDUCTION PROGRAM

While timely organizational changes, better analyses and improved
procedures can all help to facilitate the managemenc task, economy and
efficiency in the day-to-day execution of the Defense program rests
largely in the hands of the tens of thousands of military and civilian
managers in the field. As I have noted in previous years, how to
motivate these people to do their job more efficiently, and how to
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determine whether they do so, has always been one of the most
difficult and elusive problems facing the top management of the
Defense Department.
Unlike private industry, which operates under the discipline
of the profit and loss statement, there is no such built-in incentive
for efficiency and economy in the operating environment of the Defense
Department, or for that matter, in the Government as a whole. Moreover, because of the large number of the Defense managers involved
and the literally tens of millions of individual decisions they make
each year (e.g., 15 million purchase actions alone in FY 1967), it
is obviously impossible to supervise the performance of these people
directly from the Pentagon. Yet, the larger the number of intermediate management levels -- and in an organization of the size of
the Defense Department the number cannot help but be large -- the
more difficult it is to exert pressure from the top.

(

But even where poor performance is found, the remedies, as a
practical matter, are more limited than the average person would
think; the competition for competent management personnel is extremely
keen, and we have no assurance that the people we could hire would be
any better than those we might fire. Accordingly, the only work.able
solution I have been able to find, in private industry as well as
Defense, is to make the best use of the talent available, not so much
through the negative threat of sanctions, but rather through the
positive use of incentives for better performance. In other words,
we must devise some sort of management system through which we can
mobilize the capabilities of the managers at the lower levels, involve
them more intimately in the entire management process, and motivate
them to seek out and develop more efficient ways of doing their
jobs -- and that is the fundamental purpose of the Defense Department's Cost Reduction Program.
Inasmuch as almost three-quarters of the total Defense budget is
spent for "logistics" in the broadest sense of that term -- i.e. ,
beginning with research and development and extending through procurement, production, construction of facilities, supply, maintenance, etc.,
and ending with the disposal of surplus materiel and facilities -- we
concentrated our efforts, first, on that area of activity. Even before
I took office I made it my business to familiarize myself with the
principal studies and reports relating to Defense logistics, e.g.,
those of the Hoover Commissions, the General Accounting Office and
the various Congressional Committees. From these reports, I and my
associates were able to identify the key areas in which improvements
were urgently needed and Vhere the potential for significant savings
was the greatest.
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The problem, then, was how to organize the effort on a Defensewide basis. From past experience in the Defense Department we knew
that "one-shot", transient efforts soon petered out, leaving no real
long-term benefits. We also knew that without clear-cut goals and
a system for measuring progress against those goals, the principal
incentive for improvement would be lost. And finally, we realized
that unless the top management, itself, placed a high priority on
the effort, managers at lower levels would soon lose interest in the
program.
l.

(

The Initial Five-Year Program

Initially, a five-year program ending in FY 1966 was laid out.
Ultimately, some 28 distinct areas of logistics management were carefully delineated and grouped under the three major overall objectives
of the program-- i.e., to buy only what we need, to buy at the lowest
sound price and to reduce operating costs. Specific annual cost
reduction goals were established, in cooperation with the key logistics
managers, for each of these areas. Selected goals, in turn, were
established for the military departments and Defense Agencies, and
subdivided down to the lowest responsible operating levels, so tqat
all of our principal logistics managers would know exactly what was
expected of them. A quarterly reporting system was designed to
measure progress against these goals, and each Service Secretary and
Agency head was directed to review personally the progress achieved
and to report the results to my office. I then carefully reviewed
these results, myself, and reported on them to the President and the
Congress each year. Indeed, both President Kennedy and President
Johnson have given this program their personal attention. President
Johnson has personally participated in our annual awards ceremonies.
In order to ensure that we were not kidding ourselves or the
public regarding the validity of the savings being achieved, I tried
at the beginning to enlist the aid of the General Accounting Office
in auditing these savings. As you know, the GAO, for understandable
reasons, declined to undertake this task (more recently it has agreed
to·review the adequacy of our Cost Reduction audit program and our
criteria for measuring savings). Consequently, I assigned the audit
function to the Defense Comptroller, who, although a member of my
staff, is not directly involved in the logistics management function.
In t.his connection, we must remember that it is extremely
difficult to establish precise auditing standards for this sort of
activity, and to some extent subjective judgments are bound to intrude
in the evaluation of what oonstitutes a t"·ue savings. Nevertheless,
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we have consistently tried to apply one basic test, namely, that a
reportable savings must result from a clearly identifiable, new,
improved or intensified management action which actually reduces
costs while fully satisfying the military requirement. And, I believe,
that by and large the savings we have reported over the years have met
that basic test.

(

\

But over and above the large monetary savings achieved -- more
than $14 billion during the five-year period -- the Program has
significantly raised the level of effectiveness of our entire worldwide logistics system. New procurement techniques were developed and
brought into everyday use to broaden the area of competition for
Defense work and to minimize the use of cost-plus-fixed-fee contracts.
Requirements computation methods were thoroughly reviewed and more
realistic standards established. New procedures were devised to
ensure maximum utilization of excess inventories on a Department-wide
basis. Special "value engineering" staffs were organized in all of
the Department's procurement agencies to eliminate "goldplating"
(i.e., unneeded frills) from specifications. Defense contractors
were offered a share in the savings resulting from "value engineering"
changes which they originated. Programs designed to increase the
efficiency of the day-to-day operations of the Department were established at the base level. Defense installations were systematically
reviewed and those excess to our requirements were closed and the
property turned over to more productive public or private use.
2.

The Permanent Cost Reduction Program.

With the completion of the initial Five-Year Program in FY 1966
and with the basic policies and procedures firmly established throughout the Department, the Program was placed on an annual basis in
FY 1967. We have now completed the first of the annual programs and
are halfway through the second. ·As I told you last year, for FY 1967
actions we established a goal of $1.5 billion in savings to be realized
in fiscal years 1967, 1968, and 1969, with $872 million of that amount
to be realized in FY 1967 itself. As shown on the following chart,
results have exceeded our objectives. (A mcire complete summary of the
results shown on the chart can be found on Table 17 attached to this
statement. )
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SAVINGS FROM DECISIONS MADE AND ACTIONS TAKEN IN FY 1967
( MILLIONS OF DOLLARS)

SAVINGS REALIZED
IN FY 1967

SAVINGS TO BE REALIZED IN THE
3-YEAR PERIOD FY 1967-1969
$2.059

$1,052

GOAL

GOAL

ACTUAL

CURRENT
ESTIMATE

In previous years, I have discussed each area of the program in
some detail, giving specific examples of the savings achieved. This
year I would like, instead, to review the overall status of this
program and the prospects for the future.
3.

The Future Program

As I have noted many times before, the management task is never·
finished, and this is particularly true of cost reduction. Even while
old deficiencies are being corrected, entirely new ones make their
appearance. And, this is to be expected since the character and
content of the Defense program is constantly changing.
The recent build-up of our forces in support of our commitments
in Southeast Asia is a good case in point. The extent and speed of
this build-up and the great distances over which our forces had to be
deployed and supported have placed a great deal of pressure on our
entire logistics system .. And, of course, whenever the element of time
becomes the overriding factor in our actions, economy and efficiency
tend to be sacrificed in favor of speed. It was for this reason that
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I cautioned last July, in my Annual Progress Report on the Cost
Reduction Program, that, "I would not be at all surprised if some
unnecessary spending and inefficiency have crept into the Defense
program during these last two years of rapid build-: up." I went on
to say, "Our task in the year ahead . . . is to ferret out all of
these new sources of waste and inefficiency and tighten up our
operations all along the line. Further savings of millions of dollars
can be achieved by actions which are ·completely consistent with a
high degree of combat readiness."
I was delighted, therefore, last October when I learned that
General Westmoreland, acting on his own initiative, had instituted
a cost reduction program in his own area of responsibility. The
objective of that program in his words is "to develop a well-balanced,
hard-hitting and efficient military force which can be sustained at
a minimum cost for an indefinite period." To accomplish that objective,
he has laid out a comprehensive program, complete with goals for each
of the major logistics areas and a quarterly report on progress toward
those goals, the first of which will cover the period ending March.l968.

I

\

Now, with regard to the longer range goals of the Cost Reduction
Program, although we must realize that the very large savings achieved
during the first five years are not likely to be duplicated during the
succeeding five years, there are still significant opportunities for
improvement in many areas.
a.

Buying Only What We Need

There are a,number of logistics areas under this general heading
where the opportunities for improvement are virtually unlimited. This
is so because requirements are always changing, new items are continuously entering the inventories while older items are becoming obsolete
and surplus to our needs.
Over the last seven years we have. conducted literally thousands
of "requirement" reviews of major items of equipment, spare parts
and consumables to help us determine our real needs and avoid procurement of materiel which might later become surplus. More accurate
predictions of wearout rates are being made through the use of
automatic data processing equipment. Pipeline requirements are being
reduced by the use of airlift to deliver high cost items, particularly
to Southeast Asia. Better demand forecasts are being achieved through
the widespread use of high-speed communication systems and by concentrating management effort on high-value items. Special review boards
have been established to screen the need for the thousands of reports,
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manuals, engineering drawings and other technical data required to
develop, operate and maintain our equipment·.
The importance of this entire requirements review process has

I

been brought to the forefront by the Vietnam conflict, particularly
with regard to such high consumption items as ammunition. For example,
we have fully automated the Southeast Asia Air Munitions Reporting
System, and we now receive a status report every 15 days on the 53
most important air munitions items -- including combat consumption,
training consumption, inventory levels, and stocks in the pipeline.
These reports are received within ten days from the end of each
reporting period, permitting us to respond promptly to any change
in the combat consumption of these 53 items. A similar reporting
system has been established for the principal items of ground
ammunition. Both of these reports will make it possible for us to
meet our requirements without generating huge excesses as was the
case during the Korean war. In fact, we are deliberately holding
our world-wide inventories below the required peacetime "cold production base" level, both to avoid "over-buying" during the war and
to soften the impact on the economy when the conflict ends and
production has to be cut back to peacetime rates. By phasing down
production gradually over a period of months, the employees, contractors
and communities affected will have a better opportunity to make the
necessary adjustments.

\

There is considerable room for improvement, however, in the
management of our spare parts inventories. Here, the number of items
is so great that we have not yet developed a satisfactory technique
for closely relating procurement and inventories to consumption.

Nevertheless, we have made substantial progress in this area (the
value of "approved force s:tocks in storage" as a percent of the
value of weapons and equipment in use has fallen from 41 percent at
the end of FY 1961 to 33 percent at the end of FY 1967), and we hope
that the transfer of aircraft spares to the stock fund will stimulate
additional improvements.
The acquisition of technical data is another activity in which
further progress can be made. It has been estimated that there may
be as many as 100 million engineering drawings in our repositories.
Moreover, we have approximately a quarter of a million technical
manuals and about 40,000 specifications, standards, and related documents, and we are spending perhaps as much as one and one-half billion
dollars annually for additional technical data. We have attacked
this problem in a number of ways, ranging from "cross servicingn of
manuals among the military departments to replacing hard copies of
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drawings and other data with magnetic and punched tapes and computer
memory banks. But I still feel we need a more comprehensive review
on an item-by-item basis of each proposed procurement. There are
still too many cases where we find ourselves buying technical data
which nobody needs.
No matter how carefully we review our requirements, excess
inventories are bound to develop as new major weapons systems replace
the old. Thus, the reutilization of excess inventories will be a
continuing problem. We have made good progress in this area during
the past seven years, reducing long supply and disposable stocks
from about $16.5 billion in 1961 to $12.3 billion in 1967, with the
rate of reutilization rising from about $956 million a year to over
$1.5 billion a year during this period. Further progress will depend
importantly on how well we can adapt old items to meet new needs.

One area in which the job will never be completed as long as
new weapons systems and equipment continue to enter the inventories
is that of value engineering or the elimination of "gold plating."
We have greatly increased our capabilities in this area over the
last six years, and we estimate that we have saved more than $1 billion
during this period by eliminating superfluous design or performance
features.. As I noted earlier, much of this work is done by our contractors, with whom we are sharing the savings.
b.

Buying at the Lowest Sound Price

The opportunities for improvement, here, have been rather fully
exploited. This is particularly true in the shift away from Cost-PlusFixed-Fee contracts, which neither reward good performance nor penalize
bad performance. As shown on the following chart, we have completely
reversed the previous trend and have driven down the proportion of
contracts awarded on a CPFF basis from a peak of 38 percent in FY 1961
to about ten percent in 1967. ·
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While we may be able to reduce the use of CPFF contracts by
perhaps another percentage point when the Vietnam conflict is ended,
it is apparent that there is very little room for further improvement
in this area. Essentially, this type of contract is now being used
only where there are great uncertainties involved in'the scope of
the work to be performed; for example, in research and development.
I also believe that we have gone far toward exploiting the
possibilities of increasing the percentage of contracts awarded on
the basis of price competition, although we should be able to reverse
the slight downward trend encountered in the last year because of
the Vietnam conflict. As shown on the following chart, we have
raised the proportion of contracts awarded on a price competitive
basis from 32.9 percent in FY 1961 to 44.4 percent in FY 1966.
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In achieving these results, we have made extensive use of such
devices as two-step formal advertising, the spare parts breakout
program, and multi-year procurements.
An opportunity for further progress in the procurement area
lies in the expanded application of the "total package" procurement
method. In addition to the C-5A transport, we have used this
procurement method for other systems such as the SRAM, the LOH
avionics package, the FDL and the air-to-ground MAVERICK missile.
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1967

c.

Reducing Operating Costs.
There are some logistics areas included under this heading in

which the opportunities for future improvement are still very Axtensive, but in the area of

11

terminating unncecessary operations", I

believe future actions will be less numerous than in the past.
During the last seven years we have made a continuing, searching
and systematic review of ,all of our installations and activities

throughout the world.

Facilities which had outlived their useful-

ness or were in poor condition and cost too much to operate and

maintain have been closed. Those which were surplus to our peacetime
and mobilization needs have been disposed of. Installations operating
at below productive capacity have been shut down and their remaining
useful activities consolidated at other mor~ efficient locations.
The results of this intensive seven year effort are shown on the
table below:
Total Through
June 30, 1967
Number of Actions
Real Estate Released (Acres)
Industrial Plants with Commercial
Potential made Available for Sale
Job Positions Eliminated
Recurring Annual Operating Savings

967
1,818,000
66
207,047
$1. 5 Billion

From the beginning, we have recognized that this rechanneling
of resources, though beneficial to the Nation as a whole, could have
serious adverse effects on local communities and our own employees.

Two programs, each now of several years standing, were developed to
help soften these effects.
One program is designed to help the local communities make the
necessary adjustment and find productive uses for the land and facilities made available as a result of base closures. They are advised
of pending closures months and sometimes years in advance, giving
both the Defense Department and the community time to develop the
adjustment plans. To assist in this process, I established in 1961
an Office of Economic Adjustment which, together with experts from
other Federal agencies, has helped some 72 communities in 34 states.
The following table summarizes tbe disposi t'ion and use of
military property released since 1961:
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Total Through
June 30, 1967
Civil Airports
Schools and Universities

36
251
113
66
580
11
112
944,996

Parks, Recreation, Community Development

Private Industry for Production
Individuals and Small Companies
Federally Owned Reserve Lands
Other Federal Agencies
Total Acres Involved

I

\

The other program pertains to our own employees. Since base
closures dislocate our employees as well as communities, the Defense
Department as employer bears a special responsibility. We have discharged this responsibility by guaranteeing our career employees
that no one displaced by a base closure will be separated without
the offer of a new job opportunity. In order to help such displaced
employees find jobs, we now operate a nationwide system which matches
the qualifications with job vacancies, we give them preference in
hiring, we guarantee their present pay for two years when they accept
a lower paying job, and we pay their moving expenses when they relocate
to a new Defense position. The table below shows the results of this
program for career civilian employees (military personnel are simply
reassigned to other duties -- a normal feature of service life) from
its inception in January 1964 through last September:
Employees
Number

Accepted offer of another Defense job
Placed in another Federal job
Placed in a non-Federal job
Declined job offer, transfer or
placement assistance

Retired or resigned
Other (death, military service, etc.)
Total employees affected
Separated without offer of "job
opportunity"
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Percent

84,771
4,599
4,986

67.2
3.7
4.0

11,338
17' 625
2,637

9.0
14.0
2.1

---

125,956

100.0

None

None

With respect to other areas of logistics management -- transportation, communications, equipment maintenance, etc. --the day-today operations of the Defense Department should continue to offer a
broad range of opportunities for cutting costs through such actions
as consolidating management functions, finding more efficient organizational arrangements, simplifying work methods, and increasing
productivity. For the most part, this type of action is taken ~t
the installation level, and success in this area will depend
importantly on the continued vigor of the Cost Reduction Program
and the support it receives throughout the Government.

(

\
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IX.

FINANCIAL SUMMARY

There are again this year a few changes in the coverage of the
Defense Program and Financial Budget which warrant special mention.
The first concerns a further realignment and clarification of functional responsibilities in Vietnam between the Department of Defense
and other U.S. Government Agencies. You may recall that last year
the Defense Department took over from the Agency for International
Development .(AID) the funding of certain responsibilities which were
more closely related to military operations in South Vietnam than to
the economic assistance program. In FY 1969·we propose to finance
a few more: for example, the support of the.Chieu Hoi program, and
certain air transportation costs. In addition, Defense will finance
the support of the Revolutionary Development Cadre program. All of
these changes will add about $112 million to the Defense Department
budget in FY 1969.

(

The second category of changes has to do with the further realignment of the internal financing of the Defense Department Program. It
has long been the established policy of the Defense Department to
manage the ac~uisition, storage and supply of consumption-type items
in the Stock Funds. Accordingly, we propose in FY 1969 to transfer
to and capitalize in the Stock Funds approximately $3.5 billion of
consumable items now financed under the Procurement and Operation and
Maintenance appropriations. Since approximately $1.1 billion of these
items are expected to be sold by the Stock Funds in FY 1969, with payments for replacements not being re~uired before FY 1970, the cash
balances of the Stock Funds will experience a one-time increase by a
like amount. In addition, the sale of items in inventory not re~uiring
replacement should result.: in a further increase in cash of approximately
$400 million. Conse~uently, the cash balances in the Stock Funds by
end FY 1969 would greatly exceed the amount needed to meet the legal
and operating re~uirements. We, therefore, propose in FY 1969 to
transfer $1.5 billion from the Stock Funds to certain Procurement
accounts, in lieu of new appropriations -- $450 million to Procurement
of E~uipment and Missiles, Army; $440 million to Procurement of Aircraft
and Missiles, Navy; $10 million to Procurement, Marine Corps; and $600
million to Aircraft Procurement, Air Force.
Taking account of the foregoing shifts in funding, the programs
proposed for FY 1969, including Military Assistance and Foreign Military
Sales, Military Construction and Family Housing, and Civil Defense, will
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require $79,797,300,000 in new appropriations. From this figure,
a net amount of $220,943,000 in miscellaneous receipts and trust
fund adjustments must be deducted to arrive at the $79,576,357,000
in New Obligational Authority shown in the President's Budget. A
summary by major programs for fiscal years 1962 through 1969 is
shown on Table 1.
Of the $79,797,300,000 in appropriations required for FY 1969,
the following amounts will be presented separately:
$540,000,000 for Military Assistance and Foreign
Military Sales,
$2,031,500,000 for Military Construction and Family
Housing (including the $82,674,000 for payment of
mortgage principal and $11,800,000 for Homeowners
Assistance), and
$76,800,000 for Civil Defense.
Also included in the total of new appropriations requested for
FY 1969 is $75 million for three items of proposed legislation,which
are being separately transmitted. The first, $34 million, is for an
increase in the per diem and travel allowances for uniformed service
members. The second, $23 million, is for an increase in Servicemen's
Group Life Insurance, and the third, $18 million, is to provide Federal
employee status for the civilian technicians of the Army and Air Force
National Guard. Provision for a number of other items of proposed
legislation, including proposed changes in the military compensation
structure, is made within the Government-wide "Allowances for Contingencies11.
The Bill now before the Appropriations Committees would provide
$77,074,000,000 in new appropriations (including $12,800,000 for the
Special Foreign Currency Program) plus the $1,500,000,000 in transfers
from the Defense Department Stock Funds. Of this amount, $22,385~052,000
is requested to be authorized for appropriation under the provisions
of Section 412(b) of Public Law 86-149, as amended: $14,369,613,000
for procurement of aircraft, missiles, naval vessels, and tracked combat
vehicles; and $8,015,439,000 for research, development, test and evaluation (including $9,239,000 to be financed by the Special Foreign
Currency Program appropriation). Tables 18 and 19 provide a summary
of the procurement amounts to be authorized for appropriation under
the above provisions.
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We are also re~uesting the Congress to transfer $1,695,600,000
of FY 1968 funds among and between the various appropriations of the
Military Departments and the Defense Agencies to finance adjustments
in the FY 1968 program. As I noted at the beginning the Statement,
this transfer authority is essential if we are to meet our Vietnam
and other re~uirements with the amounts already appropriated for
FY 1968. Associated with these transfers among appropriations are
decreases in fund authorizations totaling $1,846,818,000 and increases
totaling $177,086,000. The increases are as follows: Aircraft,
Army-- $130,500,000; Missiles, Air Force-- $12,100,000; RDT&E, Air
Force -- $34,486,000. The decreases are spread among all of the other
authorization categories.
In addition, $800,499,000 will be re~uired in FY 1968 to meet
the costs of the military and civilian pay increases enacted by the
Congress last year.
Again this year, we strongly urge the Congress to continue in
the FY 1969 Appropriation Act the authorities provided by Sections
635 and 612 (c) of the FY 1968 Appropriation Act. Section 635
authorizes the Secretary of Defense to transfer up to an additional
$200,000,000 from any appropriation of the Department of Defense to
improve further the readiness of the Armed Forces, including the
reserve components. Section 612(c) permits the Secretary of Defense,
upon determination by the President that ·it is necessary to increase
the number of military personnel on active duty beyond the number
for which funds are provided, to treat the cost of such an increase
as an excepted expense. The continuing uncertainties that we face
in Southeast Asia and elsewhere around the globe underscore the need
to continue these two sections in the new appropriation act.
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15'.>

10:?. 7
(J, I

Jnl 1 _(,

ll'l
<N(

'}(,~

'TO]

2,625
], 381
1,01()

5,23]

1,5')0

I, 30[\
2,h45

b,ooh

1,•l9l

l<lfl

:?2'(

'•?3

)•)1\

4' '·~'<-'
1. 321
1,487

W4

"''

?, 112

), 39'•

""'

4,?04
1,249
1,284

8,05')

lO, 7~1

(12~521

s6,nn

59,1J'j(l

·ro.~HJ

75.81'(

•.!8,561

nr

/V)

4/l,f\C.B

Ill\.

t

5.261

66,'iB"J

l,Ol+]
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TIUILE l - STilATE.GlC DEPOISI VE PQflClS

Air Defnaa Syat•a
Aircraft (Authorized Active Inventory
Interceptor- !.1
A1t ~rce
F-101
F-102
r-104
r-106
F-l06X
Subtotal Air force

,_,.

Air Mat1ona1 CIWird (ANC)

.,,

344

l22

322

304

307

361

318
2S9
40
214

" "'"

264

281

ll8
94
40
272

llB
37
31

2S7

loTi

"'"
26

251

140

134

"

26
251

.

130
61

8o7

220
27S
67
127

16S
248
72
IS2

110
248
42
191

689

637

591

180

100

40

"' "' 134
"'" "' ~"
26

Te4

m
m

F-89
r-100
F-102
F-104
Subtotal ANC

343
281

40
2115

28!1

UIS

-i8~

285

2iS

Novy

F-6

-..:l~)

Total Interceptor&
Tactical Support for F-106X
(C-130) a/
Other Tac'tical Support Aircraft
Target Aircraft
Surface-to-Air Mt .. ue t..eunchere b/
BOMARC
MIKE (HERCULES AND .UAX) SJ: Aftll:-'

Total SA.'!" Launchers

169
432

160
243

I

"'

420

m

m
m

407

B3
255

1S3
254

"'
"' "' "' "'
'" '" "'
'" I "'
"'
"" "' "' "' --~
"' "' '" i _!I!
"' "'
--'.!.
I-~
I
11::: '
""
!./

Control 4 Surveillance Syatea:tl
NOJt.I.D Coll.bat Operationa Cftlter
SAGE COII.bat Cenura
SAGE Direction Centers
Jute II Control enure
Bl'lC III Control Centen
Search Radars
ANG Search Radan
Gap Filler Radan
Diatant tarly Warning (Dtw) Radan
Over-the-Rorhon (OTR) Ra.dar
(Back-Scatter)
Surface-to-Air m .. ue (SA.'!") Fire
Coordination Centen
Radar Ship•

Surveillance & Warntn~ Aircraft !./
EC-121: Air Force
Novy

Airborne Warning and Control
Syet• (AWACS)
Total Su"etllante 4 Warning
Aircraft
Minile & Space Defenu SyatelllS
Anti-Satellite Syatema
Surveillance 4 Warnin~
Balliltic Miuile Earlv Werning
Sy•ta (BMEWS) (474t)
OTll Radn (Tran1mit/Recetve)
Other

236
1881.

307
1372

1108

lBO

lBO

172

164

47)
~

47)
~

473

473

200
1009

140

132

~

~

2.730

2279

2067

1614

lS60

1357

1349

1

1
8
21

1

1
7

1

1

1

1

1

1

7

"

"

"'

"'
' "'"'
" "

'

13

'

11

1
1
11

1
1
11

12

15
128

15
128

15
128

•

20

1B2
6

"

'

1B

179

' "''
" "

168

' "'39'

39

13

13

l5B

~

1333 11177

"'
' "''
" "

141

124

1

473
_.!.!!_ I __4_!

1

1169

ll)J

15

"'3

' '
" " " "
)

17

17

17

17

17

17

""

"

"

" "

22

22

22

22

22

22

22

22

17

76

85

80

80

80

"-

83
2.2

80

BO

49

85
47

80

49

80

-- ---- ---- ---- ---- --- --- --·-

---

--

---

10
31

132

22

134

132

19

lOS

80

BO

8

"

BO
4

3
2/4

"

SDITINEL

SPARTAN
SPRINT
Millile Sine Radar (MSR)
Perimeter Acqu111t1on Radan (PAR)
Batter1ea

.. ' '7 ~

4

' ,,' '"'
" "

2/5

15

3
4/S

15

"' "' "''
3

3

15

15

15

,
,
)

•I Tentative air defenae plan.

b/
"i_l
d/

!I

Vorce levels after n 69 to be resolved in 1968,
Equivalent to deployed, operational miniles, bcludu training launchen.
The 11redee nUIIIber and location of RER(.."ULES batterie1 to be phaaed out in F'Y 70-71 will be determined later this year,
The nUIIber of deployed 1J11erati01lal ainilea 1a three t1mea the number of launthera.
lac:ludea CONUS, .Uaaka, Hawaii, Puerto Rico, Canada, Greenland, and Iceland.
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." TABLE 4 - FINANCIAL SUMMARY OF CIVIL DEFENSE
(TOA, in$ Millions)
(Fiscal Years)

Shelter
Shelter
Shelter
Marking
Shelter

Survey
Improvement
Development
& Stocking
Use

1962

1963

1964

!ill

1966

1967

1968

1.2.22.

58.4

9.3

7.1

8.3

8.0

1.4
32.7

1.7
24.2

17.7
.5
5.1
1.1
2.7

20.1

4.4
90.3

10.6
1.4
3.6
2.3
4.5

4. 5
.2
2.2

3.1
1.0
3.0

4.5
.7
3.3

6.8

4.1

1.8

2.7

.6

.8

.8

.6

5.4
16.8

3.1
10.1

6.5
6.7

8.4
6.0

11.6
6.6

4.0
7.3

' 2.5
6.1

1.4
5.0

18.9 27.5
3.4
3.9
12.4 13.6
19.0 11.0
2.6 ----2..:.£

23.7
2.0
13.9
10.0
12.9

25.6
1.4
14.3
10.0
10.7

23.9
1.7
12.0
10.0
11.6

Warning
Command, Control &

Communications
Emergency Operations Support

Financial Assistance
Information Activities
Ma.."lageme!lt

Research & Development
Training & Education

TOTALS

26.0
28.3 27.5
2.3
1.3
1.3
11.5 12.9 12.7
10.0
7.1
6.5
11.2 ....ll..:2. ___ll

-

238.9 125.4 110.5 ~ 105.1 101.4
=
=

=

86.1 ~

~

SHELTER SPACES
(Millions, Cumulative)
Identified

Marked a/
Stocked-.!!/

~/

103.7 121.4 135.6 152.1 162.8 J70.4 175.6
42.8 63.8 75·9 85.3 92.7 100.6 107.5
47.1
55.0 60.0
23.8 33.8 41.3
9.7

Only public shelters having 50 or more spaces are eligible for marking
and stocking.
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TABLE 6
COO'AR!SON _OF THE O!ll (1961) AND Nl.'l (1968)
ARMY RESERVE CCMPONEN'I' STRUCTURES

(Paid Drill Strength)

ow

UNIT CATEGORY

Units for which there is a
milit~

(1~1~

-

STRUCTURE ( 1968)

Army

Manning

National

Army

~

Level

(Weeks).!:.

Guard

~

I

9,200

B"i

0

9,000

129,158

7li
71i
71'1>
71%

55,900

92,400

148,300

17-26
17

243,400

75,800

319,200

73.900

12,600

86,500

10,800
1,100

62,200

'13,000

ll,')UO

12,600

~

~

n,4uo

,oo,oocfi/

26o,oorf)

Units to RoWld Out Active

Division Force

;Y

181,100

Brigades e_/
Mobilization Base

6,590
59,700
16,252

Support to Other Services

651,

State Hq. & USAR Schools

40?,000

Total

Units for which there ,,
milit!!r

us

ead1ness
Goals
/

!!fb/
-

~

Manning
~

9,000

10aj,

Readiness
Goals

£1

~Weeks~c

reguirement

Air Defense
Army

STROCTURE

9%
9%
9%
93-loaj,
9%
10aj,

0

"-6

"-86
1-2

8

66o ooof!J
=

no

re~irement

Other Divisions!/
Training and Operatlonal
Base Units
Total
GRAND 'TOTAL UNT'rS
(Paid Drill 3trenr,th)

Number of l!ni ts
(Co/Det Size)

293,500

55%

~

55'1>

c->
-S>

.

?'1-37

2')0,000

'700,000

400,000

-----'·

\ 8,6'(7';

2,

90'i:J

260,000

660,000
_;-

3,4')0

:;:;,

\6_,3:_0,,

Included in the fl<!W struct,ure :;hown above in a :Jelectr:rl Res0rvc For•ce consisting or three full rUvision
force equivalent:; mfll'lnPd ut 'J3%.
Breakout of strcngtl! bf,Lwe.-.n Afmr: and UflfiH And hetw•~en cn.tc>goriPs in npproximate O.rld nub,ject to refinement.
Total tim.,. t'rum alert for mobilizati<)n La actual rea•JinP.::;s ror •lqrl<',vmcnt (incluolin~ Lrainint, time).
Six in old structure, eight in new
Three in old structure, ?1 in new.
Thirt:t-one in old structure, none in new.
Does not include 3 percent overstrcngth authuri zcrl J'or mruw.gcri a l. puqro:;es.
Does not include the 13'( urunlpport<:!•l fiRNC; Wli ts wirl1~d !'or tl\f! sole purpose of satisf'ying State needs.
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TABLE 7 - ARMY PROCUREMENT
(TOA, $Millions)

1~1
UH-lB/n IROQUOIS
Clt-li7A/B ClflNOOK

S!1

Cost

ll!l

4]
44

18

S!1
323
;>l1

12!>2
Cost

en

Cost

S!1

J,'j()

jl,Q

700

U-21A Airpl&M Ut ill ty
AH-~A CHEYF.NNE

150

7

76

"'

;;6

"

58

34

53

""'·

All Other 1 te111E
Total A1 rcraft

"

287

15

325

?l

18
3'1

36

-,r.

"'

ll

''"

PrRSHTNG
LA!OCE
HONE.'IT JO!I!'l
LITTLE JOHN
SERGEAlll'
SS-11/Ern'AC

1Jll

N na:- HERCULES

139

1"'

1·,561

15

1,15()

'""

12

J,&l

70

13(,
ll ,000

"

"'

'

50

ll),'j"(l

"

t,l,;or,

10')

),}<)}

l)'J

SENTINEL
Spares &'l'l Revair Parts
All Other
Total Miuilf>s ~
201m! GIUl ItS Ml)'}
?Orml r.un' Anti-A/C, SP.
Rifl,., J.'/>~~~m Ml(>Al
81mn Mort . ...,.
155=r~ 3P Howitzer
H578 Lt, Recovery Vehicle
M55l Gen. Sherl<lsn Assault Veh.
Mll] Persorm..t C!<rrier
Mortar Carrier~ !':P
M5'1"7AJ. CCX11aa!1cl Poet C><rriPr
M5l•f\ Cargo Carrier
Mi•B Tanir. (Retrof"i t)
M(.O Tank (Inc. Retrofl t)
Annore·l Vehtde nri<lp;e
Combat F:n11_Jneer Vehicle
Spare~ aut! R~palr l'art.s
All Other
Total w..apons and
Combat V~hi<!les

25?

'•3

1 '•)Ofl

1Hil

20

lO

70

4Bo
1Bo

""'

ll?')

l)ll

107

12

51,1,

13
5
25

471
9l

5

"'

130

1]

l,?IYl

()

?.')

""'
",,

<~1

'15;>

122

"'

,,,

720

'), 3'15

1"1

l ,]"{')

;•<J

41

112

1,')}0
?1')
'-(/0

"(10

'"

1')(

13

.,

~.O')f)

·;o

1' 3?')

1
39

'?')

lU

·;~

lO

.-.~.o

'"

1,225

](]•;

3C0

}()~)

·r,·o

;-;•
150

1l'f

11:'

'>"f'j

:>f.:l

5?8

124
77

,

"""

54
30

420

193

214

.,.

900

037

59

100
30

30

;;6

18

"

)00

30

52

23

"·

"

36

4o

36

41

30

13

81

"
"

529

18
'18

582

~04

uo

hO

!4 ,:>05
'),41;'1
')"70

,,

""

104

"

?119

?111

(£,

279

ll7

"

~~

1, ~~·5

39

,,

"'"'
';')
1;-!
?'.>

l"i'l

1?'(

~

]liO

9
15

Bo

26

10
127

55
143
6o

"'

m

T99

7

,.,

8)

67

82

ll

?:>,t.Ho
4, 'IS(,

"''29

)'I

]'I

27

1,355

~~

47

14 '500

400

3'"

"'

311
ll

--y;o

43
14
59

1)')

n·;

I·

B•,o

"
,,.,

•,1,
l•

'

1'•

~

ll!)

4:..4
213
1,1,(,
]fl'l
1 ,00')

;•IJL

1,250

9
39
1

13
12

"

wr

107

1,(,

g
'!0

500

"
31

:?

11?0

h4

?18

18

l?'_l

32

275,2)0
150

•:>a

:!(•

1,952

l'l

30

,..

"
"'
)4

1

'

3W

59

1,507

44

48

7

"

~·56

15

''
73

,,"
_1!1

20

"'

67
58

206

104

·n

30

677
2,480

211'(, ?H•

540
200
1 ,01•7
12h
]00

5,550
1B 1·roo
2,400

"''

1,0115

""

47
13
40
8
2
49
33

~

3"3

13

V"f,l•o~,
)');>

]l

l'l~·

29
102

58

'·1

1 ,oflo

..-,.

75

Cost

187
1~4

--;;;;\

ll

;-

39

18

S!1

120

1]

f,<)

0

;··r
~· l

-w.

]60

Cost

43

;>;>
;>l,

150

S!1

2

10

"""

1~

Cost

7>3

31'i
1,1,

S!1

483

'"',,
,,"

Cost
228

"· 107

''"40

1,0(>4
1 ,?4)

l;!O

,,,,

,,

~·J

~- 1"1
20"{

"

]4

500

f\'},000

t,Hoo

6o

'(()
)II

1]11

137

3
---r.R'{

\'/{1

16

1,,.,

"

u.~

"f5'J

S!1

48

20,::>;>H

87

104

co~t

l'JbJJ

l'Jb7

1%0

tZ!S

S!1
00

"3
lOT

(,1

TOW
SHILLF.LAtH
REDEYE
HAWK (All Types)
CHAPAHRAL

32
_2

lO

L(,G

"

.

Trainers/Tnst. 'l'ralners
of In Serv1ce A/C
Spares an<l R<'pair Parts

••

5
43
33

Cost

w

1<0

AH-lG COBRA
O!I-6A C:AYUSE
CH-54A

011-13/23 SIOOX/RAVEN
OV-1 J«<IIAWIC/STOL
CV-2 CARlflOO

1~1

l':itJ

S!1

"

<
1
7

30

'•I••

1(,

'"3

20)

22

l?tl

lOO
30

-;';>

300
30

63

(.

30

'

30

7
3Q

)5

40

102

'I'J

1')

""""5""3'i

-::¥.

""T,}j

19'>

)

-ill1

-

""~

•

•
TAll!£'{ - ARMY PRO":liHf.Mf.Jfl' {COH'T)
(TOA, $ Mlllloun)

l' ,,

1<)' I

9..!.1.

Co11L

""' '"
'"

Trud< 1/lo to~ {All T•JPes)

·r;.oo

Truc-k )/It ton 1011d

!,100

l-t/1• ton (All Tvp"s
Tru~k ?-1/?. ton (All Tvp<>s)

r,,033

Trn~k 5 ton (All 'l'•P"S)
Truck, trfl~tor (10 ton)

l'• ,I )I()
lo ,'/'.0
I

,1()1

.-.,n•1q

?,?',()

t:<>st.
'• l

?<)

'•?

·te

'1,!.\f!\
10,1Xl;>
ll,Of)\)

'•,0?"1
HJ

:iPmi-Lraller, T&.llk f)t<'! Ml]l
SpiU"eS ll.n<l RPplilr P11.rts
All Qthf'r VPhld!'~
Total Tarl\Pal an<l Suppnrt
Vehlcl!1s

n

"

?

l')

B.!..l

11,&~1

1';,,~1)()

"j,')<j\
10,0()0
,, ,'.00

•,oo

3(,

""'

4,000

1,•
f,

',11<0
11,1,.,.,

1(; ,000

lh4

'•,f,'/fl

'-,

1'•,1;''1
'1,?11

),·n

1,1<'1~

l3f·

,.,,.,

12:;;

_9..'...I

1"1,'-J(J
11,';00

f'.,l,r)IJ
( ,000

,floo

10 ,0'1'1
?,11<1()

l,'J<'"f

');or

10,"!';6
1,

;>o

to,Boo

111

',00
lO,Cioo

to,lOO

r-n

fl,(oo

1'•

e,r)')~

8(,

/'l

20
18
14

,,
11

ll
?7

')

,.,"
,.,"'
?4

132

l

,',(1()

Jlo

t;•,'.(\<J

10,()()(}

:•;>

];>,(~_l(j

1,315
' \00

fl::m

"

""li?li

~

9

,,
'"

'

"

1?

"'"'

10

"''

;>'j~

]]

'

·,~

ll'J

,.,

PROOIJC'l'IOO BASE

7'•

!/_
"ij_

£1
'Y

¥

.,.

'!

2,11W.
12,JOO

?1

'J, to()

,,
~

"'

""

1H

"'

1,2'00

11
12

t::>,t•n
l';/,00

35

l?S

""'

17

47
1'>

108

'

_JJ.5.
7)1

:n

u.·,

(,}f_l

l ,rvJ•,
1')2

')0

932

30

)10

11·

J,

Cf·
,, ,:>1<1

8h.

.,

1"0

:> ,574

7' 3<>",'

,,

11')

l,IYJ:I

,0>
?

"

<?,0'10

?9

~')2

4 .5Si

"

17',6?7

"(1,•,

::>?

1(·1

(·l<'

117
....

10,')33
ll'J

l"i,f\"!l

i<Jh

"
'"'

a·r

.,.,o

'

.... "'"
'".b '""

<I)

lfl'

l</2

](,

?,]OJ

3,fl,J

1]0

1'.>(,

1·18

,, 3

4,8h
···8

"

3. 7]4

')

1"/0

12

1, ,'<HI,

(!{)'/

)'~

1?

·-:t•

229

10
535

~

JJ

33

),O•.
1.>

3,330

'I')

1/?0

'•1

59

2JQ

,,1

9

,..'•9

;,o·~-.

,,.,

'""

IS/1

~2

.l'·<'

2,~;>1,.

~.1·]7

., ' 1 ~·?.·

Coat dat.a lnclu~t"a ,;rounrl support equiprnc,.l,
Qu...-<t!ty In Hllllona.
Qullllt tty 1" 'Thoua...-da.
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'

-r-:

60
24

~4

n 1173

,.,.

--s:

-

1-

•

60

4<

05
207

-

62

801.0 1618.0 1150.0 369.0 2082.0
75.0
89-0 226.0 188.0 281.0
299.0 197 .o 408.0 4]6.0 755.0
172.0 231.0 ~
~
0 2347 .o 2135 .o 184].0 ~o60.0 3202.0 3521.1 2547.312997.9
·fl DEEP FREEZE urcraft.
Includes 27 aircraft procured free. Air Force.
if Includes fly&way &ircr&ft, advance buy, pecu1ill.l' AGE, &n:i train!.ng
Excludes one aircraft financed under RDT&E.
device costs. All spares e.nd other support are not ir.cl\:de:i.
Includes 5 SP-2H aircraft.
hf For riverine forces in SEA.
TACAMO aircraft.
Excludes 2 aircre.ft financed under RDT&E in FY 1964.

~

~

-

268

•

\

•

St.:-at.e,;1c Offensive Aircraft
B-' :r.

F-10~

F-4C/D/E

327

222

B9

1H

l~

F-lllA/C/D

'

Rf~:

RF-lll
0-2A/?
OV-101-.
A-7D
A·!i"E
F -')A/?
Su.btota..l
AirW"'

C·l25
C·l3J

"

61=

.,
,,

~·

lOS

Purpose Fo!'ces ;..jc
Seal1:!''t Ai:-crll!"-:.

c-::.;~

s

~:

93

2C

15

C-11.1

c-:.:.

~

m;

,.,
,,

78
45

vc-Ot.
cx-2(Aerozl!) C-9f.
Sea.l!.!''l. A/C
Sub-:.otal A1rl1..~
~· MeC, ~D Pen
_;[:tt:.ell, C=, Tra1~:,
RC·l35(A.i'CS)
EC-l3:l,!l

TI

YO:

'

m

123

'f...!;l
Class1!"1er! Pro~ects
S'.J.btcts.l ln't. Co=. Tra.1D. •••• A/C
A/C IT~ A.ssoe -.:/n-c cr mere

144

1cl.

~

r::

"""'

t.':"i-'!1'/H

CF.·3C/t
J-:-i-3E

3!li"

10

m

--:

,, ,,

12
57
..-:.

"

"'

I.!:
tiC
70

bo;

;:!

:~

e;.

:;.1

...

·:.;.

;:1;

j;!

6;
ll.t

"

_i
5e~

::.

T7
25

"'

lOG

""54

;o;

1

34
8

...,.,4

lE
4
~

,.

3!

r,

-i

""!5

2'j

~

~

6

JE

4
15

JJ

l5

131

l4C

144

,.,

10

m

m

m

""E

"
§;

4C
ll

6<

T·3if../:./C
'I-3=.:.

.,

1"'£
ll

~n

1~1

c~

12

16

25
l7

5

" "",, ,,
75
J4

l2!

rr-

;:;<:

'

2C

f

"

125

l

16

15

ll

C-~.1..

6

1.1•11.1../E
J.J<ACS

"

'I-3~

CX-3

ex

1

44

32

U-10!:

6

55

12

6

2

}Ui-~35/C

Sub•vota.l J../C Assoc '1.1::.!;. t'o'tl or mere
Tot.al Aircri!L!'t Proc:l::"etz;.t Pror;n.:n ,Qty
Tcital A/6 Pice'. Cost, ~ :!ll.ioos
Less: Pric: Yea: Mva.:lce Procl::"eoe::;-;. ·

rJ

Ad~:

A<v Proeure:zn'::

Subse~;.

Prcg

iet Fu::J~c.g
MoC.i!"1c:a':1on o~ Airc:rC""t
A/C Spares all<! ReJl!l1: Parts
Common AGE
Cl!..ssi!"!.eC. Project-s
Other A/C Procure~::t Suppc:"::
:r-ota.J. Proc-.u-emetit o~ J../C ~~

"/. !/.
~
£/
y

Excludes 21 airc:ra!'-:. aold -;.o Uavy.
Il:lc:l~og 24 a:!.rcl""!L!'':: ~ar eventu&l &c. ·.e~ t.o A:ls':::nUJ.a.
Four Airc:r'\t""t !"or Thail&D:l., t!.ve t.o :eplac:e MAP e.irc::rart.
previously t.re..ns:ferreC. "to So1.1."1.b Vie"I.Du;.
Il:lc:ludea we T-37• for Tba!l&DC..

!/.
fJ.

£/

lPcludeE 3S &ircra:t tc~ S~t.'.t. Vie':.IJa::. &Pi!. l6 tor Tb&!.laDi!..
Includes &even a!.rc:ra!'':: fo:- So'~-:.:. Vietna: &Dd. tvo tor 7ha!.l.&:::C..
Inclu:l.es fly&"\olll.y a:!.rc:ra!'-:.. Advance ll'..;;y, Peculic AG!, a.::i!. tra:.:-.:.:.e;
device costs. A1j.. apareE l!l.l"".} O't.her supper: are r.ot indude!.

•

-

TABLE 13 - AIRLIFT AND SEALIFT fORCF.S

---------------t'-'-'c"c't'c'co"c"+"cc"c'c'~'c'c'c"c'+n
M.rS!!!..:~.l!!_rlr-..L!_c.!!!-

•us rr

1955

Fr "e' n 1968 n 1959 n •no n ,9,, rr '" 2 n "''

lltft'lltC!!I.

.Ur rarce
C-SA
C-7A (A1'11'!' until FT 67)
C-97
C-118
C-121

C-121
C-1))

C-115
C-141
Subtotd Air Force

'"

Ah Force 1te.. rn (AFR)/Alr
M.tlcmd Cuanl (MIG)
C>91

"

H6
26'1

)41
)51

41

1 047

_l__._Q!Q

.
."
'

~]

79

Marl11@ Corp•
Na••l 1teae~IH..rlne Cn•'P•

40

~7

)O·D•y Lift to tunpe
(Thou•..,d• of Ton,.)(,.on·•ddl
J(l.n.,. Ltft to SoutheiH MLI
{ThOutO.,.dl of Tofts) (,....,.,dd)

.,

]0

40
19

)2

118

l2J

42
I

tl4

..."

"'
'" "'" "'" """ '"" '""
'" "'
,,," " " " "
'" "' '" '" '"
l6

.

1,000__

.

74

~6

~q

15

A,
11

t--""--t-"'''-t---":!.L __11... _

_7..!_

2 2~7

A6

~~

A~

11

11

11

70
71

~

41

58
41

2,19_0 2,080 1 999 1

1ll

1 '•11 1 409 1 JJ4

l

218

!
J

11.0

42.4

~n.

'~::.1'

20.U

1].1,

1>1. I

120.7

lB.~

1>5.1

•1.2

""

""

""

102.7

140.0

'

!}

The fFI! Prngr;om IB sn~p~nd~d during tl,~

):,_/

hrp.,~ltlon~d •Hvhlom ~~t" "'"In ad• ltt"n l•' the ~nlv•• ,ltvl~lnn~ ~lAtlon~d tn F.uropr .

0

ooatllltl~~ In f.•'Otho·<~~t A~l.o:

><hlp~"''

·•••t~d

8'"tvlr~

)]7.2

~UI
. _..

71

,., ,_
.,
"'" '" "'"

""

lll. 4

110.6

"" "" '

,_

•

5A
41

~A

41

.--'"'r-"'''-t---''"'+-'''-l-''''·-t---''"'+--''"'+--''"'-

,."

In polnt·to·p•·'nt

"'
'" "'
'"

'" "'
'" "'
"'
""" "'
"'" "'"" '""
"
"
"" "" " "' '"' "'' "'' "'' :~:'
• '
'"
'"' '"'
'" '" ""
""

r'~·~":o''=f"''·oo~·¥'''~'~'=f'"'-2<Jl

TOT.\L AlRCkAn {AAl)

294

5H

t.lll

~1)

""

Na" {l'leet Tactical Support)

J48
5~0

u

..... ...

"'"
"" ,.,"

C-119
C-111
C-121
C-114
C-lJO
Subtotal An./AHG

·'2

til

"'

'"'" " '"'" "
'" "' "" .,,
"'
"' u ·~u "'

.

C-124
C-lJO

.."
'"'

'
""' "'"

2~
'I)
~~~

'

70
1)7

__

'

19

1~

9l
ISS

'

70
ll7

7P •
TABLE 14 - RESERVE COMPONENTS AND ROTC

FY 1961 FY l96Z
!!!![

....,.

~

•
Reeenw
Ren'l""ft
R.. enoe

P&14 DrW.1
Actin Dut7 tor Tr&S.DiiiC
Paid tn1.11•

361.

'

i .6

FY 1965 FY 1966 FY 1967 FY 1908 FY 1969

FY 1964

T

30

324
37

27~

29

21.!.

221

;;::.:_;.

2E
59

17
4E

47

"

77

7~5

'"
55·:·

61.~

7'27

69(

7<!.

I. g.::

zEs

l..G<:
2:.;

1.6:.

773

43So

23<-

2,2t..O

l, 752

1,367

l, ~3f

12~

lll

11';-

1

12:•

1

1

9

E

1

lC·

9

Subtotal

13::.

12·:i

l3J

t.:.:

Reaerve (Non·P~)
Standb7 R. . e~

311

272

tO:

201:

1·25·

~;

--<

:.;.?

---

-E

4f

47

0

0

0

'
4?

............,. ,

.

- Actin
tor Tra1>W>ol
- ot.ber Paid Tr&i.ni.Dc

"""'

8\lbtot.&l

Reeerft ICID-Paid Pool

rorAL

Reee:r"'f'e

- "'"'

!!!'Z

o.:r•

CatesoJ7 A Re.ern (-.e DTWe/15
Reeerft - Actin Dut7 for Tninina;
Fleaerte
Other Paid Training

Tn1A1D8)

.

....,

1:::

rorAL . IAVY

33f

3f)

3S<~

"

(

2')

;?l.l.

231

2:.;,

23:

7
71

~1

7':

1!
71

??
6;

71.3

7'):·

7''

729

553

l.!.j

234

6(5

31;

2E::

6£;.
;;::,:,

1' :::·-

1, 5:.:.

1 '51(,

1 ,£7w

1,£7.<:

12,;

12-

125

1

1

9

123
1
E

E

E

u,;

'"<

E
55

"

I

39j

351.
25
254

46

•

I

',.

21:!

.",. I

4t

I

'

I

lfAr1De CO!l!;l

Cate&or:r A Reu~ (48 DrWII/15 ~ Tn1n1n&)
Re•ern
Acti'ft Dut:T
'"' Tra1>W>ol
RellerTe
otber Paid Tn.11li.D&

.

....,

.

Subtotal

q
0
2

<

!.:;

5-

fleaerTe Aet1 'ft Statu. Pool
s~ RuerTe

rorAL - IWliiiE CORPS

Air Poree
Air Mat1Qil&l Guard - Paid Drlllll
Rat1CD&l
- Aet.1 'ft Dutr
'"' Tra1>W>ol
ReserTe
Paid Drills
fle•erve
Aeti 'ft Duty
'"'
Tra1>W>ol
Re•ern
()tbe' Paid Tra1niz16

..,,

47

-.

""""'

1:

65
17

17£

17~

12:-

~

.. .

?:

7C·

£0

5£

5~

"

,,

2

5:?

2
ll

3
;

2

2

6

'

1!.2

l!.J

126

?66

14::·
lt;

1E'
117

117
13C·

562

l!;;.

36?

3, 552

c:,E7:)

2,257

-

11

I

I

111

1"2

146

3:7

416

4Z.C'

L;~

2, 36E

2' ;.:.:.

2,511

2,L79

I

285

305

29

279

Junior D1T1111oo (B1gb School) - tJnitll
Student•

29E

2;15

20

69

71

7

12·

16
3
4

1

~

5J

25

25
3

2

3

Air Poree - Jllat1cmal Guard
Rea em:

14

11

1

4

4

'l'Ol'AL AIR PCitCE TZCBMCIAJIIS
ICIEI•Reserrlltll
"' Total
• lAe• thaD 500
Bote. • Total• 1111Q' not edd due to l"'Ulldi.ni·

16
1

15
1

2(

"

20:.
!.f

I

:;;

i

'"

I

:-

l~:

48
0

'

50

9:.
3::-

,,,
79

2

-

"

l-:.
1S7

ss

I

37C

l52

'-

I

20;.

'

135

!

157

So

;:s

372

2 ,6~2

2,604

1E;
53

20-

;-

235

264

2·:J~

,,

,_I

27?

250

263

2;,;

2E7

!.!.·:·

645

54~

"

6C

6C

91

115

157

1E

17

17
4

19

19

20
5
5

5
5

'!'OrAL ARM! T!CHJflCIAnS
Jloo-Reurn•ts irl Total

23C'

'

,.

1.5

'

1
6

"1

:

:;::

--

l

.~

I

-

-

I

I

=-·=

15:
1:.:..

rorAL - SINIOR DIVISION

._ -

75

165

22?

Pull Tille C1T1l1an and M1l1 t!!l Teebnie1ant~~
National Guud
Reserve (lneludi.n8 Pull Time M111 ta.ry)
.Ur Defenae .ARll>

1;7

1!.2

".

'

1:7

I

;:

1;:;

2fl
4L

~

"27

i

125

13:.

!

<~.

377

,.

s.::

-.'

I
I

I
-- I -- I
-I
- I

1

2'>
43

- Bailie:

I

127

'-E

ll.;.

- All Serr1ee•
Senior D1T111icm (College)

I

l;l

!

,,
I

25

'

2

I

5~

6~

Relld1 Reserre Mob1liu.t1oo Reintoreementa
Stu.fb:T R. .enoe

Rare

0

.,

55
2:.

I

4€

C'~

1!;7

G1W1D 'l'OrAL REERn J'CftClS

u:

113

SUbtotal

!OrAL • AIR J'CII:CE

!,;'

I

I

;:
::?"

o.'J-

37)

1:·-

133

a.:.

I "

205

7;

s:

',

5

,,

29

,
5

26

26

26

3

3

1

1

2?
1

15
4

16

16
4

17
4

1:

20
1

21
l

19
1

'
20
1

30
1

,

!

17

iI

21
1

2

•

--

I~
TABLE l5

\
)';

Prior

?

RESE:AACH

7G
118
7l

Arm•

Na,·y
Air Force

.!2& 12£!:. l2f2

~

.!2§1

1t
118
87

81
123
97

t~

fj1;

1)2

127

:;-.

100
51

96

...,,
.,

"

T7l

,,
-df

L3

42

3~

4o
27
28

76
12(·

85
31
31.
35c-

8;
1?2

90

,,

36

"38

CheJ::ica: Technolog:.·

60

56

49

Co=:.:...-:icacions a::.:! Elect.ronics

39

LO

<9

Ordnanc~

Jl

29

Life Sciences
Ae:ronau".lcs
Ma·.eria!s

22

30

15

13
l4

26
3L
15

,,

5'

67

ARFA

""

DASA

~

S1.:b-Tot.~>.l

.7

~

.)~<;

JL

'D

r--e

FIIVJlClAL SIJMMAP..'f OF RESEARCH AND DEVELOWZiiT
(TOA, S Millions)
(Fiscal Year)

~

~

39

33":: 3E "3'0

~

l1§t

ill"-

l

~-.

lli

9i::

,,"

EXP:...ORA70RY DE\'EL:Ji>M.ENO

~

}!.

Ot.her

--rs

S:..;b-To::>J.

60

211

~

s,.

\oia:rfare Syst.ecs
Che:tical 7echnology

Co=w:ica-:.ions
Orinance
i..i::'e Sciences
Aercna:..;-:.ics
Ma":.e::-ials

~d

Electronics

31C

':1"1

-~·

25

23
2'7

lT

17

:;

1?

•..

--"'-

207
~

;'(

""2"4:

25Z

151

lt?

133

14

30

::::...

2L

47

11
37

4.?

,.

"~

6:

13
38
12

13
35
10

13

:.:::

10

222

,.,._

2C

"
66
23c'

~

"

Ot.her
S'Jb-Total

Ll
25

2(

€:

~:

;;!.

10

L-:-

..
"'
'.
.,

3~-

l;(

352

--;:J;F

32C

""'2'86

2'/'i

34
50

37
53

37

2E

5t

37
1.:,:.

"5

61

e

''0

5~

3(.

:;::

,,

~2

3:
,.

2i:

2~

27
3!.

«
'E

2f

21

27

::""
~.

"'

m

Air Force

Technolog:.•
Cc=unications =d Electronics
Avivr.ics
Orina:::ce
Bi vastronac;-::.i c s
Aeror.a'.!·.i:s
Mat-erials
Other
Che~ical

~'

10
27

):
30

s~b-Tota.j_

A:Off'A
DEF::K:lE:.".
VEl..!-.

AGILE
Other
Sub-Total

7

286

29C

311.

30!"

-:DO

ll6
56

110

13j_

2.31

5E

60
25

61
23
20

127

11

TOTAL EXP:WRATORY DEVELOPMEJ:;:

_:u

26

lE

58
30

4L

3t1 ~

35
43

",
l:

....,.,.'"
'"'

El

lll

45
20

103

45
26
24

_...

40
21

~

_n

251

235

230

225

2cb

1072

1155

112E

113!.

::.o:.:2

9L8

950

12

l4
2
1
6
9
l4
15

4
3
2
2
2
15
23

l
l
l

l

1

5

4

5
12
10
6
30

4
28
4
5
3:

3
60
6
5
165

6
7

10

'"
27

~

956

7
7

220

...£

192

ADVANCE:! DEV::.LOPME..'IT
Armv

---operational Evaluatior. V/STOL
Nov Surveillance Aircraft
Heavy Lift Helicopter
Research Helicopter
Aircraft Wea.poni:.ation
Auto Data Sys/~y in th< Field
Surface-to-Air Missile (SAM-D)
Satellite Co=unications
Tactical Satellite Co=unications
NIKE-X Adv. Development
Anti-Tank Weapons
Lightveight Hovi t:.er
Limited War Lab
Therapeutic Developments
Pover System/Converters
Night Vision
Abn. Surveillance .!. Target Acq.
Other
Sub-Total

7

2l

l7
9
2
1
9
15

102

26

25

l

2

11

15
2
80

l

34

26

28

18

l

l

l

4

3

3

10

'
10

'
12

l3

6
124

2
8
35

3
5
20
1.17

5
3
32

""1'l'

-

212

2W

156

'5

'

2

-'f/

ll

12
4
5
30

-m

12
17

13
55

1§1;

2

10

e

15
10
62
200

7
1C
9

14

J

.....az
374

•

•

TABLE 15• FINANCIAL SUMMARY OF RESEARCH AND DEVELOPY.ENT (Cont.' d)
(TOA, $ ~illion~'
(Fiscal Yer.r)

-·

Prior
y~

ADVANCED DEVELOPMENT (Cent 'd)
JiaV'\'
--v/STOL Development
New Ship Design
Airborne Elec. Warfare Equip.
Adv. Surface-to-Air Missile
System (ASfo'.S)
Adv. Point Defense Surface
Missile Systett:
Adv. ARM Sys~e~s
Landing Force Support Weapon

1

12

6
4

9

5

2

c

2

1

3
14

l.:,

14

4

10

2

8

5

1

12

7

1

11

12

'

ll

lS'

3

2
11

1

5
1

10

13

5
3
2

2

63

1

7
7
13

11

1

40

25

88

1f
4
2
3
7

3
15
9

26

9
20
2
5
2
44

202

l82

10

5

4

l

5"2

1
5

l2

J

2

15

7

2

3

(LFSW)

2

3
4

2

4

4

E
10
23
13
1
3
10
3
2£

7

12

15
12
15
9

3

3
3

7
7

13
5
7

1
4E
223

L

4
35

'

5
13

'

3
?E

9

5
13
10

1

2

2

ec

llt

25l

2E3

15
2
1

5
12

6

3
8
19

11

8

31

21
31

11
9

1
5
5
15

9

150

9

5
5

8

2

6
4
7

10

10

9

8

7

46

8

28
5
3

(AI'.SA)

Aerospace Structural Materials
Adv.ICBM l Bas~ng
SABRE (Self-Algn. Boost &
Reentry)
X-20 ( DYNASOAR)
GEMINI {MaL,ed Space Flt)
Large SeliC Pr?p Motor

8

9

Augmented Thrust Propulsion
Astronautics
Adv. Undersea SurveillB.nce
Abn. AS.: Detection Syster.
Adv. Sub Sonar
Adv. Surface-Ship Sonar Devs
Acoustic Countermeasures
ASW Torp C/M Resist
Sub-Launched Anti-ship Torp.
Deep Submergence Progr~
Act::.ve PLANAR Array Sonar
AS~' Shi~ Int. Co:::~bat Syste:
Reactor Propulsion Plants
Ad..,·. Surface Craft
Adv. Mine Developmen~.
Adv. Mine Countermeasures
Other Advanced Developments
Sub-Total
Air Fcrce
Lig~t Intra-Theater Transport
V/STOL Aircraft Technology
Aircraft Propulsion Systems Int.
Tri-Service V/STOL
·
V/TOL Engine Development
Overland Radar
UTH Radar (Program 673A)
Advanced Avionics
Penetration Aids for Manned Aircraft
Conventional Weapons
Flight Vehicles Sub-systems
Advanced ASM System
X-15 Aircraft
Adv. Manned Strat. Acft.

9

4
1
15

22

9

109

100
14

Abn. Term. for Sat. Comm.

273

132

64
16
31

3
3
5
24
10
4
6
3
10

3

5

14

'25
5
4

5
16
8

E

10

8
5

6

6

19
8
10

26

6
6

30
9

5

6

12

15

12

6

4

10

1

11

5

3

2

4

9
9

3

c

•
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TABLE 15- FINANCIAL SUMMARY OF RESEARCH AID DEVELOPMENT (Cont'd)

(TOA,

$Million~\
Y~ar)

(Fiscal

Prior
~

~=-~
. Reentry Tests
Adv. Liq~id Rocket Tech.
Ad\'. Spa::e Guidan:.-e
Adv. Space ?over Supply Tech,
Space Experiments Support (SESP)
Other Advanced Developments
Sub-Tot.al

4

E::u::::r;="~ING DEVEL0~.£1\.

11
2

2

2

79,

101

...

'

TOTA.:. ADVAN:::ED DEVELOPMENT

7

11
4

1

..

• '

...

'
'

~

.

*.

-

. 70~

-· .• :

·-~-

.

12
34

.

''

'

.

:

'

'

.

A..rr=.Y

----rrrr2-:ms Testing

836

263

175

36
30
14
6
33
29
31
27

50
47
16
11
34
48
32
1e

"69

431

NlZ:.E-X

Forward Area Air Defense System
Fire Pover other than Missiles
Air Mobility
S~face Mobility
Combat Surv. & Target Acq.
Co~~ications & Electronics
Combat Support Items
~Der ~gineering Development
Sub-Total

3

64
270
59
48
22
7
22
27
36
15
570

40
339
22
42
17
6

409
7

J.ilE:

375

27

21

3l

35

2£:

2t

lC

15

10

19
33

2:·

13
54t

4~

9

5bt

9
~

4
9

24
27
11

13

___±£_

565

523

7
29
58
11
1o7

6

15

19
1
10
9
2'•
12
13

12
30
62

ls36

2'4C

Navv
Major Systems Dev,
AirLaunched l,feapons

T~ee-T

Ung~ide1/Conventional

1

4

5

5

33

1
35

5
9

7
20

VFJ.X-Ns.vy

CVS AS~ A/C (VSX)
Sub-Sonar Developoents
Other Undersea Wa=fare Projects
CBATCE
Bo~t Sensor Veh. Sys. (TRIM)
Ship Contract Definition
Ma:ine Corps Develo~ents
Other Engioeering Developments
Sub-Total

4

1
21

2o

Air Force
IIOI'/FCS/MISSILE

Boo

li>-70

J-58
F-4 Improvements

12!..

197

363

11

1

25
5
21
21
20
1

150

136

105

9
59
108

17
67
103

220
33

207
92

156.
94

57
84

5
23
64
10

3

MJ..VERICK
Ad-..·. Tac. Fighter (FX)
Adv. Attack Aircrart (A-X)

123

.ABRES

155

161

6
S9
13

123

"""Sf

5
89
128

Hard Rock Silo Dev.
Weather Aerial Deliv

18

21

15
60

3
75
101

5J

11

...2'1.

1

5
2
4
3

25
30
3
116
36
3

Comm.
Othe:- Engin,!ering Develop.
Sub-Total
TOTAL ENGINEERING DEVELOPMENT

?

v

MANAGD'DIT & SUPPORT

!£St.

\lb.i te Sa.t~C.s fol.issile
Kvajalein Test Site
General Support
Sub-Total.

Ra.t~ge

54
1

64

74
1

-* --* -*

.,..
22

274

3

2 9

86
33
_ill.
312

86
39

67
35

~M

216

34o

85
42
208
33e

87

;;t••

•
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- FINANCLU. SUJ+1ARY Of RESEARCH AND DEVE:.OPY.ENT (Cont 'd)
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TABLE 15

-

•

riNANCIAL 5UlottA.RY OF RESEARCH JJr.l DE\14.0f¥.ENT (Cont.'d)
(TOA, $ Millions)
(Fiaca.1 Year)

Prior
Years

OPERATIONAL SYSTD:S DE\'. !Cont'd~

1962

@

1964

l.lli

1966

lill

7
4
3
14

5
6
7
15

10
8
6

6

1969

illZ.

Navy

J../i-

G/M Flt. Sprt..
U/'o.' Ordnance Flt.. Suppor't. Pre;::;.
AL/SL Ordnance Flt.. Sprt..
Torpe:!o MK-!.6
Direct.ional JEZEBE:. Sonoboy Sys.
Torpe.:io t-'.K-1.8
Operat.ions Cont.ro1 Cent.ers
Naval Tact.ical Data Syst.e::s

38

11

21

2

L
10

68

19
7
4

9

5
4

B

10
L5
6
L

9
7

7
2

20
40

,,

5

1

11

'

10
7
2

3
46

4

21
Anti-Radiation Missile (St. d. Ar<)
Ot.her Operat.ional Syst.ems
Sub-Tot.al

J..i.r Force
S:R-7:

20
430
7
7

538

MI!IU7EYJJl

PA:Cs {Post At.k.Co:.& Cont. .Sys)
OT!i Rad~;r Syste::.
A'r.'i-.:5
S?.:..CE":'?.;.Ci':
RF-111
F-lll.A/~a.r1-. II Avionics

7G

418

2
10

81
333

L

19

23

13

L
10
1
8

5

6

116

231

321

B-5''

6

SRA..V.

f

'7

"·
279
5
4
5

;f;:
9

C-51.

10
10

Orbitir:g Lab (XOL}
TIT~ III Vehicle
TIT.:.:; ll:i Space ~ooster
r;:~~ Targets
Security
Co=. Intel.
Special Acti\•ities
Ct.her Operational Syste::.s
St,;,b-Total

•

807

Asencies
Defe:-.se Age:-.cies Sub-Tot.al

19
4
29
328

237
6
39
486
455

330
4
33
414

42
37
34
200

7
30
273

3
1

1

2

4

6

10

13

""'

2

1
75·
12

19?

117.

9
39
23

27
7?
79

12

128 -

3

159
150
36
105
9
42
407

279
237

34;
431

6E
10
66
290

57
7
84

~

__2l

.,

413.

16E

25

Fb-111

<

!.;7

43
49
600
62
8
53

23.!..

218

1642

2J?

11'

ij07

104

95

108

12E

2260

2645

3031

33E;

3L17

76DE

700/:

7450

71:'35

.'793?

580

533

541

;53

647

91DE
-_94C

w•o

7074
·00

6467
+16

.;0~7

'(;

536e

lli.i

6984

6483

~746

00

732
:1.675

1026

JlJ

1467

1504

47

68

90

87

2502

2643

2515

6631

761,9

523

'-

Defe~se

..

,....

_.,.,

I

TOT~

qPERA710NAL

SYST~E

DEV.

70:'J..:. :<.&::

/'

I

7
?

Less Support. FrD!t Other Appro.
TOT~

OBLIGATIONAL AUTHORifY

?~~&E Appropriation~
Fin~cing hCJus~Qe~~s

NE'.,' OBLIGATIONAL ALI"IHO?.!TY
RDT&E Appropriations
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72E?
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eo;1

-117
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Fhcal Yu.r PrOfliram
Ssvl..,;s Realized
!)

'"

n

Area

1')<·2

"

i'JhJ

n 1?>4

IT l<JI)~

"

"

191)7 Prngr11111

n 1'1·7

lO(i>

"

i'f'l- n

" 1'•··

~uylnt~:

0nly What We Need
Reflnlnp: Requtr .... ~nt for -Jolajor items
'I
tnlthl provieloning
3ecot>dary items
Tedmlc&l M&nuah
T<'roh. data ""d r .. pcrtl
e.-oo, hue facilities

.•

l"creased lise of f:•ceso-r'luip. &nd ~upp\l~s
1~1" Pr<>l. equip.
C<>ntr4r\nr lnv~ntory
f_llm. .. ,;olo\pl&tln,o;~ (VF.)
lnv .. ntory ltMn r,.duction
Tot.l flu.ylnl( Only -.ot:at We IIPf'·l

"'

487

t,(l(,o
~)A

r.t,

'I?

''"
"'
,.,"
,.,,,

"'

~~-,0

1,)21

J(,)

]4H

"'

)'•

'

"'

(,1,3

f.:>(,

'

JJ(,

••3

.,,

:>15

...

23::0

no

30

L~J

1;'7

...

'""•..

,

3

>l
4

w

J(,')

,,

llb

'·~·

""''

J?'•

33:•

...

?,'•'•'•

1/i(,.,

(,!\~

"

4

"'"
ft·

'

0

444

w

(,

'""'

n t<JAl-

l'•i

3>

8

i\168 Prugr!lln

'
)

'·'

"

1969

"

l~f·9

~

""

~,

:-'!·'•

~l.o

1,\t("i

{,3/<

>fh

n

1~,9--

19'{1

14~

30
"4

'
"

3

(,(,

l'r"f';T&DI

"''•

"'

!J

Includu

'!!}

"ot

"

In the "savlnf:l requlrt-....,nta" for
f"( 19'>2 of $24 billion
!'}')] of AriAy pipdlne
r"qu!re>Oents of $500 IIlli ton,

"" '" "
=J

Lo~~t :;nun<\ Pr!c<':
to r,..,p,.tlttve Pr ..c,:
PHC<'nt C<topPllt\YP
Alllount or savin,o;s
f.hlft to n~ed Incentive:
Pl!rc,.nt t:I'F'F ;}
AmoutJt or •avln,o;s
!llr~ct hlrCha>" 1\rPaJ!O>lt
Mlllti•Y<'ftr Pr-or<lT"'""n1

,;

Tot• I l'u.yln•·- at ! ....... sl ::oou,J l'rkP

37 ,!'!,

3'.',1'1.

23'{

41,11

Jfol)

?O.~.

[~:A

llpPr'~·

1"1)

!I

Incr~asln~ Ffficl~m·v-T~lec<...,,.n\c~t.ti<l!>S .,..,.~,,

Tr11n•r.,ltrafft•: .,..;mt.
tquiJ>OlPnt 1!111\nt, mv.mt.
Non·<:'-"'tu•t v~hl~J., or.nn~.
Contrac1 tf!ctml<'ianr
ktlltllrJ br.ualn~. mm1.
R••al property I!WIIl.

1>

.,.,
:.•1,

'•'l

F'ar.klnR/P<Ock~ln'l

Total R•·•1!1clnR Uperattn ... cnstA
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r:ontra~t
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nl'l<l

n 1961 - • .}2.9(. Sulnss are 2~ per
dollar convert~.

3
d/ rlrst ntne month& or F'Y 1<;61 - • JM,
Savings an HJl per doller eonvert~.

!}

l,fl<.;

!:~dud~• llSA lnv~ntory dr•vdovn of $)8
11llllon In FY 11/>2; $2(,;> llllllon in
n 1~>3; UI,J million In n 1'1)4;
million in FY 1<;65.

'"

!.J

Represents saving& rn1hed •& • ruult
of FY 1')',7 ban cloolng df!ciltons.

yJ

Full allnual err .. ct of •cUon• tbrot.~~h
fY 1\fb .,ill be $780 million.

!lu.ylllp d
~;btft

non-recarrlng •a>'ingo,

tnclucl~ In totah &!'P nductiOIU

IM.Jur ite111B In

"O

"''"

•~e

'!!/

FUll annufll effect of ..:lion. ttu-OU«h
F'Y 196(.. >till be $1,~50 million •

1/ Full annud effect or •ctlons throogh
n 19Ji .,111 be $120 .. uHon,

J}

!J

full at•nu•l effect or •ctlons ttu-011gh
n 19>1> dll ~e $5,299 million.
New r~portl~ crlterh for FY 1967
nvln,o;o on •n •nnu•l t••h
t•nty. n,~ t1~r•~·year .rr.. et cf YY
j-.;/ a~ll<'M (fY 67-69) UIO\Ultl <o •
tut>\l <•f '"-'•0' '>lailllon.

...,••ur~•

~
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,,.

TABLE 18 - AMOUNTS REQUESTED FOR AIRCRAFT, MISSILES, SHIPS,
AND TRACKED COMBAT VEHICLE PROCUREMENT AUTHORIZATION IN FY 1969
REQUEST AS COMPARED WITH FY 1968 AUTHORIZATION
($ in Thousands)
Authorized
FY 1968

1/

Requested
FY 1969

Aircraft
899,200

735,447

Navy and Marine Corps

2,363,246

2,782,788

Air Force

5,270,70(1

5,212,000

Army

Missiles

Army

492

:roo

956,140

Navy

582,154

879,212

22,500

13,500

1,355,100

1,768,000

1,063,800

1,712,300

323,200

299,426

3,300

10,800

12,375,900

14,369,61.3

Marine Corps
Air Force
Naval Vessels
Navy
Tracked Combat Vehicles
Army

Marine Corps
GRAND TOTAL

1/

Reflects effects of legislation submitted to revise the
authorization in PL-90-22.
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TABLE 19 - SOURCE OF FUNDS FOR AIRCRAFT, MISSILES, SHIPS
AND TRACKED COMBAT VEHICLES FY 1969 PROCUREMENT PRCGRAM

")

(In Thousands)
Total Amount
of FY 1969
FTogram

Funding Available
for Financing
Program in Part

NOA ReQuested
for
Authorization

Aircraft
Procurement of EQuipment and
Missiles, Arrrry

735,447

735,447

Procurement of Aircraft and
Missiles, Navy (and
Marine Corps)

2,897, 788

ll5,000

2,782,788

Aircraft Procurement,
Air Force

5,362,000

150,000

5,212,000 ~/

8,995,235

265,000

Sub-total - Aircraft

1:.1

e. 73o,235

1

Missiles
Procurement of.EQuipment and
Missiles, Army

956,140

.,
956,140

Procurement of Aircraft and
Missiles, Navy

879,212

879,212

13,500

13,500

Procurement, Marine Corps
Missile Procurement,
Air Force
Sub-total - Missiles

1 1 793 1 000

25,000

1 1 768 1 000

3,641,852

25,000

3,616, 852

1,812,300

100,000

1,712,300

Navy Vessels
Shipbuilding and Conversion,
Navy
Tracked Combat Vehicles
Procurement of EQuipment and
Missiles, Arrrry
Procurement, Marine Corps

0

299,426

299,426

10 1 800

10 1 80C'

Sub-total - Tracked Vehicles 310 1226
GRAND TOTAL

~

Of
by
Of
by

14,759,613

_31'
390,000

the amount reQuested for authorization, $440.0 million ;
transfers from the DOD Stock Funds.
the amount reQuested for authorization, $600. 0 mill'
transfers from the DOD Stock ~ds .
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